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The role which the English` Language has played in India, and 
the impact it had on Indian languages has been the theme of many 
monographs and Theses. There is another aspect"of this contact of 
the Lanruages and Cultures; that is the influence of Indian languages 
and contexts on the English language in India. This aspect is inter- 
esting both as a linguistic study and as a cultural study. This is, 
perhaps, the first investigation in this direction, which attempts 
to study the English language in a language-contact situation in 
India taking into consideration Indian contexts too. 
In the hands of Indians, the English language has acquired cer- 
tain characteristics at all formal levels which make it distinct 
.. from other varieties of English, whether spoken and written as pri- 
mary languages or secondary languages. In this study descriptive 
linguistic methods have been used in order to find the Indianness 
of Indian English as opposed to the Englishness of English. 
The term "Indian English" has been used as a cover-term for the 
texts under discussion which are chosen from the upper point on the 
Cline of bi-lingualism (cf. 1.5.3. ), and could perhaps be called, 
alternatively, "Standard Indian English" or "Educated Indian 
English" for the purpose of description. 
By Indian English I. " do not, however, imply an ontological 
status equal to those varieties of English which are spoken and 
written as primary languages. 
The body of Indian English writings covered in this study is 
widely read by Indians as well as non-Indians, and most of the 
writers included here (e. g. K, A. Abbas, M. R. Anand, B. Bhattacharya, 
K. Narkandaya, R. K. Narayan, Raja Rao, B. Rajan, etc. ) are con- 
sidered representative English writers of India. I- have extended 
the scope by including some "restricted languages" from Indian 
English newspapers and-Parliamentary Debates. 
This is not, however, a definitive analysis of Indian English, 
nor does it claim to be a complete survey of all the aspects of 
Indian English. I have only attempted to raise certain theorteical 
and procedural problems for which I have drawn illustrative material 
from Indian English sources. 
I am conscious of the limitations of this work. The difficul- 
ties involved in it have been the greater because I am a non-native 
speaker of En. Mlish. In this type of work a non-native speaker of 
English has both disadvantages and, advantages. His disadvantages 
are that he himself uses Indian English and 'sifting' Indian English 
from British English 'in,,, the source material was a major problem. 
All the Indian English formations were put to a test of "acceptance" 
or "rejection" by native speakers of English. (It was not easy 
because, as, we know, two native speakers do not always agree! ) He 
has advantages in the sense that he, as a non-native speaker, can 
depend on his knowledge of native contexts and, posdiblyt in a formal 
and contextual analysis, he is better equipped to relate formal items 
to the "contextual sectors". 
The basic theoretical frame-work for this investigation has been 
drawn from the theory of General Linguistics which the late Professor 
J. R. Firth, Professor of General Linguistics - at the 
University of London, developed from 1944. The idea of this study, 
in its present form, came from him in 1958, when he was lecturing 
at Edinburgh University as a Visiting-Professor in General Linguis- 
tics. Most of this'study is based on his technique of contextual- 
ization which, as he says, "is basic to my approach" (cf. his 
Papers in Linguistics XI). 
I am deeply grateful to him for inspiring and encouraging me 
to take up this''work. I'was fortunate in that he took a personal 
interest in'thf. s project and in spite of his ill health, guided me 
in the earlier stages. I had many long and stimulating discussions 
with hin in Edinburgh and at his house in Heywards Heath (Sussex). 
His sudden death in December, 1960 came as a great blow. 
My greatest debt is to my supervisors, Mr. '. C.. Catford, 
Director, School of-Applied Linguistics, and Dr. M. 'A. K. Halliday, 
Reader in General Linguistics, Department of English language 
and General linguistics. I am sure without their guidance and con- 
stant encouragement this work could never have been completed. 
The influence of Dr. Halliday's theory is apparent in the whole 
of this study - and some times even unacknowledged. I cannot ade- 
quately'express my thanks to him for the personal interest he took 
in me and my work. 
It is not, however, necessary that Professor Firth, and Dr. Halliday 
would agree with my interpretations and views, which in some places 
are different from their views. 
The background knowledge for this work was provided by my 
earlier training in Linguistics, as a Fellow in Linguistics (1957-58) 
on the Rockefeller Project at Deccan College Post-graduate and 
Research Institute, Poona, under Dr. H. A. Gleason, Dr. Fairbanks, 
Dr. A. M. Ghatge. Later I had the opportunity to attend lectures 
of Mr. David Abercrombie, Mr. J. C. Catford, Dr. M. A. K. Halliday, 
Mr. J. Sinclair, Mr. P. Strevens (now Professor of Contemporary 
English, University of Leeds). Mr. Abercrombie was kind enough to 
allow me to attend lectures with the students of Diploma in Phonetics 
(1959-60), and provide me with all the laboratory facilities for my 
work on Instrumental Phonetics. Mr. Strevens supervised my 
Dissertation for Diploma in Applied Linguistics (1958-59). 
I am greatly indebted to Dr. P. E. Dustoor, my former teacher 
and Head of the Department of English, University of Delhi, for the 
encouraging interest he has shown in this work. It was on his 
suggestion in 1958 that I selected Indian English as a subject for 
specialization. 
My thanks are due to Dr. J. Ellis for suggestions and criticisms 
on Chaptezn 5 and 9. I should also like to thank Miss L. Criper, 
Lecturer in Phonetics, for many constructive suggestions and 
Miss Y. Keakar, Lecturer, School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London, for helping me by many useful comments where 
Indian languages were involved. I am grateful to Mr. T. Hill of 
the Linguistic Survey of Scotland, and Miss R. Hagan of the English 
Language and literature department (for foreign students) for their 
help. 
This study was made possible by a Scholarship from the British 
Council (1958-59), which was later extended to 1959-60, and by research 
grants from the University of Edinburgh and Sir E. C. E.. Trust. 
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0 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1.0. The Problem and Scope. The present study has been 
undertaken with three objects in view. he primary aim was to 
study the English language in a language-contact situation in 
India, where it is fu4iotioning as an L21, in the socio-cultural 
and linguistic setting of the Indian sub-continent; the second 
was to attempt to set up a construct for the contextual level 
in linguistics, which Firth2 broadly termed, the "context of 
situation" (of. chapter 7); the third was to provide a 
preliminary method for formalization of the lexical level in 
different "restricted languages" (of. chapter 5) and "speech- 
functions" (cf. chapter ]4) in a bi-lingual corr azunitj, who use 
English as L2. 
1 he terms Li and L2 have been suggested by J. C. Catford as 
abbreviations for the primary language and secondary language, 
cf. his "The Teaching of English as a Foreign Language" Studies 
in Communication Vol. 3. London, 1959, and further discussion 
in his Applied Linguistics' in the Teaching of English as -a 
Second Language" Anglo-American Conference on English Teaching 
Abroad. Cambridge, 1961, It should, however, be made clear 
here that the relative status of a bi- or multi-lingual person's 
languages is-'difficult to establish. For most multi-linguala, 
one language is clearly dominant, in the sense that it is used 
with greater facility, most of the time, in the widest range of 
situations. The dominant language is the primary language (Li)'- other languages are secondary languages (L2's). For 
some Indians, perhaps, English has equal status with an Indian 
language. Even so, there are important spheres of 'language 
ute -notably in the private and emotional life of such 
persons where an Indian language is U. For most$ perhaps, 
English is clearly L2. In any case English functions as L2 
and can for the purpose of this study' generally be'regarded as 
auch. 




The material for di scusetan on the abovo two levels 
(of, chapter 3) naie1q, the contextual level and the formal 
level, has been drawn from a limited - but varied . corpus of 
India. English writings (Abb. IEM). 
Shia, then, is an investigation2 of the intluonoeooP 
U) Indian languages and (ii) Indian contexts, on written 
I ng1i in a 1anguugb.. aontact area. 
The ditferencon in IE'fI may result principally from two 
sources: 
1. Transference from the primary 1anEua o of writera2;, 
2. Ditterenc©o in Indian cultural patterns. 
This study refers to the two formal lovela. of loxic und' graarm z. 
RhouEh the contextual level has boon treated as a- congruent 
level for linguistic statement, an attempt has been made to 
keep this level (which some rniCht call the sociological level) 
ceparato. References to the contextual level have been made 
only when the text gives any formal exponent, which may be 
related to a "contextual sector" (cf. chapter 6 }. 
This, in our view, has two advantages: 
ýi? it contributes to our understanding of the extent to which` 
the Indian contexts have "influenced" the blich language; 
llhis does not includo U) the study of lexical items or loan- 
words of Ll'v in L2's or; (ii) the study of the foreign acc©nt, 
i. e., the spoken form(s) of Indian Enrjlich. 2 hors are, however, sores ccholarE"who do not subscribe to 
this view, for instance, F. G. French. See his Common Errors 
In Fnpli sh p. 6. London, 191 9. 
(ii) it helps us-to make statenonty about the formal 
"deviations", and their, interrelation with the contexts. 
1.2,0. the Cow. This investigation is based on the 
following sources: - 
(1) M d. which inaludo fiotion, short stories, essays; 
(ii) IE, national end provincial n®wspmpors; 
(iii) The rertricted language of Fisheries, from the 
Proceedings of the Indian Parliaientl and the British 
Parlicmant2, 
An extensive study of IE1 covering different "registers" 
(cfo chapter 2) was preferred to aAntensive study of one or 
two IE writore. Lhe idea was to attempt a preliminary survey 
of II sources, and see what theoretical and procedural problems 
arise in a linguistic investigation of a "variety" of a 
language. A limited number of newspapers, of varied dates, 
covering different contexts, from different parts of India, has 
been Included (see 1.2.3. i. The corpus included-in this 
study has not been exhausted so tar as the "Indiannens" of the 
material is csoncorned. Wo have only abstracted a limited 
number of lIndianisrna" to naiad contain problems, or answer 
certain questions. 
1.2.1. In selecting the courcen for thin inquiry the 
l 
Kok Sabha Debates: 1953, Vol. IV, No. 5,7th, April, Column 5211; Vol. VIII, 14»18 September Column 3905; 
1954, Vol. I, No. 1, Part TI, p. 28; 1956, P I, Vol. IV, 
Column 4421, Vol. IV, p. 4223 and p. 4.234. 2Parlinment rebate (Cozy onz): p. 881,25 July 1955, Vol. 544, 
. 1§35;. 5 67 
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following criteria were adopted for the I: 1. Religion; 
2. Region; 3. Period of Publication; i;, sex; 5. Restricted 
Language s. 1 
This investigation, then, inoludes: - 
L, Religion: h indu, 13. l . slizi, 1. Sikh, 1. 
2. Region: 
(a) North of India « Allahabad, M balg, Calcutta, Cuttack, 
Kathiiir, Lucknow, Patna. 
(b) South of India Bangalore, Madras, 11ysor©. 
(c) Central India 2hopal, i3ombay, Nagpur. 
3. Period: Selected works from 1931 to 1961. 
l.. Sex, Men, 13. Women, 2. 
5. Restricted Languages; The largest number of texts is from 
fiction and short stories; there are, however, two texts on 
history, one anthology of essays, and one history of education. 
3-The classification in 1.4, and 5, applies to List No. 1 only. 
INDIAN ENGLISH TEXT USED AS CORPUS 
LIST 110. t1 
Abbas, K. A. One Thousand NiFhtts on a fled of Stone, Bombay. 
Anand, N. R. Untouchable, London, 1935. 
Anand, M. R. Cooolie, London, 1936. 
Anand, The Dia Heart, London, 191j5. 
Bazaz, P. I . The History of Struc*ple of Preedom in Ksrh: iir, 
New Delhi, 1954. 
Dhattacharya, B. So Many Thingera. 1 London, 1957. 
Dhattacharya, B. xeio for iohint, London, 1959. 
Thattaoharya, B. Re Who Rides a Titter, London, 1960. 
Bhushan, V. R. The roving Finaar, Bombay, 19115. 
Ghosh, S. N. The Flares of the Forest, London, 1955. 
Lall, A. The House in Adampur $A Study of Mad ern India, 
London, 1959" 
Tall, A. Seasons of Jupiter, London, 1958" 
i! arkandaya, Karnala. Nectar in a Sieve, London, 195! 4. 
Markandaya, Kamala. Sorne Inner Fury,, London, 1955. 
arkandaya, Kamala. A Silence of peaire, London, 1960. 
ifukorji, S. U. History of Education in India, (Modern Period) 
Baroda, 1959. 
Narayan, R. K, The finchelor of Arts, London, 1931. 
Narayan, R. K. 7he English Teacher, London, 1945. 
itarayan, R. K. Mr. Samnath, London, 19t19. 
Narayan, R. K, 'IhFinancial Export, London, 1952. 
Narayan, R. K. Waiting for the I4ahatna, Londons 1955. 
Narayan, R. K. The Guide, London, 1958. 
Ray, S. C. Early History and Culture of Kashmir, Calcutta, 1957. 
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Itajan, B. he Thrk Dancer, London, 1958. 
Rao, Raja. ßnthoura, 'London, 1938. 
Rao, Raja. She Cow and the Farricade and other stories, 
London, 1947. 
Rao, Raja. Serpent and the lope, London, 1960. 
Rau, S. R. Remember. thn . flou re, 
London, 1956. 
Singh, 1. The Voice of God, Bombay. 
Singh, K. Train from. Pakistan, London, 1956. 
LIST NO. : 21 
N J3PAPERS: 
The Arita Bazar Patrikn, Calcutta, 
The Assam Tribune, ßauhati. 
The 3hernt Joyti, Bombay. 
The Free Preps Journal, fot? b r. 
the Hindustan Times, New Delhi. 
The Hindustan Standaz'd, Calcutta. 
The Ritayada, Nagpur. 
The Indien F. scoress, New Delhi. 
'Ihm, Madras. 
The National Herald, Lucknow. 
The Pioneer, Lucknow. 
I he iaht, Patna. 
1In 
newspapers and periodicals a selection of "Indianians" was 
made in a few copies of various dates in the isrues of 19S8M- 
1961. It was by no means intensive and the idea was to 
illustrate certain theoretical points from IE material, and 
not to prepare intensive lists of Indtanisms. 
7 
,e Times of 2ndtn, Delhi. 
The Tribune, Ambala Cantt. 
WE LIRS s MONTHLIES: 
india Neva, London. 
Link' Delhi. 
Orissa Nems, 1hubaneshwar. 
Ihm Vakil Srinagar. 
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1.3,0. The Term Indian Engli h, Indian English (Abb. IE) 
is used here an a cover-tern, to refer to that "variety" of the 
English language, which is written and/or * spoken by the Indians 
as their L2. Thin 'term has an eventful history and has been 
used, in other studiere, in a sense different from the one in 
which we use it in the present investigation. The earlier 
studies reject the teas "Indian English" iainly for the 
following reasons: (i) that Indians speak/write lich as 
their L2 only; 1 (it) that any reference to IE4 as IE, implies 
a status equal to "the American language" or "the Australian 
language" which are used as Ll's. 
We have, however, no strong views about the ontological status 
of XE. The English language has been used in India by a very 
restricted minority which is increasingly expanding - for 
decades, and the different Indian contextual and linguistic 
tactorc have helped in the development of on "idiom", which 
"deviates" from Driti ch English (Abb. B-3), We have made no 
attempt to show whether that development is "new" or "vital" 
(of. footnote no. 1). At the phonological level, Indiana, 
however educated, speak English with "Indiannose" and now this 
spoken 19 is being accepted as an "acceptable" foreign accent. 
In IEW an idiom2 has been created which is Indian in the sense 
rise H . A. Lasse, The Pn . 
1ith Lnnrua :e in Ceylon (Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, University of London, 19 'dote is no real 
analogy between language conditions in America or Australia, 
where English is the mother-tongue, and those In countries like 
India and Ceylon, where varieties of 'foreign English' are used 
as a second language, und it is hardly possible to expect the 
gevelopr^ent of a new and vital idiom. " p, 01- 
7. o following remarks of Raja Rao, a wall. known IE wwritor, in 
ýý 
ýý 9 
that there are formal and/or contextual exponents of Indianness. 
Iheco "differences", or shall we say, "deviations", are 
exclusively the results of formal and contextual factors and 
can be discusaod in a linguistic framework. The factors 
responsible for the "differences" are not much different from 
the factors which justify the differences of Australian English 
or American ELich. We have to keep in view, however, that 
IE is used an L2 in contrast with tieriaan English und 
Australian English, which, to a large extent, are used acs h1'e. 
1. ý 3.1. Earlier use of the term IE. The first group of 
Indian scholars, who used the terry in our sense are: Anand, 
1 
Ehuthan, 2 Dus toor, 3 dnd. Jha. 4 
his Kanthpura pp. 9-10, are relevant in this context. "The 
telling has not been easy. I One has to convey in a language 
that is not one's own the spirit that is one's own. ; One has to convey the various shades and omissions of a certain thought- 
movement that looks maltreated in an alien language, I use 
the word "alien", yet English is not really an alien language 
to use It is the language of our intellectual make-up - like 
Sanscrit and Perptcn was before - but not of our emotional 
make-up. We are all instinctively bi-lingual, many of us 
writing in our own language and in English. we cannot write 
like the English. We should not. We cannot write only na 
Indians. We have grown to look at the large world as part of 
us. Our method of expression therefore has to be a dialect 
which will some day prove to be an distinctive and colourful as 
the Irish or the American. Time alone will justify it. 
After language. the next problem is that of style. The tempo 
of Indian life must be infused into our English expression, 
even acs the tempo of American or Irish life has gone into the 
making of theirs. We, in India, think quickly, we talk 
quickly, and when we move we move quickly. There must be some- 
thing in the sun of India that nukes us rush and tumble and run 
Anand, M. R. The Rinn- erort s English or the Role of the 
English language in the free India, Bombay, 194ß. 
2l3hushan, V, f. He uses the term Indo-Englich, which we prefer 
to Indo-Anglican. See his edited anthologies, The Peacock 
Lute, 1945, and The rovin pFinpar, Bombay, 1945, ' 1hoy are 
representative anthologies of Indian-English poetry, and Indian- 
English prose. 3Austoor, P. E. "Missing and 'Intrusive Articles in Indian 
k 
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We prefer the self-explanatory term IE to Indo4Anglicanl and 
Anglo»Indian (which some writers have used for IEW) for` the 
following reasons: -. 
it (i) that IE makes/clear that L1 speakers of Indian languages 
are using IE as L2; 
(ii) that the English language is operating in Indian contexts 
which are 'un-English'; 
English", University of Allahabad Studies (1954) English 
section, pp. 1-70; "wrong, rong, usurping and dispossessed articles 
in Indian English" ibid. pp. 1-17 (1954), also see his 
Presidential Address delivered at the Seventh Session of the 
411-Indiä English Teachers' Conference, nDharw&ti'Decemberý1956. 
We cannot resist the temptation of quoting an excerpt from 
A. N. Jha's address at a Conference of English Profeasors. -Play - wrirh is and Critics, Lueknow, 1940. Nay I in that respect 
venture toýplead for the use, 'retention, and encouragement of 
Indian English?... Is there any reason why we need, be ashamed 
of Indian English? Who is there in the United Provinces who 
will not understand a young man who has enjoyed a freeship at 
College, and who says he is going to join the teacher4 , 
profession and who after a few years says he is engaged in 
headmastery? Similarly, why should we accept the English 
phrase mare's-nest, and object to horse's-egg, so familiar in 
the columns of the Amrita Bazar Patrika? Why should we 
adhere to. all this when this all is the natural order suggested 
by 'the usage of our own language? Why insist on -et following 
though when in Hindustani we use the equivalent of but? N, ist 
we condemn the following sentence because it does not conform 
to Englishidiom, 'e'ven though it is a literal translation of 
our own idiom, I shall not pay a pica, what to say of a 
rupees Is there any rational ground for objecting to LaallZ- 
members and adhering to members of the family?... A little 
courage, some' determination, a wholesome respect ' fm '-our own idioms, and we shall before long have a virile vigorous Indian English. " (from the Ceylon Daily News, 28.9.1940. ) Pass6, 
omit P. 405 reacts to it as: "But do not his examples suggest, that he is advocating rather the standardization of "incongruities. and faults"? " 1See K. R. Srinivasa Iyengar: The Indian Contribution to 
English. Bombay, 1945. "I prefer the term Indo-Anglican" to 
An lö-Indian"... I do not know who first coined the term "Indo-Anglican", at. any rate, in 1883 a book was published in Calcutta entitled Indo-Anglican Literature, containing "specimen compositions from native students"... Further, the 
term can be conveniently used as an adjective and as a noun. " (pp. 1 and ii). , 
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viii} that the item "Anglican" is mial©ading in the cence that 
it has a theological connotation connected with the Church of 
England. 
IE, then, is cuitablo both linguistically and contextually 
and conveys both thego "meanings". 
We are making a distinction between Anglo-Indian writings and 
M1. Me term Anglo-Indian writingl has been restricted to 
that body of creative writing which has India, or the Indian 
contexts, as the central theme. We m uld, perhaps, restrict 
it further and any that Anglo-Indian writers are those non- 
Indian writers of English who use English as their Li, and have 
written about Indian themes, for instance, Rudyard Kipling, 
E. 14. Forster, John Masters, etc, These writers "created" many 
formations for the Indian contexts, and borrowed profusely from 
the Indian language. We are, however, excluding them from 
this investigation since they do not fulfil the above condition 
U). 
We could then say: IN is that mass of writing which 
educated Indiane write as their L2. At the outset thin raises 
another question; how much competence is neceutary in the L2 
for inclusion in this class? Do we include Qra=. atioal 
"deviations", or what Pas, ö and Goffin2 term "ignorant English". 
in our'IE corpus? This to a difficult question to answer 
1This use differs from Bhupal Singhis uao of the term (see 
opoit. P. 1 and 306. ) and in more in the sense or Iyongar. 2Pncse op. cit. , and Goffin, H. C., Spre Noten on Indinn En . 1i s S. P. I . Tract No. I. Y. I. _.. -....,... ý.... .. _... _... ý.... ý 
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because it involves: - 
ýiý the problem of choosing a criteria for selection. 
(ii) the problem of measurement of competence in L2. 
We have 'discussed these points in the following section (of. 
especially The Cline of Bi-lingualism, 1.5.3. ). At, this 
stage we could perhaps answer that practically all the formal 
items included in the present study are from the texts of IE 
writers from or above the central point on the Cline of bi. 
lingualism. 1 
1.4.0. A Review of Researches. The earlier studiea'in the 
linguistic aspects of IE may be divided into the following four 
heads: - (i) Phonetics/Phonology; (ii) Lonis; (iii) Grammar; 
and (iv) General Studies. 
1.4.1. Phonetics/Phonology. Srikantaiya, 2 Lahiri, 3 
Kelkar, 4 and Hills have published monographs or papers which 
discuss regional or, broadly, general characteristics of IE. 
lIf we imagine a scale of degrees of bilingualism, running from 
absolute monolingualism at one end, through varying degrees of 
bi-lingualism, to absolute ambi-lingualism (equal use and 
facility in two languages) at the other end, then we might say 
that all our writers (at-least in fiction) could be put high on 
this scale, approaching` ambi-lingualism. 
Srikantaiya, T. N. "English as the'Karnadiga speaks it", 
The Bulletin of Phonetic Studies (Zhe University Phonetic 
association, Mysore No. 
, 
l, October, 194O. 
Lahiri, R. C. "Peculiarities in Spoken English of Indians and 
the Question of a Standard for. them. " (The Research Bulletin 
(Arts) of the University of the Punjab, S. No.. XIX, Ili l96. 1Kelkar, A. R. "Marathi English -A study in foreign accent. " Word, Vol. 13#n No. 2. (1957) p. 269. 5Hili, L. A. Pronunciation difficulties of Hindi speakers learning English", Reaching English, Vol. VI, No. 1.9-, 1959,9 
pp. 23-25. 
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1. tß. 2. Lexis. The studies in IE lexis are of two types=- 
(i) lists of those Indian lexical items which are used in IE 
registers of law, administration, agriculture etc., and have 
not been borrowed in BE. 
(ii) lists of those Indian lexical items which have been 
borrowed in BE and are included in OED and other lexicons of 
BE. 
In (i) we include Wilson, l Whitworth, 
2 Yule, and Burnell. 
3 
In (ii) we include Raols4 study of Indian words in English 
and Ser jeantsonf s5 short but useful account of "loan-words from 
"Indian dialects" and the Dravidian languages. (cf. 17.7.0. ). 
1.4.3. Grammar, In grammar . or usage . Whitworth6 has 
concentrated, as the sub-title shows, on "an examination of the 
errors of idiom by Indians in writing English", and "errors" 
include "wrong compounds" and "new words", even the loan-shifts. 
Whitworth treats formations like inter dine, inter-caste, as 
"wrong compounds" on the basis that they represent "un-English" 
contexts, hence could not be accepted in the English language. 
1Wilson, H. H. A Glossariy of Judicial and Revenue Terms and 
useful words occurring in Official Documents relativ -to the Administration of-, the-, Government of British India. London, 
2whitworth, G. C. An Anplo. Indian Dictionary. London, 1885. 
3(u1e, M. and Burnell, A. C. Hobson-Jobson :A Glossary of 
Colloquial Analo-Indian words and phrases, and of Kindred 
Terms Etymological, Historical, Geo ra hical and Discursive. 
radon, 1903, , hereafter mentioned as HJ. Rao, G. S. Indisn Words in English. Lm don, 1951" 
Scrjeantson, , M. S. A History of Fbreilzn Words in English. 
ondon, 1961, pp. 220-226, and 233-231.. 
Whitworth, G. C. Indian English. Lahore, 1932. 
14, 
It is a good exaiple of how an attempt is being made to 
separate 1anguago from the context in which it is operating. 
Dustoorl has restricted his study to the use of the definite 
and the indefinite article in IE. In both the studies the 
difficulties are: - 
(I) we do not Icnou which r©gic tera `have boon included; 
(ii) we do not know where the writes of, corpus stand on the 
scale of the Cline of bi-lingualic1!: 
1. li. 4. Genoral 5urvovs. the gonoral surveyb; include 
Goft`in, 2 t that, 3 sind Poarn©»Mmith. ,.. , 
Those are short studies 
or monographs which discuss certt. in pointo of ., transference or 
öthor aspects of bi"1inguali, srt {based on subjective 
i ressions), S or oollections of certain IE formations and 
"doviations" without discussing them in tho propor contoxts. 
The main points made by Coffin and Nathat may be summarized 
ß8: - 
(1) a tendency towards a kind of tatinity6 
(2) an excess of polite forne; 
1()p. Cit. 2Pp. cit. 3 
: ithai, S. "The Position of English in India" in i3ritis 
and -American 
EnE1ich since 1200, London, 1951. .!. is In ©saacially true of Uofin, of, op, cit. SPoaruo-Smith, T. L. H" E is ! Errors inindian Sahooly. 
'Bombay, 1934. This is not a study of IE In the same sense as 9offin's, it is rather a manual, for writing "correct" English. 
An Indian would prefer dry to death or 12ain in one's bosorn to rain "in one's chest. - See Goffin, op. cit, pd , 28* 
of Ile r, 
1.5 
(3) a tendency of phrase mor ering; 
l 
(4) a desire for initialis=; 
2 
(ýa moralistic tone. 3 
Goffiu also raison two "conversational" points about the 
Spoken IE34 
..... 0; (i their "curious ovor"use" of the opening "Well 
(ii) their use or '"no", where an Englishman would say "you". 
The reasons for the above (i), according to Coffin are the 
English text-book Reader, where the "dialogue" is amply treated, 
or merely gain of time in replying. These are interesting 
speculations, perhaps worthy of further investigation. The 
second point has been raised by French earlier in another 
context. ) and Coffin shows the same confusion we find in French. 
The explanation is purely linguistic; namely, that in certain 
1Goffin gives the following exa les of what he tors phraco- 
r angering: - Yiimcloycn-blunder, natinn-buildtn , chnnnre of r rw ý+*+ 
hemt dumb-tillionv, of, ibid p. 31. kiiathai (see o ,. ooit* 
p. 99) also given the following ndditionalfor cations as "un- 
English expressions":. - to Tarry with, to make Piiondship with 
riakte ones-both- onda, vseet, a nindron silonce, which he says 
raay be met with in the ipoech and writing of even well- 
9dueated Indians. ". 
An example of ini tialtems 1c s- 
,: 1f.:. ' c P. A. has written D. O. to the A. . '. about the question 
of T. A. 's. The D. C. himself will visit the S. D. U. p. W. Do to- 
day at 10 A. 1. S. T. " This letter should read a#: "His 
Excellency's Personal Assistant has written a demi-official 
letter to the Ast ictsaut Superintendent of Police about the 
question of Travelling-Allowanoen. She Deputy Cocnieeion©r 
himself will visit the Sub-divisional Officer of the Public 
Works Department to-day at 10 a. m. Standard Time. " 
? 'The moralism in the sense that Indians cannot keep God out. 4Seo Coffin. or cit. p. 2g. 5Fronch op. ctt, . 6. Also discussion about French! $ 
reference in Catford cit. "Me Teaching of English no a 
. Foreign Lan uaFe". p. 176. 
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languages, like Russian, Japnneee, Indian languages, the 
selection of =ýa or no as answer depends on the relation 
between the question, and the foots of the situation. If both 
have the same polarity (both positive, or both negative) the 
answer is positive; if the polarity is different (e. g. quostim 
positive, situation negative, or the converse) the answer is 
negative. In E g1ish, ealaotion ct vjes or no depends solely 
on the facts of the situation. If thi ; is positive, the 
answor i8 vom, if thiB is negativo, the answer is no. 
The above abort ourveg may give come idea how IE hac been 
approached by other;. 
, he study of In is o ssentially a study of bl-1ingua1ieti Or 
1inguago-contact situation. It would be rol®vßnt it we 
discuss now the pertinent points of bi-lingualiam, and extent 
of bi. lingualit-y in Eng1ieh in(tndiat before we proceed to the 
theory and rrcthod (of. Part I). 
1.5.0. Bt-linvuftl and M-l: lngualiarn. 
1 The term 
"bi-lingual" is applied to a parson who can make use of one ý...:: 
, langua[a£: in addition to his primary lanGucgo (Ll) for 
"r4)strioted" or "un-restrictodn (of. 1.5.2. ) purpose a. The 
faculty of bi.. lingualism (or multiolingualian) may be acquired; 
(t) through contact with the npoakorc cC another language. 
l131»lin; ualism in strictly appliod to a person who makes 
altornate, use of two languages, and riulti-linrualissn to a 
person who makes alternate use of more than two languaCeo. 
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(it)through books or teachers, without rapt contact with the 
native ape aker(s) of the language. 
' 
The faculty to use one or rare lan ua(e/laniuaC, es with 
"effective" control is "bi.. lingualism". The term bi-lingual 
(or bi-lingualicm) has usually been restricted to the above 
(i). In this study we aro extendirg it to the practice of 
alternate use of lan aºatos "acquired" through any process. 
Bloomfield defines2 bt. lingualism as "native-like control of 
two languages". We think the emphasis "native-like" is not 
so important as the power to use a language for social-control 
or co-oporation. 
1.5.. 1. Two '1 nes of BI-lin ln. In section 1.5.0. (on 
711. -11. n cal and 111-lincnia1ism) uo have riada a distinction 
be rcuoen: - 
(i) those bi-linguals who learn an L2 through "contact" with 
the cpoakers of another language; 
(ii) those bi-linguals who learn an L2 through booke, or 
teachers without any contact with the native speaker(a) of the 
language. 
This distinction naada further elucidation, since it Is 
crucial in case of bi. linruali sm in India (especially in 
rolation with English). 
10n the Whole this could apply to the spoukorE/writara or. 
nn ; lach in India, 
of. his Lnn Pa-56. London, 1935. 
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The bi-1inuuelism of IE writers and/or speakers has not 
developed in a lenpuage-contact situation, sinco in a Coo- 
graphical sense there is no "contaot-area", nor is there a 
significant n rber of English Ll speckers. 
1 In one sense', ' 
then, the bi-linguals of a language-contact situation would 
taunt- a group of bi-linguals tho speak: different Ll's but 
the' - 1soglosses2 border on the area of each ' spoech community 
and the constant social, cultui al or economic contact turns 
them into bi-linguals. this may also happen hon a vast 
number of Ll speokera migrate to anothor country and their Ll 
to influenced by the ]ia. ngmge (or langzages) of the country, 
for instance, the ForweCiens and Finns in Artorion, and the 
Tibetans in India. 
On o other hand, in India the English languego was used an 
L2 it ardor to create English-speaking bi«linguclc, who hrd (or 
have) no - or negligible . contact with the Li spcakcrs of 
EnIrlich. The only equipr^ont and "environxant" of longunge 
learning thou had was s 
(3i half-educated Indian toachors; 
(ii) badly written toxtboobfl; 
(iii) 'ungraded' glitte literature. 
Where was, howovor, a wall group or missionaries, otficera, 
lieh as their Ll, but they cnrc fror, and toaah. or$ who spoke Eng 
such different dialect backgrounds, with no technical training 
in language teaching that no "standards" of English have boon 
formed by them. We are told that the population of English 
Ll speakers in India in 1931 was 319,349 (malen, 195,959" cnd 
fen lec 123,360) , vee Cen s of India 1911, 'Iable XV s ýn ., afar Part 1. 
We aro extend. inr, the use of this torm from dialect bowidari©s 
to language boundaries. 
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This z3ituation is unique in the runic that a ei ificant 
nuibor of bi-1in hals is "created" in India by "the mthods" 
which are used in Europe to teach Latin and Greek. In India 
there are no constant rrch®ck. points" from which "deviation" in 
teaching or learning, could be marked. 
1.5.2. Iles trtcted and Unrestricted IIi"1int unitsm. A bi- 
lingual may make alternate use of one or more languuFce, other 
than his Ll, for either restricted co nntnication or 
unrestricted covmunicaticn. On the basic of the "usaa" of a 
language we may then, have "restricted bi-lingualicr" or 
"unrestricted biwlinCualism". 
Restricted bi-lingualism is restricted in the cants that an 
L2 is used for specific purposes, for instance, (a) the 
languago of administration, (b) law courts, or in soro cases 
(c) tho Isn. F, uago of education, or (d) rituals. The above (a, 
b, and c) would include the uses of Erlich in India, and (d) 
would include the use of Sanskrit in India, or perhaps, the 
use of Latin in certain parts or Europe. An example of un- 
restricted bi-lingualism is the use of Hindi in Uttar Pradesh, 
Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, etc. - the so-called Hindi-speaking 
areas of India - where people speak dialects or "varieties" at 
horse rnd use Hindi as a kind of common radium outside their 
homes. The bi-lingualisrn of a Hindi speaker in the above 
areas is of a ditforont degree fron that of a Tamil or a 
Kashmiri Hindi aponker. The latter would be L2 apoci. 4rs of 
iiindi. 
1.5.3. The Cline of 13i-linMmItAM. Any inveetiEation in 
r 
bi-lingualicm has to. face a fundamental difficultyt that is, 
how to "m. oncuro" the proficiency of an L2 speaker, and how to 
grade him in his proficiency of a language. This problom has 
occupied the psycho-linguists and the language test apecialists 
without their having given any final uncwer. 
The study becomes lean Involved if we accept that in bi- 
lingualism there is a "olino' and that for any investigation 
the corpus rust be restricted, not only in terms of the 
Registers, but also in terms of the position of an L2 speaker/ 
writer on the scale of the clino of bi-lingualimm. The d Ina 
of bi4tn uali, ra may be explained as a scale on which the bi- 
linguals may be "graded" according to competence in speaking 
and/or writing a leng iago as an L. We could, perhaps, say 
tentatively that on this scale there are three significant 
points: - 
1. the zero point. 2 
2. the central point. 
3, the aibt.. lingu¬1 point. 
Point 1. in oruotal in the a©nco that anyone who In above 
this point is ranked as a bi-lingual. This implies that a 
person has attained co much of proficiency that a native 
spoaker "accepts" his language as "intelligible" at all the 
17his term has been borrowed from M. A. K. Halliday, of, his 
"Categories of The Theory of Grammstar", Word, Vol. 17 (1961), 
egection 2.2. , hereafter mentioned as "Catejorios". 
. We could perhaps say that the Indian examples given by Cecil 
hunt in hic honoured Sir by "I3abuji". (London), and ßabu cue 
writes Fore, London, 1935, are comewhero above the zero point. 
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formal levels. Intelligible here does not mean that he has 21 
"native-like control" of a language. It means that a person 
Is able to use an L2 for what we call "effectivo" social 
control or co. oporation in all social roles. That an L2 user 
is intelligible does not i 17 that he is ambi-lingual. 
A ucor of L2 =y be intell i ; tb1o, or tb le to use a Language 
for social co=operation, yet there may still be great influence 
of the sub.. etratun; this may either be contextual Rnd/or 
formal. 
The zero-point la the "proficiency" which cannot be usod for 
an social co-operation. when certain spoken forms of IE are 
terraod Baboo Enc1ith1 or IMt1or F°nr1iah2 we are, in a way, 
grading the person on the aline. 
In order to anrwor the quo, stion of eetabliehing the status of 
bi-linguala' for multi-lingualsl) status of langutF, o8, 
Wotnreich3 euggeste the following criteria: -- 
1. Rolative proficiency 
?.. 1Yode of use 
3, Order of learning and age 
3-cf. i. R. Anand, The K Erpnror's dish. Bombay, 1948, 
p. 16-26. 
Bee IT"i pp, 133"-3h: "the broken English spoken by native 
servants in the Madras Presidency; which Is nct very much` 
better than the Pigeon-Rnrlieh (sic. ) of China, It is a 
singular dialect; the present participle (e. g. ) boing used for 
the futuro indicative, md the proterite indicative boing 
formed by 'done'; thus I tollint. I willtell; I done tell 
I have told; done con actually arrived, peculiar moanings 
are also attached to words; thus tnnU wif©. The oddest 
characteristic about this jargon is or was) that masters used 
it in speaking to their servants as well as servants to their 
maetera. n 3see Ti. Weinroich, Lancusae5__in Contact-Findings and Probl©mi. 
New York, 1953, PP" -" 
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4, Usefulness. 
5. Emotional involvement. 
6. Function in social advance. 
7. Literary cultural value. 
These, as Weinroich suggests, are the criteria to establish 
tile "dominant" languaCe. One thing should bo made c]o ar here 
that the "dominant" lang ne is not naaesearily "tho source or 
intortorouco"1 in speech. In r any cases in bilingual 
situations in India -" in relation to English . there are canoe 
where according to Weinroich'ti criteria testa would establish 
that the dominant 1anuuago, with maxinum uao, usefulness, and 
valuer (ov©n proficiency) is English, Yet the fact to that it is 
the relati#o2ý* "unimportant" L1 which interferes at the formal 
levers. Weinrejoh' a criteria or uEefslneoe, emotional involvo 
rast ant, function in joai n1 advance lt tornry cultural vnluo, may 
act as additional impetus in acquiring a language. 
We have referred to'Intolligibilit? in another section. 
There may, however, be no (or very little) unintelligibility at 
the formal levels, but still an L2 speaker may be completely 
misunderstood, or not comprehended at all. This may result 
from contextual unintelligibility, to axe: ple, if a contextual 
sector (of. chapter 8) in absent in C2, and at the formal 
levels there in no exponent in L2 which could operate in euch 
contextual sectors, mutual Intelligibility would be difficult. 
1.6.0. The Bep'inninc p of ßi-lintrualjFrn Inn Encl. In 
this section we are attez pting; a very briot survey d' the 
'of. ibid p. 75. 
1, . 
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beginnings and the spread of bi-lingualism in English, in India. 
The English Language came to India with the political 
occupation of the English, just as Persian and Arabic carte 
earlier with the occupation of the Muslims. Wo can thus trace 
back the roots to 31st December 1600, when Queen Elizabeth 
granted a charter to a few merchants of the City of London 
giving them a monopoly of trade with India and the East. 
Their proselytizing and educational activities continued in a 
very limited and unplanned manner from 1600 to 1765. After 
1765, the Company became a political power in Ird ia, and their 
attention was broadened, from the education of European and 
Anglo-Indian children to a wider aim. In 1787, the Court of 
Directors of the East India Company appreciated the efforts of 
Rev. Swartz to establish two schools in Tanjore and Marwar for 
the children of soldiers, by encouraging him with a grant of 
250 "pagodas" per year per school. 
This was the initial sta o, which mi it have left no mark had 
the dissuasion of 1835 not gone in favour of 'English: it was 
in 1835 when the highly cootroveraial Minute of 2nd February 
was passed. At that time, there were clearly two groups of 
people. One was led by Charles Grant, Lord Moira, and 
T. B. Macaulay, who favoured the use of English in India. The 
other group, not very etrong, wau led by the lion. i. T. Prinaep, 
who was agath* t, the use of English as a üou ulsory language, 
and tormod. the Minute an "hasty and indiscreet". 1 In his 
Ives Selection. " from Eduoctioncl flccordQ, Part I, 1781-1039, 
pp. 103 and 105. 
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dissenting Minute he urotes "The next step will be to traitor 
the professors allowance to teachers of Englieb, and then will 
follow in due course the voting of Arabic and Persian to be 
dead and dat, ned. "1 
On the side of English there was Macaulay, a powerful person 
with very strong views, who looked at the problem differently 
and aimed at forming "s class who may be interpreters between 
us and the millions whom we govern -a clans of persons, 
Indians in blood and colour, but English in taste, in opinion, 
in morals and in intellect. "2 Referring to Sonakrit and 
Arabic he says: "11-. have no lriowledge t either Sanskrit or 
Arabic. But I have done what I could to form a correct 
estimate of their value... I am quite ready to take the 
Oriental learning at the valuation off' the Orientalists them- 
selves. I have never found one amongst them who could deny 
that a single shelf of a good European library was worth the 
whole native literature of India and Arabia. "3 
The Minute got the seal of approval from Lord William 
Bentinok, and on 7th March 18$$, an official resolution 
endorsing Macaulay's policy was passed* Zhic established 
firmly the beginnings of the procose of producing English. 
knowing bi-linguals in India. 
It should be mentioned here that Macaulay's hands were 
considerably strengthened by a small group or Indians led by 
11btd. 
" p. 116 
3ibid. D. 109 
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Raja Raze Mohun R6y, who preferred English to Indian languages 
for academic, scientific and national roasons. Raja-Ram Mohun 
Boy's letter' to Lord Amherst, dated 11th December 1823, is of 
great importance in being instrumental in the introduction of 
bi»lingualisn in English in India. 
lihe following extracts from Raja Ram Mohun foy's above- 
montioned letter give a cigniticant.. cluo to has the small group 
of Indiana - educated in Western thought - were favouring the introduction of English in India. "dumbly reluctant as the 
natives of India are to obtrude upon the notice of Government 
the sentiments they entertain on any public measure, there are 
circumstances when silence would be carrying this respectful 
feeling to culpable excess. The present Rulers of India, 
coming from a distance of many thousand miles to govern a 
people whose language, literature, manners, customs and ideas 
are almost entirely now and strange to them, cannot easily 
b©cono so intimately acquainted with their real circumstances 
as the natives of the country are themselves. We should 
therefore be guilty of a gross dereliction of duty to our- 
selves, and afford our Rulers just ground of complaint at our 
apathy, did wo omit on occasions of 'importance like the present 
to supply them with such accurate information as night enable 
them to device and adopt measures calculated to be beneficial 
to the country, and thus second by our local knowledge and 
experience, their declared benevolent intentions for its 
Improvement. " 
",.. When this Seminary of learning (Sanskrit School in 
Calcutta) was proposed, we understand that the Government In 
England had ordered a considerable aim of money to be annually 
devoted to the instruction of its Indian subjects. We were 
filled with sanguine hopes that this sum would be laid out in 
employing European, Gentles ntof talents and education to 
instruct the natives of India'' in I athematics, Natural 
Philosophy, Chemistry, Anatomy, and, other useful Sciences, 
which the Nations of Europe have carried to a degree of perfection that has raised them above the inhabitants of other 
parts of the world. "... 
"... we now find that the Gav ernmont are establishing a 
Sanskrit school under HHindoo Pundits to impart such knowledge 
as is clearly current in India.... " lie then gives some 
arguments against spending money sari Sanslcrit studies and 
continues: "If it had been intended to keep the British nation 
in ignorance of real knowledge the Baconian philosophy would 
not have been allowed to displace the system of the echoolmen, 
which was the best calculated to perpetu4te ignorance, 
. 
In the 
mama manner the Sanskrit system or, education would be the beat 
calculated to keep this country in darkness, it such had been 
the policy of the British Legislature,.. " see Selections from 
Rditcntionul Records Part I, 1781-1839, pp99.101. Also see Al R. Wading The Rasture off` Englig Irl__ In die, Bombay 195u. ro. l-11 
1.6.1. M dlft union of 131 1inrunlisn. On the 9th July, 
1ß51E, - Str Churlee 'stood scent a Despatc' to the Court of 
Directors r- which core later to Lord Dalhousie, the Governor. 
Gonnral of. India ". which led to the establishment in 1657 of 
three Universities, in Borbvy, Calcutta, and Madras. By the 
end of the C19 the Punjab (Lahore) and Allahabad Lfnivercitioa 
wore started. With the opread of Colleges and increase of 
Univeroitioc, the irportanoe of English was rising, and in the 
early C20 English uac formally oatablirhed as tho official and 
academic language of India. English . thus bcct ie the upreatigoH 
language, completely replacing Indian languages and Persian in 
all aspects, In the second decade of the C20 when the 
national movement was gaining strength, an anti-English fooling 
emerged, but strangely enough, the medium of the r ovemont 
itself was English, By 1928 an influential IE prose, and 
J 
tanto for blich publications was created, 
After the First War (1914-1918) there was a significant 
increase in the educational institutes and schools and colleges 
spread in the interior of India, and the bi-lingualisrn in 
English spread further among the middle and lower middle. 
classes. 
The following comparative statement of the publications in I 
and Indian 1ßn , uagom should make 
it clearer how the 
Historically the Dospatch is significant in two wags; first, 
it ophas3isos the use of vernaculars instead of Sanskrit and 
Arabia, and oocond, it says "the English languago should be 
taught chore there is a 'demand for it, " See op_ it. Part II, 
pp. 367.368 r 
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bt. "lin ua1Icm was spreading* 
THE. STATISTICS OF THE PUBLICATIONS FOR 19281 





















In the following sections wo have taken 'sonn recont figures 
to show the impact of English on different aspects of Indian 
adr. ̂ . inistrativo and cultural life. ' 
1.6.2. The T rt of Bt--lin Mall cm_ in Enp1ith, 7he extent 
of bi-lingualiisrm in EnE1ich ray be judged by the iuact of the 
English language in India on: - 
(i) literacy in Englich in different provincoc. 
(iii influence and aizo of XE preen. 
Is©o Sir Parlier Edwards t Ito 
the PublicatIonn for the Yenr 19213 (Bombay) pl. - This atate- mont seems to be 3nooT pleto c it dose not include B ngrali, 
Tamil, Telugu, and other langua oo. 
No. of Publiccttcnt; 
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(iii) use of English i4the 1eiiclature. 
(iv} use of English in the law courts. 
1,6,3, LttMrney in En fish. If wo take the figuro5 of 
litoratee in India, that is, anyone with the School Leaving 
Certitioato or equivalent, the following in the extent of bi- 
lingual sr- in Englith. 1 
population or India .... .... 356,691,760 
literates .... .... .. ý. .. 59,229,862 
literates in Eng1ißh . .+'. .. 3,796,4O8 
The percentage of literates « with S. L, Co or above .. in India 
is 6.41, and the percentage of bi'1inguals in English is 1.06. 
The distribution of bi-1in . tats in English in different states 
of India is given in Table No. 1. 
1The figures are based on the Census Report of India, 1951, as 
divan in Rupert of the 0£f3aiai Lan +uajro Commission, 19561, 
p. 460. 
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TABLB NO. 1: SHOWING F` T : PIT OF ENGLISH KNOWING ' Bt«LINGUALS1 
States Population Litoratos Litoratea % of 5 or 
In cola! column 
English 2 I. to 4 to 
col-3. col, ,2 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
1. Andhra 20,507,801 3,107,958 165,256 5.32 0.81 
2. Assam 9,0113,707 1,633,753 73,496 4* 9. 0,81 
3. Bihar 40,225,947 4,921,631E 263,625 5.35 0.65 
4. Bombay 35,956,150 8,829.528 458,307 5.19 1.27 
5.14adhya 
Pradesh 21,247,533 '2,859,187 141,185 4.93 0.66 
6. Madras 57,016,002 10,996,348 569,851 5.19 -0,10 
7. Oriesa 14,645016 2,313,431 639178 2.73 0.43 
8. Punjab 12,6L 1,205 2,038,699 3244,855 15.93 2.56 
9, Uttar ä.. -. 
Pradoch 63,215,742 6,825,072 518,326 7.59 0.82 
10. West Bengal 24010,308 6,087,797 5979424 9.81 2.41 
11. Hyderabad 18,655,108 1,708,308 99,033 5.79 0.53 
12, Bhar at 
7,954,154 860,402 45,107 5.25 0.56 
13, Mysore 9,074,972 1,867,492 131,319 7.03 1"44 
114.. Pepau 3,493,685 418,797 38.022 9.07 1.08 
15. Rajasthan 15,290,797 1,285,693 689311 5.31 0.144. 
16. Saurashtra 14,137,359 . 764,107 29#072 3.80 0.70 
17. Travancore- 
Cochin 9,280,425 4,307,360 162,170 3.76 1.75 
"There figures are based on the Census of 1951. The figures for 
am"ru and Kashmir state are not available. 
ThoFe who have obtained the School Leaving Certificate, or 
equivalent. 
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TABLE NO. 1: SHHO ING EXTENT OF ErGLZSN KNOrWIING BT-LtNQUALS 
States Population Literates Litoratoe % of % or 
in cblumn column 
Efßli sh 4 to 4 to 
col. 3 col. 2 
(i) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
18. Ajmer 693,372 139,210 18,260 13.11 '2.63 
Bhopal 19. + 836,474 69,335 3,611 5.28 0.43 
20. Coorg 229,405 62,430 2,857 4.57 '1-24 
21. Delhi 1,744,072 669,073 162,678 24.30 . 
9.32 
22. Ilirrachal 
Pradesh 1,109,1.66 85,509 6,776 7.92 0.61 
23. Kutch 567,606 96,816 1,570 1.62 '0.27 
21. Manipur 577,635 65p895 1.638 2.49 0.28 
25. Tripura 639,029 99,197 5,559 5.60 0.86 
26. Vindhpa 
Pradesh 1,574,690 217o609 9,628 4.42 0.27 
27. Andaman and 
Nicobar 30P971 79980 1160 5.76 1.4.8 
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1.6.4. IE E Fam. Table No. '2 Dhows the distribution of IE 
and Indian language newspapers according to states in 1959. 
'lho number of Il newspapers in 1960 has also boon addod. 
It is interesting to note that in number and geographical 
distribution IE papers lead all Indian language papers, and in 
readership they oormand the hiEheot circulation. 
1 
1.6.5. Rendershin. of Ir Newnosrerr. In 1959 IE newspapers 
continued to command the highest circulation. the total 
circulation of . 999 IE papers or different periodicitiee was 
39.97 lak c2 or 23. E of the overall 'circulation of all papers, 
while of Hindi newspapers, which came next, the total 
circulation was 35.53 lokha or 20.6%. The percentage increase 
of hind: and IE in 1959 and 1960 im given below: 
Language 1959 1960 
IE 9.0 7.3 
Hindi 11.4 , 3.1 






}'. arathi 16.3 
1ThQ figures quoted in Tablas are taken fron the Annual Renort 
of the Re . i8tror of Nowsnsnnra for India, 1960 and 1961, and t®rort of tho Press Corrmission, 1959s part III. 
Ono hundrod, thousand. 'Zhir item is from Skt. IM: hi and Hind 
11th. Also spelt as Inc. 
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TABLE NO. 2: SUOWING UISTRIBUTICNN OI NEASPAPER* ACCORDIN G TO S TATE AND LANGUAGE 
(as! on 31-12 -59. 
) 
State Englis h1Hiindi Acsaiaae Bengali Ou3arati Kannada 





r r w 2 180 
45 50 30 
Pradesh 32 10 w " - 
Assam 12 4 13 16 w w 
r ;, A 
w w w' t r r r 3 




" r r " w M 13 9 19 
Bombay 383 101 517 4 2 387 1 7 3 l 2 49 124 63 
Kerala 28 1 00 1 174 ;' 
; .., w .. 1 3' - - 76 35 
Madhya 
Pradesh 13 189 - 1 - r 
;ý 
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18 26 8 
Orissa 16 w " w w w ý, ""'ý 67 40 ., 1 r 15 41 
Punjab 63 70 w r r w " ''` s! w w 100 at - w 165 52 117 









Pradesh 86 5% w 3 r `ý; >' t. ý ; "ý; - - 1 2 146 99 18 
West Bemal 293 85 1 147 1 r r `A' 
I 9 3 3 - :` 1 22 100 55 
Delhi 309 1146 - 4 I 2 r 3w' 2 I 15 1 4 4 139 76 25 
Himachal 
r w " w r Pradesh " 3 w " r w « s, :,, ti w so 
13anipur r w " w w w 
." 
, t. " 
Y 
. ý. 1a ýýr; ý, - w r w r w ! 34 
, 
Tripura 
r r w , 
11,. 
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ýý, 'y: 
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Nicobar 1 M ,"wi.. {; rw" / 1ST 
i4 r 
Total 1 55 1, ßtß 
räi 
1I 510 522 223 192 
1 . 
i' 
78 172 12 361 241 627 767 467 11.7,651. 
. 
'The figures for English newspapers in different statas in 1960 are given j, below: - the figures given below apply, to the states in the above table in the 
same order: 39, 13,35, 393,27,13,225,52,14,65,5,; 88,303,352, ' ? '- I 































In 1960 the hi ghost oiroul ti on (11.50 lakhs) wau that of ITS 
dailies. English continued to have the larCoet number of 
papers (1,647), Hindi beim, next (1,532). ih© highest 
combined circulation of papers of all periodioities was of 
English, e. g. 41.47 lakhe or 22.8% of total. Hindi papers 
carne next with 35.83 lakho, that is, 19.7%. 
The above Tables give us sore Idea about the importance and 
inpaot of IR proer in India. . 
1.6 , 6. In in r e;,, i s1 rt turß. In 
Table Pao. 3 we have given 
percentages of speochos, dolivered in various languagoe during 
1959. the statistics for other years are not available. The 
3.9 
TABLE NO. 3: CROWING THE PERCENTAGE OF USE OF D FERENT 
LANGUAGES IN LEGISLATURE 
Ncro of legislature English Rinds Other languages 
1. Lok Sabha 83.2 16.2 Urdu 0.4; Bengali 0.1 
Telugu 0.1; TonU 0.1 
2. Ra jya Sabha 85,0 13.1 Urdu 1.84; Malayalam 0. 06 
3. Andhra: L. A. 1 10.0 
, 
Nil Telugu 90.0 
4. Assam : L. A. 89.67 0.18 Assano o 9.97; Bengali 0.38 
5. Bihar: (a) L. A. 5.0 95.0 Nil 
(b) L. C. 2 27.67 72.33 Nil 
6:. Bombay: (a) LA, 50.1. 3.2 rathi 40#9; Gujarati 4.5 
. annada 1.0 
(b) L. C. 89.6 1.7 Narathi 7.3; Gujarati 1.4 
7. Madhya 
Trade ch: V. 8.3 1.5 83.0 ! larathi 15.5 
8. Madran: (a) L. A. 52.4 Nil Tamil 12.2; Malayalam 5.11 
(b) L. C. 82.2 nil T=il 17.6; Malayalam Oo2 
9. Orissa: L. A. 5.0 nil Oriya 95.0 
10. Punjab: (a) V. 0; 0*27 56.7 Punjabi 43.03 
(b) L. C. 311,6 35.6 Punjabi 29,8 
11, Uttar 
Pradesh: (a) L« A. Nil 100.0 Nil 
(b) L. C. 3.0 '97.0 Nil 
Bengal: (a) L. A. 50-4 0.5 Bengali 49.1 
(b) L. C. 69.3 Nil Bengali 30.0 
1L. A. is abbreviation for Legialativo Assembly. 2L. C, is abbreviation for Legielativo Council. 
3v. s. is abbreviation for Vidan Sabha, 
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TABLE NO. 3s SHOWXNG THE PERCENTAGE OF WE OF DIFFERENT 
LANGUAGES IN LEGISLATURE 
Name of legislature English Hindi Other languages 
"    -   Y 1/""ßr 4 II  / IýýY Iý ýýý I Irl IýIýIýr ýýýý 
13. iiyderabad i L. A. 5.0 21,0 Urdu 63.0; Tolugu 8.0; 
farathi 2.0; Kannada 1.0 







(a) L. A. 
(b) L. c. 
17. Popvus L. A. 
18. Rajasthans L. A. 
19. Saurnehtra: L. A. 
20. 'Travancore- 
Cochin$ L. A. 
6,0 0*5 Urdu 94«0; Persian 0.1i; 
Ladakb. i O. Ii 
Nil 100.0 Nil 
45.0 Nil Kannada 55.0 
350 Nil Kannada 65.0 
2.7 33.5 P=Jabi 63.8 
1.3 98.2 Ra jatthcfti-O: 5 
UiI., Nil Gujarati 100.0 
19.0 Nil Malayalam 78.0; Tamil 3.0 
1C. A. is abbreviation for. conatituent Assembly. 
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percentages show that r axt num use weit gnade of : dish in Lok 
Sabha, Ra jya Sabha, and State logialnture8. 
1.6.7. English in taw Conrts. In the nppendii weg have 
given a complete statement about the languages used in the High 
Courts, Judicial Co=ivsionor's Courts and Subordinate Courts; 
hare, we have sus : arized the eamo statement, Out of ton 
part 'A' states, (i. e. Andhra, Asvazn, Bihar, Bombay, Madhya 
Pradesh, Madras, Orissa, Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal) 
English was used in all the ten in high Courts and 
Comets ionarioe Courte in 1955-56. In the sub-ordinate oourtr 
the regional language and English wore used. In the part 'DO 
states the position was as follows:. 
1. -Hyderabad: 
Urdu, except for judgements, Decrees and 
ordere which are In English. 
2. Jammu and Kashmir: English. 
ý. Mcdhyn Bharat: Hindi, except for judgements, Decrees and 
orders which are in English 
14. M ycore: English 
5. Pepsu: Iiindi and Punjabi, except for judgements, 
Decrees, and orders which are in Englioh, 
6. Rajasthan: Hindi, except for judgements, Decrees, and 
orders which are in English. 
7, Saurashtra: Hindi, except for judgements. Decrees, and 
orders which are in English 
8. Travancore- . 
, 
Cochin: Malayalam, except for judgements, Decrees, 
and orders which are in English. 
1cf. appendix 1. 
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Part 'C' States: - 
I, Ajmer: English 
2. Bhopall B. ngiiah 
3* Coorgt English 
4, Delhi: English 
5. Himachal Pradesh: English 
6. Kutch i Gujarati 
7, Manipur: English and 1anipuri; English for judge- 
ments, orders and Decrees. 
8. Tripura English 
q. Vindhya Pradoch: llindi, except for judprnnonts, Decrees and 
orders which-are in Engxiah. 
Fart 'D' States: - 
1. Andaman and 
Nicobar Islands: Court language is FaSl1sh, but at village 
and Teh' eil 1ovela, Urdu is used ror 
certain purpaaoa. 
1.7.0.4he Uses of :n 11.; rh irk, tnrýia. The preceding rr. rw. r., w. ý, rrr rrr . +ý. rrr r. wrrr rsections 
give us some idea about the function or IE in the 
and law field of education, prert', and legislature/. Wo could, pencmpE, 
summarize that Indians are bi-1änguals in the sense that they 
are making the following uses of n lieh as a aubaidiarg 
language in the Indian contexts. 
l., Admtnic*trntivo. The uses for inter-provincial admin- 
istration and central administration. 
2. Commeraii1. The uses for co= erco and industry. 
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3. Edua¬itionAl. The uses for teaching scientific, technical 
and other subjects. 
4. Liter. ih© uses made by IE writers in 10 4,, which 
includes creative writings and provincial and national lei news- 
papers. 
5. So ice. The uses for conversation in (a) sophisticated 
Indian circles; (b) interprovincial parties and gathoringe; 
(c) phatio communion. This is not rertriot©d only to the 
people, who speak different L1'a, but often people speaking the 
name Ll's use XE, considering it as the languago of "cultivated" 
people or the language of "prestige". 
these five uses or English in India have evolvod five 
distinctive restricted languages of XE. In this study we are 
mainly concerned with the above 4. and 5., though references 
have been made to 1., 2., and 3. too. 
In terms of the scope of the above uses a further division 
may be made: - 
(i) IE writton by Indiana, in India, for Indiana. 
(it) 19 written by Indians, in India, for non-Indians. 
(iii) IE written by Indians, in or outside India, for Indians 
or non"Indiana. These three types of writings vary In degrees- of 
"Indienneaa. " 
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PART I. THEORY AND METHOD. 
i 
2. ' . '; tE©RY 
AND T1 DESCRIPTION 
2.1.0. In linguistics any descriptive or comparative 
statement implies that the obvorvable taots of a language have 
been studied in relation to a theoryl and justify boing used as 
a basis for description. Description, in the Bciontitic sense, 
implies the derivation of der. criptive categories Prom an under- 
lying theory which in itself is a formulated set of theoretical 
categories and thair Interrelation. 
A theory then helps us to establish "relationships" and 
brings in certain thinSs which are "theoretical" as opposed to 
"observational", A theory is useful and valid if the state- 
mentn can permit a renewal of connection with the material. 
2 
2.1.1. A linguistic description, on the other hand, is not 
theory but is related to general linguistic theory. The 
basis of a linguistic description in that it rolatae the text 
under focus of attention to the "oatagorias" which are finite 
and are provided in the theory. 3 
A description may be of two types: - 
(i. ) an axiom spstom with rules of derivation; or 
(ii) a form of equations. which express the general relations 
11t is another question whether all prevalent linguistic 
"theories" satisfy the scientific criteria of being theories 
and justify the description according to the underlying general 
linguistic theory. Some "theories" may turn out to be only 
"procedures" or "techniques". 
2cce Firth, Stuff p. l. "A theory derives its usefulness and 
validity from the aggregate of experience to which it rsust 
ontinuallq refer in renewal of connection. " 
Here it is useful to make a distinction between a method of description, technique of deserint! on and mrocedure. - or. 
Z. S. Harries t athods in 3trueturtml Ltnvniettcr, p. l. "The 
prevent volume presents UOthods of research... it iss thus a 
dIscueeion of the operations... rather than a theory of the 8 ruetural, analyses. 
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cmong various parameters and variabloa. 1 
2.2.0. An anlysis of the bi-lingual situation discussed 
in chapter 4 involves both description and comparison, and 
needs a theory and a technique by which we can make 
1inquixtica11y relevant statements about the formal and the 
contextual lonely of analy is* 
2.2.1. A purely formal nethod2 has been rejected for the 
following reasons: - 
1. It does not toll us about the _ful3oti. on or onoýion of a 
language in situations; 
2. It does not euggaat any method for relating the form and 
the context. 
The contextual factors which caueo XE to deviate from BE becoxto 
clear only after the formal exponents are related3 to the 
Context, 
2.2.2. An approach that would consider IE as a "language" V 
functioning In a different context, intogratod with the context 
of experience and the context of culture of the person/persons 
speaking and/or writing it has boon preferred. 
'see R. B. Lees, On "Description" (mimeographed). 2i method which claims not to take v Boning into consideration 
at all, and to analyse a language on e basis of distribution 
of the formal items, for instance, ß oomfiold, Harris, Trager, 
etc. 
"... ctric tly speaking, there are in the world no more #r©lations' than there are 'universals'. Relations as 
supposed entities are reifications of words like 'father of', 'loving' or 'between', that involve two or more other terms in their logical form, Relational words do not 'stand for' any- thing existing 'between' the things related. " (Soo Robins, R. f., "A Problem in the Statement of Meaning". Lin , Vol. 3, pp. l24zl25. 
.4 
We have also reject©d U) the analytical viewtl and 
(ii) mechanistic structural view2 for the reasons diecuacod in 
2.2.1., and have adapted the "functional" view as developed 
and modified by Firth. 
It has been found very usoful as a theoretical approach 
incorporating "the whole mane, living in society and his 
culture and personality. 
ý 
This aspect of Firth's theory has not been applied and 
discussed in detail during his lifetime.. His Prosodic 
approach to phonology has, however,, been applied to many Indian 
and African languages by, k'hat has been called, the "London 
Group of Linguists".. That explains why,. in the following 
pages,. there is rather a lengthy digression on (a) the concept 
of C., of S,, -(b) its early use, (a) the Firthian use,, and 
(d) comparison of Firth' o approach with that of the mechanists 
and the nentalists., 
11his is that Rulon Wells calls "dyadic" view of Ogden and 
Richards, as it is based on bi-polar relation between a sign 
and an object. See "M"eaning and Uco", Lin ; uiatic$ Todny, 
Ep. 115-129. 
too Firth, Pam, p. 183. 
3 THE LEVELS. OF DESCRIPTION 
3.1.0. There are two basic questions which need an answer 
before any comparative or descriptive linguistic statement is 
made. the first is: What are the levels of analysis? The 
second is: What is the order of analysis? 
3.2.0. There is no fire l answer to the question: What 
levels are to be treated as relevant for, a linguistic 
description? Bloomfield and his followers emphasise a 
progression of levels which proceeds from the "bottom" up in 
an ascending order. In their aase, then, we might say, the 
levels of analysis and even the order of analysis is stated in 
the method. hey intend to bring "simplicity" in linguistic 
description by_"ascending levels of complexity of organization. 
II 







1Trager, G. L. and Smith, Jr., H. L. An Outline of English 
Structure, Washington, 1957, p. 81. See also p. 8. 
"Semantics" is structure of meaning or so-called "meta- 
linguistics". Pike considers it "an unfortunate terx since 
the term "metalanguage" is best used in the traditional sense 
to refer to language. talking about language; " Lnn, 
part III, p. 78. 
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In this scheme the phoneme is the essential 'builder' and 
functions as the main factor for description at 'the otter 
levels. Phonetics does not have the same status 'as the other 
levels, and semantics is out of the linguists' domain (of. 
meaning, and context). H6ckettl" has a distinction of basic 
levels and, then, a further sub-grouping of theses he says 
"in linguistics there aro two basic levels, phonological and 
gra atical, each with sub-divisions. " Bloch, Trager and 
Harris2 broadly follow Bloomfield. 




iii there is-no room for a "structural syllable", a `structural 
stressgroup" or "struotural treatment of idioms"; 
Iii) there is, over-emphasis on the phonezie; 
k 
(iii) there is not. adequate room for meaning as a primitive 
concept. 
3.3.0. The British group. öx linguists have no one viewcon 
this point. Firth treats level or levels of analysis as a 
theoretical term in his linguistic theory05 but in his work 
'See C. E. Hockett, "A System of Descriptive Phonology", 
Lanaun A, 18.3.21.1941 
see his op, cit, p. 369. "each element is defined . 
by. the 
relation among elements at the next lower level. " 
3For Pikers view see his Lan ua_e, pp. 78-79. Also see 
ielliday, Categories, pp. 2 -3 , section on 'Zhe seven sins'. ß-0f. Pike, op. cit. ".,. in ,,. my-view the morpheme has equal theoretical primitiveness with the phoneme. In fact, were I 
forced to give, priority to one or the other, I would give it to 
the morpheme since it is-here that the form-meaning composite 
a most easily seen... ". 
see Stu dies, p. 2. 
+ý, 
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there is no answer to the, number of linguistib; a11y 'significant' 
levels. In his Papers' the term level is used, with fifteen 
different items about which, as he says$ linguistic statements 
may be made. In Stuff he makes it" clear that level l and 
levels of analysis are technical-terms %4 th status in the 
general linguistic theory; if that is accepted, then we find 
two uses of the term 'level' in Firth: 
(i) a stator nt about an itom which is not 'structurally' 
significant; 
(ii) a statement about an item at linguistically relevant 
levels which is theoretically significant. 
In (i) we include statements about phonetic 'value', social, 
sociological, etc. which are really descriptions of elements 
not structurally significant. In (ii) we include those state- 
rents about items which are formally significant. 
The levels mentioned by Firth are listed below: 




4. Lexical; 6 5. Morphological;? 6. Phonetic; 8 7. 
7. Phonological; 9 8. Phonaesthetic; 10 9. Phrasal 3tylistics; 1 
10. Prosodic; 12 11. Semantic; 13 12. Social; 14 
1see Pa, -hers. 2Studies, p. 2. 3cf. PP-nArs, pp"19 , 197,202.41bid. p. 202. 51bid. pp. , 1gO, 192,222,227. °ibid. pp. 170,222,227. ice. p. 25. ibid. Pp. ýs 225,26, ý 145,170,192,197,198" 9ibid. p. 170,198. -"thot h phonetics and phonology are on 
different saientitia 1eVQ1sl*, (our underlining) p. 145. 
ibid. pp. 197,198. ibid. p. 202.12ibid. p. 197" 13ibid.. p. 25, ibid. p. 1833,214. 
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13. Sociological; 1 1lß. Syntactiaal; 2 L. Word-formation. 3 
It should also be noted that sometimes Firth uses the term 
"mode" for the 1eve1.1 He rankes another distinction of 
(a) lower - or simpler modes5 - or modes of meaning6 and 
(b) higher level.? 
The lower xodes include: "the phonetic, pro3odic, 
greznatical and collocational levels", 
8 
and'. than he adds the 
phonological levol to the lower - mode s. 
9' 
Rh© higher level is perhaps the contextual level. "It is, 
however, to be understood that though the presentation of the 
scheme of analysis is in an ascending. order from phonetics to 
the, context of culture, the total complex, including; what may 
be called the higher level in the context of situation, is a 
first postulate. 110 
Zhen Firth rentions the level of 'dictionº11 under which he 
lists the different 'formal of diction, i. e. ordinary, 
narrative, emphatic, oratorial, poetic, ritual. 
The above 'levels' may conveniently be reduced to the 
following: 
1. Phonetic 
2. Phonological (phonaesthetic, prosodic) 
1ibid. 
-p. 170.2ibid. P, 25- 
31bid, p. 202. 43 ib d. pp. 197,18,201, etc. p. 197.61bid. p. 198. 
ice. p. 198. °ibid, p. 197.9i . p. 198. 1U-ibid. p. 198.1ibid. p. 198. 
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3. Orarmaticai (morphological, syntactical, word-formation) 
! }. Lexical (collocational) 
. Contextual 
(oinantio, sociological, social)' 
fiere are come British linguists who would differ from Firth 
in ordering of the phonetic level relative to other levole. 
2 
Others would even dispute the status oi' phonology and context 
in the 'order' of levels. 
3.3.1. Firth iojoctsAhe hiersrchiotl 0diroction" but 
accepts a "hierarchy of tcchniquna"3 by which "the meaning of 
a text is dealt with by u dispersal of analysis at mtually 
congruent series of levels, beginning with context of 
situation..... 
'' 
And "the meaning of linguistic events may be, 
as it wore, disporsed in a spectrum or specialized 
statements. "5 But, as he says, "we must remember what we are 
doing and hoer we are doing it, especially at what levol or 
lovely of abstraction and state nt. «6 
Allenz accepts two lcvols, phonological and grain natical, And . 4, vV 
tho phonic data might be used for dither a phonological state- 
1Firth treats 'phrasal stylistics* as a level (of. pct 
p. 202) i ditch worlds perhaps, be 'a useful terra in application 
of.,,; 1 iaguittice tö 71itern turg but. iit: doo. t not ,: tit in the above five levels. 
2Por instance, M. A.;. Halliday, W. S. Allen. 3ci'. erarr, p. 183 "Descriptive 1inguisticrs to thus a sort or 
Hierarch of tee nfque ... 4see $yn. aln p. 30. see Pry, P, 183- 6Synansig p. 29. ? Allen, W. S. Structure' and'Syet©r in the Abaza Verbal 
Complex, TPS, 1956, p"145" 
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rent or a grammatical statcirent; he declines the hierarchical 
view: 
Phonological Gra=atical 
$tat m®nt Statement 
PHONIC DATA 
Gra atiaa1 Statement 
AND NOT Phonological Statement 
Phonic data 
" Palmort suggests the . followirr levels, and in a general sense 
accepts that thorn is +a hierarchy: 1. Context of Situation; 
2. Graurar; 3. Phonology; 4. Phonetics, The Context of 
Situation is, "delimiting and idontifying the types of lanL7uaFe, 
for each of which a different statemont at all the other levels 
is rcquirod. "2 
1ialliday's3 view is basically dittoront from the above. He 
Introduces the concept of the primary levels which are further 
divided, the primary levels are; (i) substance, (ii) form, 
(iii) context. 
U) Substance 4 may be 'phonic' or 'graphic'= 
(ii) Forr. a1 3ovele are rgramxnerl and 'lexie'; 
Ciii) Contoxt is tho meaning of an item in relation to extra 
textual -features. 
'Faber, F. R. Lingui etic 
1959, pp. 225-241 
2Ibtd. p. 241,, 
pct. C 
er, 441f it is phonic subctanc© 
and it it is graphic it is 
Ito rarchy, Lam, Vol. VIZ, 3, 
Oi ice. 
it is ro3s ted to fb rm by phonology, 
related to tbrm by orthography. 
OR 
SUBSTANCE INTER-LEVEL FARM INTiR-GEV :G SITUATION 
Phonic 
Substance Phonologe Grammar Context Extra 
textual 




Phonology and context are 'sinter-levels"1 in the senffix that 
they relate the lovolzs of form (a) to cubstanco (Phonology); 
(b) to non-language, the situation, Context to perhaps the 
relation of a formal item to extra textual Peaturon. The 
forzmal contrasts are to be found in "c7ntem&" which are the 
property of the grammatical lövel. 
Halliday' s approach may be sum arizod asp: 
(1) it into ; raten all the "levels" and links them with Form 
which is the highest abstraction; any ctatomoztt is 
'valid' -whether it is contextual or phonological, if it 
is ultimately roltted to a formal exponent; 
It attampta to avoid the concept, of the hierarchy of 
lovola as it is understood by other linguists. 
(especially, - of. 3.2" 0. } 
1Hero 11iday differs from modern linguists on the "status" 
he gives to phonology in his "levels". of, also Palmer "Linguistic Hierarchy". Linrn n p. 226. "In tact, it soema 
certain that two levels of analysis at least, those of grammar 
and phonolopzy, are a. fe aturo of all modern theories of 
linguistics... "ý. 
5I 
3.3.2. The classification of gra=ar arid` 1oxi* as formal 
lovolo in Halliday, homovor, raico a theoretical I qüoptions bar, 
loxis the as= "status" no grater, or doaa, -. ono have priority 
over the other! In the prooemp of onelyaia tho distinction 
between a word and a tnztcol 3. teri} presupposde that we have 
abstracted our itoms after our analysis of' tine exponents of 
"a tome, We do not get our lexie, Wove we have first worked 
out our grazaar. The formalization of lexis seems to be a 
further step in delicaoy. 
2 
not of the sari 'nature' at; grar nary 
and not oleo at the en= 'level'* In the Tornil levo1, then, 
we feel Halliday has a hierarchy of =direction' in which 
grammar has priority, and comes before i, exic. 
According to Halliday Phonotide 
: 
ii a distinct "but , related 
body of theory"3 of General Phonetics which together. with 
linguistics make the linguistic sciences. Palmer4 writes, 
phonetics is "the ultimate justification for the S. ras ar and 
the phonology, since it provides the link with observable data, 
becauwo only by having this basis in tho phonetic statoment can 
grarnwar be formal or linguistics eaiontitio or objective. "5 
1Ihilliday makes a distinction between a word and a, d16xic l 
Stem. The term word is used for a gra tical unit and refers' 
to an abstraction at the grammatical level. A lexical item is 
a member of a lexical set or an 054. at the lexical level. see 
o,, ott, p. 23. 
`1 gi'22; 7: 4,, 3c t. an tcf. a o , ett. p. 3. o p9241. 
In America, W. E. Wel rs has practically the same view which is a deviation from original Bloorttieldian standpoint, `every 
detail of our phonemic analysis must be justified in the basis 
or phonetic considerations alone. See his 'Hints from 
Xforphology for Phonemic Analysis's ISILP 59 91-100,1947. 
.= ýý 
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3.4.0. The Tranatornative Generative School reject the 
idea of hierarchy as it is understood mow. - Chou: ekyl divides 
Sra n ars into two types,, ' annlytiß!. '. and 
1s tia' . An 
analytic grammarian would "proceed from the top down" (e. g. 
porhap8, Hjolmslev) and a eynthette gratarion would proceed 
from "the bottom up". (e. g. 'American' descriptive 
Linguistics). Chomrky sags, "I cannot take a position, ' since 
I do not think that it 'proceeds' at ali. "2 Chomsky denies 
the need to separate the levels. "The Linguist must use a 
mixture of phonological and high-level syntactic considerations 
at every point in gramrir construction; the child dons not 
learn the syntax first ani the phonology later, or vice versa; 
I see little zr=otivo and logic hope for devising a stop by step 
0 
procedure :. of, either sort for justification of grammar. "3 
3.5.0. In the above diccussion wo marks 
v 
(3) different views about the idea of the formal/non-formal 
levels; I 
(it) different uses of the term level. 
The above (ii) neode further elucidation, The term level 0 
has not been urec only for the formal levels about which etate- 
r, nte ray be rude, but also for the unite 'operating' in a 
particular level. This. contusion is found both in American 
literature and lßritish literature. - Pike has Valauao level", 
'phrase level', Sword level$, 'morpheme lovol') Halliday 
1Chomsky; 'ihn Trans foriratjonn1 basis of. vntnx (MirooCraphed Nov F aper), pp. .7 0 Ibid. p. 7. 
_ 
_id. 
p. 7. "of, op. cit. p. 4. my co 
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earlier used 'levels in this sense alsol but in his recent 
paper (cf. Caterorier) he hae suggested a useful distinction 
between level and rte. 
The Ecalo on which the units operate is the rank, and 'level' 
is restricted to the tormal levels; the unite may be property 








(1 arphame ) 
"The scale on which the units are in tact rangod in the 
theory need a name, and may be called rank. "2 This 
distinction has both theoretical and practical advantaCes. 
The approaches discussed above do not give us any final 
answer. In this study we are mainly concerned with the rtate- 
rtnnts at two 'primary levels, i. e., the form and context. At 
the formal level we have concentrated on grammatical and lexico- 
gram=- tical statements. 
lat. s di. p. 64.. "that at the word level wo can set up for 
both a three-term eyster. i of class©s... 
2cf. Categories p. 8.3.2. 
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4.1.0. A writer or a speaker making use of IE in one or 
more of the above-mentioned uses (cf. 1.7.0. ) is operating the 
language in one or more of the following situations: 
1. the. L2.,.: is used in the context of Cl; 
l 
2, the non-linguistic patterns are transferred from Ll's by 
extension of meanings and collocations of the linguistic 
items of L2 - in this case British English - at different 
ranks; 
2 
3. intensive use is made of open set items of different Li's to 
contextualize the text in the Indian situations. , 
4.1.1. 'This then is a situation of "transfer" or 
"transference" not necessarily of the language-features of L1's 
alone but also of certain non-linguistic features, i. e. the 
non-belonging elements3 of C2 which are essential to the 
context of-culture for Cl. This implies that the formal 
features of IE are to be related to the non-linguistic features 
of Indian contexts to get a clear perspective of the function 
of IE in India. The formal deviations, at all the levels, 
from the norm - if, for instance, we take BE as the norm - are 
1C1 is used here for the native culture of an L1 speaker, and 
C2 for the culture of. the native speaker of L2. Zhese are 
used as parallel terms with L1 and L2 at the contextual level. 2The term "rank" has been borrowed from Halliday. See his 
"Catatrories". Also cf. 3.5.0. 
3See. weinreich, U., Lanai fixes in Contact, p. 7, "the non- 
belonging elements can be separated as 'borrowed' or 
TRANSFERRED, This is one manifestation of linguistic 
analysis. " In this study, "transfer" includes non-linguistic 
features, that is, transfer of contextual sectors which are 
foreign to the culture. of the native speaker of L2. 
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contextually and linguistically determined' by the fact that 
IE is not functioning in-England or America but in a different 
cultural and linguistic context, i. e. India. The term 
"context" is used in a technical sense as an abstraction of 
linguistically relevant situations in a particular culture* 
The context is to' be determined, from the text which is under 
focus of attention. (of. contextualization, chapter ß. ) 
4.2.0. Direction of Transfer: The transfer or 
transference of formal features from Indian languages and 
contexts of culture works 
+e following directions: 
14.2.1. Transfer of Contexts: 71116 means transfer of  
elements of context of culture from Cl and Ll to L2. If, tt- r 
however, the reader is a foreigner, say an Englishman, the 
situation is: he is reading about C2 in L1 (which may be 
Indianized). In the case of Hindi-Marathi, Tamil-Telugu, 
French -English, this transfer would be perhaps at one level 
only, the formal level, if we postulate that in a broad sense 
the speakers of these languages share the same context of 
experience/culture. , 
But in the case of Hindi-English, Russian. 
English, it is also a matter of transfer of certain contexts - 
or cultural patterns - which are non-belonging elements of the 
culture of L2. For instance, the caste-system of India, 
social and religious taboos, notions of superiority/inforiority 
would be cultural exotica for a non-Indian. 
12hey 
are linguistically determined in the sense that the 
varied linguistic scene of India is influencing the linguistic 
features of Indian English speakers/writers. 
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4.2.! 2. , Transfer of Speech-functions: The socially 
determined speech-functions, (of. chapter 14) for example, 
modes of address/reference, greetings, blessingBrayere, 
abuses/purses, are related to Cl in the Indian cort ext of 
culture. When, these "speech functions"-(abb. SF) are 
transferred to IE writings the situation is as follows: the 
participants arri the characters are Indian, other relevant 
constituents are Indian. The SF which normally should have 
been in L1 Is in L2, but the context of situation is not 
changed, only the medium of expression is changed. 
4.2.3. Transfer of formal items: the formal items at 
different ranks are transferred from L1 to L2, i. e. sentences, 
clauses, phrases, fixed collocations, compounds. A few 
illustrations from the IE text are given here: salt-giver, 
(Kanth. 32), spoiler of' rrrisalt (Un. ), sister-sleeper (Yom, 
130), bow my forehead (Un. ), turmeric ceremony (EM 70), cock- 
eyed son of a bowlegged scorpion (Um, ). 
4.2.4. Transfer of meaning, from Li, to" T, 2 items: Brother- 
In-law has one restricted meaning in BE as a kinship term. In 
IE it has acquired three distinct meanings as a term or (a) 
abuse, (b) affection or intimacy, and (c) kinship. 
The terms sister and mother have extended collocations as 
terms for regard and respect used without real relationship, 
i. e. 
"Plow you know what your duties are, and how to do them, sister, 
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you will receive our instructions. " (WM 93). 
The innocent-looking words flower-bed, government, have 
entirely different contexts, i. e. 
(a) "On this, her flower-bed, her seven children were born. " 
(I'M 119). 
(b) "Grvornznont, she knows nothing about drinks. She is 
hardly sixteen, and completely innocent. " (LP Ito). 
Here povernnic rii' is used' as a mode of address' for a person who 
represents official authority. 
Contextually and collocationally the items brother-in-law, 
sister, mother, flower-bed, government, each belong to one or 
more "lexical setsn (of, chapter S) in IE, while in BE they are 
restricted each to one lexical set. 
3.0. - In the above situation we mark that the process of 
transference . is determined by Indian cortexts and the sub- 
stratum(s), for this reason, the (inter) level of context has 
--been treated as relevant for any linguistic statement in this 
study. 
lThis is a translation of an Indian lexical, item sarkär. 
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5. RESTRICTED LANGUAGES AND LEXIS 
5.1.0. The implications of placing an IE text in Indian Con- ,/ 
texts (cf. 4.3.0. ) within a linguistic frame-work are: 
(i) that, our statements should be restricted to functionally 
'demarcated' and manageable parts of IE; 
(ii) that lexis should be studied as relevant exponent of contexts 
in the above (i); 
(iii) that the text under discussion should be made the basis for 
any contextual statement. 
We have to ask now: What methods can be used to bring out the 
'Indianness' of IE in terms of its functions and roles in Indian 
culture? And how can we give formally relevant statements about 
lexis with reference to the functions of a language type? 
5.1.1. Firt' uses the term "restricted languages" for those  
sub-languages which are "restricted by scientific method conforiirg 
to functions of language in life. " This gives us some starting- 
point for demarcation of language-types in IE. 
2 
1See his "The Treatment of Language in General Linguistics", The 
Medical Press, August 19,1959, P"146, "There are vocational, 
technical and scientific languages set in a matrix of closely 
determined sections of. what may-be called the general language. 
It is one of the requirements of science that the attention of 
scientific equipment should be focused on manageable subjects and 
hence the importance of the study of restricted languages - restric- 
ted by scientific method conforming to functions of language in 
life. The term 'restricted language' is applied to a scientific 
fiction required by linguistic analysis. It is not a general term 
for any actual institutionalized form of language easily recognised 
by the average man. " 
2It does not imply that Firth would agree with our use of the term, 
and our use of 'register' and 'speech-functions' as further 
abstractions from restricted languages. 
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5.2.0. We could then say a linguistic statement about a language1 
may be in terms of a whole lanr*uage, or about the "restricted 
languages" (Abb. RL) or sub-languages. 
A statement of the second type is better considered as a state- 
ment of the operation of a language in specific contexts involving, 
at least, two participants (i) performer (speaker or writer) and 
(ii) addressee (hearer or reader). In such a statement we have first 
to adopt some criteria for delimiting a language in parts, according 
to their 'uses' or 'roles' in particular cultures. This would mean 
1'A broad demarcation of a language (which Is not necessarily 
functional, except in the case of the following No-5) may be made 
on any of bases given below: 
1. Geographical or national; 
2. Temporal or historical; 
3. Social; 
4. Religious; 
5. Functional or operative. 
Geosrarhical division is grouping of one language according to the 
areas of nationality of the users, for instance, the English language 
may be'classified according to the following areast American Enmlish, 
Australian Entlish, British English, Cenrdian English, New Zealand 
1. ngs , cots English, etc, the came dimension, tho 1 perhaps 
of a different , 
"nature" are Indian } nmlish, Ghana Enrrlish, and 
varieties of South African F, nglish by the difference of "nature" 
we mean that. these varieties, on, the whole, are spoken/written as 
L2a). -In'cases of Hindi we have.. Dakshini Hindi, Ralasthain Hind1, 
etc. 
In time dimension one language may be grouped in terms of different 
periods,, e. g. Old Enttlish, Middle Enf*lish, Contemporary Enýºlish. 
On the social-scale, we have well-known example, of A. Co Ross's 
U, and non-U inglish cf. his "linguistic class-indicators in 
Present. DayYEnglish"Neuphiloloische MitteilunZen 154). Also 
cf. Chapter' 15 Caste and Reli ion in Indian rntlish especially 
section 15.1.0. footnote . 
An example of language differences according to religions may be 
taken from India. The Kashmir language has two varieties, "Hindu 
Kashmiri" and. "Muslim Kashmiri". These two varieties are distinct 
at the phonological and the lexical levels. 
The functional grouping may be according to the different uses 
of a language, e. g; "air-force En lish, newspaper Ensr1ish, scientific 
English. A discussion Son this-type of grouping is the rain purpose 
of this chapter. 
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placing "a text as a constituent in a context of situation. "1 The 
basis of the grouping are: 
(i) the language-features which mark one text from the other class 
of texts; 
(ii) the function of the text in a specific context. 
5.2.1. The restricted languages (or sub-languages) are not 
necessarily restricted on the geographical dimension: Those may 
be 'selected' keeping in view the formal distinctions from other 
RLs or sub-languages, their functions and roles in specific cultures. 
We may, for instance, take . 
the language of administrs. tion, news- 
a»ers, social roleti, etc. Theso my be termed 'sub-langu. ages' 
h"I K aye 
of the totalý(or 3n Hill's terms of the 'tongue') which we term 
IE. 
The grouping may be based-on the participants, or vocations, 




or abuses/curses, flattery/rersußsion, phatic communion. 
3 
We may also have the sub-language of radar, railways, or Hindu 
rituals/ceremonies, Muilim rituals/ceremonies. 
'See Firth -Studies , P., 1.6 2See T. dill, __"Intttitutional linguistics" 0S Tome VII, No. 2, 
1958, P-442, "In'the following, 'the word tongue will be used as 
a neutral term for any of the entities commonly styled dialect, 
language, etc. We may start'by assuming that any normal human-being 
hds a minimum of one tongue which he shares with certain other 
persons: " In this specific case we are treating IE as a variety of 
BE. 
3See Firth Papers, p. 30. Firth borrowed this term from Malinowski 
and it is appal eck to types of situations "in which there is a sort 
of 'choric' use, as when vocal interchange merely promotes or main- 
tains affective rapport. " Nalinowski'defined it as "a type of speech 
in which ties. of. _union are created. by a. mere exchange of words", of. his supplement in Ogden and Richards Meaning of Meaning, p. 315. 
sO 
5+ 3.0" In this study we propose to use the term restricted 
language for any sub-language which is restricted in terms of 
opera and function, and which has formal characteristics 
0 (grammatical, lexical or phonKlogical) which justify such grouping, 
5.3.1. An RL would, then, mean a delimited "sub-language" 
which is functionally and formally distinct from other sub-lan- 
guages. It cuts across idiolects and regional varieties, and is 
used for specific functions by all the speakers/writers of a 
"tongue". In IE the RL of administration, law, etc. is pan-Indian 
in the sense that all the speakers/ writers of different regional 
varieties of IE, with different Ll backgrounds, use it given the 
same context. It is distinct from an idiolect or a "style" in the 
sense that it does not necessarily short; the individuality or3dio- 
syncracies of persons, and it does not just mark one person from 
another. 
5.3.2. An RL is wider in the sense that it covers groups of 
people (irrespective of their Lis, or regic^ns, etc. ) in terms of 
the sub-languages which they use while operating in "the same" 
contextual sectors. Thus for every RL and register we have to assign 
a parallel sector in a context of culture. The parallel contextual 
sectors may be assigned to different language-texts on the basis of 
"contextual elimination". 
1 We have suggested the method of con- 
textual-substitution and textual-substitution. (cf. S. 1.0. ) 
5.4.0. The first step then is to demarcate language-types on 
the above criteria. We could, for example, say, we have the RIB of 
newspi ers, administration, science, technolo v, literature, etc. 
1Firth, Paý, p. 26. 
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But, when-we have, said- this, we have not said everything, as there 
is the possibility of further demarcation or grouping. 
5.4.1. An RL may'further be restricted using the same criteria 
which we adopt for separating an RL from a 'tongue'. 
5.4.2. In a given RL we may find that there is further poasi- 
bility of sub-divisions, which can be explained and, perhaps, jueti- 
fled both contextually and formally; this may be explained as a fur- 
ther step in delicacy. 
' For instance, in the language of news- 
paters we expect that editorio. ls, leial 'reportin, ' women's -maige, 
and advertisement may perhaps be justifiable as further demarcation 
within a sub-language. When talking of literature, Reid2 uses the 
term "register of literature". This leaves us doubtful about the 
criteria of grouping crime fiction, et=, drama, and historical 
writin under one register. 
We shall use the term "register" for any sub-grouping under 
RLs. The following diagram might make it clearers 
'See Halliday, "Categories". 
2See T. B. W. 'Reid, "Linguistics, Structuralism and Philology". 
Are Vol. 8,1958, pp. 28 - 37. 
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5.4.3. A question may now be asked: In the RL of newnpaoers 
(to take one example) shall we consider editorials, legal reporting 
etc., on the one' hand in The Times and The Guardian; and on the 
other hand, in The News of the World and the Daily Express, under 
the same register? In such cases, perhaps, it would be useful if 
we accept a. "style-scale" on which we mark different papers according 
to different "styles" and the 'roles' which they perform. In terms 
of the addressees (that is rest) we could perhaps say that the 
reading public of The Times and The News of the World io different 
and the two texts have different aims. If contextually and formally 
the difference is significant (as in the case of Women's Journals, 
Children's Journals) we might, perhaps treat them as separate 
registers. 
5.4.4. The reasons for treating editorials, le a, l reporting, 
etc.. in The Timen and The Daily Express under the same register are 
that contextually one text can be substituted for the other, if 
both are reporting the came event. The differences will mostly be 
in the "style" of the two, and at the (inter) level of context, the 
came contextual sector may be assigned to the two texts written in 
two styles. - 
5.4.5. We may now askt are'there really formal bases for 
dividing a language into sub-groups? In other words, do the sub- 
1anguag©s shoe , 
distinctive formal differences from each' other? 
In certain cases the. formal characteristics of R. Ls have been 
investigated and the. results obtained justify such grouping. We 
could broadly say the lexis of scientific literature is different 
from the lexis of the register of'journaliam or fiction; and in 
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the scientific RL the grammatical differences of statistical nature 
show that there is a"high percentage of passive forms or low fre- 
quency of certain pronoune. 
l 
But when we say that the lexis of science is different from that 
of other registers it is a broad generalization (though an essential 
first step towards more delicate statements. ) We could, perhapo, 
say that it is right in the sense that if we compare the lexis of 
literature (in a general sense) with that of the RL of science and 
technology the differences which we find in two RLs, justify a cub- 
grouping., But, it should be made clear here that we suspect there 
may be "register differences" in registers which operate in the RL 
of science and literature, for example, a lexical statement about 
chemistry will'not apply to zoology, though at first instance these 
may be grouped in the RL of science as. against the RL of literature 
or administration. In such cases, we could nay that though we are 
still operating in the RL of science, we are restricting our state- 
ment to a regioter. 
5.5.0.,. We may further find that we need another term to explain 
certain 'special' features of RLs (or registers). In talking about 
the RLe of. social roles, at '"first we include Prvetings, modee of 
reference address, abuses/curses, flattery/persuasion, under social 
roles. It may, perhaps, be found useful to give separate statements 
about euch socially determined repetitive speech events. 
1The. following studies submitted for the Diploma in Applied 
Linguistics in Edinburgh University show interesting register 
differences: 
-Aronson, R. P. "A comparative Analysis of English Verb Usage in the Restricted Languages of'fiction and the'ýNatural and Social Sciences 
as represented by three= Contemporary written English texts. " 1959.. 
Claxton, M. M. "A, Study of Nominal. Groups. " 1960. 
Sece nba p. J. "gtyles jf En lieh Qneounnterj wi Ym1the rer : ter of 0 stetr ce and (rynaeco ogy elate o he ngu stic pro ens 
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5.5.1. We shall use the term speech-functions (Abb. SF) for 
such formal items. By speech-functions we mean those formal items: 
(i) which reveal the perponal attitude of a speaker/writer in a 
culture (e. g. abuses; blessings); 
(ii) which convey social attitudes about or against a person/ 
persons (e. g. [Meetings; modes of address); 
(iii) which are repetitive and socially determined; 
(iv) which mark a person 'inside' or 'outside' the culture of a 
speech-fellowship, or a language community. (cf. Chapter 14 
on Sneech Functions in Indian En lish). 
5.5.2. This then givee, us three terms which can be explained 
and demarcated in relation to a , larger 'whole' in a language, 
namely, His which are abstracted from a tongue (or a language), 
registers which are demarcated from RLs, and speech functions which 
mayor may not overlap with RLs and registers. 
5.6.0. The terms "restricted langauge" and "opeech-functions" 
are used by Firthl in a general sense and "register" was perhaps 
first used by Reid. In Reid's terms "among the most generally 
Z 
applicable registers are those of family intercourse, of admini- 
stration(in a wider sense) of religion and ceremonial, and of 
literature... as applied to literature they have of course always 
been recognised by gram-Parians under the name of "styles"... " 
Reid does not suggest any specific use of the term style". Catford3 
2cf. op.. "The treatment" 
cf. on. c t. 3cf. op. cit. "Applied Linguistics" P,, 5,, Also see M. Joos, 
Isolation of Styles". pp. 107 - 113. Report of' the Tenth 
Round ; able Meeting of Li im1isties and LaflPUage Studies, % 
DC, 19b0. Joos ientatlve. ty recognises five styles 






sistinguishes between register and style, "registers are sub- L/ 
varieties of a dialect (or idiolect) which correlate with the 
social roles being played by the performer, e. g. one and the same 
individual may function socially, as, say, a husband/father, as a 
member of a political party, as a professor of zoology etc. and he 
makes use of a range of re ers appropriate to these different 
roles. " On the other hand, style provides another dimension, that 
is, "the professor of zoology, for instance, may remain in his 
scientific register while shifting down the style scale from say 
formal style in a public lecture to a learned society through a 
colloquial in a post-graduate seminar to cam in common-room 
scientific gossip. " 
Reid's application of the term "register" to the sub-language of 
administration, or literature, leaves further scope for demarcation. 
Even on the basis of formal features there is perhaps much scope for 
separating the sub-language of*army from legal administration 
(though, 'in a wider sense'both belong to the RL of administration). 
5.6.1. At this stage (till more investigations are available) 
this demarcation into groups has to be arbitrary. The questions like: 
how shall we treat the further cub-divisions of poetry, e. g. elm, 
sonnet, lyric, et.? In this case 'does poetry form an RL or a 
register? This perhaps is the matter of how delicate grouping one 
wants and what is the basis of the first division. 
5.6.2. We would, then, say in case of IE we have a "tongue" 
termed IE, and it has regional and localized varieties; these 
varieties may be demarcated on the basis of language communities of 
India, for instance, Kashmiri En lieh, Puniab English, Ma rýth 
Ený_____lish, ßensrali Entlish, etc. cutting across the regional varieties 
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of IE we have written `o 
1x/spoken 
RZs. The main RLs are: 
administration, social roles, flewwnpabors, sci____ ence, technolornr, 
etc, Ac. nentioned earlier, these may further be sub-divided into 
registers. 
5.7.0. The total number of RLs and registers of an individual 
may be determined by the vocation and the social roles one performs. 
It may, however, be said that at one time an individual uses a 
limited number of RLs or registers. The choice of a register is 
determined by the contextual sector (cf. 8.2.0. ). , 
5.7.1. The number of registers which operate in an RL may be 
termed "register range"', and the choice of one register instead 
of another out of a "range" is "register choice". 
A"'wrong" choice of a register out of a register range may mark one 
as non-belonging member of a speech-community or a language community, 
for instance, in the speech-function of greetings an Englishman 
using the'item aamaste (a greeting which is usually restricted to 
Hindus) for a Muslim in India would be marked as "outside" the 
¬ coup. 
5.7,2. A"particular register which is developed or "established" 
in one language may be absent in'another language. There are some 
registers in English with-no corresponding registers in. Hindi2, 
naturally, in 'translating', such registers from English to Hindi 
the problem is of translating from an established register of English 
to a language in which such a register is absent. 
1The terms "register-range" and "register choice" have been borrowed 
from J. 0. Ellis who used them in his lectures for all the registers (in his sense) of an idiolect. """' 
2For instance, the register of chemical engineering, rdar, etc. 
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5.7.3. The 'confusion' of registers in h2 should perhaps become  
less as a person goes up on the scale on the cline of bilingualism. 
The Rls and registers on the whole are not "permanent" sub- 
languages which may be classified for all times. Economic, social 
or political influences may change a register or there may be 
overlappingo. 
5. B. O. The functional delimitation of a text in RLi or registers 
should give us manageable language types which on "renewal of 
connections" give us the context. This does not imply, as Firth 
would say, that the study of the function of a lanCuaCe in study of 
a language "as an instrument of thought, as a sort of organ of the 
mind". 
5.8.1. The question (which we raised earlier in 7.4.0. ) ist 
whether the structures/systems of an RL and 'structures'/'cyctems' 
of a context can be related? The closed system items by their 
nature can be subject to formalization. The formalization of lexis, 
X, 
-however, presents a problem., The lexical differences in sub- 
languages are apparent but as yet there is no method to formalize 
lexis. As a step in this. direction we are using the following three 
terms as basic at the lexical level. 
(i) Lexical set; (Abb. LS) 
(ii) Ordered Series of Words; (Abb. OSw) 
(iii) Collocation.. 
The above. (i) and (ii)-have been discussed with illustrations in 
sections, 12, _2.3. and 12.2.4. respectively. In this section we 
shall discuss the term "collocation". 
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5.900. The term "collocation" is used here in a technical V 
sense referring to statements of the lexical 'environment' of 
collocationally important items. 
1 The collocability of the items 
is determined by: 
(i) their habitual association, and 
(ii) their mutual expectancy. 
5.9.1. Collocation is an abstraction in two directions: 
(a). cyntagmatic, and (b) paradigmatic. Syntagmatically it is the 
relation of two or more formal items. If we take an analogy we can 
say collocation has the same status in lexis as 'structure' has in 
grammar. 
5.9.2. In paradigmatic direction we need another category to 
account for the total lexical items which can be substituted for 
an item in. the structure. 
For this wo are using the term "net", which is analogous to 'class' 
and 'system'. ýn grammar, Let us take an example. In IE the item 
caste collocates with a set of following lexical items: 
dinner, elders, -r oup, superiority, sanctity, s stem, proud, unions, 
vermin, injunc ions, feast, etc, $ and vrith a set of preceding items: 
hi rh, inter, low lower, professional, sub, upper. 
'Firth 
suggested ". collocation" as a technical term in I-lodes of 
Mennin (1951) and later discussed it further in the S of sis 
pp. 11 - 13. Also see Halliday, "Categories", pp. 23 26; 
of. T. F. Mitchell, "Syntagmatic Relations in Linguistic Analysis", 
TPS 1958, PP. 1086 "A collocation is a form like any other; it is not specifically or exclusively a matter of words, still less 
of'morphemes, though it is most often nameable in terms of words. " 
We-llare avoiding the use of "word" since we reserve it "as the 
name for a grammatical unit, that unit whose exponents, more than 
those of any other unit, are lexical items. " 
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5.9.3. We have to account for the environment (or range) of 
the "collocate"' (to coin a term for the 'item in focus' of the 
collocation), that is, the sets following and preceding a collocate 
(cf. 5.9.2. ). 
5. 9.4" At this stage the questions 
(to be answered are; 
(a) what do we mean by the association of items, (b) what is 
mutual exnectcncy and, perhaps more important, 'c)iiow do we delimit a 
collocation in terms of larger lixigttistic units, i. e., phrase, clause, 
sentence? 
5.9.5, By association we mean statements of the habitual 
places, of a given item in a collocational order. The habitual 
places of 
"a given item-do not i ply. contextual meaning, 
2 
nor is it 
to be taken as citation. It is an abstraction and does not involve 
aconceptual approach to, the meaning of items. 
\'e'are reatrict. ng 'association' to formally determined items: 
the formal determination means restrictions in terms of the 
structure' of a collocation and the items of 'sets' which can 
precede or follow an item. 
5.9.6... The riutnal exrectnncy, on the other hand, is the pro- 
bability of a'collocation in a contextual sector in a specific 
culture.. For instance, when we hear the collocation I touch your 
feet or bow my forehead in an Indian context, we know that this 
collocation has a function in a contextual sector of Indian greetings. 
The term has-been suggested , 
by, J. C. Catford. 
2The contextual meaning according to Firth is "the functional 
relation of the sentence to the process of a context of situation 
in the context of culture". cf. Papers, p. 195. 
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If it is, -replaced by you eater of your masters, on 
the basis of 
mutual expectancy, we can say that it operates in the speech- 
function of'abuse s cum in a contextual sector of India. 
5.9.7. We could then say "association" is formal and "expectancy" 
is contextual. 
This distinction helps us to relate the concept of collocation 
to two levels: (a) formal, and (b) contextual, and draw a line 
between formally determined collocations and contextually determined 
collocations. What is no or *expected' in one RL in one cu1- 
tune may be unixaal and 'unexpected' in another RL in a different 
culture. 
5.9.8. There is no final answer for delimiting collocctional 
'range'. In bigger unite perhaps we will have to make an arbitrary 
division and consider what we might call 'uuninterrupted$ and 
'interrupted' collocations, An uninterrupted collocation is one 
in which the order'of components is not broken by an additional 
lexical item/items between the two components, i. e., a silly ass. 
An interrupted collocation, ic interrupted in the sense that an 
additional item/items have been put between the two components, i. e., 
a silly old ass. Here old is an interruption between silly and ass. 
It, is, however, useful to märk the degrees of interruption. In 
a'silly old ass we have one degree of interruption, but in a silly 
'Angus McIntosh in Pattornc arid Ranges (unpublished) defines a normal 
collocation ant "When we encounter it, we can readily assign with 
one or other of the classes with which wo, as well as the large 
dictionaries in their more systematic way, in come sense operate. 
By 'readily' I mean without any feeling that by so doing we are in 
any striking or significant way extending (as distinct from so to 
speak 'filling in') that class by admitting our instance to member-- 
chip thereof. " p. 21. 
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-old arrogant Indian, asp we have three degrees of interruption. 
The interruption can be of two types: (a) closed system, and 
(b) open-set. A closed system interruption is when a grammatical 
element interrupts the components of a collocation, and when the 
interruption is by a lexical item it is an gpenset interruption. 
v 
5.9.9. Is there any method of classification of collocations? ' 
Firth gives1 as followst 
(i) General or usual collocations; 
(ii) Restricted technical or personal collocations. 
McIntosh classifies them as: 
2 
(i) Normal collocations : Normal grammar. 
(ii) Unusual collocations t Normal grammar. 
(iii) Normal collocations : Unusual grammar. 
(iv) Unusual collocations : Unusual grammar. 
The'usualness' and 'unusualness' of a collocation is determined 
by its mutual expectancy in CS. But the combinations of two or 
more items as a collocation depends, as the Indian grammarians 
would say, 
3 
on ak nk a and yogyatä. 
1Modes 
of Meaning, p. 196. 
Oo. cit. 
Ak nksä'is the requirement of an individual word or words in the 
sentence to complete the meaning; this distinguishes a sentence 
from a string of words. Y_ogata is the 'judgment' about the truth 
or falsity of a statement; for instance, he wets it with fire is 
'unusual' on the basis of yogyata, though it fulfils the criteria 
of akankca. See J. Brough, "Some Indian Theories of Meaning", 
T. P. s., 1953, pp. 161 - 176. 
I/ 
6. MEANING AND C ON TEX T 
6.1.0. he use of the term context helps us to talk-about 
"meaning without using it as a "dyadic relation between a sign 
and an object", or as a "triadic concept". 
1 We are not, 
concerned with the use of the term "meaning" as it is under- 
stood in some linguistic schools. 
2 We are using it as a 
technical term without dichotomy of form-content or mind-body, 
as a technique of statements about the language types 
functioning and fulfilling social or individual roles; that is, 
language in uae. 
6.1.1. This is perhaps different from how the problem of 
meaning has been handled by linguists after a rethinking on 
linguistic methodology started in the fest with &e Saussure. 
In America Sapir and Bloomfield did for linguistics what Sweet 
and Firth did on this side of the Atlantic. 
3 
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It will be useful to mention how other linguists (especially 
Bloomfield) 'solved the problem of meaning, so that we could- 
assess our approach in the right perspective. 
Bloomfield's contributio9to linguistic methodology is 
considerable. He was throughout fighting agairs t what was 
called the traditional mentalistic approaehk ' to language, 
This led him to concentrate on form only since, as he says, a 
linguist has no "scientifically" precise means'to define words 
A 
1This point has been discussed in d©tail by Rulon Wells, 
oo* cit. 
Esýally by Bloomfield and his followers. 
31n Vie, a, and is to emphasize 
that the recent. linguistic developments 'have been independent 
of., Saussurean influence. 
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like hate, love, ancer, Wig, &ad, hence the statements of 
meaning are "the weak points in. anguage-study and will remain 
so until human knowledge adirances very far beyond its present 
states i1 He found a solution to it by replacing the mental- 
istic approach by the mechanistic approach; the duality of 
form and content. The mechanistic rejection of the mental. 
istic terms like mental images, feelings, is based on the 
grounds that these terms are mere popular labels for "various 
bodily movementa". 
2 
Bloomfield accepts meaning as 'Stimulus-Response Chain"3 
Which is, observable and measurable. This, he thinks, is 
essential as a theoretical concept since - 
(ii the 'methods' used to define concepts, ideas, are not 
rigorous; 
(i. i) the traditional approaches are not scientific; and 
(iii)-the-use of meaning entails subjeotivism. 4 
B1och, 5 rager, 
6 
Harris,? Fries, 8 have basically stuck to Bloom. 
field's views, but criticisms of the Sapirians and Pike have 
1Lan 
,s re , . 1lý0 . ibid., p. 11.2. This is in line with Bloomfield's behavior- 
istic approach to language. 
The Linguistic Aspects of Science, pp. 23-139. 
see R. H. Robins, "A Problem in Statements of Meaning". 
Lingua Ili. 2,1952, pp. 121-137. Robins took the challenge 
as it were and attempted to show how statements of "meaning" 
of "private perception words" like glad, hate, pleasure, e er, 
can be made without redefining them in physiological terms. 
For this Robins uses, FirthI s concept of the context of 
pituation. 
Outline of Linguistic Analysis, Baltimore, 1942. 61bid. And, An Outline of English Structure, Washington, 1956, 
V 'ritten with H. L. Smith, Jr.., 
ethods in Structural Linguistics (Chicago, 1951). 
Zhe Structure of English, New York, 1952. 
15 
perhaps influenced them to reconsider certain views. And the 
first sign of this rethinking is in Frios's paper, "Meaning and 
Linguistic Analysis", Lanpzi ce 30,19 1}. 
The concentration of linguists on the formal levels - in an 
attempt to emancipate linguists fröre notional terns - went to 
an extreme and ideas about moaning became indefinite. The role 
of a linguist stopped with grammar, as they said; l a 'linguist 
was not competent to cross the boundaries into semantics, which 
was put out as metalinguistics. ¶hi: loft semantics - as it 
is called - in the hands of Philosophers (cf. Russell, ' Ayer), 
Psychologists (cf. Kantor, Osbörne, Skinner), and Logicians 
(cf. Carnap, Morris). 
It is, -however, possible to see the justification for this 
view which now, after-nearly two decades, appears extremist. 
The harm done to the study of languages by the early western 
grammarians by (a) using mentalistic concepts, and (b) trans- 
ferring criteria of one language to another, was so great that 
this swing on the other side could not be avoided. 'But the 
baby was thrown out with the'bath water. 
6.2.0. This view, however, was not universally accepted in 
linguistic circles. Firth, with whose approach we are mainly 
concerned here, was developing a monistic2 theory of language, 
Isee Chomsky, N., Syntactical Structures, pp. 92-105; 'Harris, 
ýo cit.; Bloomfield, La nýý'e. 
Zeta Firth, -S nopsis, , p. 2. In the most general terms the approach may be described as monistic. " Also see "General - Linguistics and Descriptive Grammar", Rapers, p. 225-226, and Techniques in Semantics, Pa ers, p. 19. 
is 
known sometimes as "spectrum analysis"' and as "level 
analysia. "2 
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It was different from the structural formalism of Bloomfield 
and his group. the first theoretical paper3 ont'this approach 
was published only two years after the publication of Bloom- 
field's revised and enlarged edition of Languacre) In The 
Techniques of S©mantics5 Firth approached language with a 
different view, which might help one to "cease to' respect the 
duality of mind and body, that ght and word". 
6 
This is perhaps 
Firth's first disagreement with the formalists, and marks him 
as separate - and for some time isolated him 2 from the 
linguistics of the thirties. 
6.2.1. 'this functional approach to language has been 
discussed in detail elsewhere (of, chapter 7). Here, however, 
it is interesting to note that recently in America too the 
linguists have been thinking in terms of the operative or 
functional use of language which Firth emphasized in 1930" 
he reasons for accepting this functional view are that (a) it 
does not involve them in false dichotomies, (b) it is perhaps 
better not to divorce language from its actual use. 
lsee Panora, pP. 170-171. ' 2see Bursill-Hall, ß. L., "Level Analysis: J. R. Firth's 
Theories of Linguistic Analysis". JCLA/RACL, Vol. VI, Nos. 
and " 3. 
The; basic principles were first stated in The Techniques of 
Semantics and published in TPS 1935. The seeds of this 
pproach are, however, found in Firth's booklet Speech, 1930. 4BJoomfield, 
however, published Introduction to the Study of 
Lan guaýze in 1914 in °New York. A revised edition appeared in 
933" 
Firth, Paapers, PP"7-33" 6ibid. p. 19. 
7.7 
Chomsky would agree that: "it is'certainly important to 
find some way of describing language in use"? And adds: 
"But this is not the study of the linguistic form". 2 Of 
course, it is not the study of the linguistic form, it is the 
study of the function of the form, the interrelation of the 
text with the context. This distinction was clearly made by 
Firth in 1935. Read3 concludes his interesting study with the 
following remarks; "a greater reliance upon words like 
relation and function would serve to put analysis upon a 
sounder basis. 11 
Pike is the most courageous of the American linguists in 
attempting to break the dichotomy of form and meaning, and he 
comes closer to Firth's approach of "making statements of 
meaning at a series of levelsn. 
4 
Pike says: "ade feel that language is a form-meaning 
composite. In our view, neither form nor meaning must 
ultimately be set up as a unit in its own right without 
reference to the other*" 
And again: 
6j, 
the theory°whiah I am developing, her ever, I 
am attempting to keep form and, meaning rigidly joined, as a 
1Chomsky, A. 1., "Semantic Considerations in Grammar", report 
of the Sixth Annual Round Teble Meetin on Linguistics and 
Lan uaFt Teaching, p. 149. 2ibid, i section on 
Read, A. W., 
%"M ani g 
and Language Structure", ibid. p. 133. 
Pa ers, p. 214. 
Las n s. ae a Helatton to a Unified Ttieo of the Structure of 
uman Behaviour, P#35- ý, 
'Moaning and Hypostasis", Georgetown Monograph, No. B, p. 137. 
form meaning composite. " 
Zhere is an identity, between' Pike and Firth - among other 
points - on the following two basic points: 
(a) Relating language situation to use. 
l 
(b) Attempting to- treat meaning as a part of form and important 
at all the linguistic levels. 
After this theoretically monistic approach or psychosomatic 
approach, Pike falls into a trap, that is, ih en he attempts to 
set up a hierarchy of meaning. 
2 Thin hierarchy - in a way - 
is present in Bloomfield too. 
6.2.2. In the hierarchy we have central meaning and 
marginal or derived meaning. What is a central meaning? 
Pike gives the following set of criteria3 for deterriining a 
central meanings 
(1). One which is'learnt early in life. 
(2J One that is likely 'to have reference to a physical 
situation, i. e. the word nose is first learnt in the context of 
a child's body rather than in the context of projectiles. 
(3) One with greater frequency. 
" The central- meaning of a- phrase, then, is "the predictable 
'Pike-, On. Cit. P-35. "Tagmemics is designed to relate 
structure to use. " 2Pike, or.. ci_t. pp. 83-104 ff. Here it is crucial to note that 
3ike' uge_of meani g j. s djfferent from Firth' ausse of 
meaning. (cf. cnap or ,, sec on 1.2, for r h's use of 
o truing. ý3op. 
ýcit. pp"84.85. 
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sum of its parts -taken in their central zmaning. "1 
6.2.3. By this, concept of central meaning and riarr, 'inal 
rennin!, while trying to emancipate linguists from one 
extremism, Pike is involving himself in different problems, 
When he speaks of a central meaning, that is, the meaning or a 
meaning, he is, as Read says, 2 attempting to "erect it into an 
entity, to reify it". 
That the words learnt in early life can always be the words 
with central meaning is doubtful. It depends on the lnncustre. 
that operates 
+e 
family which will dotermine the child's 
acquaintance with a word. Perhaps also on the occupation of 
the parents and the socialfenvironment. In case of words 
referring to the Tarts of the, body or concrete objects we might 
say they have a central meaning and a derived meaning, as in 
head of nn animal, and then derived meanings as head of an 
office, head of a household, head ofan army, etc. But the 
words referring to concepts or, abstract words will pose a 
problem. 
4 
The criterion of frequency does not apply to a languago but 
to a restricted 1anmmitt or a regtrister. Perhaps ncso of 
projectile may have higher frequency in a text of scientific 
writing than in social fiction. 
Pike would overcome this difficulty if he would stick to his 
term 'Ise of 1anguc. gA in different situations, fulfilling social 
79, 
1ibid. 
p. 85.2 op, cit.,, P. 124. 
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or individual functions; in, that case nose of a nroioctile 
is functionally not less irportant than the nose of a ti-roman. 
In fact, the concept one basic meaning or derived, meaning, is an 
"intuitive" concept, which is of doubtful use for linguistic 
purposes. Chomsky's main criticism of including moaning in 
linguistics is this "intuitive" judgement. 1 
Is there then a way to overcome this problem? Wo would 
basically agree with Pike on his approach to the problem, but 
his procedural bias has involved him in complexities. 
First, the trimodal structure of language is sound, but when 
he comes to context it is not the linguist's context he is 
talking of, but a sociologiat's, or an anthropologist's. In 
fact when he talks of structuring a brea fast2 as a linguistic 
unit, most of the time he is not talking linguistics at all. 
What Pike is doing is, he is using linguistic tools to 
structure behaviour. It isn't the, context determined by the 
text but structuring of the, wh ole human activity. We know 
language is only a part of human behaviour, highly structured, 
systemic and perhaps predictable. On the other hand, human 
behaviour in general cannot be - at this stage - structured 
with the same predictability. We have to question: is it a 
linguist's job to structure non-linguistic activities with 
linguistic methods and tools? To put the question another way, 
how happy do we feel when an anthropologist, a psychologist, a 
lop. -cit., pp. 141-153. 2see Pike, Lan ! uaae. 
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logician analyse language t4heir terms? In fact, the 
linguists have been fighting against -this tendencyýof other 
disciplines trespassing into the linguistic domain. 
Pike 1s theory would be more rigorous, and shall wo say, more 
linguistic, 5 he would include a fourth level, i. e. context, 
and define it, or - if he has a method - "structur©" it in non- 
behavioristic terms. 
In a "wholes" language if he establishes RL's and registers 
that will perhaps holp inftalking about moaning in restricted 
"bits" without establishing a "hierarchy" of "central" and 
"derived" meanings. 
"Meaning" at the oollocational level - as Firth would label 
it - would provide a solution to Pike's fr1chtfullly beautiful 
or drive a car and drive a horse. 
We have talked of Pike more than of other modern 
descriptivists because Pike has many points in common with 
Firth, his approach is more all-embracing, in short, he does 
not divorce language from life. 
7. CONTEXT OF SITUATION 
7.1.0. In earlier sections we have made constant reference to 
Firth's functional view of language without discussing it in detail. 
In the following pages an attempt will be made to elaborate the con- 
cept of the context of situation (Abb. C of S) and show its rele- 
vance to the study of IE. 
7.1.1. The main emphasis in Firth is on a hierarchy of techniýues, 
by means of which the "meaning" of the lingu?. stic events is seen as 
a, spectrum of statements at different, levels. If, for instance, 
we postulate sentence as the highest unit in grammar, we must show 
its, relation to the process of C of S. It is "a method rather like 
the dispersion of light of mixed wave lengths into a spectrum". 
l 
7.1.2. At the outset, however, it will be useful if we ex- 
plain how Firth uses the term "meaning", since this term., has been 
used in varied ways in different linguistic schools and it is 
crucial in Firthian approach to language. For Firth, "meaning" is 
a, technical term which can be used for making statements at any level. 
of änalycis. The "meaning" of an item is not lexicography or con- 
ceptual. meaning of an "iten"; it is the linguistic function of an 
iteu, 'at, the different levels. 2 
The', aim of linguistic analysis then is to note the meaning in a 
strictly linmui^tic r; ense at all the levels; and mennin is to be 
interpreted, strictly within an autonomous linguistic disciplino. 
1irth: "Personality and Language in Society", ers, P-183- 2F See Panere, pp. 191 - 192. "Let us therefore apply the term im-. 
guist co those disciplines and techniques which deal with 
institutionalized languages or dialects as such. A statement of the 
meaning-of an isolate of any of these cannot be achieved at one 
fell swoop by one analysis at one level, " 
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7.2.0. In this approach, situation and l vle, as we have seen 
in the earlier sections, are also technical terms. The specialized 
statements of meaning may be made about the delimited language texts 
(cf. ý Chapter 5). 
7.2.1. The statements of meaning may be made at two levels: 
(a) formal, and (b) contextual. As the meaning at different levels 
is stated the linguistic event "disperses" like a spectrum till at 
the--contextual level an RL is related to the social process of which 
it forms a part. "Speech at all levels is regarded as a social and 
bodily process... "1 
This relation of form with function gives us the context of 
situation in the Firthian sense. It embraces not only the speaker/ 
hearer relationship but the whole cultural background of their 
coming, together. 
2 In this spectrum the formal and the contextual, 
features are subject to one framework. 
7: 3.0. ' In order to distinguish Firth's use of the term C of S 
and its use by others, we must trace the'history of the term and see 
how Firth used it differently as a theoretical concept. 
Firth borrowed the term C of S from Malinowski, 
3 
who used it as 
a semantic concept for analysing ethnographic data, but'used it 
differently. Malinowski owed his early notion of Situntion to Wegener 
(1885), 'who propounded what"is"called a Situationstheorie. 
4 
Malinowski rightly separated language from mental processes and 
described-it as a mode of'action rather than a counter-sinn of 
th ou ht. This was in line with British empiricism, "and of the 
t 
'See Papers, p. 170. ZSee Uldall, H. J., 'On the Preparation of a Text' Arc. L. 314alinowski, B. Coral Gardens and their Magic, 1935 n. ), Vol. II. 4Seo Firth, ' J. R. ° "Ethnographic Analysis of Language" in W -In and 
Culture, London, -1957, pp. 
93-117 - especially p. 95. Wittgenstein 
also expresses the same view in "the meaning of words lies in their 
use", ibid., p. 94 
philosophical radicals and utilitarians, whose influence was far- 
reaching and is obvious in the works of Vienna circle". 
1° His aim 
was the analytical. and functional study of culture, and he made lin- 
guistics subordinate to his anthropological work. He says, 
"Language is . ethnographer's most important tool... ... he is.. 
obligedýto disclose his most important apparatus, that iss his lin- 
guistic"apparatus"2 
7,3.1. The main points of Malinowski's views on C of S3 can 
be surmarized as follows s 
(i) that the meaning of an utterance is determined by, taking the 
context of a whole utterance in aC of S; 
(ii), that the general conditions in which an utterance is spoken 
should be included; 
(iii) that av ord without the linguistic context is a mere fragment 
and stands for nothing by itself; 
4 
(iv) that gestures and notions are essential factors for under- 
standing speech; 
(v) that meaning should be defined in terms of experience and 
situation. 
Nalinowski first gets his context of culture, fron which he 
abstracts the context of situation, and he considers this type of 
study essential for primitive languages. 
For him then the C of S is "the physical environment" in which a 
linguistic activity is performed. This is further related with the, 
social and cultural realities of the person/persons involved in the 
activity. 
'Ibid., p. 94 
3Malinowski, oncit. 
See }lalinowski, Bog The tllesnin ; of 
The Problem of., Meaning in. -Primitive jLondon) 
Ibid., p. 387. 
(supplement entitled 
es" s pp. 296 - 336) 
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7.3.2. Firth's use of the concept of C of S is different from 
Malinowski's, and relevant to general linguistics. He developed it 
into a linguistic theory and studied language as restricted forms 
of speech and writing in actual use by persons in different social 
roles. Firth used it in 19301 for-linguistic work and mentioned 
specifically, "the linguist, however, must keep the language text 
in the focus of attention, and his main work is the linguistic 
analysis of the language data collected in his corpus inocriptionum. "2 
For Malinoweki C of S is "a bit of social process which can be 
considered a part in which a speech event in central and makes all 
the difference. "3 In Firthian view C of S is a suitable schematic J 
construct to apply to language events. 
4 
The abstracted categories of C of S consist of verbal and non-verbal 
constituents and are related to one "observable" and "justifiable" 
grouped set of events. They are "observable" in the text and the 
text is "justifiable" in relation with the function which it is 
supposed to fulfil. 
There is no suggestion in Firth's approach that the linguistic 
analysis including C of S is merely "an utterance" in "environmental 
reality", as it is in Malinowski. 
To Malinowski, C of S had a "creative meaning"5 in relation with 
behaviour. But Firth applies it also to "typical repetitive events" 
of linguistic' significance, in the social process, which forms a 
restricted -language. 
For Pirthian views on Context of'Situation see the following work: 
speech (Benn, Lon. ) pp. 38 - 45, Chapt. on 'The Problem of Meaning'; 
Thelechnioues of Semantics; p. 64 - 71; Te Tongues o r'ien, pp. 126 - 
130; Modes of Meaning, p. 135; General Linruistice and Doecriptive 
Grip pp. 83, - 84, A Synopsis of Linfuistic Theory, pp. 7 
Ethnographic Analysis, end Language" in, M. nn and Culture, pp. 83 - 118. 2Firth, "Ethnographic Analysis. tuid Language, " in Man and cult-Lire, p. 96. 
4Firth, "Personality, and Language in Society. " Papers, p. 182. 
5Malinowski82B., The Meaning of Meaning. 
mss Firth would not restrict this type of approach to the pr3'rn tive 
1anarua e- whatever Malinowski meant by it. For him it applies to 
all languages and all cultures: 
7 3a3. We could then say Malinouoki thinks language is per- 
baps better 'considered as having creative function, effect or "meaning" 
in context of situation; if you want to know what an utterance means, 
see what happens after it is said. 
7.3.4. Firth is concerned with mutually expectant inter-- 
relations of elements of structure and terms of systems, on the one 
hand and constituents of C of S on the other, in which the text 
or portions of the text can be said to exemplify special functions. 
The text or pieces of text may also be justified in C of 3 by ex- 
amples of collocation, and extended collocation, possibly in some 
restricted language. 
7.3.5. The C of S in Firthian sense is an abstraction from 
situation and it includes context of experience and context of cui- 
ture of-. -the,, cpeech-fellowship, speech-community, or a language 
community in which a language is functioning. The situation is 
extra-lin, r*, uistic which has a form imposed on it by language - this 
imposed form, perhaps, could be termed C of S. It is an abstraction 
of the came nature as the systems and structures of phonology and 
grammar. These two abstractions, i. e. formal and contextual may be 
easily analysed if language is divided into RLS. 
7.4.0. The observation of this functional aspect of languages 
would become easier if we had a definite set of classifications 
for C of S. Firth admits' that-there is no ono classification 
1See Halliday, op. cit., p. 4. The "formal criteria are crucial, 
taking precedence over contextual criteria; and the statement of 
formal meaning logically precedes the statement of contextual 
meaning. " 
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which can be applied to all situations. The classification would 
vary with a situation and speech event. ' For a form-context analy- 
sio of a text the first step is to relate the form with the con- 
text, and in order to do so we have to answer the, following questions: 
is. What is, the relationship between:  
(a) form, (b) context, and (c) situation? 
2. What formal features are to be abstracted from the text in 
relation with the context? 
3. How is the text to be delimited? 
4. Is there a one-to-one relation between the context/contexts 
and the structure and systems operating in an RL? 
The first question is of a theoretical status - and of a dif- 
forent naturo -. and must be answered before we proceed to 2,3 and 4. 
In the relationship of (a) form, (b) context, and (c) situation, 
we have to make distinctions accordirg to the processes of abstrac- 
tion-involved. The relationship between (a) and`(b) is based on 
the', dependence of (b) on (a). The contextual abstractions are based 
on, the, form. (cf. 7. 3-5. ) 
The abstraction of language features in relation with a context 
can. be 'of open t items or closed-system items in an RL or Register. 
The closed system is by definition finite. 
The last question whether the structures and systems of a res- 
tricted langauge and "structuro" and "systems" of context can be 
related is difficult to answer at this stage* At the lexical level 
the relationship may be easily established, at the grammatical level 
statistical differences in terms of frequencies have been found. 
These questions, and the problems of formalization of lexis havo 
been discussed elsewhere. (cf. Restricted lsn n es sind toxin, 
Chapter 5)" 
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7.4.1. Firth has suggested the following categories for 
1 Cof St 
A. The relevant features of participantes peroono', pernona, litiee. 
(i) Verbal actions'of participants. 
. (ii) Non-verbal actions of participants. 
B. The relevant objects. 
C. The effect of the verbal action. 
The other features to be considered are: 
A. Economic, religious, social structures to which participants 
belong. VV 
Be Types of discourse -- monologue, narrative. 
C. ' Personal interchanges - age, sex of participants. 
D. Types of speech - social flattery, cursing. 
7.4.2. Firth would also add creative effect or effective result 
as a link with C of S in order to observe the movements of parti- 
cipanto and events, and possibly additional ieaturea in an extended 
C of S. The structure and system of a text is to be related with 
"structure" and "system" outside. But the meaning should always 
be stated by, focus of attention on the text. The situation is to 
be structured, that is, it is to be marked how the text works in 
special, functiong, collocations, extended collocations. The 
function is intra-linguistic and we need a context in order to see 
how a . language functions. The- "oystem" at the contextual level 
means the CPs which can operate in a CS. 
1See Ppers, p. 182, and also Stu___ dies, p. 9" 
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8. CONTEXTUALTOATION. 
8.1.0. In 7.3,5. We have defined context as an abstraction '- 
df those features of situation which are relevant to the text which 
is under focus of attention. In other words, it is the relation 
of form with the non-linguistic features in, which a particular 
h 
language type operates. 
The relevant features of a situation are those features which 
have, direct bearing on the form. How do we discover a relevant 
feature? There are two methods: (a) contextual-substitution, 
(b) textual substitution. In contextual-substitution we have to 
ask whether, for example, sex or the social--atitus of a speaker - 
participant of in a situation - is a relevant feature. Does the 
a different sex, or a person from a higher or a lower social status, 
entail' a'teIxtual change? If another text is substituted, does thin 
lead to a contextual change? 
8.2.0. The problem (as referred to in 7.4.0. ) now is that a 
`linguist'has no definite method fcr"handling the context: we need 
a set of terms and a method of classification for what we call, for 
lack of a better term, a "contextual sector". (Abb. Cs) A CS is 
an attempt tö'demarcate the features of situation which are textually 
relevant in tärthe of the "contextual parameters" (Abb. CP). 
1 A 
CS dis an abstraction on two axe©s 
(a) oyntagmatic, and (b) para- 
digmatic. -Syntactically we think of a CS in the $time' dimension 
with clear boundaries and paradigmatically it is a bundle of features 
comprieing one or more CPs. 
8,2.1. The variable contextual feature© which are charac- 
teristic for a text are the CPU. They are definable variables which 
determine the effective operation of a text in a context. The CPe 
1This term was casually suggested by Firth to the writer in August, 1960 41, in LoRd? n, J for girthvisited the PAT in the Phonetics Department 
of n. _ ýngýf f_ 
y" oh ever, did not mention anvv sDecifin 
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are abstractions for which at, this stage there is no finite nwnber, 
since no finite statements about the contexts can be made. But one 
- or more of the 
following definable -º features of context can be 
established as CPO. 
I. INDIVIDUAL or PERSONAL: J 
1. Sex of poreon/persons involved in the situation. 
2. Af the participants. 
ý.. Fducotional background. This can be further tabulated as: 
formal education t non-formal education 
university education : non-university education 
public school : non-public school 
4. Geogras hico 1 area (from which a person comes). Charac- 
teristics which localize a person, i. e. dress, food 
habits, etc. 
5. Accent/Lan uae traits. Certain formal features in the 
spoken/written language are sometimes associated with a 
particular speech-fellowship or a speech-community. 
II. INDIVIDUAL IN GROUP: 
1. Social status. This has two dimensions: 
(a) The position of a person in the hierarchy of the 
caste. 
(b) The economic position, official status. 
2. Re] i ion, i. e. Muslim, Hindu, Christian, etc... 
3. Speaker/addressee relationohin, i. e. -wife/husband. father 
non, teacher /student, etc. 
III ENVIRONMENTAL: 
This includes the situation of the text in terms of the area 
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and the culture in which a linguistic activity taken place. 
In a written text we can add the'föllowing: 
1. Chronology: The reconstruction of the text in historical 
terms. In fact, in literary history when we divide writers 
in terns of chronological , ago we are all the time using 
this criterion, 
2. Innrua!; e arouwinF. The grouping of writers on the basis 
of their, language-features.: 
3. Concepts_ ideas: This includes ideas, imagery, or "message" 
-of a writer. 
S. -3'. 0. The Us are the features of the context, and the con- 
text is an abstraction from situation. Situation' means the 
"physical environment"f which is non-lin8luistLc, but context is a 
further abstraction of that "physical reality". In other words, 
it is, a substitute for determining "meaning" in delimited language 
types. 
'It is roughly what Bhartrhari calls Prakarna, which has been 
translated by Brough as situational context. See "Some Indian 
Theories of Meaning", Tom, 1953, Pp. 16-1 -" 176. 
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9.1.0. In Part II on "Description and' Comparison" wo have 
used the term "comparison" In a restricted sense for 
«aozparison" of the unite, ayetoma, utruoturon and classes of 
one or more $varietiesI (of. 9.5.2. ) of' a language. and also 
for "comparison" of contexts, In this sense, then, in 
addition to its normal uses 
(ii we are applying it to the comparison of the "variety/ 
varieties" of a tan go; 
{ii) we are extending its use from comparison of the formal 
levels to the non-formal linguistio features. 
Since "comparison" has been used 'as a key torn for any state- 
ment which involves two or more languages (or "varieties" of a 
language) it would be useful to attempt a'wider survey of the 
field of comparative linguistics and then come to the specific 
points pertinent to this study. 
9.2.0. A linguistic statement may be in one of two 
"divensiona"s `(i) historical (or diachronic) (ii) descriptive 
(or synchronic), In both tae dimensions wo may enlarge. the 
scope of matoriul from. one to tore than one 1angusge-text. if 
more than one text is under dt &cussion for formal or contextual 
comparison we have a comparative statement. l 5o according to 
tire-construct a coir4parative statement may be of two typos: 
IA distinction is to be made between a typological statement 
and a comparative, r-taterant. A typological statement Is 
classification of languages according to their use of systems 
and structures, as opposed to their' historical or geographical 
relationship. 
,... x 
ýiý Coazparative historical 'and (ii) aomparativ© descriptive. 1 
Palma? and Allen3 contrast comparative (or descriptive- 
co arative) with historical, "but the opposition isýnot that 
of 'synchronic' with idiachronic', since the chronological 
relation of the languages compared is considered irrelevant. "ý 
Palxior. 5 howev©r, doubts the validity of Halliday's distinction 
between iii linguist! b aim and (ii) scope of his material* in 
dividing comparative ctatomont and hiatorioal state= nt. 
IIn 
corporative description two further distinctions are 
possible. Sea, Ellis & Ialliday, Prooeedin s of the Sevent 
Internattnn"1 Conproe, i of I. 1n'iists, p. 116 of. "We, aaut distinguish between comparative grammar of langte gee in general, 
i. e., any principles that may be induced from the grw mar of 
each lanpua te, and the comparative grarnar of language-familteg 
which aims at a description of the present language; and 
between deec1iption of a living language at a given time, which 
will be aaufiitury system of "language" inducible from its 
spoken texts, and "description" of a language known only from 
written texts of varying provenance (e. g. OHO), which will 
consist in comparison or the texts, and/or in description of 
each texte") of. also Halliday, "Some Aspects of Systemic 
Description and Comparison in Grammatical Analysis; Studies, 
ýp. SS-56. 
see F. R. Palmer, "Comparative Statement and Ethiopian Semitic" 
TPS 1950. p"122 (footnote). : zee rt. S. Allen, "ßela tionship in Comparative Linguistics" TPS 
X953. 
of. Palmer. on cit. p. 122. 5see ibid, p. 122 (footnote) '(Of* "But the distinction he, 
(Halliday) draws between the linguist's aim and the scope of his 
material in separating comp rative statement on the one hand, 
and historical statement onithe other from the descriptive 
analysis of a particular language 3s a vary doubtful one. For 
comparative statement deals with . more 
than ore language text, 
while historical statement deals, with langte go t. xts arranged 
in -sonny chronological order. In both cases the scope differs 
from that or a particular descriptive statement in that it is 
more than a single , language text (unless the question of 
genetic relationship in begged), and the aim too appears to be 
the same " to make a single statement to cover the several 
texts (for separate uninte , rated statements could be neither 
comparative nor historical). , 
The only clear distinguishing 
feature to the chronological relation of the texts; but this 
is irrelevant, unless evolution is being studied, and this is 
denied by Halliday, since he further contrasts #evolutionary' 
with 'descriptive' and 'historical'. ") 
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9 4I, 
9.2.1.1 theoretical distinction -'not accepted by all 
linguistsi has boon drawn between comparative philology and 
comparative linguistics. The basis of this distinction is 
that "structural"2 linguistics is "scientific", and any branch 
claiming to be linguistic should be "ocientifio" in the same 
sense, and since comparative philology is not "scientific" in 
that sonse, 




Allen'r main points against -including comparative philology 
in gonersl linguistics are Bu=nd up by Eliio4 not. 
'1. Comparative philology is not sciontitio beoauso it "io 
historical 1inguictics, for 
2. historical linguistics is not sciontific because it is not 
'The point whether comparative philology can be included in 
"scientific" linguistics was raised by Allen in his 
"Roll. tionship in- Comparative Linguistics" :3 1953, and hinted 
in an earlier paper at, his "Phonetics nrt3 Comparative 
Linguistics"i re L. 0 Vol. 3, pp. 126-136). This led to a 
controversy %di ioh still continues, ace J. Ellis "General 
Linguistics and Comparative Philology" Li , Vol. VII,; 1958, 
pp. 13I -17li.; Halliday on. ; P. R. Palmer, "Comparative 
Statement and Ethiopian Semitin" T ?S 1958, Pp"119"143; Elite, 
"Some Problems in Comparative Linpuistice", Proceodinco of the 
Untvnrni of Thirhsrn Philosonhtcnl Soci© , Vol, 1. ho., 7, 3.96-17.7 cf. .., it is possible to develop what I term general 
comparative linguistics, - as a methodologically useful frame- 
work to contain both comparative descriptive linguistics and 
comparative philology (genetic comparative-linguistics... ") 
Ellis basically disagrees with Allen. 
2"etruatural" linguistics is used in certain circles for, what 
is now known as "American" linguistics. Fiere we do not mean 
any special school or approach, it is "that, body of general 
linguistic theory which controls the application of formal 
linguistic techniques. " of. Halliday, op_ cit. p. 55. 3see Allen, op. cit. 4see 





...... r.. _.. 
Ellin replaces it by the f©116wing 
"i. Comparative philology is not (in its material) systemic 
because what shows reality of dovalorront in tho language 
is not the sgstoms, but 
2. historical linguistics (though not the Comparative 
Philological part of it) can be eystemic, and in any event 
3. what is not systemic can be scientific* Halliday, wo 
miEht says, shares the view of Ellis when he troats2 "any 
linguistic studiy# historical or descriptive, particular or 
comparative" as branches of linguistic science. 
9,3,0. ' Comparison necessarily involver two or more 
languages (unless it is the caso of comparing the varieties of 
the sane language) but that does not man that a lance, Qo as a 
"wholo", at all the lovols, is to be compared with another 
lange as a whole, A aoIarison my be made at one level 
only of one or more eystains, and different methods may be 
e.. loyed for different systems. As k3axell says, languogos 
1We may say that by implication C. E, Bazell agroos with Allen' a 
view at least, o4 this 
a 
point. See his Mnciintia Typoloy, 
London, 1958, P-4- ... it is no longer uncritically accepted that they (Comparative Philologists) were restoring lost"atages 
of linguistic development in quito the way they therm elves 
suppoeod, " Alien's point is that from the Romane - who could 
not fail to recognize similarities in Latin and Greek - right 
up to Sir William Jones, the obsorvations they made wore 
intuitive. and, it is the essence of the comparative discipline 
that it seeks to replace the intuitive recognition of 
similarities by a rystemic analysi s, of their nature. " see 
o» cit. "Relationship", p. 57. 





seldom pro sent hiomogenoous eyetems, "but rather sets of over- 
lapping systems. "' This, then, raises a vital question; if 
there is more, than one languare under discussion are wo to 
accept "language universals" (or universal oategorioc) 
according to, which structures, systems and olasnec may be 
compared? And can systems of ono language be, as it were, 
imposed on the other language? The language-universale (or 
linguistic universals) would then mean certain features of 
"languages" which would be termed basic for 0.1 languages. 2 
On the point of univorscl linguistic categories which could 
be applied to comparative studios of lang<Z, z. goc, there are two 
schools of thought. One group of linguists believe that there 
in (or can be) a basic grar. mtioal frunre-work which cpplion to 
all languages. This view is hold by Hjolmolov, 
3 
and to a 
loaner extant by loill©t4 and Sapir. Ytillet and tapir 
believe that the catogorias of noun and verb are oomron to all 
languages: Sapir wrtteas5 Mýhore must be aýomothing to talk 
'see Bazell or,,. cit. p. 1. "Ihe ronoaystomic analysis still 
favoured in tors circles is yielding ground to the polysystemic 
analysis... "' Earlier Firth had suggested and used the poly- 
systemic analysis on some languages of Asia and Africa.. See 
his "Sounds and , 
Prosodies" -TPS 1914.8. Also see Palmer on. cit. 
pp. 122»23 "Thy vast complexity of language requires a poly- 
eystemicýapproach. Different phonological statements may be 
required, for i anco, for the verbal and tho nominal forme of 
a language, or even for the stems and endings of 
morphologically related words. ". 2For a detailed discussion,, otijthio point sae R. H. Robins, "Noun 
and Verb in Universal Cram mar`', Lan Z. Vol. 28, No. 3. Also, 
A. R. Kolkar, "The Category of Case in Marathi -A study in Mothod", Indian Linruisticr, Turner Jubilee Volture (II), 1959. 
3af. Louis Hijelmslev, Princines de Frranzmntre `nerale, Copon- 
agon, 1928. Me A. Maillot, LinmiRtiaue hi, etorinue of line uirtiaue 
erb erle, Paria, 1926. 
5acf. nnrr,. uncrc+, p. 126. 
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about and aorzothing reust be said about the subject or 
discourse... No language wholly fails to distinguish noun and 
verb. f' The other group doubts the possibility of universal 
gran atical categories since there are no universal criteria 
by which we classify the forms of utterances into grammatical 
categories. In his theory Firth "presents in outline a' 
general linguistic theory/applicablo to particular linguistic 
descriptions, nat_ a theory or universale for general linguistic 
description. "1 (his underlining). Robins2 and Halliday, 
3 
on the whole, charo-tho Firthian view. Halliday4 further 
distinguishes between (a) the scientific methods which are 
universally valid and (b) the formally established categories 
which are not universally valid. Thin distinction claims 
"universality" for "method" but not for the cateEorioc, which 
should be in relation to a lan2aCo. Thero Let howover, eom 
1 coo tug, P-31. 2eee Robins on, cit. p. 297" "No longer can it be argued that 
since we all inhabit a world with a Co=on inotaphyotcal C 
structure,. our languages must exhibit a co=on structure of 
grater. -. Rather w© .. st, sag. that since certain basic 
gramratical terms, with certain semantic implications, are 
found to" bo generally applicable over the ever. -growing field 
of known languages, we are justified in inferring that the 
experience of different huran societies is similarly, ordered, 
In view of existing analysis, to be sure, wo cannot say that 
any particular conceptr- space, tire, person, process or the 
like - is universally represented; but at least the conceptual 
frames carried by the various types of linguistic structure are 
in fact convertible. In other words, sentences in one 
anguage are 'translatable, into sentences in another language. " 
see Halliday an. 'cit. p. 57, "The structural linguists... will be unwilling to claim universality for any formally established 
category.., the verb is redefined in the description of each . anguage. ", 
iibtd* 
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agreement on one point, and that icy that certain word classes 
may be universßl, (for example, 'verb' and 'noun#) but they are 
to be redefined in terms of the lnnguage/lancuaeoo under 
discussion. 
9.3.1. the methodology of comparative descriptive 
linguistics has lately become a subject of serious thought 
ninong linguists. Even though Pedersen' claimed in 1924 that 
"with the development which has taken place since the aoventiot, 
it can be said that comparative linguistics has now attained 
full maturity and a clear oonsoiousnfrnp of its rnathodR and 
undertakincse (our underlining), there is no one method for 
aotr arativo descriptive linguiatias; the situation is the same 
as in linguistic methodology in general. 2 
9.4.0. The method may perhaps be determinod by the purpose 
of cor. ý}aarativo description. A description may be undertaken 
for any of the'following purpoeao as given by Eiligat3 
3 : 'tho'theorotical linguistics of L1 or L2 and comparison with 
any L2; 
4 
2. ̀ ° the practical task of, translation; 
S 
3. ' the comparative: philological 8tudion; 
lsee Halgor Pedersen tinuuietic Science in the 19th Century,, 
1931, Harvard, It was originally published in Danish in 19211 
as, a volume: XV, of Det. Nittende Anrhundrede. (Pedorsen-was 
orhaps referring only., to Comparative Philology. ) 13Än 
interesting, example ; of. -different linguistic "methods" 
applied to the same data is given by Bazell (of. Op. cl . p. 7i. He shows how itoms. 'a , CtnX ,, rhQw may be intoppretod by tour linguistsin four Sways', This,, howov©r, does not dispute the inherent uniformity of the subject. Sot. Ellis cam cit. "General linguistics" p. 164, ff. 4jt may be restricted to only one'  aspect oa language. 
In this case all aspects of a language must be covered. 
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tý. the study of «varia ter" of lsnEuaC©s; 
l 
5, the purpose of exp®rimontini with the rrothods of cor: partcon. 
The following "purposes" mag be added to this lint: 
1. the cocpariaon of the different varieties of the snTse 
languago; 2 
2. the teaching of languagee; 3 
3. . the comparison of difforencea in Registers and RL; 
4. the comparison of texts for comparison of "contexts w. 
5 
9.4.1. We have already said (of* chapter 2) that it is 
the theory behind a method which makes methodology pouorful. 
The question then le: is there a theory of comparative 
linguistics on which methodology of covparative linguistics is 
based? Allen' attempts to present a thcory of comparicon 
"corpatible with general linguistic principles". The 
l7he study of "nature" of language/languaCee in goneral. 
21his would be intra-lan ge comparison, different (from the 
above 1.4) in the sense that LUD would be varioties of the same 
anguago. 
, This would involve structural comparison of systems and 
structures of two or more languages for toaching. This has 
boon termed, "Transfer-Grammar" (and "contractive" analysis) 
(cf, O. L. Chavarria-Aguliar, Lectures in Linrui$lien Poona, 
India, 1954. ) "Transfer-grammar in a sot of techniques for 
the teachinp of languages.... seeks not only to supplement, 
but must seek also to curb and modify by pointing out the 
incompatibility'with the structural whole of the now system of 
certain processes and structural characteristics of the 
4earnerl s system. " ibid, pip. 104-5. 
Hero the aim may be to produce a partial or complete analysis 
o bring out Register or, Rt differences. 
An attempt towards developing a theory of "comparison" of 
9 ontexta on the basis of the zratorial in a taxt. 
of. Allan, on. ott. p. 53. 
,! 
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n3thodological z'equiror l9nt* of auch a thoory aro: 
(i1 the principles should not be restricted by application 
to a specific Croup of languages; 
(ii) the systems set up to handle comparison should not be 
complex; 
(iii) the aim should be a thoory rathor than a hypothesis. 
1 
Ile further gives two pootnlatoe2 for a apatoixio co  aricon: 
(i } Rol ationchip is not of languages but of systems; 
(ii) Relationship in not either-or but gore»or, losa. 3 
Relationship is defined as "a function of 1in uictic ayatems 
rather thin 1nnguagev per s and_ toto, " 
We have used the term "rsthod" of comparative descriptive 
linguistics. The question it: are the methods of 
Uaouipartson" different from the rthods of other branoheo of 
linýuiatiaa3 The answer is "no",. it the body of the theory 
which iss guiding General lingui! ticc is applied to comparative 
studies. 
1Ho makes it specific that it is' a theory in tl o1Ijet tt1ovian 
Dense. See. fijoinslev, Proloponena to n theory of tan 
p. 8. . -'ºQn tho basic ' of a theory and its theorems we may 
construct hypothasee (including the so-called . Iata), the fate 
of which, contrary to. that of theory itself* depends 
xclusivo1y 'on verification. 
qr. a C1 * llen . too o. ctt. ý pp. 92 93) preaontii a for=lß to etatä 
3j 
dßßä of relationship between system A and system B in any 
two lama frs e. 4s, 1, «. p"53#_ 
,.. 
yý { 
i 9a, S. O. The riathod"may also 
dopend on the level of 
analysis: what then are the relevant lovols (or inter-levels) 
for a co! parativo statement? We have already said that 
comparison may be made at any level (or inter-level) of any 
systems and structures= the "techniques" may, however, vary 
frort level to level. Description at one level does not moan 
that in a comparative study (or a descriptive study) inter. 
relation of levels is not essential. "In any kind of 
linguistic statement, whether comparative or not, the 
recognition of interdependence of levels is an essential 
characteristic, and a coaparative statement, no lese than the 
statement of a single languages must involve analysis at the 
various levels. 
If we take Halliday's classification into consid©ration# 
comparative statements may be made abw t the formal levels and 
also about "non-formal linguistic catcgoriea. "2 A comparison 
at different levels is, then, a process of "identification" of 
systems at ono or more levels, The phonetic or phönological 
"identification" in not the main difficulty; the problem 
arises when "semantic systems"° ar© to be identified. (of. 
Ellis ons cit. "Some problems" p. 55. ) 
90 5.1" In semantic "equation" the problem is to find 
"identical contexts" and their "exponents" in the text. 3 The 
'see Palmar, one t. 12'-123. 
2soe his "sores aspoots" -and "Cat©gorios". 3cf, Allan, "Relationship" p. 60. "But without tho restriction 
of formal identification the number of possible co: cparisons 
would, of course, be unlimited, only those semantic equations 
lall 
1R2, 
theory of contextual comparison ii11, perhaps, be different 
from the theory or formal comparison (though basically inter- 
relats+d since one depends on the other)* but different in the 
sense that the nature of a contextual statement is not the same 
as that of a tormal statamc, nt. 
The firmt step towards "identification" of contexts may be 
to "damarcato" 1angucge in terms of CS 10 of the culture in 
which a 1anguaco tunctiona. In certain Cases it racy present 
no difficulty, for im trance, the pronouna, modes of address/ 
reference, or kinship terms. But, on the whole, "demarcation" 
of 1cnguwro in terms of C3's to very "tentative" and over. 
lapping ie posvible. 
If we take the kinship system In IR and BE, that may give us 
sonn idea how the contextual factors or Cl have influenced the 
L2. The formal differences in this case can be explained only 
if the Indian context is taken into consideration. In CE the 
L's of kinship tar=s may comprise - among other items " the 
are therefore considered for which it proves possible to state 
a corresponding for l equation... " Throughout this study it 
has been emphasived that no contextual statement - or "semantic 
equation" as Allen would say - to valid unlcce there is a 
formal exponent in relation with a CS, that is, the context is 
"discussed" on the basis of the text under discussion. Ellis 
has raised this point in his recent papor, "Come Problems. ". ct. 
P, 55 '.. but the qw stion arises of identifying systems as 
comparable, and terms it thin them an identical between two 
languages. Phonological systems prevent no great difficulty. 
But romantic cyct©ns sot problems the solution of which appears 
to be the finding of linguistic contexts referable to an 




brother, brother-in-lflw, cam, fc th r, Mother, eta. 
In IE these items mod different formal and contextual state. 
rments in the sense thats 
(i) the menbers of one BE set operate in three sets in IE; 
(ii. ) the items in4IE have been increaeod; 
(iii) the "meaning' of the 'items has been extended. 
The extension of items of ore BE lexical sot to more than one 
lexical set in IS means that items like 
brother-in-lair,. may operate as items in 
sets: (,. 
Ci) viodea of addrese/reforonce; 
rent; (iii) terms of regard and rezpec 
as (iv) terms of lkinship. 
brother, rs te , hr, 
any of the following 
(iii tormo of endear- 
(, and in unua1 BE sense 
In BE the item Co" 91n has no marker of ccx, in IE cousin is 
usually followed by the marker of sex. i. e. coo jain-si stcr 
(R 29), cousin-brother (P , 131). 
On comparative "contextual identification" of the Lexical not 
of kinship terms in two varioties. of English IE presents two 
problems. The first, in of ovorlapping of tho cote in 
contexts; the second its of addition of items to a Bet. The 
question then is: are those two lexical seta "identical", and 
can "identical" CS' s be established? One solution of this 
problem ray be to "form" three CSI c for IE with overlapping, of 
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items in all the three contexts. The addition of items to a 
set presents no problem sine by definition a lexical set is an 
"open set" with the possibility of addition of members to the 
aua t. 
On contextual comparison we can say the two are "identical" 
as the lexical sets of kinship terms in IE and BE only if they 
produce the same "effective resultn", (though in IE the kinship 
aystem has' been extended to many "non kinship" contexts too). 
E'llisl suggests that the solution of finding "romantic 
systems" may be in finding linguistic contexts referable to the 
aare contexts of situation that would be a "link" between the 
formal exponents and the context. He suggests the possibility 
of the uao of translation. He iß, however, aware of the 
ditficultiea2 which om ray have to face in using translation 
as ai method. S 
lseo his "Ori Comparative Linguistics" pp. 555.56. Etudoß 
141edenov, Sofia, 1957. 
sea ibiid. P-5 56o "The, first difficulty. is that this non- 
linguistic context at a whole is known, to the translator and 
the language investigator only through the original expression 
of it. What in fact is expressed by any attempt at 
translation is one of ' the possible total non-linguistic 
contexts that could be understood, from the original text, and 
one' says the attempt is a (good) translation to the extent that 
it conveys what is shown by. knowledge of the original language 
and its various contexts (i. e. other "texts" and their 
situations) to have been the original intention. This then 
constitutes the second difficulty; the varying quality of 
"translations", (atte. p is at translation). A final difficulty 
its that in' order to convoy as rruch an possible of the original 
it may be necessary to use a style or. the language of 
translation, that while wholly unintelligible to the reader, is 
not a style used normally, i. e, for original composition. " 
h 
l 
ý. 5.2. So far wo have used comparison in the sense of 
statemonts about two or snore languages (which may or may not be 
genetically related); this would be an Into r-langua e 
cozrparison. The other aspect of coriparion is, what may be 
termed, int ra-lang it go co=. ariaan. That is comparison of "the 
varieties"1 of*the same" language. When we term language A as 
the variety of 1anguafe B, we presuppose some formal affinity 
between the two; (though contextually the two Zank ge o may be 
funcstionin ; in entirely different cultures) for example, the 
English language in Australis, Britain and India. The 
assumption that there is "affinity" does not rule out the 
possibility of there being "deviations". It is on the basis 
of both, the "difference", and "saga©neue", that a langet ge may 
be considered a "variot7" of another languago. 
It would be linguistically relevant - and perhaps useful - 
to investigate how the units, systems, structures, and classes 
operate in a given RL of a particular language and what 
differences, if any, are found in a variety. 
For comparative purposes . another 
diatinotion in to be made 
between those varieties of English which are epokan/written as 
L1's, and those varieties which are spoken/written as L2'a. 
1}3y varioty of a langunFe we moan two or more forms of a 
language as "developed" in different contextual settings, A 
Food example is the English language in America, Australia, 
Britain and Canada; the varieties of English used as L21 s 
would include English in India, parts of Africa, Malaya, otc. 
Flor a discussion ontho term "variety" see J. Gumporz and 
A. Ferguson, "Linguistic Diversity in South Asia" (13M1 
suppl©nont_ Vol. 26D No. 3,1960). Also see Catford, "Applied 
Linnguistics". p"4, section 5. ) 
ý. ý, 5 
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The varieties used as L2 may present different problems from 
the varieties used as Ll. For example, in the once of Ll 
npeakers of English in Australia and Now Zealand there may be 
soma formal differences which are essentially determined by the 
context. 
' On the other hand in the cave of L2 gpeakore of 
English - sap, in India - there are contextual differences and 
also "interference" of the substraturis. 
9.5.3. The other problem: iss is there any method of 
showing whether a particular languaCo is a variety of 6orm 1 
or norm 2? 
2 
And, rore important, how do we detern: ino a rorm? 
3 
lhetae questions are eti11 unanswered. 
Comparative methods may also prove a useful tool at the 
contextual level to show the Indienness of IE as opooaed to 
"the Englishness of English" which Ellis4 ©mphasinos for the 
"individuality" of languages. 
'This brief survey hulpt us to zoo how coparative dosoriptivo 
methods have been applied in different branchoo of linguistics 
and what prec1zo ueo CDL can have in comparison of vnrletioo of 
the same language functioning in two different contexts. In 
this case then the Indiannoss or the Englishness in determined 
by the differences in the contexts. In this study a pr©lim- 
mnary attempt has been rude towards comparison of contexts and 
lexis. 
1F'or instance, the lexical differences in tustralianzand 
American English which can be explained by googrnphical, 
Qlimatic and. typical social conditions of tose regions. 
In case of certain languagoa, e. g. English, Hindi, there is 
more than one norm - at least in spoken form - which raises the 
problem of treating one as the norm. 31n this study we have treated BE as the norm for IS on the 
basis of historical reasons. 1aee Ellis 
_, cit. 
"Some Problems. " p, 56. 
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PART II. DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON. 
los' 
10. PRELIMINARY STUDY IN CQMPARATIVE DESCRIPTION 
(i) THE VERBAL GROUP (ii) THE NOMINAL GROUP 
10.1.0. We have already mentioned (4.9.1.0. and 9.5.2. ) 
that comparative descriptive statements may be made about two or 
more languages (which are 'related' or 'unrelated') or "varieties" 
of a language at any level or (inter) levels. In the following 
sections we have attempted a preliminary analysis of the verbal 
group (Abb. VG) and the nominal group (Abb. NG) in IE and BE. 
10.1.1. The text unc 
RL of Parliament Debates 
Parliament. lý "The same" 
to "the came" context of 
mined by, Indian contexts 
ier discussion is taken from "the same" 
in the Indian Parliament and the British 
RL does not imply that the text belongs 
situation, since in one case it is deter- 
and in the other case by British context. 
10.1.2. In this study we have attempted to investigate: 
(i) the'deviations in the structures and systems of verbalization 
and noninalization; 
(ii) the percentages of such deviations, and whether they are 
statistically significant or not. 
THE VERBAL GROUP 
10. '2.0. The analysis of the VG is based on the following VGs: 
(i) Indian English, 2352'and (ii) British English, 2372. 
10.2.1. In English the VG has the following primary classes: 
(i) finite (Vf) and (ii) non-finite (Vnf). In this study in addition 
to these two, the, VG with "post position" (e. g. walked up, is 
walking up) though not forming a distinct class, has been treated 
as a separate category. 2 
2cf. 
sectional. 2.0. (iii) and foot note 1 on the same page. 
cf. 10.17.0. for a very brief comparison of the VG + "post 
position". 





72.24 1667 70.28 -. ý. v: f,: 
Vnf 653 27.76 705 29.72 
Ei 
10., 2.3"' We have not related the elements of VG to clause (Kl) 
classes. ' But, 'if Ki. is free VG must be in Vf; if it is bound, 
it may also have -i, 'to, 'or other Vnf forms. 
10.3.0. The Vf forms have been analysed2 as follows: 
The Vf "may have from one' to five "elements". The maximum Vf with 
5- elements is: could knave been beinR eaten. 
3 If there is only 
one, this is V or Vd (e. g. writes wr_). 
10.4.0. In this study the longest VG contained four "elements", 
The following Table shows the occurrences of the maximum extension 
. of -. V 'in 'two texts. 
Single element Two elements Three elements Four elements 
TEXT 
fre- fre- Pre- fre- 
quency 




: IE 834,49.09 644 37.90 198 11.65 23 1.35 
BE 821 49.25 638.38.04 194 11.64 14 0.84 
1V 
and , Vnf 2. We: have followed the analysis of J. C. Catford, See his English 
Gram: ar, `Washington D. C: 1961 (Mimeographed) 
3Md Ki Xn Kg Vn 
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11c. 
10.4.1. In both the texts the maximum extension has been of 
four "elements", IE has the highest frequency of the Maxima exten- 
cion, the-difference being 1.49%. The occurrence of 2-element Vfs 
is higher in BE by 0.14%. 
l0.5.0. An adjunct may occur within a verbal group, that is, it may be 
inserted between any two verbal elements in a VG. 
e. g. reap in I have (really) taken, 
I (reall y) "Could have taken, 
(really) I could hero taken. 
A count was ̀made of the frequency of occurrences of such inserted 
items in the corpus. (cf. 10.5.4. ) 
10.5.1. There is no restriction on the unit which can be in- 
sorted in this way within a VG; it may be of any rank excluding a 
sentence. 
10.. 5.2. In the two texts the frequency of inserted items is 
ao~föllows: 
IE 44 (2.580)1 
BE 42 (2.51%) 
10,5-3, The inserted items have further been classified 
according to their gramiatica1 ranks, . ao follows: 
(i) 
.. unit '. Tord2 
(a) simple, 
(b) compound, 
(ii) unit group : class adverbial 
(a) endocentric3 
(b) exocentric, ' 
IThe 
percentages have been-taken from the total of forms. 
Items like also, still, now, more,, ust, most, have been treated 
as simple and itens like certainly, re_1 an compound., 
3Constrüctions like very well, ve much, strai htýwa , are endo- centric and in the encý, en are exoeen rzt c. -In the corpus 
no item above the group rank was found. 
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The unit at the word rank has the highest frequency in both the 
texts. A small number of rNG'type phrases are also inserted. 
Their frequency is: IE 9', that is 20.46 per cent, BE 8, that is 
20.47 per cent. 
10.5.4. TABLE SHOWING FREQUENCY OF INSERTED ITEMS. 
IE BE 
ITEM 
Frequency % Frequency 
1. unit word: a) simple 20 45.45 18 42.85 
b) compound 12 27.27 13 29.54 
2. ünit'group: a) endocentric 3 6.82 3 7,14 
b) exocentric 9 20.46 8 20.47 
10.6.0. The Vf has been described in terms of seven bi-nary 
oppositions or correlative categories. 
' The categories do'not take 
into account the contextual o r the situational meaning. 
1. Non-interrogative Tn,, terrorat ve 
2. Non-negative rgtJ. ZLe 
3- Non-passive gsi to 
4. Non-preterite PrP teri"e 
5. Non-continuous 
6. Non-perfect Prüf=t 
7. Non'-mödalized VrAai 1 tea 
lcf. Catford, 'Grammar'. 
10.6.1. The frequency of the above marked' members is given 
below 1. 
Correlative IE BE 
Category Frequency % Frequency 
1. _ Interrogative 50 2.94 28 1.68 . 
2. Negative 150 8.83 97 ,, , 5.82 
3. Passive 232'' 13.65 219 13.14 
, 4'. Preterite 360 21.19 385 ':,, 23.09 
5. Continuous 98 5.77 98 5.88 
6. Perfect 175 10.30 '153 , ".,; 9.18 
7. Modalized 204 12.01 275, 16.50 
10. ', 7.0. Interrog ative: In IE the interr ogative forms, are 
1.26%, higher. The more frequent use of forms like does the member 
t_-in IE hazýr haps, made this differenc e. 
Structure IE BE 
frequency % frequency 
XV2 16 32.00 12 42,86; 
,, (X)V3. 21 42.00 9 '32.14 
V4- 13 26.00 7 25.00 
ef. R. Quirk The Teaching_ of English, Studies in Communication 3, 
London, 1959, p. 39. "Now, in these binary oppositions, it is common to find one member regarded as more neutral or more normal than the 
other: the contrast is relatively unmarked in one member and re- latively marked in the other; in other words, the polarity is not 
equal between'-The opposing pairs. " 
gis it claimed 
would not N agree 4is it likely 
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GRAPH SHOWING PERCENTAGES OF THE MARKED MEMBERS OF Vf 
IN IE'AND BE 







Item Inter. -Neg., . Passive.. Pret. 
Conti. 
10.7.1. The frequency of the models in interrogative structures 
iss 
Item IE BE 





} shall .1 - 
would. - 
4. 
100.810. In IE the negative fo rms are higher by 3.1%. The 
following structures of negative have been abstracted. 
Structure 1E BE 
FREQUENCY % FREQUENCY 
Xvl 88 58.67 33 34-02- 
. M(X)V?. 37 24.67 39 40.21 
V3 25 16.66. 25 25.77 
lO. '. 8.1. The'following modals precede th© negatbrst 
Modal IE HE 
shall 4 
can 16 21 
could 2 4 
may 4 1 
mi&,, ht - 1* 
would 5 6 
should 4 4 
will 5 3 
must 1 1 
IN do not know 
N may not sound 
N is not possible 
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10.8.2. In 10.8.0.. we have referred-to, the three negative 
structures. `'In the following Table we give occurrences of the pro- 
verbs'which operate in the structure No. 1 XV 
TABLE SHOWING THE PREVERBS INIEGATIVE STRUCTURE I 
ITEM IE BE 
1, forms of "be" 19(21.84%) 7(17.95%) 
is 4 3 
are 11 2 
am 1, 2 
was 1 
were 2 
2. forms of "have" 19(21.84%) 10(25.64%) 
7 
had 2 
have 10 7. 
'3. ' "forms of '"do" '49(56.32%) 22(56.41%) 
does ' 10 4 
do 34 17 
aid 5 1 
10.8.3. In. IE there are five occurrences of interrogative 
negative, for. exampb, in it not a fact that. All the five occur- 
rences are of the'same structure'. In BE there are two occurrences. 
The first, is this not and the second, did they not. 
10.9.0., - Passive, The difference of 0.51% in passive forms in 
IE is not significant. Passivity, however, has shown certain register 
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aI6J 
differences in other studiee: 
l 
10.10.0. Preterite. The preterite ! orms are 1.90% higher in 
BE. The difference apparently does not seem very, significant. 
10.11.0., Continuous. In , terms of frequency the two texts have 
the same occurrences, we could, however, say in termo-of-percen- 
tages BE' text has 0.11% higher occurrences. 
10.12.0. Perfect. In IE the perfect forms are 1.12% higher. 




the range of eleven modals2 discussed here, we 
find that.. in BE, the maximum number of, eleven has been used.. In 
IE text only ten, members of the modal. group are present, and five 
of them häve,: a, ýpercentage . of 2.94 or less, the maximum being 
0.49iß, for used ., 
In' the,, pair of could and might the BE text has 2.88 ö 'and ']x. 80% 
respectively,, higher. 
Shall and should are significantly less in IE text, the difference 
being 3.75ö and 12.54% respectively. 
N_ust- is 3.37% higher in BE and ought to does not occur at all in 
IE, ' in BE 4t is 0.73%" 
1See R. Aronson Ä Comnarati 
restricted laniunre of fist 
Us 
natiural and a 
a. unive 
i 
r. a=ourgn . uio$ertat3. on, LJ9. 2can, 
coouuld_, mom mi ht, shall, should, w ll, would, used to, 




TABLE' SHOWING THE FREQUENCY OF MODALS. 
1E1 y BE 
ITEM 
.. Frequency % Frequency C' %* 
shell 2 0.98 13 4.73 
should, 13 6.37 52 18.91. 
will 71 34.80 52 18.91' 
would" .. ... 56 27.45 47 17.09 
cari" "' ' 23 11.27 39 14.18,. ', 
cou1 6 2.94 16 5.82 
may 24 11.76 28. 
, 'Alert t 3 1-47 9 
must 5 2.45 6 5.82 , 
ou rht to 2- 
0.73 
used . to. 1 0.49 1 
0.3 
10:;, 13.3. , In; order to make, a comparative statement on "the uses, 
of_, modals, in'three different registers of IE and BE$' we took a small 
corpus: of. 1', 000 ve rb forms from IE and BE. It consis ted:, 
(i) 5004Fs from the 'Letters to Editor' columns of IE newspapers; 
(ii)' '500 VFs from the 'leaders' of IE newspapers. 
The. same number of VFs was taken from the 'same' registers of BE. 
The variations (see following Table) might help us to observe if 
there are any significant "register differences" in the use of modals. 
1The 
percentages are out of total modals in the two texts. 
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TABLE SHOWING FREQUENCY OF MODALS IN TWO REGISTERS 
ITEM 
Register: Editorials Register: Letters to Editor 
IE BE IE 
..... ý... 
BE 
fre-- fre- fre- fre- 
quency quency quency. , quency, 
shall 2' 0.4 '2 0.4 3 '0.6 
should 7.0 25 5.0 .. 
39 7.8 , '34 6. S. a 
32 6.4 40 8.0 54 10.. 8 52 10.4 
ý' 
w'oü ä 43 8.6 50 10.0 .. ý 25 5.0 60 . 
12.0 
-cän'... .. 
2? 5.4 26 5. k2 32 6.4 31 
6.2 
. could _' 
i2 
.. ' 2,4 , 16 3.2 10 2.0 
12 2.4 
maý .".. 
. Z8 3.6 31 .62 23 4.6 32 
6 '4 
ht 7- 1.4 7 1q4 2 0,4 9. n, . its 
must 9 -1.8 
9 1.8 8 1.6 ý, .9 "i's 
ought to l : 0.2 . 




-º :- 1 0.2 lý. '012 .. ý. ý 
;,, .. 
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GRAPH SHOWING FREgUENCY OF MODALS IN LEZr RS-TO EDITOR 











25 ! .. ," 20 
_15 
Item ': B11 should will "unuld c could may might must ought used. 
to -to 
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GRAPH SHOWING PERCENTAGES' OF MODALS IN "EDITORIALS" 
IN IE AND BE 
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shall ;;, . - 0.4 0.98 0.4 0.6 4.73 
should r 
r 7.0 7.8 6.37 
. 5,. 0 
6.8 18.91 
will. 6 10.8 34.80 8.0 10.4. 18.91. 




6.4 11.27. 5.2 6.2 14.18 
could' .. ' 2.4 2.0 2.94 3.2 2.4 
5.82 
ma 3.6 4.6 11.76 6.2 6: 4 10.18 
ini ht ý., , 





rust ,.. . . 1.8 1.6 2.45 1,8- 1.8 5.82 
ought 
to 0.2' - -, 1.2 0.4 0.73 
used to - 0.2 0.49.. '. 0.2 ' - 0.36 
. Onýthe 
basis of the above evidence,, we could, perhaps say that in 
the register of a variety I itself there are differences, which we 
terry ', register differences', and. they become marked when the spoken 
and . the, wtitten registers are analysed. For 
instance, when we 
examine 'editorials' and 'letters to editor' and the Debates. 
10.14.0. Pro-verbot A pro-verb is one of the items "do /does, 
did" which substitutes for any verbal item which has already been 
used in the same or a previous K1., for instance, he works better 
than Zou do; here do can be regarded as substituting for a second 
occurrence of work* 
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In IE there are two occurrences of Pro-Verb and in BE five 
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occurrences. The exponents are: 




did ý 0.05 
do1 0.05 
2 0.11. 
3 . 0.17 
4' 
10.14.1. The non-finite VG Vnf consists of from one, ,. to'. "" fir. 
" fN< i 4y ý.., 
t ". 
_ 
three-elements (with", or without to). If one element only,: then 
y1 ( to )P V9 ( ig ving). If more than one, the; final element 
is Vý 
ý. or Vn , and " preceding 
elements are X1 
"" 
R8, and (having ". Föne , 
tö hive been Roinr; ., 
10: 14. In this study 'Vnf have been classified " into , four 
classes . ,', 
(i)ý, ý"to"' infinitive 
" 
(,, to" followed by 
, 
Xi or, Vi) 
(ii) zero infinitive (first element is"X or Vi)1 
(iii)ý_present -participle (tom, being taken) 
10*'', 15.0. `- The infinitive forms-, have been discussed as follows: 
1. "Infinitive ' as nominal: =` . 
, 
'(a') 'Head of a nominal group. 
(b) Q in a nominal group. AAw 
2. - Infinitive as predicator 
(P). 
3. Infinitive as p2, 
10.15.1. ' Infinitive an nominale 
(a) Head of a nominal group: (oubject in K1 otructuro) 
(e . ý. , to err is hurnax) . In IE there are 14 occurrences and in BE 
1In 
this study we have not counted items with zero infinitive. 
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16 occurrenceri, that is# 3.0% iri IE and 4.4% in BE. 
10.15.2. Infinitive as' 'predicator in Kl. structures The exam- 
ples like "I have asked him to do" or " to get to the station you 
turn 
take "the firstLon the left" , have been treated as P in Kl, strut- . 
ture., - In -IE we have 40 occurrences and in BE 81. That 
is 6: 0 
percent' in - IE and 11.5 percent in BE. 
10. ` 15.3. Infinitive as P2: In certain cases infinitive"may 
fallow; finite VG -in Ki. structure, 'as' in, "have undertaken-to' 
do 
forms have 'been 
` 
, Such it". treated' as predicator2 . IE text'hae'- , , 
252. 
land BE 193 occurrences. That , is, 38.6% in IE and, 27.4% e'4%'i 
'in, BE 
10.. 15.4. . . TABLE SLOWING 
FREQUENCY OF INFINITIVE - IN 'DIFFERENT POSITIONS 
POSITION 
Frequency Frequency 
Infinitive as Head of 
an NG 14'- 2.1 16 2.3 
.: 
Infinitive as. Q", in, NG 20 3.0 31,4.4 
Infinitive as*P in Kl. 
.., -, structure 40 6.0 81 11.5 
Infinitive, as P2 ,. 252 38s6'. 193 27.4 , 




10.16.0. The, following functions of present participle have been 
noted; 
1. present participle as nominal: 
{i) Head of a nominal group 
(ii) Q ma nominal group 
(iii)M in a nominal group 
ýý 
IThe 
percentages are from total VIf forms. 
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GRAPH SHOWING , VARIATIONS IN INFINITIVE 
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present participle as P in Kl. structure. 
3. present participle as P2 in K1, structure. 
10.16.1. Present rarti_ci»le as nominal: 
(i) Head of a nominalfroup: Present participle may 
function as a. subject or complement in Kl, structure, such a function 
is: nominalization of--the -ingyform, (e. g. -the training 
for teachers; 
driving is. dangerous). ' There are 64 occurrences of -i, in this 
position in IE and 58 in'BE. That is,. 9.8% in IE and 8.2%o in, 'BE; 
(ii) Q in a nominal. group: In the post head position 
present participle may qualify the-head of an NG (e. g. the man 
drivinP;. ; the people waiting). There are 37 occurrences in IE and ;.. ý. ý 
87 in BE. -. That is 5.6% in - IE : and ý 12.3% in - BE . 
(iii )M ' in r nominäi , group': "' In" the examples like "the 
working, masses" the function of working has been treated as 
modifier in an NG. - 
In IE there are 54 such occurrences and in BE 
62. That is 8.3% in IE and 8.8% in BE. 
10.16'. 2. Further, the position of a nominalized -in. in nn - 
NG, as a modifier is given in the following Table: 
TEXT -ing'äs modifier 1 -ing as modifier 2 -ing as modifier 3 
IE , -,, '' 16---34 4 
BE 29 29 4 
In, IE-the -ing form is preceded by. tiMonly once and in BE 3 times. 
The td proceeds anf-ice form 33 times in. IE and 25 times in BE. 
1The 
percentages are taken from. the total Vnf in the two texts. 
'10.16.3. Present participle ad P in Ki. structure: The -ing 
form may operate as P in Kl, structdre, (ego-, 'after having con- 
cluded. his speech). In IE there are 17 occurrences and in BE 34 
occurrences., ,. 
'That, is 2.6 
, 
percents in IE and 4.8 percent in BE. 
10. ` 16.4, Present Dart icigle e. s 
2 in 'Kl., structures There is 
not a, large, number of verbs which function at P1 where P2 haas`-ing, , 
the types- like"keep . _oin , "he started running. " 
It 
. icinteresting 
to note -that in BE there are no Ioccurr'ences of such combinations_' 
and in IEthe' following 4 occurrence s'(0.6%) were noted, started 
workinsr (3 occurrences) will stop imnorting, 




u. rýrrýw. +rý ýrrrýý ý. ýr. +r rrrrrýrrrrr ---_ 
as Head of NG 64 : 9.8 58 862 
. as Q in NG 37 5; 6 12.3 
as hT in ' NG 54 8.3 62 8.8 
as P in . Kl. structure 17 2.6 37 4.8' 
as P2 in, Ki. s tructure 4 0.6" 
ý: ý ....., 
Total. 176 241 
10.17.0. Phrasal Verbs: There are some VGs which, contain ä`' 
poet position . 
(ef. l0'. ' 2.1')', ' in ' the, VG . "was sitting: down", the- item 
"sitting:;. down" operates'as'a single VG. If the post position is 
altered the function of the group may be different. This group of 
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GRAPH SHOWING VARIATIONS IN PRESENT PARTICIPLE 
IN DIFFERENT POSITIONS 
(Reference: 10.16.5. ) 
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points out that this group of vorbs in English can bo 
better classifieds if they aro troated as a. aingle unit; such units - 
of. higher than the-word rank - can be identified by means of (i) 
particle pooition (ii) adverbial pooition (iii) strer3o (iv) intonation. 
In ho t»rnedo f/the light, there its the poßcibility of chr .nn 
the pooition of off, after the object the li ht, which is absent in 
nd. W'o, then, would say, turned off, in the he turned off the ro 
2 
first exanple and in the cccond example are functioning diff6rent3. q, 
and belong to tvo difforant clacceo, The item "turned off" in the 
firot'. example in a phrc, col verb. 
In a comparative o Ludy of IB and vo found a significant dif- 
feronce in the uce of - auch forms in the toto texts. In lB Wa 
have 
31 (1.82%) occurroncen and in AE 12 (0"72; *) occurrences. It text 
has 1.10% more phrasal verbs. 
'Sao T. P. Mitchell., "Syntagnatic Relation a in Linguiotic Analyci©". 
1958. Mitchell) rightlyt points out It in the word-claaao 
approach that explains the, tendency to rogard particle component 
ofthe English phracal verb as either proposition or adverb rather 
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10.18.0. Summary of the Verbal Grouts In the RL under dis- 
cussion a comparative analysis of the VG shows certain interesting 
deviations as we, go deeper in delicacy. At the primary degree of 
delicacy, the. differences are not very significant, perhaps, that 
is understandable since a conscious attempt was made to choose the 
Indian text from the upper 1oirt on the cline of bilingualism. - 
The differences, however, ' become marked as we analyse the differ- 
ences in the elements which operate in the structures. 
Sn'a comparative analysis we have-toýmake a distinction between: 
(i) those deviations which are contextually-significant; 
(ii) those deviations which are"stylistically"significant. 
In (i) we include the differences of'negation, interrogation, 
person, and in (ii) aspect, mood, and'the time categories, In 
fact"the, above (i) and (ii) are inter-related-in the sense that 
it is difficult to separate one from the other. We also find that 
relative 
in certain-. cases'the differences are ofL statistical frequencies 
and`on a., limited corpus it is rather difficult to make any 
generalstatements about such differences. But, that does not 
exclude the possibility of such differences being important if a 
larger.: corpus confirms them. 
A 
'general 
summary of the deviations is as follows: 
1. The, difference... in the use of Vf and Vhf does not show a marked 
deviation.. IE text has a higher percentage of 1.96 of the Vf forms 
and BE,, _text 




2. In extension of Vf (cf. 3.0. ) IE has the highest tequency, 
that is, 1.35 percent. The difference, between the two texts is 
of 1.49 percent. 
3. In the. insertion of, Adjuncts within the Vf (4.0. ) IE shows 
0.07'percent. inserted items. 
Chi-squared Test: For finding statistical significance of the 
correlative categories (of. 5.0. ) we applied the X2-test (Chi- 
squared test) to see whether the differences are significant or 
not. The teat showed that in the case of the following three. 
categorise the. differences were otatiotically significant: 
1., Interrogative. 2. Negative. ' 3. riodalized.. 
In the case of the other four categories (i. e. passive, pre- 
terite, continuous, ' perfect) the differences are not'signifi- 
cant. As we have said earlier, these-results are based on, a very 
limited corpus, hence the results cannot be generalized. 
l 
Pro-verb: In IE there are two, occurrences of pro-verb and in 
ý3E five occurrences. 
Thy: BE text has 0.35 percent more iinf forms. 
Infinitives In the Vllf, the infinitive forms 'show the fol- 
lowing deviation 
Fora IE BE 
Infinitive as Head of NG* + .2 
Q in nominal group + 1.4 
Infinitive as predicator (P) K1e structure + 5.5 
2 Infinitive as P+ 11.2 
-, Present participle: The'in, form shows a higher frequency in 
13l 
lA full analysis of all the'categories is given in the main section, 
of, 5.0. to 12.2. 
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in BE text. The distribution is as follows: 
Form IE BE 
Head of nominal group + 1.6 
Q in a nominal group + 6.7 
M in a nominal group + .5 
P in Ki. structure + 2.2 
P2, in K1* structure 0.6 nil 
Phrasal verbs: IE has + 1.10 percent phrasal verbs. 
(ii) THE NOMINAL GROUP 
10.19.0. By the nominal group (Abb. Na) is meant an element 
in clause (Abb. K1") which operates syntactically in the position 
of subject ors complement'. 
An NG is an endocentric construction comprising one or more ele- 
ments. The primary elements of group structure are the head (always 
present), ' modifi. er, , and Qualifier. 
In the example Fx mood houoe , 
house is'the head (Abb. H) and a and rood are modifiers (Abb. M). 
10,19.1, An NG, may have modifier(s) and/or qualifier(s): 
(i) modifier, is an element which precedes a head; 
(ii) qualifier is an element which follows a head. 
For example, in the recent statement of the gov ernment of India, we 
have both)the modifiers (Abb. 'M) and the qualifier (Abb. Q). The 
structure', of the above NG may be given as: 
NG : M(Iq1M2)HQ the Q consists of three elements rHQ(rH), In Q 




elements of an NG in English may be; 
No H, Q, and one structure may comprise, one two or all the elements, 
The structure can be H; 1411; HQ; VIIIQ. 
10.20.0. 'In English, the maximum extension of elements 
occupying M 'position has been given as from sigh to thirteen2. 
The maximum 'extension found in text is up to six. 
10. '20.1. The element M may be broken into secondary struc- 
Lures: 
We have taken the following four positions of M as significant: 
M 
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(D) (N) (E) (Sb. ) 
1. Deicticss: e. g. a, e. ll, both, ham, his, other, such, this. 
The elements in D position can have three sequence places. 
(a) Dall, both, half, such; 
(b) D2, as even, hies s.. me, the; 
(c) D3, other, etc. 
2. NumPrall: ten, tenth. These items must be between D and E. 
The meaning'differs according to sequence with NG. The super- 
latives like best etc. go here. 
3. Epithets: The, order is meaningful but free. 
4. Subptantives The items like names of stones, 
colour words. 
10. '20.2. The differonce between NG in S and C positions is that 
items with just E cannot function as S though they can take the C 
position. 
2See A. Hill, An Introduction to Linguistic Structures, p. 229 
See M. M. Claxton " Study of Nominal Group". Edinburgh Univer- 
sity Dissertation (unpublished) 1960. PP- 54 - 77. 
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In the Q position we may have: 
(a) a preposition, or "recursive" prepositions; (b) relative 
clauses, -(c) pß and pv, etc. - 
10.21.0. We took the following corpus for the analysis of 
NG: 
TEXT TOTAL WORDS NOMINAL GROUPS 
IE 14805 4210 28.43 
, BE 15390 4168 27.03 
. 10.21.1. The above frequency includes pronouns functioning as 
NG. - If taken separate the frequency of Pronouns iss 
IE, 1060, BE, 1024, that is, 25.17 percent in1E and 24.56 per- 
cent in BE. (of. Table No. I). ' 
10.21.2. TABLE NO. I: SHOWING FREQUENCY OF FORMS OF 
PRONOUNS IN IE AND BE 
Form Member IE BE 
Frequency % Frequency % 
p 841 79.05 832 78.33 
I 223 26.61 338 42.15 
We 195 23.36 145 18.07 
You 75 8.21 4 0.49 
They 112 1346. 92 1147. 
He 26 3: 20 41 5.11 
She 2 0126 
It 206 24458 170 21412 
One 
,2 
0: 35 12 1159 
13 r 
TABLE N4.1 continued. 
Form Member BE 
Freency ai . Frequency 
ö 
Pl 74 6.98 79 7.71 
me 10 13.51 17 21.52 
31 41.89 18 22.78 
them 19 25.67 33 41.77 
him 13 17.56 11 13.93 
her 1 1.35 00.00 
P2 74 6.98 125 12.20 
rz 17 22.97' 42 33.60 
our 1 1.35 14 11.20 
7 9.45 5 4.00 
their 20 27.02 25 20.00 
his 15 20.27 24 19.20 
its 14 18.94 15 12.00 
21 P 61 5'*75 0.09 
mine, 2 3.28 1 100.0 
ours 59 96.72 - 00.00 
ý 
P 0.85 8 0.78 
pMelf 1 11.11 2 25.00 
hüf 2 22.23 - 00.00 
her---self 1. 11.11 - 00: 00 
itself 5 55.55 6 75.00 
13 s! ß 
TABLE NO. 1 continued. 
Form Member 
IE BE 
Frequency: Freäuenav "' 
p° 4 0088'' 
ourselves l '`25.00" 2 22.23 
themselves 3 75.00 7 77.77 
10. '22.0. Unqualified NG: A'nominal-head need not always be 
modified or qualified. - A: head without' nny modifying element pre- 
ceding 
, 
it, or any . qualifying . 
element following it, "is termed. ' an 
"unqualified". ' head. 
In our data- the unqualified NGs have, a. very low. frequency. ý. ̀; There 
were'374, that is-8.88, percent, in. IE, and1659 that isý3.95. per- 
cent . 
in BE. The - TE text shows a. signifi-cant -difference,:, of 
4.93 
percent higher frequency of the unqualified NG. 
The largest number of the unqualified NG is: 
(i) names of countries, like, Indias Ru¬isia, Norway, etc.; or, 
(ii) names of towns like Lon ,, on, 
' Delhi, . c. ý 
we have treated-hyphenated,, compounds as", single-unqualified items, 
e. g. ware-house. 
10.23.0. Modifiers: The following modifying elements have 
been discussed in-this sections 
(i) The', articles as modifiers; 
(ii) Poseeeoive. noun as modifier; 
(iii) Prosent. participle'as modifier; 
(iv) 
, Vn as modifier. 
10.24.0. Grading of Modifierst In-the following Table the 




them as modifying elements. The total number of modified heads 
is 2208, that is 52.0 percent in IE, and 2164, that is 5L9 percent 
In BE 
10.24.1. TABLE SHOWING THE, GRADING OF MODIFIERS., 




Modified by ' one 1470 66.57 1480 68. '21" 
! odified by two 586 26.57 , 577' 26A6- 
Modified -by three 138 6.24 94 4.53 




d   
1 







    Y/ 
The items operating as 
t 
modifiers in D position, are` 
given in the following Tables 
10.24.3. TABLE SHOWING THE ITEMS WHICH FILL "D" POSITION 
IN THE TEXTS 
BE 
Items 
"Fe uenc Yre uenc 
all 19 C. 67 20 0.92, 
any 21- 0-95: 7 0.32 
some. . 41 1.85 25 1.15 
such, 7 0.31 9 0.41 
that. 30 1.35 - 30 1.38 
there 34 1.53 56 2.58 
125 5.84 85 3,98 
those. 2 0.09 9 0.41 
1There'was only one example with five modifying elements ia ve bi foreiJn exchange earner, if the items fore i` exchange were 
yphenated, we co 
number of modifiers. 
treat them as a single item us reducing the 
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6 
GRAPH SHOWING GRADING OF MODIFIERS IN IE AND BE, ' I 
Ilý. 
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In the texts the maximum frequency is of the items operating in 
D2 position. , 
IE teät has 7.47 percent and BE`text,. 8.68, percent. 
The items in D3 position have minimum frequency, of0.31 percent-in 
IE. 'and OX 9 in BE. 3wh' 
10.24.4" The articles -a. s Modifiers: In D2 position the 
fT. elluency of the articles (i. e. a., an, th©) is highest 'of 'the 
prehead modifiers: 
Indian English 1204 (54.52%) 
'British, English . 1490 
(68.85%) 
These'figures can further be sub-divided as: 
Item IE BE 
Frequency Frequency 
the 957 79.49 1189 79.79 
a/ ha 247 20.51 301 '20.21 
10.. 24.5. - The. variations in the two texts are: 
(a) In, the total frequency. of the articles, BE text'shows, a higher 
.. frequency of 14.33%; ' ... 
(b) The definite article is 0.24%'. higher in BE; 
(c) 'The indefinite article' is 0.24% higher in ' IE. 
10*.. 24.6. Possessive PJ nsllodifier: The frequency of. possessive 
N as'mödifier- (e. g. the farmer's forum, the boat's, crew) is `. very -- 
löw +, ', in. the two . 
texts. ' In IE there are, five occurrences (0.22%) 
and 'in BE six. occurrences (0.27%), 1 
10. `24.7. ° The Verb as Modifier: ' The modifying functions. of -the 
verb : have ' been discussed in the, section . on the Verbal group., -Here 
we are giving only the frequencies of the two types of Verb modifiers. 
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10.24,71 Present Participles The frequency of such , 
forms-is 
54'(8.3%) in IE, and 62 (8.8%) in BE. (of.. 16.0., (the verbal-group). - 
10. -24.72 IP: The Vn''forms, have 31 occurrences' (1.40%) in TE, 
and '22-, 'occurrence's (1.01%) in HE. 
10; 
_ 25.0.. Qualif iers :A qualifier is a unit which occupies the 
` 
,. 
post head position in'an'NG, for example, the government of Manipur 
state, the' head 'government . 
has a. deictic modifier the and,, a' pre- 
positional': qua-lifier of Manipur state.. 
In. the Q position, we may have: ' 
1. ': NGs. introduced by a preposition, e. g. g loader of opposition. 
2. `, Pronouns' in p, ` and pv forms: e. g. tho industry itself. 
3. -,,, Relative clauses introduced by relative "that" or'W-ýwords 
(wh ich,, who, 'wS , whom, etc. ) 
4. Anon-finite verb: 
(a) 
(b) ' Vg 
(c) V 
10., 25.1. Qualifiers Introduced by Prepositions: A'qualifier 
introduced'by a preposition may be termed rNýQualifiers,, that- 
"rank' , shifted "2- 'adverbial group. ,,. 
In the, two texts they form the 
largest'group -in 'Q -pos? tion. 
In `general, ' in 'English NG', everything at Q, position' is- "rank : shifted". 
(Abb. 
It'_may'; not, be a clause, it maybe-a RS group,, e. g. the man in the ,t 
moon'. 
The. structure , of , rN 
'may; 
be: 
1.,:, One-p reposition,,, e. g. Government of India. 
An adverbial phrase may also take the Qposition, a month`ör-so. " 2cf. Halliday, Categories. 
1.42.. 
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2. More than one proposition e. g.: The report has been utilized 
by the Ministry of A ºrieulture ' In the preparation of a com- 
"ý'prehenniye nr. ogromme for research in agricultural economics 
The above may be termed as "serial,, structure", since it 
has Q'-, Q2 Q3 which are to be analysed at different "steps"'. 
10.25.2. The structure of NG + rNQ can be analysed graphi- 
cally in the following boxes. Let us take one Na,, e. g. the 
re e rch nroiect in agricultural economics,. it has two "steps". 
-research 
ýagricultural 
The Projects in 
The, structure of the above NG iss 
-stop 1. MHQ 
step 2. , M1 
M2 HQ (r m H) 
The structure of "serial" propositional Qs may be ast 
IHQ (Mn; NH Ql Q2) 
In a "serial construction" there are, at least, more than two 
steps: , step 
1. MH Q 
step 2. MHQ 
step 3. MHQ 
In 
; 
the' two : texts, the to- 
PQ is:, -. IE. 402 and BE 531. 
tively.. 
The further distribution 
M Ii Q 
M. H; tHQ1Q2 
tal number of noninal, Heade followed by 
That is 9.8 and 12.7 percent reepec- 
io given in the following Table: 
RF Prepositions TE 
Frequency % Frequency 
NG +, one preposition 327,81.34' 432 81+46 
NG, +-"serial construction" 75 18.6 99,18.5 
IThe'percentages'h. 
ve been taken out of the total prepositional qualifiers, that is 402 in iE and 531 in BE. 
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10.25.3. Pf and T)Y as Q: - The- pronoun in English, can have two. 
to six forms each, which'have been classified as p, pi, p2, p21, 
pf ,. pvý by Catford. pf , pv included -the ' fo. lowing 
items: 
t .: m self, , ourself yourself. 
himself. herself, . 
itself. oneself, 
ourselves, yourselves, -themselves. 
These forms say function as Q of a head. 
, 10.25.31 -P as Q has a very restricted frequency in the two 
texts. In IE there are the following five examples; -Delhi itself, 
we ourselves, N himself, he himself, the fish itself. In BE we 
have the same. number of examples, e. g. the taxpayers themselves; 
the .. hens itself, the boat itself, the industry itself, the 
fishermen themselves. 
25.3 Pronoun in p or pv form may be interpreted in two 2f 10. 
ways: 
(a) as Q to the preceding nominal; 
(b) as adjunct in clause structure. 
There are no formal reotrietiona, for instance, (1) we ourselves 
did it, (2) we did it ourselves, (3) ourselves we did it. In (2) 
and (3) p is functioning as an adjunct.,, We could perhaps treat 
this class as floating adjuncts, which can function both, as Q and 
A, in clause structures. 
10.25.4. Relative clauses RED A, relative clause may function 
as a qualifier of a head, e. g. the boy who has passed the exami- 
n, . 'In a comtruction when we have subordination - as opposed 
to co-ordination - we have, usually, a relative clause. In certain 
cases, a relative clause may be changed by use of a pronoun, for 
instance, 
I met a friend at the 'Vnrsity whose brother is a writer, 
(or I meta friend at the 'Varsity, his brother is a writer). 
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'10.25.41 We have abstracted only the following W-wem which. 
function-as Q to H; they include clauses introduced by relative 
that'. 
M Words IE BE 
Prequency Frequency 
that 47 33.1 57 27.0 
which 57 40.1 131 62.1 
,, rho 3ý 24.6 23 1. O. g,.,. _whose 
2= 1.4 -- 
whom 1 0.8 -- - 
10.26.0. Co-ordinate constructions= A co-ordinate construction 
(Abi. CC') hasx two or more nominals and syntactically they function 
as heads. On the basis of substitutability, a CC may be replaced 
by N or a pronoun. For instance, the CC, (as recommendedby) Prof. 
John D. Black and J. D. Steward (irr their report) may be substituted 
by cne N or by the pronoun therm 
10.26.1. There is a great variety in the structures of CC. 
The main structures. may be analysed ass 
i., or type, 
2. and type, 
as "well as, type,, 
4ý neither/nor type. 
1The 
percentages have been worked out out of the total number of relative clauses, that is, 142 in IE and 211 in BE. 
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10.26.2. TABLE SHOWING FREQUENCY OF STRUCTURES OF CC 





or te 23 24.46 13 15.47 
1. N or N 15, 65.1 12 92.4 
2. N or (fir) N - 00.00 1 3.8 
3. NN or N 2 8.7 - 00.00 
4. (r) N' 937 N 4 17.4 - 00.00 
5. Nor N or N or N 00.00 1 3.8 
6. (r) ""N'or (r) N (or) rN 1 4.4 - 00.00 
7. Nor Nand N 1 4.4 -- 00.00 
8. N as well as x type 4 4.26 00.00 
, 
9. neither/nor type 1.07 - 00.00 
either or type 1 1.07 3 3.58 
10. either N or 'N_ 00.00 1 33.3 
11., either NN or N 00.00 L 33.3 
12. either N or N or N 1 100.0 - 00.0 
13. either by N or by N 00.0 1 ' 33.0 
and type 65 ' 69.14 68 80.95 
14.. N and, N 47 72.5., 51 11.81 
15. NN 1 1.5 ' -' 00.00 
16. NN and 'N 13 20.0 8 1I,. 5 
17. NN . N,. ond N 00.0 2 3.0 
18. N and N and N 2 3.1 2 3.0 
19. Cr) N and (r) N 1' 1.5 - 00.00 
20. (r) N'(r) N and (r) N - 00.00 2 3.0 
21. Cr). N and N and (r) N 00.00 1 1.5 
22. (r) N End (r) N (r) NN. N 1" 1.5 00.00 
23. '(r) N'N N and N - 00.0 1 1.5 
24. by N and by N', - 00.0 1 00.0 
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Illustrations of the types, and sub-classes as given in the 
preceding table. 
1. the gain or loss. 
2. Punlab or from Kashmir. 
3., Argentina. Russia, 6r China. 
4. from India or Nepal, 
5 Aberdeen or Edinburgh or Dundee or Perth, A 
6. from Delhi or from Ambala or from Ludhiana. 
7.1 Ice plants, or refrigeration plants and trensport facilities. 
r 
8, the exporting countries a well as the Western Furo een 
countries. 
9. ' neither Britain nor India. 
10. either Grim'by or Moray Firth. 
l1: dither' Argentine,, Russia or China. ' 
12:, either the state government, or the central government or'the 
Planning' Commission. 
13., either by Marine biology scholars or by other scientists. 
14- "''the corporation and the board, 
15. India, Pakistan, 
16., the new standards, definitions and concepts, 
17. freezina, ippering, oil rind meal. 
18. a complete hydrographic-" and hydrological study and hydro- 
biolo'ical study. 
19. in Travancore-Cochin and in the coast of Madras. 
20. for fish oil, fo_ r fish manures and for other subsidiary 
industries. 
21. in ' -Kerala, . Mangalore and in Madras. 
22, in Britain and in America. in Japan, Norway and Denmark, rý rr r. r rr +ýr ýý 
23. India, -Pakistani, Ceylon and Burma. 
24. by Brahmins and by non-Brahmins. 
10,26.3. The main differences in CCs in the two texts are: 
1. IE has more forms of or type constructions, the excess being 
8.99 percents 
2. BE has more forms of and type and either or type constructions, 
the excess being 75. Of and 2.51% respectively. 
The following Table gives those constructions which are absent in 
IE, , oY4 BE . 
ºr rr.... irr r... wrwý - i. r 
BE' 
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or type: N or (r) N or typet NN or N 
N or N or NlorN (r) N or N 
and trne : NN N andN (r)Nor(r)N(or) N 
(r) N (r)Nanä(r)N NorNandN 
(r) N and N and (r) N and type: NN 
(r) N N Na and N (r) N and (r) N 
by N and by N (r)'11 and (r) N (r)NN "N 
either or typ es either N or N as well as type: as well as N 
either NN or N neither nor: neither N nor N 
either by N or either or type: either N or N or N 
by N 
10.27.0. NGs in appositions In'certain-constructions, for a 
single nominal we can substitute two or more nominale in an NG, one 
of'which may be in apposition. In the structure both have the same 
function. For instance, Pt. Nehru is arriving tomorrow may be 
changed into appositional construction, Pt. Nehru, the popular 
Indian leader, is arriving tomorrow. In the second sentence the 
popular Indian leader would be an appositive. In such examples, 
1.49 
the appositive items may have a-qualifier which would refer to 
both formal items, for instance, we the members of Parliament, in 
this e =ample of pnrli ent ( N) refers to both, we and the members, 
10. -27.1? On the basis of the limited corpus it is difficult 
be 
to say what criteria mayLusod for separating an appositive item. 
An appositive item may be after a comma or in a rider; e. g. the 
people who have rendered dome aid to us in this direction .- the 
Norwepions. In certain cases abbreviations or initiale are usedt 
e. g. the industry the B. T. F. 
In''IE there are 0.19 percent appositional constructions and in 
BE 0.07 percent. The IE text has 0.12 percent higher frequency. 
10.28.0. Summary of the Nominal groups On a very limited 
corpus it is difficult to deduce any significant conclusions about 
the nominal group in IE and BE. This section has been attempted as 
a methodological preliminary in comparative doscription and the 
aim is not to attempt a detailed analysis of the grammatical devia- 
tions. The following summary, however, shows the main differences 
of the nominal group in two-varieties, 
The study does not show any marked differences in the main struc- 
tures in two registers. The differences become marked only as we 
analyse the elements which function in the group. 
l In relation with total words,, the NG shown a higher percentage 
of 1.49 in IE. On this evidence it is not possible to say 
that there is a tendency towards nominalization in IE, as 
perhaps, would be expected according to Wells. ' 
2. Pronouns are 0.61 percent higher in IE. The deviations in dif. 
ferent forms of pronouns is given'in the following Tablet, 
I 
See "Nominal and Verbal Style" in Stele'nndLan pp" 213 
I 
Form IE BE 
p +1.17 
pl + 0.73 
2 
p + 5.22 
p21 + 5.66 
pf . 
+0.07 
pV + 0.48 
Unqualified Nouns: TE text shows a (significant) difference of 
4.93 percent more unqualified NGs. 
Modified Heads: In the two texts the grading of modifiers 
(cf. 10.24.0) shows that the maximum number of items has been modi- 
fled by one item. The frequency of modified heads reduces as the 
number of modifiers is increased. The modifiers are used on a 
"descending! ' scale up to the maximum of five. The differences 
are given in 
Grading of Modifiers IE BE 
Modified by one + 2.36 
Modified by two + 0.09 
Modified by three + 2.29 
Modified by four + 0.02 
(Modified by five + 0.04 (no occurrence) 
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TABLE SHOWING DEVIATION IN MODIFIERS 
Modifier IE BE 
{i) The articles + 14.33 
(ii) 'Possessive noun + 0.05 
(iii ) Present participle + 0., 42 
(iv) " Vn form + 0.39 
TABLE SHOWING DEVIATION IN QUALIFIERS 
Qualifier IE BE 
. 1. Proposition as Q 
(a) NG + , one preposition + 0.12 
(b) NG +,. serial construction + 0.1 
2. Pf and P° + 0.21 
3. Infinitive as Q 'in NG + 1.4 
4. Ino asQinNG + 6.7 
"ýý " 





that + 6.1 
which + 22.0 
who + 13.7 
whose 1.4 No occurrence 
whom 0.8 No occurrence 
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The differences in the different structures of Co-ordinate 
Constructions are given in 
TABLE SHOWING DEVIATIONS IN CO-ORDINATE CONSTRUCTIONS 
Type IE BE 
or + 8.99 
and type + 11.81 
as well as o 4.26 No occurrence 
neither/nor type 1.07 No occurrenco 
either or type + 3.58 
The investigation of the nominal group would perhaps show inter-- 
eating results if we could make a comparative analysis of different 
registers and the types and classes of nominal heads. 
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11. LEXIC0-GRAMMATICAL TRANSFERENCE 
11.1.0. In this chapter1 we are concerned with another language- 
contact situation which is perhaps typical of a bi-lingual language- 
community, namely "the interference" of Ll or Lie in L2 or L2s. 
By interference we mean that the formal items of one or more 
lanruap, es spoken/written by a bilingual (or multilingual) person 
are transferred to L2. The transference may be at any level or 
(interlevel) and at any rank. 
11.2.0. The process of transfer could also be named translation. 
In this chapter we are making a distinction between transference 
and translation. 
U. 2.1. Transference is restricted to the-use of an Ll lexical 
item in L2, without involving any phonological or formal change. 
This would include loan-words from one language to another. In the 
specific case of IE', it would mean transferring lexical items of 
Indian languages into IE. 
11.2.2. Translation is establishing equivalent or partially 
equivalent formal items of L2 for the formal items of L1. There is 
not necessarily a one to one correspondence of the formal items of 
the source-language (Abb. SL) and the target-language (Abb. TL)2. 
An item at the word rank in one language may be transferred at the 
group rank into the other language. For Instance, a bahuvrihi type 
'In the chapter on caste and religion in IE(cf. chapter 15) and 
speech-functions in IE (cf. chapter 14) we have attempted to relate 
certain formal exponents - mostly at the lexical level ' which includes 
collocations - with the CSs of C2 (if the reader is an English L1, Cl 
speaker). Our attempt there is to show the ethnographic evidence 
as reflected in the L2 about the Cl. 
2In 
a bilingual situation the SL would be L1 and the TL, L2. Our 
reference to L1 grammatical 'units' does not presuppose that we 
have analysed the Us under discussion. 
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compound from Hindustani, nanakharam is translated as spoiler of 
salt, and not as salt spoiler, and by the same writer another com- 
pound is translated at the same rank in IE, ishw. r-'rem as god-love. 
11.2.3. Translation may be of two types, i. e. "rank-bound"and 
"rank changed". '"' 
1. Rank bound translatio' is when an L2 writer translates formal 
items of L1 to L2 at the 'same' rank, (if we presuppose the number 
of unite in the languages under discussion is the same). 
2 
1. The following formal items have the came ranks in the 
two languages, i. e. word (compound) 
L2 formal item Ll formal item 
car-festival reth-yatra 
cn-3te-nark iati cinh 
caste-dinner , 
iati bhoi 
cow worship öü 
family-protector greh-devta 
flower-bed phulshaiia 
God-love! ishwar prem 
jewel-wombed rätnau. rbha 
jewel-faced Leona mukhi 
nose-screw nk besar 
waste-thread kati d ra 
If translated by one who is at the lower end on the cline of bilingualism the results may be both amusing and misleading. 
Such examples are not lacking in IE. 2The term rank-changed is not the same as Halliday's rank-shift. 
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2. NG in Zig NG in 12.1 
L2 formal item 
horses Rm 
king of ne'rls 
Ll formal item 
ghorärdim 
motivämdg bädshah 
2. Rank chmntred translation is when an L2 writer translates an 
Ll formal item at a different (higher or lower) rank in L2. A few, 
illustrations from IE are given below. 
2 
ankle-bell (Wtýcomiound)3 Tzval (w) 
brother-onnointing ceremony (NG) bhaiyý-düi (wp compound) 
caste-feast (W, compound) 
eleansin; bath (NG) 
cow dust hour (NG) 
cow dung cakes (NG) 
cousin-sister (W, compound) 
cousin-brother (w, compound) 
confusion of cRstes (NG) 
d inins, -leaf (w, compound) 
duner-washed4(W, compound) 
bho.. j. (W) 
ehuddi (W) 
gohhi (w, compound) 
ý, gye thy; (W, compound) 
caceri bahnn (NG) 
cacerä bhäi (NG) 




examples of the formal items of higher ranks may be given from 
speech-functions or phatic communion, e. g., 
(a) may the fire of your ovens consume , you! 
(C) batthi me ja. 
(b) Where does your wealth reside? (TP) äpka daulat kh, na kahä hai? 
(c) What honourable noun does your honour beer? (TP) äpkä chub nam ca hai? 
(d) beat me on mir head till I go bald. Kur kur ke mainum ganig karde. 
These are good illustrations of what is called Oriental Ornamental 





The examples quoted in this section do not exhaust all such formal^ items which we found in the corpus. Only a few illustrations are 
given here to draw attention to this aspect of language-contact 
situation. 
? The formal 
item^'ýwhich are simple words in Li and have been trans- lated as compound words are not rank changed in the strict sense. It is the difference of elements in translation. 
3also anklet-bell. 4also dunen-wash. 
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eatin . -1e (W, compound) 
fc r of-j! nllutLO-n. (flu) 
funt, iml-mAnI (W, compound) 
forýhe d-rz rkin (tWl, compound) 
heir cuttln c ro ony (NG) 
Not thrpid (w', compound) 
initiation cerc3r rny (Na) 
1en; t (W, compound) 
leaf-n1r tO (w, compound) 
lent-bar, (We compound) 
marrin. p-c-rnrtrk (w, compound 
nine-stranded thread (It(s) 
obsenuiml dinner (UUG) 
niece-cloth (W, compound) 
rice-e. &e (W, compound) 
rice e tin ; ceremony (NG) 
Cx d-xi ý? tA (NG) 
nchoolin cercarzcne (Na) 
pi. ttinr-plnrks (w, compound) 
tuf. t-knoto (%', compound) 
twice-born (w, compound) 
voll of the ovil stjr (NG) 




nhr: -, -iddher nemrttLcfnng. (Na) 
t1 (w) 
r nrlrin-s, -tnnk7r-(w, compound) 
wn; u (w ) 
'nlnopav'it (w, compound) 
c (w) 
a., (ij) 
nnttn,, I/d6nR (W) 
ind r (1-1) 
yzz, ý no av t, (fit, compound) 
shr . 
ddh bhoinn (W, compound) 
lq i of (W) 
idli (W) 
nnnanr nhgn (W, compound) 
chýdrýn. (i') 
vic y -ra " (W, compound) 
(w) 
eh.. i (w) 
v1i(W ) 
b 
. r-ba t 
(w, compound) 
fl m .k hnraci 
(w, compound) 
11,3.0. A rank bound tranolation may be*'parallel' in terme of 
unito of Ll and L2, but it may differ in tormo of the elemento which 
operate in the structure of the unit, for inatance, flower-bed Is 
rank bound translation in the oenme that there in equivalence of 
lexical items and structure in Ll and L2, i. o. ýhül (nn) 
. 
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sh jja (, ), and the items belong to the 'same' word classes in 
the two langauges. In translation this, however, causes contextual 
ambiguity in English because flower-bed in English'is restricted to 
the register of gardening. The IE writer has, perhaps, used the 
h . ghest probability 
lexical item from English for phizl. If he 
would choose nuptial for flowerr, the contextual ambiguity for an 
English Ll C1 speaker would be resolved. 
' 
11.3.1. Those formal items which have L2 phonology and grammar, 
but involve transference of contextual meaning and collocation from 
L1 and C1, may be termed c+ 3quea, for example the items like lo er- 
bed. 
11.4.0. The other situation in L1 to L2 translation is of 
elaborated adaptation; this is when a contextually determined 
formal item from Li is made basis for an elaborated adaptation in 
L2. This may not necessarily involve rank change, for instance, 
the ve ssel of your life never float on the sea of existence. (C) 
The basic L1 item is terä berä dark ho. 
The rank-bound and 'lexis-bound' translation of this item would 
be the followings 
terä berä gark ho 
your ship sink may 
The translator (M. R. Anand) has, perhaps, given the translation 
an oriental 'flavour' by elaborating the translation. 
11.5.0. In the process of translation there is a kind of con. 
stant up and down 'shunting' on the rank scale (if we keep the rank 
scale of English in view). The probabilities of equivalence of L1 
formal items with L2 can only be found by statistical methods. 
'Perhaps this item would be ambiguous for some non-Bengali IE speakers/ 
writers too. 
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11.5.1. In transference an L2 writer is not necessarily thinking 
in terms of the relevance of parallel 'units' or semi-equivalent 
'units' in L2. His main concern may be. 
(i} to use certain lexical items -- operating in a larger 'unit' -- 
with extended meanings; and/or 
(ii) to observe whether the transferred item can function success-- 
fully in the CS in which the formal items of L1 are function- 
ing. 
In the case of (ii) then the CS will be the determining factor in 
transfer. 
11.6.0. In a literary work in L2 translation can be of two 
types (i) unconscious and (ii) conscious. If it is unconscious 
translation the bi-lingual does not realise that he is operating 
an item of Ll in the structure of L2. (This would perhaps apply at 
the lower end of the Cline of bi-lingualism). Thin may also apply 
to certain transferred items of a language which have been com- 
pletely assimilated into the borrowing language. For instance, 
a marria ;e of convenience, or, it goes without sayiLan I've 
told him I don't know how many times, which are, as Bloomfield says, 
"word-for-word imitatione"of French phrase' and have been com- 
pletel3r adapted as transferred items in English. 
In 'conscious` translation the items may be translated with a 
purpose to establish one to one correspondence (or partial corres- 
pondence) for any of the following reasons: 
(1) the writer's attempt to make the dialogue 'realistic$; 
(ii) the necessity for formal items in corresponding CSs; 
(iii) the adaption of speech-functions like, reetinsrs, blessings, 
modes of address, etc. which are typical repetitive speech 
events in Indian society. 
leee i, ýn, P"457 
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In. certain cases we can say that it is 'conscious' translation when, 
a writer 'purposely' transfers items from Ll and accepts it as one 
of linguistic techniques for 'style'. For instance, we have evidence 
of it in Anand1 when he writes.: "... for now I literally translate 
all the dialogues in my novels from my mother tongue and think out 
the narrative mostly the same way. " 
U. 6.0. In some cases the translation is determined by the 
Indian CSs and a writer, perhaps, consciously translates from Ll. 
We took 91 formal items from IE and classified them in the following 
Table to'see the frequencies of such items in different contexts. 
This could be more interesting if more corpus would be added. 
11.6.1. TABLE SHOWING THE CONTEXTUAL, CLASSIFICATION 
Context 
abuses . -I curses 
blessings 











modes of address 
marriage 





















1Anand, M. R"; The King-Emperor's English or the Role of the Role 
of the English Language in the Free India. Bombay, 1958" P. 23. 
12. HYBRIDIZATION 
12,1.0. 
In the next chapter (of. chapter 13) we have 
attempted to investigate hoa the sub-stratum and the Indian 
contexts have influenced the formation of the components in IE. 
These are mainly (i) collocational, (ii) contextual and (iii) 
graniinatical deviations from BE. ¶he, components of'the itemä, 
which may be of various ranks are, however, taken from the 
English languag©. 
12,1.1, 
In this section we are making a distinction between 
two types of items: 
(i) those items which are from Indian sources; 
(ii) thoio items which are from non-Indian sources. 
An Indian source item in one: 
(i) which has been borrowed from an Indian language in IE, or 
BE; and 
(ii) which is a formal exponent of some contextual "item" in 
Indian society. 
A non-Indian source item is one: 
(1) which belongs to the lexicon of the English language, or 
(ii) which has come through the English sources to India. 
12.2.0. 
Ihe formations with components from the above two 
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sources are the results of the process of hybridization, and 
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have been termed "hybrid" or "mixed"' formations. It is 
crucial that we should be able to give formal and/or contextual 




A "hybrid" or' a "mixed" form, then, is a linguistic' 
item comprising elements from two or more iangucages. 
3 The 
elements can be: 
(1) open-set, e. g. lathi-ohar e, or 
(ii) closed-system, e. g. police-walla. 
In (ii) IE suffix walla is a alosod. -system item, and can, be 
preceded by 
,d 
restricted open. -set item. 
1Haugen, E. The Norwegian Lan gur pe in America, Part I, p. 10.,, 
Pennsylvania, 1953" 
2At the outset we have to decide whether we should treat the'. 
following types of items as Indian-source items: 
(t) those items which have been "completely" assimilated in the 
English language; and 
(ii) those items which are no more restricted to Indian contexts 
only. 
In certain cases the orthographic exponents also show that the 
items have been adopted in the phonological system of English 
and are spelt according to English pronunciation, e. g. chutney, 
pXjFima jaggernaut; ' nautch, eta. 
The items vary-, in the degrees of "assimilation" and frequency 
in BE. In this investigation we found some formations in IE, 
which are very frequent in BE too; and inPE they may also be 
used in unindian contexts. This group includes bam, 
coolie, ' chutney,; chit, curry, how h, parin, ama, saffron, 
tepee, toddy. 
Lhe other group is not so frequent in BE, and the items are 
used only in Indian contexts in BE press or literature, for 
example ahimsn, ashram, khaddar, 1 thi, panchagat, sari, eta. 
We have, however, included both these groups in this study on 
the basis that etymologically and historically English lexicons 
like OED etc. trace their histories back to Indian languages. 
In this study the items belongi. hi. g to the group one are not more. 
than twenty. In excluding the items of group two it would be 
rather difficult to draw the line. 
Ne have, however, restricted it to components in which one 
element is necessarily from the English language. 
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In this chapter we have used certain terms, namely, (Hybrid) 
col l oec ti on, (Hybrid) lexical riet, (Hybrid) ordered series of words, 
(Hybrid) redunliention. In the following section an attempt has 
been made to explain their specific uses. 
12.2.2. Hybrid collocation - in contrast to a collocation 
(cf. chapter 5) - is a type of collocation with these additional 
characteristics: 
(i) it comprises elements from two or more different 
languages; 
(ii) it is formally and contextually restricted; 
(iii) it operates in only one RL in IE - thoigh the Indian 
element may have a wider range of functions in the Indian 
source language. 
12.2.3. Hybrid lexical sets. Since the "hybrid collocations" 
are restricted in terms of the RLs and Register in IE, while in L1 
lexically their distribution has no specific contextual restrictions, 
we could call these "hybrid lexical sets" (abb. LS). In such sets, 
a lexical item, from an Indian language, is collocationally and 
contextually restricted. For instance, in our data purdah in IE 
precedes only - womin, system, -lady. It is an exponent of a 
social context, in relation to a specific religious group(s) of 
India. Sarvodaya is contextually restricted to one context, that 
is, politics. In Hindi Sarvodava has no such register restrictions. 
ß. s3 
A lexical set is a set - with possibilities of inclusion of new 
elements - which las contextual restrictions and operates in limited 
contexts. 
12.2.4. (Lybrid) ordered series of words: 
' An (11) LS is 
abstracted on the basis of the function of items in particular 
restricted languages or Registers. We can make quantitative state- 
ments about their lexical environment and possibilities of occurrence 
in RLs. (ef, chapter 15). The members of a (Hybrid) ordered series 
of words (abb. 03W) are not, necessarily, contextually restricted. 
' An OSid has the following characteristics: 
(i) contextually the members of an OSW may belong to one or 
more RLs; 
(ii) formally, all the members of an OSW have one element in 
common, and a common structure. 
12.2.5. The member of an OSW may or may not form a lexical 
set, since they can operate in different contexts; only on the 
basis of their structure we may abstract them from the corpus; 
for instance; 
Anprezi chair, Angrezi furniture, Ansrezi proverb, Anprezi race, 
Anrºrezi sweet, Ani rezi teapot, n ezi woman. Or another illus- 
tration of an OSW is the names of the days in Hindi, e. g. 
'Firth 
uses this term in a wider sense. See his Pam p. 228, 
"Ordered Series of Words (0SW) include, 'for example, paradigms, 
formal scatter, so-called synonyms, and antonyms, lexical groups 
by association, words grouped by common application in certain 
recurrent contexts of situation, and groups by phonaesthetic 
association. " We have, however, used the term in a different sense 
since a distinction on the formal and the contextual grounds has 
been made; for us, "words grouped by common application in certain 
recurrent contexts of situation" are lexical sets. 
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Ravivar, Somvar, Mangalvar, Bu dhvar, Brashasnatvar, Shukrvar, 
Sänivar. But the names of months in Hindi and English form a 
. 
LS. It may so happen, that the members of an OSW are also 
members of an LS - just as the analogous categories in grammar 
("class", analogous to LS, "paradier", analogous to OSW) - since 
these two are not mutually exclusive. 
' 
This feature of hybridization, perhaps, is natural in a situation 
of borrowing; but the point here is, it is determined by the 
Indian setting in which the L2 operates. We could perhaps say 
that these hybrid formations ire exponents of contexts, some of 
which may be exotic for the English language as used in Britain. 
These formations are, however, essential for understanding IE in an 
Indian situation. 
12,2.6. In a bi-lingual situation sometimes two or more com- 
ponents, from two or more languages, having an identical lexical 
meaning, are formed in a compound. Such formations have been'termed 
hybrid reduplication. For instance, lathi-stick (Kanth, 210). In 
this formation the items stick and lathi have "the same" meaning in 
their respective languages. The other formations are cotton kapas 
(r2_ 1.1.59), street bazaar s(B of A, 115)9 curved-kukri (SIP 61) 
12.3.0. In an area. where many languages/dialects are spoken 
in a varied socio-cultural and material matrix, a hybrid form 
may gain currency in a restricted speech-community, and then 
1cf. Halliday "Categories". 
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cut across the linguistic isoglosses into another linguistic 
area. Some such forms in IE can be put into clear 
geographical isoglosses, as they have a special connotation in 
a particular speech-community living in a linguistic area. 
They are contextually determined since they refor to material 
objects, custcns, fauna-flora, or religious practices, which are 
part of the culture of a specific area or group, and 
'they 
gain 
currency by ure in fiction, IE newspapers, or in debates in 
Parliament or State Asremhlies. This then, is an extension of 
a , lexical item from one speech-area to another. 
.A few ' formations . will perhaps 
illustrate this point. 
Coconut paysam, kuruvai harvest, kuravai straw, potato bonds, 
ibba pocket, jutka driver, are restricted to contexts in the 
South of India, and yakka carrinpe, yakka driver, to the North 
of India. Perhaps a yakka carriage and a jutka are not much 
different as both refer to a certain type of carriage. 
Religious diwan is limited to the Sikh community in the Punjab. 
Dsdsn mone y has been found in the RL of agriculture as used 
around West Bengal. This situation, taking the other 
dimension, e. g. social/caste/religion, has been treated else- 
where. (cf. chapter 15. ) 
12.4.0. 
{.. 
In classifying hybridization in IE, a two-way classi- 
fication has been adopted, (i) formal and (ii) contextual. 
12.4. i. 
In formal classification we have discussed the 
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hybrid-formations according to the units and the elements which 
operate in their structure. 
12.4.2. 
There is a large number of groups of the class 
"nominal", with two or more elements in the structure. 
12.4.3. The first group includes 'those formations in which 
there are two elements, and the relationship ' ii of a modifier 
and a head. The first component - that 'is, the modifier - is 
from English and the head is , 
from an Indian lance ge, e. g. 
British sarkar (BH 192). 
12. ! t.. li.. 
The second group also belongs to the class "nominal", 
but the order of elements in the group is reversed. In this 
case an Indian lexical item functions as a modifier, and an 
English lexical item as the hes. d, e. g. ayuryeda-system (N! 1"ß 99). 
12.4.5s, 
In the first group the formations of MH relationship 
have been further sub-grouped according to the position of the 
components: 
(i) 14H tyne 
(ii) -Insz +H 
(iii) Vd or Vn &H 
(iv)' "i trinp" 
e. g. canal-bund (S kR 281) 
burning-ghat (c 147) 
e. g. 
_ 
curved kukri (SIF 61) 
e. g. hoar noun khn+ddar (BH 48) 
It' is "string" in the sense that the N itself is made of two 
components which modify -the 'H. 
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12.4.6. 
The i type formations have been further sub-grouped 
according to word classes which occupy the modifying position. 
W rift type: In which the first element belongs to the class 
noun; 
(ii) AN type: In which the first element belongs to the class 
adjective. 
12.5.0. 
NN type; In the following formations both the 
components'-are from the class noun. 
canal-bnnJ Christian 8adhu2 City-kotwnli3 coconut Raysiqm. 
4 
Concress rands. 15 raj 
6 College bsbu7 Cojper-pie6 Cotton 
satrnn 19 - sari10 - Icanns 
1- 
_py j12 cotton saciri13 
14 5 doctor sahib evening-pu l a1 _ýbh a anh6 
lcanal-bund: Hind. ; and she's washed away canal-bund and all, 
(sic R21 
2Chtisn Sadhu: Hind. fr. Skt.; But, Charlie, the Christian 
Sadhu, from St. Andrews.. (F of F 257) 3City-kotwali: Hind, fr. Persian; the authorities also set-up 
.. in the city-kotwali.. 
(HHIS 261) 4Coconut 
pn sam: Dravidian langs. fr. Skt.; When I bring you 
our appointment order you must feed me with coconut'paysam (ADe) PCongpra 
ss oandal : Hind, fr. Tamil; now seated in the lotus 
Beat on the congress pandal. (Un. 212) 
Concress ra : Hind, fr. Skt.; And hurra for the congress 
gaj S& R31) (Colleve babu: Hind.; What sort of a college babu are you. ACopnmr-rle: F of F 33 
Hind. fr. Narathi; ... pinching himself to save 
each. copper pie. (SMH 91) 
`Cotton patran i: Bang. fr. Persian; The ground.... was 
c verod with thick cotton satranji. (He Who 222) iBCotton sari: Hind. ; her cotton sari still.... stiff with 
starch (RH-1133) 11Cotton kapass Hind. fr. knrnat; Arrivals of cotton kapas dminished in villupuram. (the mail 1.1.59. ) 
J 
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12Catton pyjamas: Hind. pä i? ima fr. Tý4' e 'leg' 'garment' ; Zma 
.. 13g 
irrst his legs in their thinwhite cotton pyjamas Of of 
T3Cotton sadri: Hind.; his cotton sadri and muslin dhoti 
sticking to his reedy black legs. (BH 147) 4Doctor sahib: Urdu -fr. Arabic sshib; The doctor sahib is 
right. DD 7). Used as an honorific suffix. "The title 
by which, all over India, European gentlemen , and it may be 
said Europeans generally, are addressed, and spoken of, when no 
disrespect is intended by natives. It is also the general 
title; (at least where Hindustani or Persian is used) which is 
affixed to the name or office of a European, corresponding thus 
rather to Monsieur than to Mr. (HJ 590) 
1 3Eveninc' x; uia: Hind. fr. An anxious mother came to me 
estarday, before the evening puja. (H eWho 170) 
l6Evening bha iant Hind. ' fr. , Skt. ; And today everyone will 
} fast, and the Congress Panchayat'will meet the evening bhajan. (Ka___nt.,, h 186) 
_ý 
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flower bazaar17 fish bazaar18 gang coolio19 glass choorie20 
cold mohar21 ßram khir22 curry23 Inspector sahib 
24 
marriage pandal25 mango chutney26 mom-sahib 
27 miss-sahib 
17Flowrer bazaar: Hind. fr. Persian; ... a raid conducted by Inspector Dhauraj of the flower bazaar. (MII 59). "In South 
India and Ceylon the word is used for a single shop or stall 
kept by a native. " , 
(HJ 56) Generally it is used in the sense 
of an ordinary market. 1 Fish ba7sar: Hind. fr. Persian; Kanth 135" 
l Gang; coolie: The origin of coolie - spelt also as cooly - is 
doubtful. In HJ (192) Yule and Burnell attribute it to the 
name of Koli, a race or caste in Western India who are 
essentially labourers. According to Dr. H. V. Carter, the 
Kolis proper are a true hill-people, whose especial locality 
lies in the Western Ghats and in the northern extension. 
Wilson'- in his Glossary - regards the origin from a'4Tamil word 
kuli, signifying 'hire' or swages'. In English slang or 
thieves jargon it is used as a private soldier or a soldier 
or a co=on fellow of the lowest class. The compound coolie 
Christmas is used in Natal for the Moharram as observed by the 
Indian immigrants. 'See Dictionn of Slang and 
Unconventional English (E. -. Partridge and The Slang Dictionary by Hotten, J. C.; He was a gang coolie - often employed in road 
mending. ( AD 181) 
20Giass choorie: Hind. fn cudi; ... the-glass choorie, red 
and gleaming on her slender wrist. (He Who 211) 21Gold mohar: Hind.; In the compound at the chib there was a 
sold mohar tree. - (1001 Nights); Caesalpinia pulcherrrrima. 2Gram khir: Hind. fr, Skt.; The the real obsequial dinner 
bggins... Bhattats beloved Bengal-gram khir. (Kanth 43) 
Gram curry: Tamil; (BH 38). 
11ýl-Insnector sahib: I will also tell the Inspector sahib that 
. 
you are a budmash. (TP 22)-' 
I4arriape-pnndal: Tamil pendal; When all was ready we s read 
te leaves under the gaudy marriage pandal... ( in S. 34) 2°Manco chutney: Hind. ; (jj 1575 
27Mem-sahib: I am an honest mem-sahib. (DD 231) HJ has the 
following note: 
"Yam-sahib. This singular example of f-a hybrid 
term is the usual respectful designation of a European married 
lady in the Bengal Presidency: the first portion representing 
ma'am, Madam Sahib is used at Bombay. " P-433. 
2 Miss-sshib: -" Miss-sahib, you should keep to your side of the 
road. (VG 1) 
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onion-currry1 - pecoras2 police lamad r3 hhi4, 
rail-! adi6 ration Rhat7 Saturday haetß saffron-sur19 sentry 
sahibl° silk dhotill solar topee12 strinR. charpoy13 
temaririd chutney 14 tank bund15 vermicelli pa ys m16 yillcge 
panchaynt17) - baniya18 wheat chupatti 
19 
worship snri20 
1Onion-curry: Tamil, - Kari; And once in three days there is 
onion-curry. (S &R2) 
20nion-necoras: Hind.; (RH 171). 
3Police 
"jamadar: 
Urdu fr. Persian; ... than the sankur police jamadar is there. (Kenth. 29) 
Police laths: Hind.; Say if you can face the police lathis... 
ýKanth 162). 
Police thnna: Hind. fr. Persian; But other people of an out- 
lying village across the meadow burnt down a police thana. 
(SNH 85). 
Rail-Radi: Hind.; They brought the rail-gads here. (BFI 75) 
7Ration -tat: Hind. fr. Skt.; They also plan to start a 
satyagraha, for the removal of the ration ghat from the Bank 
e remises of the said Bharo temple. (y. 18.5.60. ) 
Saturday heat: Hind.; The peasants could not always buy or 
sell at the Saturday haat in the market village. (SMH 52. 
) 
9Saffron-sari: How beautiful the Devi looked in her. saffron- 
1$ri. S&R 27). 




ti. C. 221). 
to pee: Hind. tops; ;.. a solar topee on his head. 
(Un. 57 also (VG 10). 
lTS-triný charpoy: Hind, charpai, Persian chihar-pai; ... two 
long dormitories with double rows of string charpoys and one 
small cupboard at each end. (SIP 151) Spelt as - charpai in 
BR-31. 
WTamarind chutne : Hind.; She offers her .... tamarind 
Qhutney. (S &R 21i4) . 5 Tank bond: Hind. band; The watchman stood on the tank bond 
and took a final' survey. (AD 61) "The root-is both Sanskrit 
and Persian, but the common word used as it is without aspirate 
fgems to have been taken from the latter. " HJ 97. 
Vermicelli pay am: Dr. fr. Skt. ; For midday meal . he will 
ve a vermicelli paysam. (Kanth 18). 
Villnce, ipanch ayat: Hind. fr. Persian; Heads of village pan. 
c ayats from two villages. (HIT. 28.12.59). 
Village banya: Hind. originally probably fr. Gujarati; 
R mcharan, the village banya. (1001 Nights). l'Wheat 'chuuattie: Hind. chapätI; also spelt as chapattie; 
servants flitted about with fresh relays of thin wheat 
chupatties. (RA 19). 20(S &R 284). - 
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12.5.1. 
AN e: The first component is an adjective and the 
second a noun. Ausnicious brshminl British sarkar2 
ceremonial pronom3 counterfeit kismat4 double rot15 eternal,. 





holy tnantral2 imperial ra113 landless kisan14 
low thathiar15 mid-aswinl6 
lAuspicious brahmin: Hind. fr. Skt.; 'No14 air learned and 
suspicious Brahmin. 
British sarkar: Hin. fr. Persian; ... the terror practised by the British sarkar. (BH 192). 3Ceremonial vronom: Hind: Beng. fr. Skt. pranama; ... stretch- 
ng himself full-length in a ceremonial pronom. (HA Who 195). 
Counterfeit kismat: Urdu fr. Per? ian; It is my counterfeit 
)sismat. BH 182 J. 
7Double rotýi: Urdu; ... he was given a whole leg of chicken 
rid double rota. (C. 261). Eternal 
upavasi: Hind. fr. Skt.; Tell the river, Duravasa, 
he eternal upavasi says. (S&R 386). 
Evil sarkar: Hind. fr. Persian; ... his own lack of argument, 
n , defence or the evil sarkar. (ßH 51). 
, 
False: Marathi 'atil, Hind. patel; He had spat on the 
alse patel, (Kanth 215). 
Great iupRernaut: Hind. fr. Skt.; ... it was like tryin to 
stop the onward rush of the great juggernaut. (N in' S 179). 
From the Skt. Jagannaha, a name of the Hindi deity worshipped 
in Orissa. he idol of Lord'Vishnu is annually taken in a 




(3rAat Qu#u: Hind. fr. Skt.; .., or some great guru endowed 
yjth supernatural powers. (S of J-240) 
Half-seer: Hind. Ger, fr. Skt. aetak; ... selling a half- 
eor of grain to his peasant. (SMH 3 _3 2Ho1 mantra: Hind. -fr. Skt.; Holy mantra was hymned by a p'ieat. Eli 64). 
Imperia? raj: Hind.; when the district officer of the 
Imperial raj and his missions visited the village. (M of A 
}hl). Landless kisan: Urdu;, Another quarter are landless kisans. 
MH 16), 
Low  thathiar: Punjabi; ... if only you knew how I hate 19ese low thathiars. (BH 39). 
Mid-aewin: Hind. fr, Skt. nawin; I was born in mid-aswin. 
(SMH 2)o 
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obscene sarkarl old kothi2 oven bug. V3 religious diwsn: 
4 
thick chapstiS ugly katra6 untouchable Paria? white-«dhotied8 
wild kachu9 
12.5.2. 
.. InR HType: In the following the -h form 
functions as a modifier, burning-ghaut10 - hee11 
12.5.: 3. 
Vd or Vri Type: In the following the participant forms 
are functioning as modifiers e. g. curved kukri12 
1Obscene 
sarkar: Hind.; Away with this obscene sarkar.. 
Old kothi: Hind. kotha, Skt. kostaka; At the highest point 
stands the old kothi of Shivaji where he imprisoned his son. (BJ 7.6.59). 
30nen buggy: I drove out about twenty-five miles in an open 
buggy to Daijit's village home. (S of J 37) The origin of 
birth of this item is doubtful* See-HJ 911., 
4ReliRious divan: Punjabi; In the evenin the, S. G. P. C. 
grganised a religious diwan. (T... l2.6.59). 
}Thick chapati: ... On it were laid raw carrots, two thick 
ghapatis. (S of J 187). 
UFly katra: B ne g. ; The sprawling slums, some as old as three 
o four hundred years the ugly katras. (HS 15.6.59) 
Untouchable paria (21: Tamil, paraicrar; ... and put aside the idea of the holy Brahmin and the untouchable paria. (Kanth 1.78); it is also spelt parish or parriar. Other com- 
pounds given in HJ p, 5]4are: 
Parish do: the common ownerless yellow dog; pariah-arrak: 
the poisonous native spirit; pariah-kite: the commove st Indic 
kite, Milvus Govinda. 
White-dhotied: White-dhotied and white-capped, he seemed the 
Batural extension of the ...... (DD 35). Wild kachu: Hind. /Seng. fr. Skt. kancu; ... the thick roots 
j6 wild kachu or sýindt. ifamiliaäsýlaýnlls, 
burn ing-ghauts, grave- Burninp- h auf s" 
11rds, C. 147) also (BR 207). Also spelt as ghat. 
Burning Rhee: Hind. Ehi  Skt. phrta,; Pkt. phia; (BA 66) 
.., and burning ghee assailed the nostrils of passers by in the 
l reet. 
Curved kukri: ... the short curved kukri he carried strapped to his side. (SIF)61), 
1.7 3 
ý2.5. lß. String Formations: In a string forma tion, we have 
more than two elements in which one may be a compound, and 
modifies a head, which may be from an Indian language or 
English. fonna osass1 hiahNalass Lallas2 hillman coolie 




The second group discussed below is also of unit 
It group"cless""nomminal", but the difference is that the position 
of M is reversed. In this case an English item functions as a 
head. This group has been further sub-divided intothe 
following; 
U) Derivative N: babu-mentality (IN 3.12.60. ) 
(ii) Ina, as Head: kirtan sin$in p (F of F 221) 
(iii) ARontive: charas smuc! aler (IE 12.6. S9) 
(iv) V as Hand: khadi-bound (Kanth, 41) 
(v) N and N: aam sessions (T 10.6.59) 
4 
1Four-anna 
class: Hind. fr, Skt. anaka; He at in a far-off 
orner in thy' four-anna class. (AD 811 
Hiph-class. Lallas: Hind, fr. Persian; But he vaguely know 
that it was only in big cities that high-class Lallas and 
business men ate and drank together ... (BH 125) )Hillman coolies But before he had advanced a yard, the 
children of. some of hiliman coolie ... (BH 86) 4Homesoun khaddar: Hind.; ... dressed in clothes of homespun khaddar. BH 
Spot-bellied-bania: Hind. fr. Skt. wanik; ... a middle-aged, 
pot-bellied bania of the neighbouring village. (1001 Nights, 
State-wide hartal: Hind. fr. Persian; The committee called 
for holding a 'state-wide hartal' on that day. (BJ 7.6.59) 
1.74 
12. '6.1. 
Derivative N: aniali salutation' babu mentality2 
- EnFrlish3 bazaar musician4 dhal mixtures haldi invitation6 
kashi- ilgrimage? vilayati mixture8 yakka carriaae9 
12.6.2. 
_ Ind as Head: beedi-smokingl° durri weayingll 
coonda-lookinR12 kirtan ainp3nR1ý nan-spittinjZi4 un 
offerin 15 
lAniali salutation: Hind. fr. Skt.; the. anjali salutation 
o the midnight moon of the month of Ashrim... (F of F 84) 
Baboo mentality: Hind.; babu; The Prime Minister has warned 
students against developing a baboo mentality. (I_ News 
3.12.60. ) Also spelt as babu: other compounds from it are 
Baboo English, Babu Sahib, "A term of respect attached to a 
name, like Master or Mr.. In Bengal and elsewhere, among 
Anglo -Indians, it is often used with a slight savour of 
disparagement. " (HJ 32) 
3Baboo English: Hind.; The tea-set was suburban, the English 
abu-English. (S RR 3) . Bazaar musician: Hind, fr. Persian; by a bazaar musician and 
bis tart of a nautch-girl. (F of P 16) 
Dhal l mixture: Hind.; The other filled a small cup, made from 
dried leaves held together with thorns, with the dhal mixture. 
SN in S 195) 
0Haldi invitation: Hind.; ... and when they went for any kunkum and haldi invitation. (Kanth 152) 
K -uil rimy e: Hind.; Nor like Bhatta did we go on kashi- 
il rims e. (Kan 199 
Vilayati mixture: 
thHind.;
Our dharma says that this vilayati 
mixture of iron and leather is evil. (BH 102) 9Yakka-carria e: Hind.; running after tonga and yakka 
rriages: BH 55) 
Beedi_gmoktn : Hind.; With turbaned, beedi-smoking station 
inAstor. s&R 198) 
Durri weaving: Hind.; ... tutorial classes are in operation in different trades and crafts, e. g. ... durri weaving. (SL Rý6.59) - 
Goonda-looking: Hind.; Once he was almost sure that the 
hefty goonda-lopking .... (1001 Ni hts 129) 13Kirtan singin : Hind. fr. Skt.; "What would happen", I asked 
myself, "if at the end of. a kirtan singing on a moonlight 
ýsý ght ... ". 
(F of F 221) 
J4Pan-svittinq: Hind.; Dignified in carriage, she was a 
contrast to the whip-bearing, pan-spitting father. (S&R 
t7Puta 
offering: Beng., /Hi'nd. fr. Skt.; ... and various puja 
offerings were on sale. (He Who 127) 
1.75. 
12.6.3. 
Agentive: ashram sweeperl ashram soayenger2 
beedi-seller3 Brahma admirer4 ch eras smupýt ler5 harikatha- 
performer6 jutka driver7 palki. -boarer6 Paria mixer9 
sanai playerl0 aarangi player" anrvodaya leader12 sherbet- 
dealerl3 tiffin carrier'4 tom;. tom beater1S ton__ga_driyerl6 
lAshram sweeper: Hind. fr. Skt.; He felt that if he wanted 
he ashram sweeper to do his work well ... . 
(Un) '' 
Ashram scavenger: In order to teach the ashram scavenger , 
cleanliness ... . 
(Un 217) 
3Beedi-seller: Fruit sellers and beodi-sellers cried. them- 
selves hoarse. (AD 52). Also spelt as biri in some news- 
papers, e. g. "In this area no well organized college, and small 
industry existed previcu sly excepting handloom biri-making. 
(SL 8.6.59) 
4Bsahma 
admirer: his newly won Brahma admirers bought his 
railway ticket. (F of-F 253) SCharas smuppler: Hind.; The city magistrate yesterday 
Sentenced Satjal, a notorious charas smuggler. (IE, 12.6.59) 
Harikatha-performer: Hind.; ... the harikatha-performer 
elates it in extemporised verse. (Kanth 23) 
Jutka driver: Tamil htka; Outside a jutka driver greeted 
M. BA 101) 
1. ki-bearer: Hind.; Fast, fast, race the gale', chanted the 
galki-bearers. (MM 2]14. ) 
'1Paria mixer: I didn't tie my daughter to the neck of a paria 
16xer. (Kanth 63) 
Sanai Player: Hind. fr. Persian; A solitary 'sanai player 
T#de music with his pipes. (He Who 159) 
Saranac player: Hind. fr. Persian; The musicians were 
entering the room: a sarangi player... . 
(S of J 106) 12Sarvoda a leader: Hind. fr. Skt.; The sarvodaya leader said 
that the... . AT 9.6.59) 13Sherbet dealer: Hind. fr. Arabic; Bali, the sherbet dealer 
and grocer, grouped up and held Gaunt while Ananta tore Ratis 
Týa. 34) 
Tiffin carrier: Lady Lal picked up her brass tiffin carrier 
and ambled along behind him. (VG 19) also (DD 78) 111,, " (p. 700) has. the following'note: `fLuncheon, 
. Anglo-Indian and Hindustani, at least in English households. Also to tiff, V. 
to take luncheon. Some have derived this familiar word from 
Ar. tafannun 'diversion, amusement, ' but without history, or 
evidence of such an application of the Arabic wdrd. Others 
have derived it from Chinese ch'ih-Pan, 'eat rice', which is 
only an additional example that anything whatever may be 
plausibly resolved into Chinese monosyllables. We believe the 
word to be a local survival of an English colloquial or slang term. 
15Tom-tom beater: Hind.; He called Rama, the tom-tom beater, 
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12.6. I. V IS H; guru-riddenl jhee-fried2 khadi-bound 
khaddar-c1ed4 sari-c1ad5 
a pd said ... . 
(AD 111) Tam tam, a native drum lOTonra driver: Hind.; ... allarge red flag announcing a 
meeting of tonga drivers in the evening. (VG 36) 
iGuru-ridden: Hind. fr. Skt.; Calcutta has been guru-ridden. 
FAF 171) 
Ghee-fried: Hind. ghi, Skt, ghtita; He who preens himself 
in finery and eats Fhee-fried bread. (He Who 205) 3Khadi-bound: Hind; He would go and get the white khadt- 
ound ... . 
(Kanth 111) 
4Khaddar-clad: : Hind; Khaddar-clad leaders and their chiffon- 
lad ladies. (1001 Nights 14) 
Ssri-clad: ... as a 
sari-clad figure passed slow-footed along 
the corridor. (SMH 81) 
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12.6,5: N AND N: gam session1 ähimsa soldier2 - spell3 
akashti holida ekkulnýaddp5 anna- coin6 angrezi turni ture7 
ariu_tree8 aruni-field9 aroti timel° _ ceremonyll asi read. 
ceremon412 ashram camp13 - disciple'4 nsvatha treel5 attar 
bottle16 ayurveda s7stem17 
1Aam 
session: Hind. fr. Arabic; The leading hotels have 
hardly a vacant table on gala nights and aam sessions. (T 
j0.6.59) ' 
Ahimsa soldier: Hind, fr. Skt.; You must train yourself to 
1ecome a hundred percent Ahimsa soldier. (WM 78) 
Ahimsa spell: Devata has laid the ahimsa spell on Baruni. (lim-H 64) 
4Akashti holidays: Hind, fr. Skt.; It seemed to him now like 
the good old akashti holidays. (BH 162) 
Akkulu psddv: Dravidian; The harvest of akkulu paddy is 
proceeding briskly in certain places in the talug. (M 1.1.59) 
Anna coin: Hind.; I held up an anna coin before him and 
aid ... AD 123) Angrezi furniture: Hind.; ... the marvellous Angrezi furniture and pictures in it. (C 95) See page for the lexical 
set with angrezi as modifier. 
Ariuna tree: Hind. fr. Skt,; A lofty Arjuna tree which was 
being stormed by homing flocks of birds. (S of of 17) 9Aruni-field: Hind. fr. Skt.; We were near my aruni-field. 
Aroti time: Hind, fr. Skt.; His owl-eyes seemed to eat 
llkha' s face at aroti time. (A Who 207) 
Aroti ceremony: Hind. fr. Skt.; A dealer in precious metal 
replaced the fire-flamed brass lamp for the aroti ceremony. 
He Who 113) %. " 
1 Asir vad ceremony: Hind, fr. Skt .; The bridegroom's party Mshram arrived for the asirvad ceremony. (WM 115 
came: Hind. . fr. Skt.; Yes inthe Ashram Camp, we have to dine before seven usually. (M'82) ]Ashram disciple: Hind. fr. Skt.; The yogi turned and spoke 
an ashram disciple. (MM 82) 
7Asyaths tree: Hind, fr. Skt.; ' Sturdy-Asvatha trees which had 
to be out from time to time. (MM 99) 16Attar bottle: Hind. fr. Tersian; The women grew silent as I 
came... with attar bottles... . (S"& B 266) 1? Ayurvedn system: Hind. fr. Skt.; ere are many-good drugs 
in our Ayurveda system. (ARM 166) 
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baron rite' basar chamber2 
fields - 1e av 
s tre e7 
bhalan sonir10 bhuria tree1 
womenl3 - people'4 choli- 
hati8 
- room3 basavana bu111 bel- 
bazaar street8 Bhakti cult9 
L brahminic thread12 chamar 
21ece1S chit-book16 coolie-cart? 
lBaran rites: Beng.; Would these baran rites never end? 
M9 
Basar chamber: Bong.; ... filled out later by secret side- 
ays looks in the crowded basar chamber. (MM 85) 
Basar room: Beng.; We'll have fun inthe Basar room cried Ela 
rightly (Mt 73 ) 
s©vana bull: Hind. "t ... like some caste mark on a basavana 
ull... S&R 2931 
Bel-field: Hind.; ,.. and he saw cars go up the Bebur r''ound 
and the Bel-field. (Kanth 237) 
Bel-leaves: Hind.; .., flowers and bel-leaves also collected. (He Who 118) 
7Bel-tree: (Kanth 165). 
Bazaar street: One town-was very much like another: the same 
bazaar street; (BA 115) 9Bhakti ciilt: Hind, fr. Skt.; .. 0 is today considered to be a 
jAtadel of the Bhakti cult. 
Bha ian song.: Hind. fr. Skt. ; There was a song, a bhajan 
g, and her husband had sung it always ... . 
(SIII 171) Mhurla 
tree: Hind, fr. Skt.; ... made from the smooth bark 
JS the bhurja tree. (MM 120) 
Brahminic thread (1) : Hind. fr. Skt.; Biten could not or 
would not wear the Brahminic thread. (Ile 171) 13Chnnar women: Hind.; Lekha could have bent down on her knees 
and pressed her head humbly t:.: to the chamar woman's feet. (go-Who 107) 
1 Chamar People: Chamar people seemed to have left. (HeWho 
106) 
1SCholi-piece: Hind,; ... so auspicious - with kunkum, coco - 
ugt and choli-piece... . 
(S &R 58) 
1 Chit-book: Hind. chitthi; .. * the waiters .... scurried 
about pith chit-books... . 
(RH 71) 
17Coolie-cars: 
., # and gas-lights and coolie-cars. 
(Kanth 
10Coolie-hat: 
... shaped like a coolie-hat, protecting her head from the sun. (SIF 95) 
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dadan-monevl dak bun alo, 42 dakshina fund3 damaru drum 
dak editions darbha Rrass6 dal-soup? - water8 deodar- 
ti_mber9 dheman snake10 dharmic-discip1ine11 dhoti-fo1d12 
durbar ha1113 - turban'4 Durca festiya115 d, uceti g festiya116 
ekadashi daY17 
1Dadan money: Bong.; Similar-is the case with the advancing of Dadan money which is given to tribal people only. (HS 
11.6.59) 
Dak bungalow: Hind,; He is staying at the dak bungalow north 
Qf the bridge. (TP556) also (1001 Nights 198, AD 171) 
jDakshina fund: Hind* fr. Skt.; He established the Poona 
Sanskrit College out of Peshwats dakshina fund. (Hist. of Ed. 
an India) 
Damaru drum: Hind. fr. Skt.; and the the rhythm of the 
amaru drum of Sina ... . (F of F 237) Dak edition: Hind.; (See HT 2.3.61) 6Darbha grass: Hind* fr. Skt.; not only eats away all the 
rice but even the darbha grass. (S &R 194) ? Dal-souk: Hind.; Savithri has eaten only a dal-soup and rice. 
Kanth 3) ADnl 
water: Also spelt as dhal see (S &R 295) 9Deodar timber: 
. 
Hind. dvdr'r, r, Skt. dev darn; Sir, this - as 
your good self sees - is heavy deodar timber. (S of J 81) (cedrus deodsra) 
1 Dhaman snake: Hind.; It was a dhaman snake, a big yellow 
fate at least two yards long. (14IM 201) 
Dharmic-discipline: Hindo fr. Skt.; ' ... not knowing that 
neither-cigarettes nor cinemas nor sense-enjoyment can lead to 
the path of "dharmic-disci line ... . (. I. 205) 12Dhoti-fold: ( Pc R 150) 13Durbar hall: Hind* fr. Persian; The old man described the 
dazzling durbar hall. (, AD 224) 
11Durbar turban: ... his durbar turban on his head. (Y. anth 167 
ýSDurQa festival: Hind., Beng. , fr. Skt. ; .., and, when the next Durga festival comes.. I will offer it to Goddess Tola.. 
k mma. (0 18) i oLu seh Ya tie s l: Hind. fr. Skt. ; (BH 15) 
Fksdashi day: Hind: 
_ fr. 
Skt.; Tomorrow, twenty seconds 
after the sixteenth hour, Mercury enters the seventh house and. 
ekada: zhi day begins. (I nth 2 
>: 18 0. 
, ghee-f1avour2 - merchant3 frolmohur 
tree4 
gurdwara committees halaua comriitten6 - president? 
Harikatha-man8 hinru jacket9 holt festivity10 hookah arty 
hogla leayea12 
Ghlavour: ',: Hind.; He felt agony at the memory of crunchy, 
ghee-flavoured rice ... , 
(lim 194}) 
3Ghee-merchant: Hind* # Bhawani the ghee-merchant had provided 
the first two. (DD 6) 
4Golmohur tree : hind. ; The flaming blossoms of. the golmohur 
tree were out. (RH 129) 
Gurdwera Committee: Hind.; The Gurdwara Committee had 
accepted a notice issued by the district authorities. (HT 
8.9.61) 
Halgua CoT=ittee: Urdu fr. Persian; It is on account of the 
coi anal bias of the. rnan that no* Hindu is holding any office 
in the said Halqua Committee. (Vakil 19.5.60) ? Halgua president: They feel perturbed at the discriminatory 
attitude of the Govt. and'the National Conference Halqua 
g resident. (Vaki 19.5.60) 
Harikatha. -man Hind. fr. Skt.; But he is even grander 
harikatha-man. (Kanth 23) 
Himru . tacket: Dravidian; In honour of my departure Madeleine had, put on the yellow Aurangabad himru jacket. (S &R 344) 10Holi festivity: .., the holi festivity, the Hindu Satu and 
natia ... was going to be supressed. 
(P of P 269) 
llHookah narty: Urdu, fr. Arab. hukkah; The hookah party at 
the servants' quarters broke up... . (VG. 108) Also spelt as 
hooker, houka, hooka, huk k)ah, hoociQa. of. OED p. 371.. 
1cß leaves: Hind.; ... built of bamboos and roofed with hogla leaves ... . (F of P 297)' 
isi 
jacarsndT tree' , 
jaltn. rnn voice2 icnts coilß e3 exprs 
4 
Iantri-bIrd5 ji. bb¬ nocket6 . 1, un! +ln th7 kpcha roncl8 kndanba 
lower9 lO kn1i ^ut a flood1 kn1nnya n. anstorityl2 
ksymar rir113 k rti k li htt ktýrtilr i orniri 
ZS 
1Jccaranda tree: Hind.; Outside my window the big jacaranda 
tree flowered ... . 
(RIj 129) 
2Jaltsr nm voice: Hind.; ... and you would hear the jaltarang 
voice. (S 363) 33ants Collogo: Hind. fr. Skt.; The Government has 
established a Janta College at Delhi... . 
(fist. of Ed. in 
India) 
4Jsnta express: FIind.; ... which are being, attached to 
certain Janta express trains. (HIT 30-12-59) 5Jantri bird: Hind.; ... It jantri bird started its rattling 
gall. FE -O: 
rF 53) 
Jihbs pocket: Tamil; He thrust his fingers into his jibba 
pocket and went on twirling the notes. (t*j 19) 
fJimplo path: Hind.; ... and loft him at 
the white beginnings 
pf a jungle path on the frontiers, (S e. R 121) 
Kasha road: Rind. ; The Kasha road connec tin it with mud- 
huts is more than a Ipagdandi*. (IF 14.11.585 9Ksdamba flower: Hind. fr. Skt.. 73 Zc H 174) 
1 Kadambn treat ... round the trunk of an aged kadamba tree... (r of P0 
1 KI" P1 y irra flood: Hind.; After all, my son, it is the 
kaliyuga floods. (Kanth 
, 
0) 
12Knip-Rvasn. nusteritys hind. fr. Skt.; This mother ... had 
gone many a time. to perform the hard kalpavasa austerities. (! 4M 193) 
l_came. r 
_ir1: 
Hind.; A kaurar girl puts on the feathers of 
learning: e- 'Who 17) 4Kertilk light: Hind. ; ... and the kartik lights have died down. Knuth 127) 
1'Kart1k mom: Hind.; ... and the women were adorning the thresholds for a kartik morning. (Kanth 132) 
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keokar tree1 0, twi 
2' khadi-o1oth3 kharif season4 khilafat 
committees Khus fibre6 khus-khua blind? grasa8 kirtan 
o remony9 kismet ideal° korbani mentll J ottiäali""n elic6Y2 
-kuiýkum rnark13 - box ricei5 `ter16 Munde blossom1? 
- bush18 kuruvai hervast19 - straw20 kusa Rrass2l 
2 kutchexýr rosd2 
1Keekar tree: Hind.; ... that stands upright under a keekar 
ree beside the pond. ( TP 11) 
Keekar twigs Hind.; ... and chewing a keekar twig he used 
as a tooth brush. (TP 651, 3Khadi-cloths Hind.; .., and wear no cloth but the khadi- loth. Kanth 109) 
kharif season: Urdu fr. Persian; ,.. at the and of the 4harif season... (OR 15.7.59) 
Khilafat Committee: Urdu; She would attend all meotings held 
by the Congress and the Khilafat Committee. (1001 Nights 153) 
An anti-British movement started by Muslims in India in 1923. 
The other formations are Khilafat movement, Khilafat leader. 6Khus fibre: * Hind.; The rich wear sunglasses and hide behind 
chicks of khus fibre, (TP 109) 
Khus-khus blind: Hind,; ... behind water-sprayed khus-khus ýlinds in their bungalows... . (SIP 19)) 
Khus-khus rass: New-woven blinds of khus-khus grass. (SIP 
137- 9Kirtan ceremony: Hind. fr. Skt.; :.. askirg me if I would 
care to come to his place for kirtan ceremony. (F of F 207) 10Kismet idea: Urdu fr. Persian; ... but I know the old 
smet idea is played out ... . 
(AH 78) 
Korbani meat: Urdu fr. Persian; ... korbani meat when 
stributed to friends. (is 15.5.59) 
Kotwali polices Urdu fr. Persian; The kotwali police, with 
the help of ... . 
(P 10.6.59) 
13Kumkum mark (1): Hind, fr, Skt.; ... sad wear just a tiny kkurlcum mark. (Kanth 159) 4Kurnkum box: There was a silver kumkum box... .(S ýc R 213) 1 Kumkum rice: The kumkum rice got warmed in our lands S&R 
123 _----  Kumkum water: ... awaited the youngnprince with kumkum 
water... (3 &R 123) 17Kunda blosrom: Hind. /Sengt fr., Skt. " Kunda blossoms, shell- 
wbtte, lay str wn., ý. on the bed. 
(MIý'I 106) 
ýUxunda bush:. Hind, fr. Skt.; He rose before dawn, and 
crouched behind a white-blossomed kunda bush, (He Who 118) 
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19Kuruvai harvest: Dravidian; Because of incessant rain 
during the kuruvai harvest. (M 14.59) 
20Kuruvai straw: ... the kuruvai straw has become useless. D1 l--l-, 59) 
=Kuss Frass: Hind. fr. Skt.; He would be out in the fields 
gathering the kusa grass. (MM 113) 




lathi-charEe1 lotah ehelf2 Lohrarh pate3c madhobt wine4 
mallika p. arlandS mein ground6 -. festival7 mithuna imaReg 
mofussil town9 moholla people10 1, ndal ConEressll motia 
flower12 
1Lathi-charge: Hind. fr. Persian; The mob started stoning 
the police station and the police made lathi-charge. (HS 
15.6.59) 
Lotah shelf: Hind.; The equipment in the lavatories includes 
'D' type wah hand sink.... lotah shelf. (HIT 30.12.59) 
3Lohgarh gate: Hind.; You smell like the drain outside 
kohgarh gate. (BH 132) 
Madhobi vine: Hind, fr Skt.; A madhobi vine curved arching 
gver the narrow outer portal. ME 15) 
'Mallika garland: Hind. fr. Skt.; ... mallika garlands hung hick from the railings and the posts. (MM 106) 
Pala around: Hind. fr. Skt.; He inspected the mela ground 
where exhibition and... . 
(H3 11.6,59) 
7Mela festival: ... Governor of Bombay inaugurated the Ninth ghildrens' 'Fair and mela festival. (HIT 28.12.59) 
Mithuna'image: Hind, fr. Skt.; Whereas Leda and Europe 
belonged to the long-dead pagan Hellas, the mithuna images 
belonged to living India. (F of F 270) 
9? ofussil town: IJ±dü fr. Arabic mi fasssal; ... and had s*, rvod 
for twenty-years in various malarious mofussil towns. (1001 
Nights 69) 
Mýoholla people: Hind, fr. Persian; ... has boon or anising 
nd mobilising the Moholla people to start... (St. 9.6.59) 11ondal Conr? ress: Hind. ; ... was accordod a reception by 5-Ward Mondal Congress Committed. (HS 15.6.59) dMotia 
flower: Hind. ; She seemed to be wilting liko a pale 
white motia flower. {BH 127) 
18% 
nß1ß schamel natu habits2 nauteh ýir13 par nawari beds 
nazul 1, and6 neem-le aye s7___tree8 
1Nala sch_: Hind. iilla; The third scheme, the Pulwari Nala 
scheme, is to be executed. (FPJ 11.6.59 ) 2Natu habit: Hind.; But Bakha considered that both his 
uncle's and his father's spattering sips werd natu habits. 
3IIn 
28) 
i utch-girl: Hind. nach; "I understand" he said and nudged 
t the nautch-girl. (F of F 
13) 
Nautch-a_rýt : ... now it was nautch-parties and no tigers. 
S&H29) 
Nawsri bed: Hind.; ... lay fast asleep on the superior gawari bed... . (2H 28) Nazul land: Urdu fr. Persian; ... proposal has been made to 
sell a major part of the Government nazul land to... (HT 
1.2.61) 
? Neon-leaves: Hind. nim, Skt. nimba; They are as bitter as 




Neem tree: over the wall rose a dense noem tree that... . 
(Hat. A 140) 
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pan shoal -t 12 pan iuii month3 Panchayat boards -? 
- mounds - hallt pashmina lacket? robe8 pee tree9 
pheni dinner" puiaceremony" - festival12 pun bo. 
3 
-_rope4 pushen nipht15 
1Pan shop:, -- Hind.; Once he had been an assistant inka pan shop. jD 25) Also spelt as pan. 
Pan stall: Across-, the tank was an angry little kerosen light 
from a paan stall... (RH 80) 3Panguni month: Dravidian; She will certainly be married in 
ranguni month. (BA 83) 
4Panchagat board:. Hind.; An unusual rural Panchayat board for 
local government in South India composed entirely of women... 
(M of I June, 61) 
Pas nchayat mound: He rushed up the village road to the 
panehayat mound. (Kanth 69) 
bPanchayat Hall: ... the Paria Night School that Senu held in the Panchayat Hall every evening. (Kanth 116) 7Pashmtna acket: Hind.; He stroked his soft pashmina jacket.. ý. )___.. _. H at Ä 173) 
hminarobe: ... Pulling on a light pashmina robe... 
(11 at 
A 17P 
VPeepul tree: Hind.; ... with a large peepul tree in the 
middle. UP 10) also (VG 73) Also spelt as ripal. (Ficus 
e ... 
iosR) 
1UPheni dinner: Hind,; ... the laddu and pheni dinner at 
night: ' L_&_ R 277) 11Puja ceremony: Hind. fr. Skt.; He was told there was no 
need for him to go through the Puja_ceremony. (F of F 69) 
12Puja festival: Beng. fr. Skt.; Just before the last puja 
pestival another friend of mine ... 
(ABP 28.10.59) 
3Punksh-bo; L : Hind.; I can not make a punkah-boy obey... (S & 
"R 90) 31. Punkah rohe: Hind.; ... and was sitting on the verandah tying and untying knots in the punkah rope. (TP 28) 1 Pushya night: Hind. fr. Skt.; ... and that 
is why one. 
pushya night Kitta put the bulls to the cart. (KAnth 342) 
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raci -pastel -rapme. 1a 'oaintinFs2 RambaRh Zate3 raree-show4 
rohini stars rudrakshi bead6 - band? 
1Reai vestes Dravidian; ... go back totheir huts to gobble 
tagi paste and pickle. (Ka. tb 83) 4 
2Rammnln paintings: Hind, fr, Skt.; Ragmala paintings 
depicting 
. 
the classical musicalt'themes. (S of 3 34) 
3Rambagh gate: Hind.; ... who meet in the houses of 
prostitutes insideýRambagh gate. (BH 175) 
4Raree-shows Beng.; ... though Bahurupia were rare in Calcutta they were as numerous as ranee-shows. (F 36) 
Rohini star: Hind.; fr. Skt.; Oh, tomorrow is the, rohini 
star, and people will yoke their bulls to the plough. (Kanth 
ýRudrakstii 
'bead: Hind. fr. Skt. '; He wears gold-cased 
r drakshi beads at his neck. ( ant 136) 
akshi banli: . 'o with lacquer-coloured rudra-kshi band 
against a line of fine gold ..: . (S &R 272) 
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sainik sahool1 sarkari stiy2 sal leaves3 samba straw4 senai 
musie5 . sandhi rites6 sankrat 
fair? Barvodaya Qonferenae8 
anri-fringe9 satyacraha campai nl° aal ha movement" 
sstyanarain prooesaion12 ShaRan aeremony13 Shahdidi"day 
sherbet shool5 sheesham trunki6 shirshasana posturel7 sindur 
mnrk18 Sonamukhi rice19 srayan month20 sudra lines21 
23 
tWadbshi»oloth? . swadeshi shroud awantantra candidate 
-' 
swantnntrR party2S 
1Sainik school: Hind.; The first, sainik school to-be 




"" r 3Sal leaves: Beng.; Mohint arranged fried bread and sweets on 
rad sal leaves stitched together with ... . (tý'M t 93) Samba straw: Dravidian; '' Prices ot, old samba straw have risen 
from Rs. 10 per cent per cast load... . 
(MI1.1.59) 
Sanai music: Urdu fr. Persian;, After star-rise the lanai 
music came thick and sweet. (MM 72) bSandhi rites: Hind.; r. rthb'. btgniricance3-6f, ý. tho' obscure sandhi' 
rites that every Brahmin worth the name, performs daily. (AD 53) 7Snnkrat fair: Hind. fr. Skt. ; Preparations for month long 
Bankrat fair at ... 
(HIT 28.12.59) 
Sa`ya Conference: Hind. fr. Skt. - ... for the Sarvodaya Conference two years ago. (AT 9.6.59) 9 ari-fringe:. ... pulls at the sari-fringe. (S kR 12) saqapraha campaign: Hind# fr. Skt.,; The satyagraha 
campaign is in support of the Union demands. (BJ 7.6.59) 11Sat a reha movement: Hind. fr. Skt.; Gandhigi's satyagraha 
movement,,. 12Satyanarain pro ession: Hind. fr. Skt,; ... with the 
satyanarain procession in front of it , (Kanth 0) 13shaEzon ceremony: Hind.; Now please,, come to the Shagan 
gýremony in the afternoon. (BIT 124) 
14Shohdidi-day: Urdu fr. Persian; Shahdidi-day of Guru Arjan 
gv, the third (uru, was observed here.,. . 
(I 12.6.59) YSherbet 
shop: tali's little grocery and sherbet shop. (BH 93 ) 
'FSheeshsm trunks Hind.; ... in her eighteenth century ekel 
and sheesham trunk... . (S &R 9) 
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17Shirshasana posture: Hind. fr. Skt,; ". ' he-kept the 
sjirshasana posture. (H &A 30) lOSindur mark: Hindo fr. Skt.; Let the sindur mark ever 
rase the parting in your hair. QMM 99) 9Sonamukhi rice: Hind. /Bang.; [his is the rice of the finest 
kind, do you know? Sonamikhi rice. (SMf 77) 
20Sravsn month: Hind.; It will be in the dark half of the 
sravan month. (Kanth 63) 2lSudra lines:, Hind. fr. Skt. ; ... and then "there is such a 
cry again from the sudra lines. (Kanth 212) 
22Swadeshi-cloth: Hind.; if it is going to mean that in the 
end we will have a monopoly of swadeshi.. cloth... (UH 208) 
23Swadeshi shroud: Hind.; She was the first one to be buried 
ia swadeshi shroud. ' (1001 Nights 154) 
Swantantra candidate: Hind.; ... vote for the independent 
r the swantantra candidate? (L 9.4.61) ýSSwantantr  
! arty: Hind.; ... with the establishment and 
active functioning of the swantantra party. (FPJ 11.6.59) 
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taccavi 1oan1 taluk office2- - macistrete3 ' taffeta-curtain4 
T®hsil schoo15 Thai-month6 tambourin muic? tha thiar 
brotherhood8 toddy shon9 thothi house10 tulsi beadsll 
" °3eýäP1ý - plant13 - platform 
1Taccavi loan: Urdu fr. Persian; ... remission of taccavi loans and, the suspension of land ... . (HT 1.9.58) 2Taliik office:. Urdu fr. Arabic ta`; ... in front of the 
various district collectors' offices as also fine taluk offices. 
SL 14.. 6.59) also A AD 61; Kanth 147) 
Taluk magistrate: Perhaps the taluk magistrate! (Kenth 201) 
Teffeta curtain: . 
Hind. fr. Persian; .., the fantasy of taffeta curtains reached the floor. (Rl 97) 
T®hsilschool: Urdu. fr. Persian; By 1830 only nine district 
schools and sixty-one Tehsil schools were established. (Hist. 
of Ed.. in India) 
Thai months Dravidian; We had an idea of. doing itýin next 
Thai month. (HD 12) . ? Tambourin music; Hinds fr. Arabic; ... it is tambourine iusic ... Kan th 263) , .., Thathiar brotherhood: They might, lose their manhood, the 
dignity of their place in the thathiar brotherhood. (BH 76) 
9Toddy4 shop: It is reported that a big mob picketed in front 
of a toddy shop. (HL 15.6.59, ) 10Thothi house: - Dravidian; Pock-marked Sidda had a real thothi 
house with a big veranda and 6 large roof... (Kant 19) 





lsi-leaf: .. o whereupon 
M took tulsi-leaf and water and 
gave the daughter unto ... . 
(S &R 253) 
13Tu1si plant: ... with the sacred tulsi plant in the yard. (SMM 117 
1 lsiPlatform: ... by the well and round the tulsi platform (Kanth 226) 
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upansynnam aeremon41 unanishadic ancestors2 - Rapes3 yeena 
solo4 veranda chairs5 - wa116 Vinagaka featival7 vilaynti 
fashion8 
1U panayenam cerenoni: Hind. fr. Skt.; 
ceremony. (S &R 323) 21ioanishadic ancestors: 'Hind. fr. Skt.; 
upanishadic ancestors ... . 
(S & 11 7) 
3iipanishad ic sages: " somewhere on these 
ppanishadic sages ... . 
(___kR 2.5) 
... Since my°upanayanam 
... my legendary to 
very banks the 
4Veena solo: Hind. fr. Skt. ;'... concert itself began with an 
interminable veena solo.... . (RH 205) 5Veranda. chairs: ....: -looking at the inviting lines of the 
rattan veranda chairs.:. .'( Hat A 160) See Beamer, Comparative Grammar of Modern Aryan LenErgaes. He gives the 
origin as Skts baranda, "portico'; ' Beng. baranda; Hind. 
vti'anda, and further adds: "Most of our wiseacre literateurs 
(q. v. litterateurs) in Hindustan nowadays consider this word to 
be derived-from Pers. baramada ,, and write it accordingly. It 
s, however, good Sanskrit. (i, 153). 
0Veranda wall: Lekha sat leaning against the veranda wall-a 
Jong time. (H 60 ) 
Vinayska festival: Hind. fr. Skt.; ... and for the god during the celebration of the Vinayaka festival in the hostel. 
AFT 21) 
Vilayati fashion: Hind.; ... a living, heart to heart appreciation of Vilayati, fashions is what is wanted. (Aft 185) 
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yacna ceremon41 gama fire2 yakka carriý3 yakka stand4 
ýoýria exercise 7smindari system6 - areal zart work8 
zennna affair9 - life10 
1Ya na ceremony: Hind. fr. Skt.; The yagna ceremony was 
performed on certain sacred days. (He Who 113) 2Yagna 
fire: The Magna fire is to be lit a week hence. (He 
Who 214) 
Yakka carriages Hind.; For here wore swarms of women and 
hildren, running after tonga and yakka carriage. (BBi 55) 
14Ynkka stand: ... had gone to meet Nikka's prospective father- In-law at the yakka stand. (BH 60) 
Yovic exercise: Hind. fr. Skt. ... liked to do his morning 
yogic exercise... . (H at A 29) 0Zamindari system: Urdu fr. Persian; when the zamindari 
system has been put an end to ... . (IN 8.7.61) 7Zs. mindari area: ... U. P., Bihar and such places are old 
amindari areas. (IN 8.7.61) 
Zari works Hind.;,.... are given training in ... zari work. 
1 4 AT 9.6.9) 
ensna affair: Urdu fr. Persian; ... and I can1t put foot 
n on zenana affair. (P of P 66) Mensna 




12.7.0. The hybrid-formations, with derivative suffixes, 
from L1 or L2 have been grouped as: 
1. Indian head and English derivational suffix; 
2. English head and Indian derivational-suffix; 
3. Indian head and English prefix of negation. 
12.7.1. The following English derivative suffixes are used 
with Indian lexical items:. 
(a} dom, cooliedoml 
. 
(b) - hood, sadhuhood2; sahib hood3 
(c) - ism, g_oondaism 
(d) ship, patelship5 
(e) - worth, piceworth6. " 
(f) - lc, unanishedic? " 
1"Prabha; who had risen from cooliedom to be the petit bour- 
eois of a factory... " (" 94) 
... cried the Sadhu in the peculiar lingo of Sadhuhood. " U 
'... a tunic and'all the paraphernalia of Sahib hood. " (C 
. 
83) 
4"Many suffered because they opposed the Government for its 
inhumanity or denounced goondaism and high-handedness. " (7he 
Hist. of St. for F. in K. P., 413) 
Oýr Range Gowda got dismissed from his patel-ship. " (Kanth 
o"..... pica-worth of salt from the grocer. " (SM!! 161) 7". 'my legendary upanishadic ancestors. (S &R 25) 
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12.7.2. We found only one suffix, -wallah, 
1 
which is used 
with a large number of nouns to denote an owner, or posses, -or,. 
or raster, for instance, hic! her-type -wallahs factor- wallah3 
congress wallah4 fiy, _, 
ee.. rupee wallahs police wallah6 
12.7.3. The English prefix of negation non may be used with 
any Indian lexical item, for instance, non-Brahmin, 7 nq_n- 
Adivasis8 
12. B. O. A formal analysis does not take us very far in 
understanding the impact of socio-cultural factors on a 
language and its meaning at other levels. In 9. Ii. an attempt 
is-made to classify the hybrid formations contextually in order 
1HJ (p. 185) gives competition-wallah used in modern Anglo-- 
Indian colloquial for members of the Civil Service who have 
entered it by the competitive system first introduced in 1856., 
About the suffix wallahh it says, "..: is properly a Hindi 
adjectival affix, corresponding in a general way to the Latin 
-arm. Its usual employment as affix to a substantive makes 
it frequently-denote "agent, doer, keeper, man, inhabitant, 
master, lord, possesFor, owner, ". as Shakespeare vainly tries 
to define it, and as in Anglo-Indian usage is popularly assumed 
to be its meaning. But this kind of denotation is incidental; 
there is no real limitation to such meaning. This is 
demonstrable from such usual phrases as kabul-wala Urhora, 'the 
kabulian horse's and from the common form of village nomen- 
clature inthe Punjab, e. g. Mir-khan-wals, Ganda-Singh-wala, 
and so forth implying the village established by Mir-Khan or 
Ganda Singh. " 
21n a status-conscious Chaudigarh the higher-type-wallahs do 
not always take kindly to the lower-type residents... (HT 
0.6.59) 
Also factory wallah. (2'82) 
4We will tell these congress wallahs... (R &H 119) 5five-ruree wallah: (BJ 7.6.59 b SMx 61) 7"... by a class of worshippers, known as Daitas, who are non- 
Brahmins. " (oR 15.7.59) 
8"She was profusely garlanded by prominent citizens including 
ladies both Adivasis and non-Adivasis, " (ABP 26.10.59), 
9See K. L. Pike, Lanpusge, "... in our view, neither an approach 
through meaning alone, nor one through form alone is valid, but 
that in every step in linguistic analysis we must retain a form. 
meanin composite as essentialto analysis and definition. " 
(p. 15o). 
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to illustrate how the process of Indianisation has been 
Specially 
determined by the context. This applies to the hybrid 
formations, which are essentially manifestations of socio. " 
linguistic interrelation. 
12.8.1. By Indianisation we mean formal/contextual 
features of a text, which mark it, or,: = the one , hand, from the 
other varieties of English, and on the other, ' make it 
effective for communication in* he Indian contexts. 
12.8.2. Any context is Tndtan, if at the formal level we 
have exponents which are either to be accounted for in Indian 
situations and/or treated as un-English. They are un-English 
since the language is operating in an 'un-English' C. of S. 
12.8.3. We have taken some hybrid forms - usually termed 
Indianisms - and labelled them under different contextual heads. 
Their distribution in different contexts is shown by their 
. 
fre. cv enc-y .,, -cl in different contexts 
in the following table, 
The grouping has been rather arbitrary since the possibility 




SHOWING FREQUENCY OF HYBRID FORMS IN 
DIFFERENT CONTEXTS 




3. Animals/rep tiles/birds 
4. - Arms 




18. Modes of address/ 
3.8 reference 
0.9 19. Noney/Banking 
0.2 20. Names of znorith/days 
3.4.21. Occupation 
3.2 22, Place names 
7. Buildings 1.4 23. Politics 









3.4 25. Religion/rituals 





















































































(6) ART USIC (7) BUILDINGS (8)CLOTHING/DRESS 
bazaar musician, dak bungalow, Angrezi clothes, 
damaru drum, durbar hall, cotton sari., 
ialtarang voice, panchayat hall, - amas, 
mithuna image, uQ, iy katra, choli-piece, 
nsutch narty, thothi house coolie-hat, 
-girl, veranda wall. Durbar-turban, 
ran Tals paintings, homespun khaddar, 
raree show, (9) COMMERCIAL himr jacket, 
sarangi player, jibba pock-; t. 9 
cotton-kauas, 
senai planer, khadi board, 
deodar timber, 
, _, Tr' sic, -clad,, dak edition, 
tambourin r+usic, -cloth; -coat, 
four-anna entrance, I 
yeena solo, : compet ition, -s hon, 
Khaki coat, -shorts, 
khadi-bound, 
-uni, 
32an hop, -stalls ' 
pashmina acket, 
Saturday hast, _ 
-robe, 
sherbet shop, 
sari clad, -and, toddy shop, -booth, 
-hem, -fringe, 
-pot , 































(11) EDIBLES/DRINKS (12) EDUCATION 
tAnýrezi 
"ý+ýieets, Dakshina fund, 
coccoonutpaysam, Janta College, 
double roti, Sainik School, 









, potato bonds, 
pheni dinner, 































ausniciousýBrahmin, (20) NAMES OF MONTHS 
(19) HONEY/BANKING 
DAYS babu manager, 
Brahma admirer, 
kartik light, 
Anna-coin, British sarkar, 
-morning, 
cooper pie, college babu, 
mid-aswan, 
five lakh, colonel sahib, 
Panmmi month, 
nickel aýnna, charas smuggler, 
pushya night, 
pica-ate h. Christian Sadhu, 
Sravan, month, 
doctor sahib, 
Thai month, (21) OCCUPATIONS factory wallah, 
five-rupee wallah, 
beedi seller, (22) PLACE NAM 
foreign sahib, 
biri making , 11 
bazaar street, great Fzuru ' 
chanrasi hood, 
fish bazaar, higher-type wallah, 
durri making 
flower bazaar, high-class; Lalla, 
pymkhana ground, hiliman coolie, 
gang coolie, 
-Jungle path, phee merchant,, 
Kutchery road, 
jutka driver, -man, 



























(25) RELIGION AND RITUALS 
. 
koshti 'holidays, 
ashram aamo, -sweeper, aroti ceremony, 
-seavenper, -disot, 1e, -song. -time, 
Congress-randal, -ra , asiryad, ceremony, 
imr, erial-rai, burning ghat, 
khadi competition, 
-bound, 
bhaL sn song, 
Bhäkli -cult, 
khaddar clad, dharmic discipline, 




rohint star, , 





khilafat oomm. ittee, ekadashi day, 
lathi charge. -blows, evening puia, 
-curb, -stick, -bha , 
mandßl congress, ... vines festival, 
sarvodaya cionf'erence, great jimRernaut, ; ya na Ceremony, fire. 
- Bader, gurdwara committee, yoca 32hilosonhY, 
statewide hartal, harikatha performer, -exera se0 
Sß. tyn ºraha Cgs c1, 
.. -min, 
-movement, holy mantra, 
shohdidi day, kartik lights, -morning, 
ewadeshi cloth, kaliyup; a flood, 











(26) SOCIAL: GENERAL (27) SPEECH/LANGUAGE 
aniali salutation, Maria loR., -mixer, AnRrezi-speech, 
baran rite, -polluter, -quarter, Babu-English. 
baser chamber, -streets 
-room sudra quarters, 
Brahminic corner, -corner, -street, 
-priest, -thread,. . -lines, 
-quarter, untouchable parias 
-restaurant, -role, aam session, 






kumla , -worship, 




mango pendal, -ground, 






















m. aliika garland, 
motia flower, 





toddu,, Ttrees, -prove, 
-branch. 











ludre wo nen, 
sindur-mark, 
renana life, -affair. 
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12.10.0. - The impact of different Indian Languages on the 
hybrid-formations has been shown in the following table and the 
percentages apply to the corpus included in this chapter. 













IThe distinction between Hindi, Hindustani and Urdu has been 
very arbitrary. 27he forms like tiffin-carrier etc. have been treated as 
doubtful. 
0 
13" INDIAN ENGLISii FORMATIONS 
13.1.0. In this section wo are primarily concerned with 
certain IE formations which include compounds and collocations 
1 
with all the components from BE. 2 A compound or a collocation 
is an 'Zndianisms if they have one or more of the following 
characteristics. 
lid if they deviate gra=.. atically from BE compounding; 
(ii) it they are contextually 'unEngliah+f3 
(iii) it' they are 'loan-rhitts' ' from Ll'o; 
(iv) i` they are aolloaetionally Indian. 
5 
By IR collocation we mean those formations or eetsi 
(ii which arc contextually Indian, or 
(it) which are aollooctionally uncommon in BE. 
In both the cacao there to deviation. In the firet case it is 
contextually determined deviation, and in the second cases it 
is Por a1 deviation in-torns of sots which operate in the 
struoturo of a collocation. 
13.1.1. The doviations in a Formation have the following 
possibilities% 
lmn a general sense, we could say# the items of a compound also 
are in a collocational 'relationships, in the sense that the 
items have a 'specific' meaning, but the question ias shall we 
consider the rointionship of the components 'habitual' in the 
same senseýas the relationship of the items in 'a collocation'? 
The relationship of cozy ounds is grammatically determined which 
at-this stage, cannot be said about the collocations, unless 
enough statistical evidence is available. As opposed to hybrid-formations, with one or more components 
from XE. 
4And if the BE speaker/writer has no parallel GS for such forma xhe term loRn-shf, ft is used for transfer of L1 items into XE. 
It includes compounds and collocations. (of. Eiaugen, op. cit, p. 10). 
For a detailed discussion on the transfer of the graunatical 
units of. Ll rt6 L2 see chapter 11 Lexico- rananntical Tranettrence. 5Zhe numbers (ii) and (iv) are not mutually exclusive. What s 
contextually 'unEnglish', is often, collocationally also, IunEnglishI. 
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(ii usual usual 
(ii) usual unusual 





unusual Ifor al/contextual 
In (i) we take forms like, flower-bed (MM 105) which has 
normal collocation of two items, and is accepted by a native 
speaker as tusual1; büt the contextual meaning in IE din the 
4 
present case) is entirely different from what a native speaker 
of English would, possibly, understand. The meaning of such 
formations is intelligible, when they are related to : the 
appropriate CS; the deviation, then, is only contextual. 
In (it) the items of formations are usual in BE, but the 
collocation is unusual, for example, sister-sleeýaer. (V of G 130) 
is not possible in BE. This has both formal and contextual 
deviation: it is contextual deviation in the sense that in IE. 
it functions in the speech-function of abuses/cursesil(cf. chap- 
ter 14), and perhaps a BE speaker would not use it in such a 
context. Separate-eating, (Ke nth 51), dining-leaf WE 84) are 
other examples which again are contextually determined. 
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In (iii), an 'unusual' item, say item (a), is collocated with 
item (b), which is normal in that context. For instance, in 
mango-breast (TP 15) , the deviation is in the sense that 
mango 
does not collocate with breast in BE. Perhaps, the reason is 
that contextually manro as a fruit is exotic in Britain, (hence 
the 'secondary' meaning of the lexical items are absent in BE). 
If mango is substituted by rubber, chicken or pigeon, it would, 3 
perhaps, be a normal - or acceptable - collocation. 
13.2.0. In 1.0. we have used both the terms, collocation 
and compounds, an attempt has been made to make a distinction 
between these two. The classification of collocations is, 
perhaps, less complex, if we compare it with the problems of 
the classification of compounds. 
13.2.1. Any formation, which does not fulfil the criterion 
of a compound (of. 5. i. i but has the characteristics of a collo- 
cation has been included in this section. The term formation 
is a covering term for both. 
{ 
13.3.0. In the classification of compounding in IE the 
problem ist what criteria shall we'use to define a, compound 
and to regard two components as forming a compound? There is 
no final answer to these questions, and a formal classification 
on a single criteria - even for other forms of English like BE 
and AE - leaves many questions unanswered. There is no agree- 
ment among linguists themselves and different methods have been 
adopted. There are, however, more problems when we. come to 
discuss compounding in IE (of. 1. o. ). 
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13.3.1. In determining two items as compounds (a) hist- 
orical, (b) graphological, (a) phonological, (d) grammatical, 
(semantic) criteria have been adopted. We discuss these below 
to see how the problem has been tackled, and what particular 
problems there are in our IE corpus which warrant a different 
aporoachs 
13.3.2. Historical criteria: Brugmann's main aim was to 
study if there are recognizable stages in some process of hist- 
orical, development during which certain compounds got to be the 
way they are* 1 
13.30. Graphological criteriat The typographere have 
adopted a pragmatic' view towards syntax and formal criteria. 2 
13.3.1.. Phonological criteria; The linguists who adopt 
phonological criteria may be divided into the following two 
groups: 
(i) those who take only stress pattern into consideration; 
(ii) those who take stress and 'form' into consideratt. pn. 
Zhe above groups attempts to classify compounds. on: 
(a) the phonemic modification of the components; 
(b) the kind of juncture between them; 
(c) the stress paAtern or 
1See R. B. Lees, The Grammar of English Nominalizations (IJAL 
supplement) p. X1X. 
2For a detailed description of the criteria of style manuals as 
used by printers sees A. M. Ball, Comnoundin in the English 
Langua_, 
_ 
ge,, (New York, 1939), PP-32-41. 
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(d) the combination of (a), (b), and (a). 
' 
There are different opinions about the degrees of stress. 
Newman2 and Marchand accept three degrees of stress, i. e., 
heavy stres3, middle stress, weak stress. Bloch and Trager4 
have four phonemic stresses, i. e. loud stress, reduced loud 
stress, medial stress, and weak stress. 
Bloomfield5 takes stress as a basis but he further divides 
the compounds Into; syntactic, asyntactic, semi-syntactic. 
He, then, takes stress and form both into consideration. 
13.3.5" Grammatical (semantic) criteria: This refers to 
Jesperson (and others who followed him) who take formal and 
mentalistic criteria to define a compound. 
We have to reject the criteria (a) and (b) not only for the 
reasons given by Jesperson 
6' 
and Hil-17 but also fqr certain 
other reasons, which, are discussed in 4-0. Jespersonts reason 
I 
f or rejecting stress is that, "although level stress 
composition is a fairly recezýt development in Erglishs the 
number-of, such combinations is considerable, and seemingly on 
the increase. 
,, 
If. thereforeq we stick to the criteria of 
ISee B. Bloch, and-G*Ls Trager, "An-Outline of Linguistic 
Analysis -p. 66* 
s. S., 2_Ne; ýý "On the Stress Pattern of English", Word'2, 
RP2171ý-187's-1946o 
Marchands, H., '"Notes on Nominal Compounds in Presen day 
English" 0 Word, p. 216,1955. 4Bl6chq B, and Trager, G*L., ODX cito 5Bloomfield, L. Lsnpuspe,, Kew XOrk 1933, p. 228. 6Jesperson 0* A Modarn English Grammar, P-35. 7HJII,, L. A: -"Compounds and the Practical Teacher"'El, 
Xll. No. 1.1957* 
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stress, we should have to refuse the name of compound to a 
large group of two-linked phrases "that, are generally called so, 
such as headmaster, and stonewall". 
1 The other problems, are: 
(i1 that it is. difficult to ascertain with certainty whether 
a. compound has level or unity stress; 
(ii) that there are variations 
. 
of, pronunciation from 'model' to 
"$ model' .2 
Hill's. arguments are that: . 
(a)' the 'stress patterns'''. - and ! -are not' enough; 
(b) the pattern, _ 
!. occurs commonly and it is possible to say 
lee 1cream, Tice' 
'cream, 
ice 'cream; 
(c) the differences between these three stress patterns are 
considerably more important in AP for intonation than for 
stress; 
(d) the stress can shift for emphasis or contrast or for 
rhythmical reasons 
) 
1Jesperson, 0. A Modern English Grammar, p. 35" 2Some British linguists, for instance, Halliday, think that it 
is possible to analyse compounding inBE on the basis of two 
stresses and the variation among the native speakers cannot be 
ore , than 1%. Hill on. ' cit. PP-14-15- 
, 
Here it won't be out of place to mention how R. B. Lees in his 
The Grammar of English Nominalizations has treated English 
nominal, compounds. It is not, really, an attempt to identify 
or classifv'the compounds. His treatment is as follows: (J)He makes a, distinction between cold ('+` ) and nominal 
phrase' ("+' ). ' (This distinction is, again, based on stress 
pattern). 
(ii)He takes up certain "compound tvpes" for his study and 
classifies them according. to grammatical relations in the kernel 
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13.4.0. Even it the native speakers reaction - to the 
criteria of stress-would not be what it is, we have to seek 
another criteria for classification of IE compounds because; 
tip the role of stress in. IE is variable;, 
the Ll's of IE speakers onthe whole are, syllable timed 
languages and not stress timed languages; 
(iii) the, corpus for analysis is from written IE text. 
13.5.0. We should, however, make it clear that the aim of 
this study i's not to present a method for general classificatim 
of compounds in BE. ' We are adopting an arbitrary method to 
account for IE formations (compounds and collocations) and 
attempt to see whether a formal and/ar contextual classification 
can establish the Indianness of these formations. Perhaps a 
classification which takes into account both these'levels will 
1 
l 
be useful. The context has been taken into considerati on 
since in most cases there are no formal deviations; the con- 
textual deviation accounts for the 'unusualness' of the form- 
ation. (See 10.0. ). 
sentences underlying them which the compound reproduces. 
(iii)lhe underlying grammatical relations, which are mirrored 









and in many cases there are various sub-classifications. On 
this basis he formulates transformational rules. 
0 
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13,5,1. Formally we considered items as compounds if 
among other things they satisfied one or more of the following 
criteria: 
(1} if written with a hyphen; 
(ii) if written as one word; 
(iii) if contextually the meaning of the components is 
different from the lexical meaning of the. two items. 
13.6.0. In IE the largest group of formations1 are those 
where a syntactical unit of a higher rank has been use4 for, 
what should have been, a formation at the word rank in English. 
For instance, at places where a BE speaker/writer tends to use 
a-group-or a clause an IE speaker/writer, in many cases, would 
4 
use a unit of a lower rank. Thus many formations of N( (and N) 
type are reduced to endocentric formations of NN or AN type. 
13.6.1. Another important point here is that forms which 
are register restricted2 in BE are used without such-limitatiorn 
in IE. 
13.6.2. In changing the unit - or perhaps 'downgrading' it. 
3 
'In the, following classification certain formations have been 
included in more than one group if they fulfil the criteria of 
that group too. 
2A register restricted form is one which is acceptable in a 
specialized register, and would not be accepted in common speech 
or writing, for exile, dyinp declaration may be used in a 
egal document but not in non-legal registers. 
In A. Hill's terminology "downgrading consists in a reduction- 
of- status, for instance; from that of independent sentence to 
that of a sentence element within a larger sentence, " cf. his 
Introduction to Linguistic Structures p. 357" In our sense it 
is only reduction of rank and has no theoretical status in 
relation with analysis of a language. 
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naturally, the order of the components also. is changed. 
example, 
an address of welcome 
a bunch of kegs 
a box of matches 
lady from the mission 
5tron! th of olnss 
For 
welcome address (IE 4.8.58) 




13.60. It in difficult to be dogmatic about the cases of 
'downgrading' as some of the following formations might not be 
regarded by all BE speakers as one of 'downgrading', ie. g. 
caste-proud might be regarded simply as collocationally and 
contextually IE, though formally equivalent to such an item as 
house-proud. 
,ý 
13.6.4" 'The formations of this type are listed below: 
caste dinner2 dininp-leaf10 
- elders3 , 
drinnk-en 111 
- EM M4 dunP, -e ake ss12 
- nn rks eating-lesf13 
- roud6- England-returned 
- sanctity? forehead markinRiS- 
pity, -chau8 God-lovel6 
corpse-heap monsoon-wett? 
'In BE match box is used for a box without matches, in IE it is 
substituted for, what would be in BE, a box of matches. 2caste-dinner: 



















festivals I and caste dinners Wanth 89). ýcaste-eldersoe Old Brindawan had cried to a gathering of Caste 
g1ders. (Me-Wha Ifle 
a wadding co-ste-proup: Lekha used to worry'%4henever there w 
-in 
their. caste-group. (ITO Wbo 30) 
5oaste-rark: -an elaborato'casto-mark on his forehead and an 
9, xalted expressiono-' (ftff'204) 
vcaste=32roud: You deceive not only,, the caste-proud peoplo'but 
ur own blood. (He who, 17) 
caste-ianatity: good toý. think of people like hiri oýomrAttin 
gacrilege and desecrating their caste sanotitys (lie Wha 5U 
9oltv-chan: _ what if you pick a fancy for some smart-like city 
ghapa (SMH 81) 
oorrseýheaDs: barricades lay on the streets like corpse- 
eaps* Q in 13 . 178) 
dining-leaf; 'she pulled a dining leaf out of a bundle in the 
kitchen rook, (WM 84) Udrink-evil; He emphasised the role of women in eradicating 
theý-drink-evil, (BJ, 7,6-59) 
l2dung-caýes: I have seen your women for ever making dung- 
c2. kes and burning them and smearing their'huts., (Nin 3 47) l3eatine. leaf: and they were seated at their eating7leaves. 
Wnth 
RnPl though still vividly bearing the 
England-returned stamp. " On the analogy of England-returned, 
now the formation, America-returned also is used-, 'seeip of IF 
P, 105'op "And the Diwan's, America-returned son is certainly no 
ble s sing to him, 15forehsad-mark=: 
... and looked about for a li , 
ttlo water, for 
gking a paste', for his forehead-marking. (MS-, 206), 'ý', - 
r ntod-loves, ... he will teach us the true religion of God-love 
which is the beat swaraA. (Un 205) 
l7monsoon-wet% The oying ones who lay huddled on monsoon-wet 
gvetents. uNH 93) 
unnil_-bed: olothes didn't make the man, the real man, the 
Jý, terior sadhu on his private nail-bed. (DID 55) 
nose-screw: *.. and the only jewelr she had was a diamond 
13'0 6.5. Whitworth1 has refs: 
"wrong compounds"2 and gives the 
following the process of analogy 
pounds, like deva-Rutra, meaning 
21f 
rred to such formations as 
reason that the Indians are 
of Sanskrit tatpurunha com. 
"a son of god" and transfer it 
as sod-son. This, as ho rightly writes, may also rosult from 
16an»shitts, for example, bride-price from kanva-sulkom. 3 
nose-screw. (IT in S 10) 
20piece-cloth: haventt you got your piece-oloth under your 
dhoti, (WM 166) 
21321ouph-Rair; how would he ever turn his earth with his 
lough-pair. OMH 93) 
sa, e. -loved: you gave her the sage-loved Himala7as on the 
rth, (Knnth 27) 
23s9lt-giver: so you are a trailer to your salt-givers! anth 32) 
2' shoo-shower: give 
them a shoo-shower! (Kanth 131) 
591eep-werm: Her body thirsted for the pool,, for its softness 
9, p her sleep-warm limbs as she floated with ease. (MT4 3.40) 
"s irit-food: A Brahmin - alone can serve his spirit-food. ( R, - _P AP 14P 10, 6 no 4. -, ij In BE the formation would be #acceptable$ as 
sniritual-food. 
eftear. 'sick: 4., and saw her fane tear sick. (§mg 180) 
411tongue-clever: tongue-cleverl amJI not your elder. (M4 11) 2-7wnist-chnint 
-A silver waist-chain I ask from the ocean of 
learning. (MM 73) 
30wais t-thread: She took care not to break the red strands on 
his 'waist-thread'. the village childts protection from evil. 
Me Who 190) 
31i4en--Do "Heyq little man. " he called out, "whore is the 
well-pot". (a 10) 32welco, me address: He accused the vice-president of tholooal 
joard who read the welcome address, (RH 6.6-59) 
Whitworth, G. C* Indian Enelish. An examinstion of the error 
of idiom TnAdalhj Indians in writing Enplish. Lahore, 1932. 
i4bid p*224., 37ib--id p, 225; he has also given the following interesting 
formations,,, which he found in, IE texts: 
state subjects; Povernvent member; sandalwood pieces;, hride.. 
price; brideagroom nrice; English-educated; jRnplRnd-goers,; 
foreirn-travelled;. tenacups: EraRe-bunchas; grass blades. 
See ibid pp, 27ý7-ýM 
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13.7.0. In 5.11.9. we have referred to $uncormnon' collo- 
cations, that is, the 'deviation' of the range of the collo- 
cability of a collocate with other items. A collocate, in 
this case, would be a lexical item which is-lin focus' in a 
particular taxt. 
13.7.1. The following are deviations at the lexical level, 
since in this case the difference in IE is that of the lexical 
sets which operate in the structure of a collocation. This 








-_. il_'* cow-word, ip17 
black-moneys dancing- irl18 
bodice-cloth6 death-drums19 
boss- yeople7 20 dream-monk 
city-crierß dung wash2l 
hair9 » basket22 
- chatterl° - aake23 
nonsense" dust-filmed24 
- books12 duak-Roddeas25 
wayal3 earth-life' 
eve-frienc1ship2? 
1barber-women: so spoke the barber-women some months before 
MohiniIs arrival. (? M 131) 
2barber- fellow: To sit still, draped in a sheet, while the 
ýa.. E. "A CLi q) 
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_ar_e`sister sister`sleeperl2 
- mother2 string-bed13 
ss. lt-march3 sweeper-man* 
saucer-1B TTP tea"gle, 815 
salt_*iyer5 tear-sickly' 
sere-loved6 three-eXedl? 
schooling ceremon77 twice-bornh8 






lrape-sistero. sala - elephant. rape-sister. (Ell 46) 2ýrane-mother: There is that rape-mother channa. (LH_ 22) 
3sait-march: Our newspapers had described it as the, ýgreatest single spur to Indials independence movement since Ghandhils 
amous salt-march* (RH 36) 
saucer_larm: ý Hari's wife was waiting for him, mending rags by 
he pale glimm r of an earthen saucer-lamp. (C 207) 
salt-giver: Kanth 32. 
OsaEe--loved: Kanth 27. 
schooling ceremon-T. Babuls schooling ceremony is tomorrow 
W orning. (FE 106) 
serpent worship: Klshmira was one of the principal"centres of 
4erpent worship in India. (Barl-v Hist. and C. of K 140) 
shoe-shower: 'Give tlýem a shoe-shower. (Kanth 13-1) 
snake-cult: The snake-cult or Ngga-worship seems to have 
been established in the valley from a remote period, (Enrlv 
Hist. anti C, of K 140) ,II 
11snake-worship:; 7here is no doubt that snake-worship pre- 
vailed in the valley from a very early period. (Ibid, 140) 12sister-oleeper: I'll floor the incestuous sister-sleeper. 
V of G 130) 
Jstring-bed: But the string bad, suspended from the shapdoor' 
I ke a hammock, was empty, (LH_ 24) 
sweener-man: .., give the sweeper man an anna. (2 191) 
14 
a 15 sseM: everybody ate more than they wanted and the ten- 
4 asees were constantly-full. (RH 164) 
ear-; ýsiqk: and saw her face tear-sick. 0314H 180) 
11three-eyed: May the 7hree-eyed Siva protect us. (Kanth 209) 18twice-born; and from that moment he is a Twice-born. 
lie Who 45) 
lVvillner 
., e-crier: 20waist-thread: She took care not to break the red strands of 
his waist-thread, the village child's protection from evil. ( Who 190) 
21w pdßosr: "Her father, may be, owns a wind-car. " (iii 103) 
P 
barber-fellow did things to your head. (SMH 37) 3bath-fires 
... and in a year's time Bhatta can have to light his bath-fire at last. (Knuth 45) 4bath-milks I am anxious about tonight's bath-milk. 
p30) 
black-money: ... and he had more than a hundred rupees of black money in the looker of, bis bank: 
"bodice-cloth: ... and we shall offer you Paris 






Ibos eo 1e: the boss-people scorn us because they fear us. 
He Who 1 
city-Drier: He looked up and saw a city-crier. (C 135) 
oit -hair: he. neither smoked nor grew city-hair. (Kant. 55) 1 c3it4-chatter: "What is all this city-chatter about? 
Jucitv-nonsenp, e: ... I want to hear about Hama and Krichna and jIghadevs. and not all this city-nonsense* (Kanth 26) ILdoity-books: but he had city ways, read city-books. (Kanth 
1 It-y-ways: (ibid p., 18)9 
cousin-sister: poor cousin-sister is so upset. '(RH 29) 5cousin-brother: and that she had nothing to fear from me as 
16 was her cousin-brother-one ' -womb removed., 
(F of P' 131) 
cow-dung cakes: No cow-dung cakes for kindling - the eyes 
stream as the mouth blows and blows on the, poor fuel, (Sf'R, ll3) 17cow-worshlr: Even your Guru Buba Nanak, ... failed to-get ý4em off Idol worship, cow worship*. * (V of G 122) 10dancing-piri: 
... not a woman of the streets, really, but a 
member of the danoing-girl co=nunitye (RH 166) l9death-drums: formal processionst death drums (C, in B'142) 20-dresm-monk: But on his way out,, as he passed the pillars 
which that dream monk had been working on... (1001-Nights 
148) 
? --LdunP. -w(jsh: Bare,. beaten floor of baked mud# hardened with dung-wash. (N in S 181) 
2-1'-dung basket: ... his stick in his hand and the dung basket on his head. Kenth 32) 
23clung-cakes A woman had her hands full at home, threshin the 
h rvest,, sun-baking the graing drying dung-oake. (SMH 
M 
Mdust-filmed: 
. *. pouring the water on Rahoul's, dust-filmed feet. (SHE 87) 
25dusk- oddess: .. hailing the dusk-goddess as she had been hgiled, SMH 117) 
2 earth-life: .. *end my earth-life before my husbandIs. (110 Who 179) 
27e- 
... and if you do not start ane'eye-frienship imnediately you may not get the opportunity again* (B of A 64) 
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13.8.0. The formations in which one component itself may be 
a compound have been termed "recursive" formations, ByIre- 
curssive"pie mean that one of the elements of the compound word 
is itself a compound word; the relation of the parts is the 
same in the two successive items of compounding so. the com- 
ponents enter.,. into.. a rocurssive relation, as in aircraft 
-carrier. In this type of compound in, IE we find two types of 
deviation (i) collocatiünal (as in, rice Initiation ceremony, 
SMK 30) and (ii). formal (as in lying-in-rooml). 
brother-atiointing -aeremnony2l 
cottage like industr93 
haircutting ceremony4 
higher-income e, roup 
-inter-district criminals 
i11 -boding widow7 
inter-caste unions8 
l7his is used'in the sense of a bad-roqm, i. e. "Kunal taps at ihe door of thel-ying-in-room at night, (S11H 8) 
2brother-anoIntinpt acre-morry: Four, months after, on the 
ocasion of the Brother-anointing, ceremony. (He Wh6 16o) 
cottage like industry: Development of this essential$ almost, 
cottage like industry wiil not only help the industry,, (HS 
ý5.6-59) 
H air cutting cereronys Suramma had bought for her son's 
Y air cutting ceremony 4, Vanth 56) 
Hipher-incom. jprouns: But pioneering will have to be done by_, 
gigher-income groups* (-BJ 7.6-59) 
inter-district criminalso. Two inter-district criminals have 
been put into arrest, (§L 6.6.59) 71ll-bodinS widow:, So,, you are jealous, -you ill-boding widow! 
Q of B 16) 
Ointer-caste unions: Inter-caste unions were not rare in the 
cities. ' Q24 190) 
22( 
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low housing scheme J, rice-eating ceremony? 
longtongued' pedlars2 saffron-touched paper8 
lotus leaf cups second highRst : cante9 
nine-stranded thread seventh-month ceremonyl° 
red tridents thousand-and-eight flames 
rice-initiation cerayn2la6 ceremony 
village gate goddess12 
Ilow housinp-scheme: *,, and distributing it to the. landless 
eople under low housing scheme, (L 10.6,59) 
Iona tonFMedpedlArs: At noon the pedlars came, long tongued 
3edlars proclaiming*,, (PIM 23) 
lotus leaf OuD: The lotus leaf cup in one hand, lamp in the 
er. i MR 168) ý Cne-stra-nded 
thread: Also called sacred thread used by Hindus; 
of. TE t white# nine-stranded thread shall gleam aorossyour 
ghest, (He Who 45) 
red paste trident: was adorned with a red paste trident. 
He Who 96)   i_rHfi: 
e__-. initIntIon coremonj: And onthe day of baby$ a rice- 
 
nitiation ceremony* (MI -3 
0) 
rice-eating, ceremony: She said "the rice-eating ceremony of 
the child, well it will be when Moorty is our guest. " QKanth 
J71) 
saffron-touched Panert Jayarama Iyer stood up and read the 
saffron-touched paper which announced that... (B of A 174) 9second'hiphest caste: of, (BH 47) 
lUseventh-month ceremony: ... and the whole village is to be IVyited for the seventh-month ceremony. (Kanth 37) 
-6thousand-and-eieht flames ceremony: She vould havo a 
thousand-and-eight flames ceremony performed, (Kanth 142) 12villape gate qoddesso., ' Mothers and we shall ma0e -it bright, 
and haVe a pandal and'have the camphor lighted to the village 





13.9.0. The formations may further be classifiedl 'according 
to their structures, that is, whether they aro endocontric or 
exocentric. The endocentric formations are those which can be 
accounted for within the nominal group structure (without rank- 
shift). They may be . sub-grouped as; 
10' Those formations in which the first' item is functioning as 
a modifier: e. g. 
caste-dinner (Kanth 85) 
city-chat,, (SMH 8) 
corpse-'heaps (0 in B 178) 
dining-loaf (WB 84) 
eating-leaf (th 57) 
2. Those formations which have two items and both the items 
funotion as H in an NQ. 
barber-women. (2: 1 131) 
boas-i, eon1e We Who 41) 
i 
cousin-sister (RH 29) 
cousin-brother (F of F 131) 
3. Those formations' which have two items and both the items 
function at M position in an Nat 
happy sad (SFIB 106) sour-swept (RID 
13.. 9.1. The exocentric constructions have boon sub-grouped. 
according to the "kernel item". By a kornol item wo mean any 
. item of higher rank 
from which the compound can be derived. 
For instance, the kernel item of cow-entor would be (-- (one) 
who eats a cow E- he eats a cow; or for jewel wombed E- (one) 
1This classification includes only a few formations from the 




who ha a womb like a jewel; jewel -faced "- (one) who has a 
face liken Jewel. 
phis group is of "predicator-complement" type: e. g. alms- 
taker; here the kernel item would be (one) who takes alms 4- 
he takes alms. Some more formations of this type are given 
below: 
bangle-seller' ear-cleaner6 




13.9.2. In certain' cases BE prefixes and suffixes are used 
to form compounds for Indian contexts. In such items there is, 
in fact, no formal deviation; the Indiannecs, however, lies in 
their being contextually determined. 
lbanple-sellers Hey, hays býLpgle-seller, show me your wares. 
MM 7i 7 J__ I mm: IMFJIe-vendor:, 
ý.. - I had a suddens clear picture of the bangle. 
lender squatting in courtyard. (RH'185) 5cash-keeper: 
. She was my cash-keeper. (_ET 37) 
4cow-eater* An innocent maiden'being-led astray by a 
i eacherous cow-eater? (V of G 124)ý , 
city crier; Ee looked up and s aw a city crier, (_C 135) 
ear-cleaners This item does not refer to an instrument-Or 
cleaning earso but a person who cleans ears. of. "A voice 
sounded nottwenty yards awayp "ear-cleaner, ear-cleaner. " 
(MI459) =rail carrier: The mail carrier had stepped off the boulder 
gown below long ago on his return journey. (W14 120) 
Orag-seller: For the other items he had gone down to the rag. 
seller's shop in the town. (Un 10) 9water carrier: There lived the seavangers.., the water 
carriers, Un 9) 
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Zhese formations may be divided into two: 
1. Prefix and a Noun: 
inter. -, interdine, intermarriage, 
(MM 111). 
inter marzy_ (HS 15.6-59) 
ib-, sub-caste (AD 10) 
2. Suffix and Noun or Adverb: 
-less, aasteless (He Who 
203) 
13.10.0. A large number of IE formations (even if they are 
} collocationally and grammatically in a BE pattern) are Indian 
} 
in the sense that, at the contextual level, auch formations 
function in IE contextual sectors and would, perhaps, bo fun. 
intelligible' to an English Ll speaker/writer. An English 
L1-speaker's reaction may perhaps be "well, I could use such a 
formation, if I had a parallel CS. 113- 
1A 
parallel of this linguistic situation is found - in. America 
and Australia,, where the English speaking settlers had to coin 
a large number of words'to name the local contextual items, 
which gave birth to such forms as friar-bird, frogs. month,, 
Proun lark, thou sand-jacket etc * See Morris E, E, Auntral 
LbRiish t 160). Also HenokeWagerican Langu!! Ee for the 
Americanismsi In India the situation as however different. 
It was not a group of now settlers using their Ll in a now 
country, it is the L2 being used by the natives iz#heir own 
contexts. (The early English travellers borrowed a number of 
Indian words and hybr. 4,. d formsq but most of the IE formations 
(hybrid or non-hybrid) were 'coined' by the Indians themselves. ) 
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The CSts would include: 
1. material objects. 
2. flora-fauna. 
3. social/religious/political systems. 
. the relationship 
between different castes and religious 
groups (of. chapter 15). 
-speech-functions. (ct, chapter 14). 
6. other social roles. (cf. chapter 16). 
A few examples (non-hybrid forms only) of such contextually 
restricted formations are given below, and detailed statements 






bamboo stretther6 black-money 
bangle-man7 blessinr-ceremo=Y 9 
bandle-seller8 bridal-bath20 
bsnplod-widow9 bride-showing21 
barber-womenl° brother-anointing c©remonyy22 
bath-fire11 bullock-proof23 
bath-milk12 burning-grround24 
lalms-bowl: Your alms-bowl will till up in no time. '-(Hc Who 41) 
2aims-takers They remS. nded him of the alms-takers huddled' at 
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a temple-entrance. - 
(Mr. S 154) 3ankle-be-11g: A girl opened her, bundle and tied the ankle- 
oils round her ankles, - 
(TP 37) 
anklqt-bells*oý ... her anklet-bells ringing as she walked., 
(100,1 Ehts 50) 
')ash-markS: A fine thing, toos it is, 'you with your broad ash- 
parks and your queer son and his ways. (Kanth 65) - 
ObnTmboo stretcher: A bamboo stretcher is ready on the ground, 
4MT 95) 1 
banple-man: and he stopped humming for the sole purpose 
gf beating down', the bangle-man. (S of D 13) 
bansr-le-neller: (MM 57) 
lbangled-widows showing social attitude towards a widow in 
Hindu society: "Whgt,, to that bangled-widow? She will lead 
us all to prostitution. " (Kanth 233) 'I 
10barber-woren: So spoke the blarber-women some months before 
lia75-ini Ia arrival. M 131Y 
Ilbath-fire: 
.., and in a yearts time Bhatta can have someone 
o light his bath-fire. (Kanth 45) 2hath-milk: Restricted to -ceramonies in ternýlea, (He Who 
l3bed-rolls: spare bed-rolls and pillows and mate we're 
W ulled out,., 
UE 57) 
bedding-rolls: He dumped, the bedding-roll opposite the- 
toilet and sat on top of it. (DD 191) i 
l5b6tPl-ber_: ' He opened his betel-bagese (Knnth 31) 
1 betal-case: She then opened her betel-case and made herself 
two betel leaves (V of G 20) 1ý 
17botel-wor-an: ýhe betel-woman knew human nature. , (MMH 158) 18black-money: and,, he had more than a hundred thousand 
peas of black-money in'the locker. (1001 witzhts 43) Pblessing-6eremony:. 
oe a jolly good blessing-ceremony in tho 
choicest of words, (kAnth 64. ) 20bridal-bath: A social custom. Yet this was not the day of 
dgys but the one before, set for the bridal-bath... , (MM 68) 21bride-showine: A social custom. 
( 
The came at dusk$ the 
traditional bride-showing hour. MM 
M 
22brother-anointing ceremony: A festival celebrated"by Hindus. 
(He Who 16o), i 23builock-proof: Behind it the door stood$ burglar- and 
bullock-proof. ý', (DD 5) 
24burnin7-ýEround: The funeral-which took place at the Ranital 









dung-ba ske to 










car-festival: and the car-festival, during which period 
the deities come out of the templee (OR 15,7.59) 2cart-man: and the last voice we hear is that of the cart- 
man who sings through the hollows of the night, (Kinth 13) 3ceremonial fire: to whom he was not married according to the 
sacred custom of four gyrations round. the ceremonialifire. 
(BH 33) 1 "ook-woman: She was Bindup daughter of the cook-woman, who 
ad grown old... (MM 15) 
cowdung cakes: Wo 'cowdung cakes for kindling,.. (M-1 13 
cow. worshi]2t (V of G 122) 7dining-leaf': S-he pulled a dining-leaf out of a bundle In the 
Ifitchen rack. (WM 84) 
Odunp-basket: his stick in*, his hand and the dung-basket on 
his head, Mqnth 32) 
9dung-cakes: I have seen your women for ever making dung-cakes 
and burning them. (N In S 47) 10dung-washeds And there on the dung-warhed porch of a mud- 
walled hut... (S of D 121) llear-cleaner: (M 59) 
12eating leaves: and they were seated at their eating leaves. (Kanth 57) 
1Tf-air-esirt: .. and not even a. fair-cart ever passed through. Manth 217) 
11THower-bed: I was pregnant within a month of my Flower-bed.. 
105) tI 15-forbidden meat: Heeralal'knowing the caste injunctions.. '. ' 
w2uld not touch the forbidden meat. (MM 31) 
. 
19forehend marking: (Mr. S. 206) 
Zz 17haircutting coreMn ____ FjLanth 56) 





jeaf=nOt3 0 il-monper12 
rArriape-drum. 94 Procession-throne13 
marriape festiv,, 15 red-paste tridentl4 
rarr , isge-montO reed-matl5 
inarriage-rmsij 
1 16 rice-eating ceremony 






bag made of leaves. cf. When only one cream 
cake lay In the leaf bag in his hand he felt thirsty* (a 149) 
23. eaf_pj_&tA-* A plate made of leaves. of. Your leaf-plate. 
-ýleaf-rnt: outside which were more hill women engaged in 
inaking leaf-potse (C 66) 
4marripae-drums, Feel it perhaps in parohed earth and powling 
ungle In the 
ýarriage-drums 
of the seats far-off thunder* 
DD 291 
marriage festival: Not since the great day of the marriage 
tSTAH 17) festival. 
bmarriaAe-no 7he marriage month of June went byý and Kit 
had yet to choose his bride. SIP 50) 
7marriare-music: 7he the marriage-music, stilled all those 
pinutes, began agains (SIP 73) 
Omarriage season: ... although in a couple of months the 
marriage season will be on... (PE 122) 
"I'will make 9milk-bath: Restricted to a religiom register: 
milk-bath offering to'the, deity. (He Who 124) Onine-stranded thread: That white, nine-stranded thread shall 
ýleam across your chest. (He Who 45) 
Inose-screw: ... and the only jewel she had was a diamond nose. 
screw* (; Who 95) 120il-moncer: Vegetable sellers, oil mongers... everyone seemed 
to have a right to talk to him as they pleased, 
13procession-throne; And should after should changed beneath 
the procession-throne. (Knnth 243) 
14red-paste trident: Restricted to religious register. (cf. 
SW 30)__ 
15reed-mat: He picked up a reed mat. (He Who 71) 
16ri3-e-eating cereynony: (cf, Kanth 171) 
17rice-initintion ceremony: (cf- SITH 30) 
18rope-cot: He was furnished with a rope cot and a mat and had 
















snake -worsh ip1 
leacred ash: his forehead smeared with red vermilion and a 
splash of sacred ash. (FE 52) 
2sacred-lamp-e. only the child's eyes were visible, gleaming in 
he sacred-lamps*' '. (PH 31) 
spored-thread: twined the sacred-thread behind his left ear 
&nd disappeared behind a bush. (V of G 122) 
sacred pastee. she dipped her little finger in the'ýzacred 
i astes (MM 182) 9sacred 
tuft: Among them there were demons with biards and 
demons with sacred tufts* (1001 Niehtd 
. 
142) 
6sacred fan: "sister, let me hold th -toich., sisterý let me 
hold the, sacred fan. ". (Kanth 243) ,- 11 7snucer. lamn: Hari's wife was waiting for him, mending rags bj 
khe pale glimmer'of an 'earthen saucer-lamp. (a 207) 
Osei)ara a eating: Restricted to social register. of, Month 
schooling ceremon Babuls schooling ceremony is tomorrow n 
morning. (FE 1063T. 10serpent-worshiLo: Restricted to religious register, (of, 
Ear1v Hist, and C# of K. 140) 
Ilseventh-month ceremony: of, (Kanth 37) 
12sitting-Rlanks: Put on the sitting planks, (Mr. fs 53) 

















. #. and married me to a tenant-farmer who was 
oor in everyThing but in love. (N in S 11) 
thou sand-and-e ipht flaTqes ceremonX: 'See (Kanth 142) 
3turmeric-caremony; Yet this was not the day of dayh but the 
one before, set for the bridal-bath, the turmeric-ceremony as 
t was ciilled. (M 70) 
tuft-knot: " from their necks to the tips of their ritual tuft 
ISnots. (C 160) 
5up per-oloth: .... and he had, also a couple of dhotia, and upper 
gloths (AD 223) 1. 
village-elders: The villago elders have received alshock and 
o about with bowed heads. (VM 133) 
villope-pate goddess: UTM 17-1-T 
wwaist-chnin*.,, ýA7silver waist-chain I ask from the ocean of 
; earning. " 
well_Pot: (FE 10 
lUwedding bangles: 'I promised'my wedding bangles If"they' 
ro el % recovered. (RH 156 j llweddinp,,, house: like-an eminent guest in a'wedding house. 
(FE 9) 
ist-bFinds: (1001 Nights 152) 
13.11.0. In some formations in IE, one component is common, 
f 
1 
and they have a common structure, we have termed such items OSW 
(cf. 12.2.4. ). Contextually they have characteristics of a 
lexical set (of. 129 2.3. ) and formally of an OSW. 
In this section we have reclassified these as OSW1s. By 
treating them as OSW's we are not excluding the. possibility of 
their being Lexical Sets. These two are not, in fact, 
mutually exclusive. 
13.11.1. The following sub-classification should help us 






take the OSW with the item citZ. The set comprises the follow. 
ing members: cill crier, city hair, city chatter, city nonsenEs, 
city bookss qijZ i4ays. -'ý' 
7his set has contextual implications 
(exceptAn case of'city-orler). when on Indian vil ager uses 
it in IEW., The formations may be used as items showing 
', attitude' or 'evaluation$: used for a person who being a city 
dweller has ceased to respect his religion and tradition. 
The OS1's are listed below: 
alms bowl, -taker. 
{ 
barber.. woman, -fellow* 
bandle-seller, -vendor. 
bath milk, -fire. 
betel bad!, -case, -woman. 
i 
cousin-sister, -brother. 





dung wash, -basket, -cake. 
leaf bag, -plate,, -pot. 
marriage drums, -festival, -mark, -month, -mums. 
rape-sister, -daughter, -mother. 
rice-initiation ceremony, -eating ceremony. 
sacred ash, -fan. -lamp, -paste,, -thread. -tuft. 
waist thread, -band. 




14. SPEECH-FUNCTIONS IN INDIAN ENGLISH 
14.1.0. A text may provide us with one or more of the following 
types of contextual data about which linguistic statements can be 
made: 
(i) text of attitudes; e. g., modes of address/reference, bleonin; s, 
flattery, etc.; 
(ii) text of status and social positions : superiority/inferiority 
e. g. language in caste system; 
(iii), text of social rolesl, e. g. rituals, ceremonies, etc.; 
(iv) text of individual habits (which are not socially determined). 
14.1.1. The formal exponents of all these can be in a narrative 
or,. in direct speech. The above (i) has been termed "speech functions"2 
Our, attempt to discuss language according to functions and 'social' 
or, lindividuall roles would, perhapsg hot be in conformity with 
11structural, linguistics"t-as th6 term is understood by some American 
linguists. (We are, however, using this term in a different sense. 
(cf. 9*2.1. f. 0 See., J., Whatmough, M. "Mmage :A Modern Syntbesiss 
1956''P. 105* 
rptý4ctural, linguistica is content with the description of language 
aiid language types. It explicitly-and deliberately excludes the 
consideration.. *.. of the part langauge has played, for good and 
for 
evil, in human affairat how it works, 'its virtues and its findings, 
1t-is barely interested in the social conformity of ordinary discourse, 
an not at all in the refinements I both individual and socials of 
lingu. a c. non-conformity as, it appears in scien ic o-rpuaMic die- 
course. "-. (our ' -underlining). 
This extremism in Istructuralism' 
, 
(whatever, it, means, inýWhatmough's sense) in our view distorts the 
Irdall-'o, p6ra, tion- of langauge, in life. 
2 
. 
These,: howeverg overlap, with (ii) and (iii) also. In cortain 
cases 
, 
only (i) may be 
, 
made the basis for abstraction of SP. Firth 
has used the term ! speech-functions' in his works but there is no 
suggestion about' the specific use and its distinction from Rls. 
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(Abb. SF).. As discussed earlier (cf. 5.. 5.0) the SF have been 
abstracted on the basis that:. 
(i) they reveal attitude; 
(ii) they are repetitive; 
(iii) they mark one as a 'member' or 'non-member' of a language- 
community. 
14. '2.0. In Mitchell's termsl linguistic statements can be 
based on either: (1) a large, number of relatively short texts 
correlating. with'a variety of contdxts; or (2) a limited number 
of contexts for which the verbalmaterial is considerable. In our 
. data, we, have the situation of the first type. 
-: 14.2.1. These speech functions are differentiated from one 
another by the"idiom"they use. The defining-context2 in this case 
is the socio-cultural setting of India. The nonce-forms of IE 
conctitute, a different idiea 'which i; perhaps "unconventional" 
for BE-and American English, but relevant and essential for the 
Indian context. 
14.2.2. In relating the -two levels, i. e., the formal and the. -con- 
textual in a Langauge type, we have to establish certain (a) situ- 
ational,, and (b) contextual featuroe in which the text functions. 
The "meaning" of the" epeech-function". of a langauge type Ia not clear 
unless-it is. viewed in the 'actual' situation. 
14: 2.3. The""first 'step 'then is, as it were, to reared the- 
non-1inguiotic environment. From the situational data wo abstract 
the'variablee'or CPs; these are the relevant definable contextual 
features for a speech event. (cf. S. 2.0. ) 
'Mitchell, T. F. "The Language of Buying and Selling in Cyrenaicas 
A`Situational. -Statement. " HQeperis 1957, p. 4 (34): 
2Hockett,, C. F. Opt cit. Idiom-Formation, For Roman . Takobeon. p. 233. 
f 
An illustration will perhaps make this clear. We have-abstracted 
the following four speech-functions from the IE texts: 
(1) Abuses/curses. 
(2) Greetings. 
(3) Bleosintn, prc very, flattery. 
(4) Modes of address/modes of reference. 
For contextualization we had to place the four texts broadly in 
the general context of culture. In relation with the context of 
culture we have then delimited the text according to the Contextual 
Sectors (cf. 8.2.0. ) in which they operate. The division into 
CSs implies that certain variables have been used as distinctive 
for each speech function. 
14,2.4. Let us take the speech function of abuses/curses. 
This has the following CI which are essential for the"comprehension" 
of the IE text at the contextual level. 
(1) Geographical location; 
(2) 12 of the writer; 
(3) Age of the participants; 
(4) Status/position, i. e. economic status; 
(5) Position in the caste hierarchy; 
(6) Sex; 
(7) Religion; 
(8) Speaker/addressee relation. 
14.2.5. By geographical location we mean localization of a text 
in terms of the north of India or the south of India. This is the 
first broad division. I we establish that the text is written in 
the north of India we have to localize it, say the Pubjab, Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar or Bengal. This is important because the item eater 
of your mRsters (C. 18) is common only in the Punjab. We have found 
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thia, only*in an IE text written by a'Punjabi Ll speaker. This 
links Li 'rith the geographical location, 
The abuse eater of your masters(C. 18) and would that you had 
died in my womb (He who, 195) show that in the first the position' 
and the status of the participants-are involved, i"e. master 
servant relation 
l; the text also shows that-eater-of-your misters 
is a 
, 
feminine abuse, i. e* it is spoken by a female; this further 
restricts the participants. The second abuse involves the relation- 
ship, of nother/child, 
Keen to the side of the rood.,: -you low' vermin (, 3,9) in., 
volves two persons, a caste Hindu and a low caste person. The 
religion is important since one person has to be a Hindu; even the 
geographical location of the'text can be guessed, You circumcised 
con cf a j2ip (DD, - 
202) can flare up Hindu-Muslim discord if used 
for a Muslim. Maythy-womb be dead (He w ho_2 12) , for obvious, 
reasons is limited to women. addressees. 
14.3.0. In greetings we have the following CPo: 
(1) Location; 
(2) Social status; 
(3) Position in caste hierarchy; 
(4) Religion; 
(5) Relation between opecker/addressee; 
(6) Age. 
In the above t5}, we have distinguished. in greetings between wife 
huebgnd and the greetings used by prootitutes and cycophantse Bow 
'Contextually this is the most probable use of this item, but in 
certain cases it is used as an abuse by parents to children. 
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ym forehead-. (9.1 4, touch your feet (UN. how at your feet (Ae 
who ), fall at thy feet (SMt , 17) , 'are determined by the position 
of the person who is greeted in the caste or social hierarchy. 
14.3.1" In bleasi res the participants are essential CPa in 
determining the language-features of a text. Thow, shalt write from 
an inkwell of gold -(TP 
and lot the sindur mark ever tracc the 
parting in Vour hair (DIM, 9 are contextually determined, In 
both illustrations two persons are involved: (a) an officer wiýh 
authorityq and (b) an unsophisticated woman neeking favour, 
In the second case, it is a young bride getting blessings. For 
one ink-well is significant as a mark of authority, and for the 
other sindur-mark is a sign of happy married life. 
14.4.0. The modes of address/modes of reference are perhaps 
'höre susceptible to structuring. To convey the exact context often 
the lexical items of kinship terms, affection, etc., are borrowed 
from Lln. We have accounted for the modes of addreee and modem of 




(4) Speaker/addressee relation. 
14.5.0. The data for the speech-functions has been further 
o1v. ssified as follows: 
1. Abuses and Curses: (Abb. AC) Subdivisions 
1. AC from master to servants. 
2. AC from parents to children. 
3. AC addressed to women only, 
1The AC fron upper caote to lower caste have been diocunoed in 
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4# AC uoqd by man to ran#, 
5', AC mostly usod by womona, 
60 AC between tito relieioua groupco 
7* AC botween shopkeepora/clionta. 
8. AC to onea ovn solfo 
9. kc chowing (a) ropontancep (b) friondchip# (c) intimacy# 
(d) affoctions 
100 AC for throat and challenge* 
11. AG uced by officere for criminalco 
12, AC of jealouoy. 
13, AC of neutral typo (ac to participanto)* 
14.5. I. II. GrcatinRgt Subdiviciono 
1. Grcctinga addreaccd to old®rc and uppcr-cla: c. 
w4 
2. Greetin addr©oced to persona of equal 
otatuo, but eldora. 
3. Grootinea addro sod to suporiora in otntuo 
(offloer/oubordinato). 
4. ' Grootingo according to tho religion of the 
participanto. 
Greetings ucod by prootitutoc/cycophantn. 
14.5.2, III. Bleaainrgli'ro. yoro= Subdiviaione s 







Relativaa to brido/brido&roon. 
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14.6.0. Abuses and curses; 
' The speech-function of AC has 
been treated as speech-events determined by (i) the context of 
culture; (ii). the contextual sectors, The contextual cectors are 
distinguished from one another on the basis of the participants. 
These formal items are characteristic of IE and would, we prceume, 
be different in, -, 'other cultures and other varieties of the English 
language. 
14.6.1. AC from Masters to servants: 
1* You enter of , zour mastorst Strange servant you are 
that Zou fall asleep before, the sunset. (C. 18) 
2. Or at least eat your food before you sleep. if sleep 
to death you mu6t'o (C. Is) 
3. You'spoiler of my salt. (Un. 
4* yay, -Vou enter of your masters! Vaty -you shameless 
brutel You 
-piS'., -YoUA0 (C.. 20) 
5o maýjyou die' Ma-y your- -liver 
burn May you fade away! 
You-of, the evil start (C. 16) 
6. s VaY, you shameless, shameless a vul r, stupid hillboy: 
(.. 2 0) . 
The sub--claseificationo; however, are not always mutually exclusive. 
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7. May y lie f 1.1a)r you burnt (C. 20 ou May ou fad 0 away 
S. "Son of concubine" "Son of a widow? # "I'll sleep with 
your wife" "You'donkey's husband". "Brotherp stop 
there" Mo. not till I've poured my shoe-water through 
his throat. " (Kanth* 
9. He. chennaý... # you had better go to the big field and 
ý see whether those sons-of concubines are plantin!, r well,. 
10. do'you_hear. you goose-faced miniont (Ranth 31) 
14ý 6.2, AC from'parents to childrent 
I 1. You'- have eaten M life. * (C. 
2* May the witches come and. devoixr you. (C. 24) 
30 Would that vou hai died in m. womb. (Tie who, 159) 
4a Idould that I had throttled. 
-vou at 
the moment of your, 
birth. Me who. 129. ) 
5. WhV did I rear a_se=. ent with the milk of my breast. 
(He who2-159) 
6. Dontt eat my heride (C* 22), 
7. Ohs be patient, you dead onell' (C. 24)' 
8. When you are married off I shall drink a seer of 
frothing warm milkq you widowl', (S A- R) 
14.6-3. AC addressed to women-onlyt 
1. Rater of my child. #.. witch-wom, " in holv clothes*&$* 
may thine eVO2 0 blind, (He who. 212) 
ý2. 
May t1xv womb, be dead. May thy limbs rot and dro-P off. 
MaV tk' blood freeze I curse thee. eater of mv child. 






What are you 2aughing -, tt. slut? Arenft 
yoa ashemed of-ghowing your teeth to me in'the rresence 
, 
of men. you prostitute'. (Un 
4, Think of it! Think, of it! You bitch! You pratitute! 
Wnnton'. 1 ... Think of IRuphina at me who ari old enoup_li 
to be_Zour-rother. Bitch* (Un 
5. Oh, you- Prontitute of a wi)IdI. - 
'She 
_is- 
showing her tricks. 
arain. (XFtnth 170 
6'. Ah, you widows, 
_ 
ou will not even lick the remnnnt lenven 
in the duatbin. you polluted widow., (Kanth 124) 
7* ... go nnd lie with a 
lickin.;.,, male dog, (C of B) 
14.6.4. AC used bv'men to ment 
1. ... the-inQestuous--'-, gister-'mleel2e. r. 
(Tof G 13) 
2. You I-over of your mother. 
3* You seducer of your dýtuphter,, (C, 104) 
4. You seducer of your nister, 
5. As for- the babu. LO_rft_ll- we care he c,, m_ sleep -with 
his: 
mother. (TP 144) 
6. ... that incestuous lover of your siateril 
(TP 25) 
7. . '. *_t_hat, penis of a* pig who sleeps with his mother, __pimps 
-for his-sintpr-niid dauahter,.... 
(TP 144) 
14.6.5. AC mostly used by-woment 
1. vessel'of -your life never float in the nea of 
- existenceý- (0*20)-' 
2. MaX you never-reat in Reacet neither you nor Xour ante- 
cedents. (C. 78) 
3. Hai_,. _ýHail. 
May you diet. May ou never live$. 1, Ta-V*the 
fire of your ovens conpunte Vou! (C. 78) 
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4. You cock-eved son of a bow-legged scorpiont (Un 38) 
5- Munoo, Oh Munooq, 
--Oh 
Mundo! Where hrtve__Vou died. Where 
ýhave you-drifted'. You of the evil star', 
6. Are-you a heartless demon? How can you beat such a 
child? ,,,, Onlv those who bear the child for ten 
months in the womb know how precious it is. (FE 42) 
1 14.6.6, AC between two rpligious-communitien: 
1 
1. You circu-mciped con of-a pip, (DD 202) 
2. Sons of a PiRe (C. 226) 
3. What are we to do with all those pi n we have with us? 
They have been eating our aalt for generations and nee 
whit they have done: We heve _treated 
them like our own 
brothers. The y have behaved like snakes. (TP 144) 
e0 -by -a 
lech r us 4. Ann inTime2ml Tnalden beinir led astnav 
_cow 
eater, (V of G, 124) 
14.6.7. AC between sholDkeepers/clients: 
1. What 
_ yýou 
think I am S How d o. re yo u come gain without 
coot? 
,_ 
You think / you can Yýý l ý do me in? id You are misteken. r/4, M ýýý ý/ rýýý / / 
I can swallow ten of you at the same timet (WM 
14.6.8. AC to ones own self: 
1. I am leper if there is a lie in anything z Kav. 
(AD 54) 
2. F7hnt else can I know, a or ignorant hn, like me 1. Do 
I read the newspapers? Do I listen to lectures? An 
I told what Is what by anyone? (wM 83) 
1 By religious communitiesve mean, 'the ACs used by Hindus/ijuslims/ 
Sikhs in India for each other. ' In No. 1 the adjectival use of cir- 
wtimcised and thenoun ria indicate that-the reference is to Muslim Mu/Sikh# The phrases you swine q You p and the speaker, in a Hi 
c. onvey speaker's moral attitude'-in the English society. - In the Indian 
society reference to in certain contexts implies: (1) a HindV or 






3, ! _What will p eople e . V? " "Look at that 
brute of a 
father. Bi g, hul ks, like _in elephant, _and 
he won't 
give his child enou}17h to eat. " Will that please you ... 
(He Who 14) 
14.6.9. 
4ý We awe scum of the earth. The boss people acorn 
us because they fear as, (He Wo ) 
5, Ny my limbs pet x ye and my ton , ue dumb and mY 
progeny for ever destroyed. '(Kenth. 
Ashowing- (i) rr pentanee t (ii) friend ship; 
Siii )_intimao s(iy) affection; Iv) consolations 
1I vronler what he dads Father of FRtherst I could kill 
th___t,,, man... _. _. _(Un _ _) 
1 
2. The slat on My fase The coward! How he ran away, like 
a do&ý 4th his tr, il between hin lep (Un 




4. You . re too sharp-ton üed", he replied, "It is a wonder 
they tolerate you-here, where peace and kindneso rauet 
be 'ractised. " QW14 ) 
5. Brother-in-law, you are lucky. (Un 
-an. 
(Un 6. C2, me. L obe. 79 brother-in-law, greeted Ramphar 
7. Don't buk buk,, Obey brother-in-law, said Bakha p,, ood. 
humouredly. (Un 
GiveL_. 2bey brother-in-law, give us soire of the sweets, 
said Chota. (Un , _) 
9o"What is the- mratter with 
_. 
vou, brother-in-law? " he asked. 
(Un -) 
10. Yciü are more _of n jentlemar. 
then I an, and look at the 
brother-in-law today, he jr wearing a sahibfs to pee and 
shorts. (Un 
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14.6.10., AC for trre t snd challenges 
16 Thatrrincestuous lover of -your sister: - 
I've told him 
rý... ý.. ºý rr ý. r nýrrrr wý 
a thousand times this was no, time for daeoities.... 
( TP 2) 
2. that seducer of, hips mother can throw bangles at no. 
(TP 72) 
3: A word more from the filth-äroppinr* ton io, ... a word 
more, witeh. and. I will-bash in your mouth, (i 11 
4. "4htdoýyou, sa, vol; vile humbug? " 
"What do I-care who the-none of a monre? " 
will thrash you with my slinrero"q maid Rajam 112_r* 
"Y wig pulp you down withFari old rotten sandal". enure rr. ýrý. r rw. rýrrýa.. r"+. ý. ýý rrr ý. rwý ... ý ý. ý.. ýw. ý. .. r 
the reply* (AD 54), 
C5, This to`rypo your mother. This your sister. This your 
daughter. This for jour mother nr_rnin. (TP 138) 
6""If snyono raises his"""ýý Fyobrow at you we will rape his . rr. r rrrr.. urýr ý. ý ri.. ý. ýý ... ý r. ý.. ý. ýwý. rýr. ýrýr   
nother. " 
"Mother. sister and daughter", added the_othcro. (TP 141) 
7. That peais of a pirr-who sleeps- with his motherg ps pin 
foT--his sister -nnd 
dFaZhter_L_if he Puts_his feet in 
Mano ITaJra I will, rtick my baynboo pole up his behind, 
(TP, l6) 
8. "If. I don't spit on his bottom, my name is not Jupnat 
Sin0h 11 
_He 
rubbed his mouth with the back of his hand. 
(TP 187) 
9. "ý 'Ido not spit in, Mn11i' s mouth, rny name io not 
Juuýxat Sin ýh. " This tiro Jup-or-at Sin h swat on his own 
hand and rubbed it on hin thig 
-rose 
to Hin temper 
Týeav-er her-t,,, (TP 187) 
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10. "if t! ^ n+ýt týfiýý or llr n2l. icerron in their u! 31. - 
fn +I Wc11ild - . 
ß. l'r, 12 root t'ho f thnr of n . rah vI; o 
en111A 4, oxrn to 'b-It4 veslla beforp iiimEnt 
(n 87) 
eirnohrn fist in the tti. r rtnd stionk i. t "n. t 1.1. III r aimed z, 
n" trýº r c4,3? -. 'i 
n ron" of rºwin rnncts nn1 vain! " 
(En. klIn- 21) 
12" "3r nnl I 00,11A 91-VO !t thirty PO' OA ntroknn With n 
b TCýti k 'ý I fý v(t bon-M nnMn tr. Th tl, sýt '^nn 
frIllis thtcýý ý ý+ . 'cýtrr ºnvr ýi 1ýnnca 1'rnn that 
0 (I. T" v1,2.22) 
13. "`ý v2A nor? A dhi t ýf n ýrtrý. kern ýýýtcý 
422.1 Voattf'r ike nick dual1 will. t nn(º You oven 
i'` tht hrpn. tvnnty I)cnors r vnur body*-" 
ýýýý ýý 
(Ito Vnio P-117) 149 L. L" 
61'a him, _Vov rmne of n mttoremirelge- 
3.5. T Inve-j- 
r, o 't Tknow whit vnt: r fr, thar wnri Fin 1iho ) 
Ia. Ymi o h,, ve c-! -n trl th"I 112" I'lov" 
OýLo=r I)TIottlld" Int 11; in-n-co"Iml n"a 
it, i. es t. o.., vitinv- it-m heraill-a-,. T will. ni. -m off =im-lionel 
' Ol it? - LM i. f ou ntnrt rin of m»r tri cc 
vi. t_..,... hmf lo 
(i'i 113) 
17* Tf On Vvil thirf. r prd ent I. tn nolluted 
2011 
- 
ou r vo ry ACII. V ,- rritil., . 
You rell, mnd 
or , fr+r tu/týn s, it. (Mill AD .. wrwi. " . ýrrni1.. ýM. 
18. "ýº'ho .fn 
thýrcý? " "Why vm, ýr trtfo A iovc±r volt nn 
of rev womnuiý. _" 
" (Faith 
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14.6 *12. Abuses in jealousv(nnn-woman ralritionshiR): 
Look at 'the wcnchý' Lookat her 12ile of books. she 
has'one for each day of-year, it seems. Her stomnch 
holds more Icarning-thnn-2oul, (He Who 93) 
I z- 
14.6.13. 
IITT_qs--sti-on. 4z new marroX_aown in the hollow of your 
dried-up bones? You think I have not watched Zou 
eyeina the wench? I nm not dead V et. I can twist 
her neck with these two hnpds. " 
, 
"Shivat, ShAval. ", cried the helpit-sa ran. I'What has 
ahe-done to you? "- "You rush to defend her. Sol All 
decenc. v hZ2. f,, one fron, youl -Call 
yourself a prient 
, with so filthV a 
heart? The macred thread is blnckened 
bv the s-weqt of your ores. Thotemple air in fcmlod 
by your breathý- (He Who 93Z 
AC of neutral tvPo__(neutral as to 2, articiPants): 
J. ''Pe 'c! are_fiil. you will be beheaded when Britain lonven 
Ind. (WM 10 4) 
2. We curseyou, We-curce Your-'dear ones. Wo curse your 
you , butcher masters Mav too burn like th-nt: nah. 
nav Xou too anc your - mantera otand by and F3ee your 
live ri - burn I -, "ke - that. W6' curse you cL11. _ 
(SMH 51) 
They. told us nothing. ' And WWI yon sac how that 
pip' rm 32enis. ý a-poke to Chach-a? (TP 92) 
4, '. Hold do-c-nre it if ho 
_, 
gag run -over, thin heartlena 
blacl, k, urrd . 
(AD 
-50) 
5o "You are afiltýZ, brute"_, said Rajam _IVer. 
(AD 
6*'"You heartless devil'. Youvill nevor, got. at him 
ra, ain. " (AD 0 
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up. your cart 9nd listen. Dontt talk like 7. Hey, njýll 
you are a ba6bv. You nre old enoup-h to know what 
talking about! (WM 106) 
ating nurs. (KRnth 2P2) 8, D11tchers.. butchers, dungý!! e 
yopir 9, M ahut up *-. you son of in. 
(Kanth 129) 
14.70. Lexico- 
From a restricted. corpus of AC in IEj, the following 
lexical sets have been abstractedt 














bitch/hitohegg dog$ ZiIZ, swine, 
scorRion, nhake, vermin. 
Rood-hunouredly. unm. indful. carelegs, - 
irresponsible. Door* 
existence# patience, temper, lifep 
evil. 
red@ 
bruter coward, circumcised. decoit. 
drinkert gentlemgm. illegally begotten, 
ignorantp incentnous. liar. loverg 
32itps, rogueg =ton, witch, prostitute, 
seducer* scoundrel. spoiler. slut. 
shMelesnI stupid. 
-, dtungt intrine t, rectum, rrp 
urind., 
brother-in-lawo daughter. motherp 
sister, ' 
1, 
announce_0 Annoy, approachg bumped, 
I -pat 1,1 
d evour 
. 
"adcaway, float, I-,, ct up, 
aur-hlf Sl, *IP# 
burn, die, death. eater. kill fire,. 
b., )ngles, bamboog chilliey, '=ena,, pole, 
caltv. phortat star, yqasels, z, - 
servants. hill-boyt low-cagte. mrinterso 
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14.7.1. TABLE OF COLLOCIATIONS (Uninterrupted) 
1. Y1 P. Apnor3ition. lt 
Item followed by 
You: bitch, brute$ eaterg filth, filthy, orphan, 
rostitutop seducerp pDoiler, slut, scumq wretch,,. 
2. Attribute + Heai: 
Tte,, q Followed bv 
circumcised 
shameless bruta, hill boy 
vulgar hill boy 
stupid hill boy 






-poor h 1-0 ZL ignorant hýz 
incestuous lover 
strange servant 





14, j, 8,0,, Greetingat' The speech function of greetingo han two 
dimensiona-in Indian SociatY: (i) it can be studied in the hori- 
zontal 4imensions e*g# varying with different regions; and 
(ii) in the'vertical social hierarchy. 
14. B-1. There is no'single greeting that could be gencralised 
as the national greeting of India. It varies with the province and 
the social status of the person/persons. If there can be a com- 
parative description of gesturea# 'we could perhaps cay, a Western 
handshake is paralleled in the-Indian cultural context by the 
folding of hands, which isp by and larget univerrial in Indian 
Hindu society. It is a non-verbal exponont, the dintribution of 
4 
which is restricted by many social factors. 
14.8,2, 
ý 
The greetings are Mnetltive eventn in the social 
process, limited to a particular group of people* The grectinga 
changes with the change,. ol participant/participantl3g their social 
position, sex. We eould broadly. sub-divide the greetings into: 
I) Greetingn for elders and so-called upper clans; 
II) Greotinge for persons of equal status but elders; 
III) Greetings for superiors in atatua; 
IV) Greetings used by prostit-utes/sycophant, 3,, 
14.9.1. Greetings for elders-and so-calledupner clnss/ 
superioritvt 
bow ny forehead-(C. _14) 
bow 2-t-his feet- I lick the dunt of road on_which 
h0 rras, sea. ( MIR 20) 





I bov at your feet - (He Who 8) 
feet We f2ll at th 
17 
14- 9.29 or Mersons of 'enual stptus but elders: 
1, Jav-deva 126)1 
2. Ions, live the_Gods$. (C - 14) 
14.9.3. Greetings for mireriorn in nt. -Itur, 1 
1. Salaam, Huzoor Ü)2 
2* , Well ins-nector SahibL how are. 1hinan? " 
The sub-inspector joined his hnnds. "God is rorcifulg- 
We I only I praL for your kindness, " (TP 29) 
14.9o4o Greetires used by prontitutes/sycophnntn: 
ay -Welconnel My eyes have rfono blind looking nt the w. 
alpar which Vou were to cono to ! --mce house. (C. 202. ) 
ity0l, Ftre T,,, O,, It In,, loore to thin humbln abode of miroo- 
p-re., nt sire, " he ssid In confI slon. (Al 45) 
t, Since yott, hqve blessed ny hovel with the ood clust 
of. your feet, will you not sit down n moment rind drink 
the cold water of n coconut Girlsh hurried to fetch 
floor rRt* -(SIJM 55) 
14-10-0- Further ppinto to note about the grectingo arct 
1, In different social rclations, e. g. nante_r/pervant, g nm/Zouth, 
a greeting-does not evoke the samc echo response as in the English 
(3ocietyl e. g. , po d morninp, = grood morning. In IE it can bo: 
Havaldarlio" 
, icon 'a (Un 
-ohe # 
Bakhia. 'how aro. 
lIn 
cortalil contexýsv' in Dome parts of Indiat items like Ram, 
are used as exponents of greetings among the, Hindus. Man5 illustrations 
of ouch items are found'in IE toxto. 
2Also 
_S-,, 
jjftam, jinab may be used. 
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The verbal exponents have other non-verbal cues which help us 
to put the ýext in the proper C of S. The greeting of sub-class 
(i) has Joining handst dusting-his feetv etc. These are used in, 
servant/master relation, But in the greetings of oub-claes (ii)q 
the'folded hands are the exponents of the same social position 
but the participant - who is greeted - is elder in age, 
3. Th e exponents of casteg occupationt religiong further restrict' 
the coiAexi, 'e. g. 
"Ran. Ram, Panditli. " 




10.11.0. Greetings can be preceded or follovied by nouna denoting 
(ý) caste, (ii) profession, (iii) religion, UVY sext (v) kinship, 
of the participant/participants* This may further be followed by 
an honorific suffix Li or zero. 
TABLE SHOWING MARKERS WITH GREETINGS IN IE 
Cacte Profession. Religion Kinship' 




Jamadar Insrector Sister 
Grandmother 
Faber 
The items listed in Kinship system have extended meanings in JE 
and may be used as terms of, respectg superiorityt regardq or# as in case of brother-in-law# as a term of abuse or intimary. (of* 14.147-5-7- - 
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114.11.1- TABLE SHOWING LEXICAL SETS IN GREETINGS* 
LS Members 
Allusions Ram. 
2. Evaluation rierciful, 'humble# kindnesst groat, 
gracet resl2ectful, 
3. Motion- bowl fall, touch, Joined, protect. 
4. Position/status haval§Zrp Pandit, Guru, Godg. 
14.12*0. Blessinps/Pra-vers/PlFttterv: This speech function 
Jýas', been sub-divided intot 




Relations to bride/bridegioom'*' 
Neutral (as to particiPants)l, 
14.12.1. lnferioritvhunýr: ý6i: itv relation, g 
MaZ_Xour--fs. nq andhonour increase, May your pan wite 
fip, ures of thoussnds and hundreds of thousands. -(TP 
37) 
May your government-po on for ever. MnV our --pen 
in 
scribe f_: ip-ures-- of thousgnds na. X, hundreds of thou- 
sands, (TP 106) 
BhýLopwvan- will Iýour his bounties aplenty on thed Thou 
shalt write from an inkwell of gold. -Thou shalt 
live 
a hundred years and become a king. (TP 
4. draw a hundred lines on earth withýthe tip of-my nose* 
Your sh oe and - m3C. 




me on = head till I gobald. (C. - 
7. My life is iint worth the' sandals of my own. ' 
8 shn, 11 - be your - slave all - my, life. 
(C . 
9. MaharaL you r6jij father and mother. (Un. 
10, Oh. Motherl Mother forgiveus j" Ijoin*n-y" hands*-to 
you. 
-I 
will ýfall at' your -feet. -, (C. 
11, You are a disT)enser, of pood. 0' Maharaj, -we- tire all 








s, you like. says, the licker of your feet. (Krtnth-A6) 
14.12.2, b MaternalLpat_ernals 
1. may I be your sacrif ice*' (C. 93) 
2,, Mav Idie for vou*''(Ce 93) 
3, 14a-v-- 
-, 
l suffer instead of ypu. (C - 93) 
4# Lot ! ht days come upon them. If they brigh are gulLt 
of wronE-s-in Pnst lives. let me alone work it off. 
Let 
-me 
drag, sufferi=-from life to life'. (STal 170) 
14.12.3, Tradesment 
1. Let the Iýrjce_of gold j: q hifrph nnd yet hie-her. I -will 
make___a nAlk-bath offering,, to thejeitv now and another 
next month,, so'mv wish may be fulfilled. (He Who 12A) 
14.12.4, Wife/husband: 
1. End mv-earth-life before-mZ husbandta, God in honven, 
that is all I jask of you! 
, 
(He Who 1"01 
14.12-5. ' Relations to bride/bri W oom: , 
1; Enteg thy - husband Is0 homo * with all - Mcky omen s. Care 
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for his-servants vand for his cattle, May thine-eyen 
be ever without anger. Care for the happinesp of thy 
hiisband. 
-. 
May thine bcanty be brip_, ht, thy mind full 
goo(I cheers. (IvU4 
2 0. Tndra, Klrfr of "al-I the-Gocis. let this lady be tho 
mother of heroic sons. (MM. 7ý) 
3' Be fulfilled - by'. your husband, by-the children to 
coneo (TAM-78) 
4; Let the Sindur rark-ever tracethe parting in your 
(M4 
W2Lild you expect less from our little mother's groom? 
Upion of-noble anceptorst Be wealthier still. Be 
the father of little podso (MM-78) 
6. Daughterg lot the scrawl-of destiny be ever in... your 
mind* Eip,, hteen months are gone, time hurrion by. 
Let the 
--, gift_ 
of mOtherhood noon be -yours, soon. 
(MI 172) 
14.12.6. Neutral an to particip. -, mtst 
1, Mav ou livell (Un. 
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14.1390* The difference of laxis in the speech function of 
abuses/, curges and blessings/Erayers/flatter-y is interestingo 
The lexical items following the personal pronoun I and You in the 
two spe*ech functions are ehown in the following table: 
I 
Speech function of Spe 0 ch function of 
Abusea/curses Bleopings/prayere/flattery 
I+ You ++ yoll + 
the the the the following following, 
items following itIe. M Atem following item 
swallow orphan, =rue, sacrifice live, fnmep 
hag bitclý, vermint brutet die honourt 
Z2 -Or 
lowcasteo Pigp swinel suffer write finres of 
ign orant 1M, S=ojO wretcht proud thousandog 
wonder scump ille-rallx= pQvernment go for 
kill, begotten, wantong evor, 
rate filth. lover pen inneriba - 
'stick ceducert cock-e-vedt ffrures of thousands 
$pit eater. circumcisod bless 
(son't., spoilert. 
sharp-tonmed Slut 
' br; O'thqnýiri-Aixt 
prostitutep die# fa0e 
away burn. 
-14.13-1- 
Collocations Interrup ted. 
N+. N V+N 
lines nose beat t bald 
shoes herid fall ,: -feet 
sldve life join : hnnde 
life sandals draw, S linen 
2* draw hundred lines*.. with th_q tip of nose 
your ahoO.. * my head 
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14,. 14. o 0., Modes of ReferenceModes of Address,: Modon of re 
erence and modes of Rddress are essentially determined by the system 
of Ll and the social pattern in which that system functions. A term 
which is restricted to kinship system of a langauge may be used 
with extended meaning in another culture and transferred with a 
contextual sector in L2. If that use of the term is foreign to C2 
it creates ambiguity and contextual unintelligibility. 
14.14-1. The system of modes of reference/Mod-es of addragn hat) 








Cherisher of the rogMs "CLer&sher of the 
-Loor, whrit 
doen 
your honour fancy? " (TP 3Z) 
King of Pearls v IlKing--of pearls. X: 2u can say what you 
lik6., 
--but 
this time I am-innocent. " 
Govornment "Government, she known nothinT-about 
drink. She is hardly sixteen and 
comnleteIV-innocent, (TP 40) 
The word Covernment is used for any person repre6enting 
official authorityq'ie. p one who is a symbol of the govern- 
ment. This''16, transfer of Hindustani sarkar into IE, 
Huzoor i "Would huzoor like to sleep on the 
verandah? " (TP 22) 
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"The Govf,,, rnrent are lu-:; t and bounteous; Ma--baD 
th= are your ma-bap-(mother-father). " 
(SMH 48) 
Friend of the p. oor: "Take'ehre of yourself, friend of the 
32oore" (S of J 238) 
14.14.. 3.6 Prof ems-ional: 
Insnector Sahib VIC6me along. inspec tor sahib". said 
Hulmm_Chand, (TP 128) 
DOputy Snhib t"The DepuýZ-Sahib hFts already sent orders 
to* all Police stnttinns to Iceep a look- 
out forjumfM', " (TP 55) 
Police wala t"Police walat. bad man. ' wild man, burn- 
faceapt*" '(SMH 61) 
Sometimes a percong especially pedlarsp may be addressed by 
naming the goods they are sellingt eg. 
Tooth-powder s"Hey. tooth-powder. come here. give yne a 
Racket. " (FE 80) 
. 14.14*4- Cqste/religions 
Pandit t"IT0, Y, -ý=dits cRný*c You remain at reace 
with-. Vourrelf for a moment, " (FE lS5) 
14.14-5. Xinshipt 
InJE. the, elements, of Engl ish Kinship -system are used- 
with extended meanings. 
'Mother 
is a term of reapect, 
sister of regard't, and father-in-law of insult and 
abuse. Bhai (brother) is used for any male of equal 
age. Father for all elder persons and uncles may be 
referred to an fathers, 
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Mother "Mother, a betel-leaf for you". she hailed. 
(SMH 
---). 
(It is a, shopkeeper referring to- 
a customer. *) 
Father I "Pather"t, said. the old nan as he hold out hin 
card..., (SMH 165) * (The person here 
addresmr, a-social worker. ) 
Sister The coolie-- maid i "Are you travellinp, alone, 
sister? ", 
Brother "No. I an with ranterl brother, " (VG 12) 
conversation between a traveller and a 
railif6Ly'p6itOr. Y,, I 
Mother of-my II-Oh. I cajo-the mother of mv daurtter" said 
daug in'the Ftrchýic convention Lhter 
of 
_Iiidi6n 
LM. ily'life, (C. 29) 
(In cortain"circles this is the normal mode 
oi address or reference to one's wifo6) 
: -Ee is aii element in the closod system of kin- 
ship torms'when referring to one's husband. 
In orthodox circles a lady is not expected 
to refer to her husband by name. One always 
refe: rs tO'he, 0-oge - "ITegnow in Jail-house-, 
would'not'have eaten. # (Smil 
-90)2 
14.14,6. FlatteEyZaffection: 
jewel'of Jewels You I -will h6ar-the level of jewels,, 
spre-amings (SMIT 1) 
3-Master is used as. a mode of reference to husband by come Indian women. 
2'i "He (You wouldn't, speak your groom's name even in your heartoyou 
he),. -, " 'BMH 76 
Mother-of-Onu 3 A. woman in particular is referred to or 
addressed by naming her sono e. g. 
mother-of-Onu: 
#fDX, do__you stickyour eyes to La kitchen 
_, 
Oot i mother-of-2n? " (SITH 111) 
Brother-in-law I a) Bmther-in-law. you Ptre lucky (Un. 
b) Give, 
-obey 
brother-in-law. Cive us 
some of the sweets, said Chota. (Un. 
14.14.7. Neutral (an'to-participantg)s 
1 
- 
your wealth reside, Babu Sahib? Babu Sahib Where does 
TP 53) 
33hai ITo. Bhai, no. If T kriew, why would I not 
tell vou? (TP 
2 "Yes. '. of Master a) -master, 
T do. 
"Do not talce my boat, raster, you havek 
týken all. Spare thin one. mnnter. 11 
(STIN 48) 
Dada (M) : "Dadav, I-an dead sorious. 11 '(SMH 3-) 
Didi (F) : "Speak. dicli. he moaned"-I. (F)DUT 130) 
Sab :, The --Proprietors a anial 
Bombay man, was 
a, friend of his' and cried: Ishwar sab. 
3 
the results were 'announced to-dLiZ, (AD 85) 
ISpelt 'as babu or bab'oo-e A tem of respect used frequently in the 
0 north of India* In t113 's'uth of India used for air, Vy lord9 Your 
honour. In the Offices it is usually used as a Fo-di of address for 
a natTve clerk. cf. Hi P*44, 
2More frequent in the south of India as a term of address. 
31n the colloquial language : ýjQb is used as the weak form of mthili. 
It is equivalent to Imaster' and is used without religious and 
totatus'-restrictions when one'wants to chow respects. Originally 


















14* 15-1- The follOwinG hybrid compolinda have been U00d in 
modes of reforanco/addrocal 
Are 
Innrector nnhib, babu snhib, deputy nshtbp ,,,, I. ntor 
Znsnindnr. 
149 15*2* Phracow Ini 11 + PrOPOP6 
Oborisber-of tlie rnorq nn,,. irl. n. llothnr o-r ry w 
a riw'ht. 
14*, 15*3,, BE lexical itemo-with extendmi mennInCt 
brother-it-Inve Goi-arnment, ho n1pters mothero L 
14- 15*4* Indian lexical items tranaferred to the cyntam of 
Modoo of addraso in IE: 
Thinnor, bbnI 9 cZbs 6101s dnArit rn--brin 
14* 15*59 In tha cyptom of kinahip tormo in Englich tho itens 
i3iotor. or brother may be modified by markora of aeol number or 
items like ntong bnl-f j otborg etas In IE the En5linh kinchip 
oyatem hao been extended and itemo liko cousin-ninterg cousin. I 
brother aro used on tho analoar of the kinahip nyotom in Ll cLnd Cjs 
(of* 9* 5.0. ) 
1A typical south Indian exclamation ayoo-aXoo is also found in some IEW by south Indians, seev for 1nstance, kKanth. 221) 
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14.164. The'purposd of the Preceding sections was 'to show,, ' 
Nihat 'Firth would call', 'the function of L2 in different social 
institutions. ' We have attempted to' bring out the Indian element 
from the #repetitive. ' speech functions which'are used in IEW, In 
literary terminology this may be termed 'local colourl in IEW. 
15, INDIAN CASTE AND RELIGIONS IN INDIAN ENGLISH 26 
15.1,0. The differences between the dialects of the social 
groups and caste in some Indian languages have been described IV 
Gumperzý Bright2 and MacCormaejr3 at different levels. In 
j 
India, these differences are not restricted to the caste or 
class stratification only: a study of the language of two 
religious commmities, belonging to one language-group may also. 
reveal significant differences. 
4 
15.1.1- In a linguistic investigation of IE, ýthe study of 
register of caste system is relevant i+he following senses: 
W the items of Ll have been transferred to L2,; 
(ji) the coinponents of LlAs and L2 have been mixed gr 
hybridized; 
(iii) the collocations of BE lexical items have been"extended,, 
At the Unter)-level of context we couldo perhaps,,, say that 
in English, context a contextual sector has been introduced in 
I 
the English language which is foreign to 01 of English Ll 
speakers. 
15* 1.2. This then is transfer at two levels, (1) tho 
formal levels and (ii) the (inter) level of context. 1 At the 
'Gumparz,, j. j. nDjalect differences and social stratificafion' 
in a North Indian Village"; American Anthro-pologistj 60,1958 
g. 668-829 
Bri t. William; "Linguistic change in some Indian Caste Dia- 
lectýhl'., "Linguistic diversity In South East Asia" TJAL (supple. 
ment) Vol. 26,110- 3# 1960. 
ý MacCormackp W. "Social dialects in Dharwar". ibid. pp. 79-91 
For instanceg in Kashmir, the languge as spoken in and around 
Srinagar, has two varieties, Hindu Kashmiri and Muslim KashmirL 
The distinction in mainly at the phonological and the lexical 
levels. 
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formal level it may be: 
direct transfer of. single. Ll lexical items$*' or 
(ii) rank-bound or rank-changed translation of Ll formal itemi 
For an English Cl Ll speaker this may cause both contextual and 
formal unintelligibility while reading an IE text,, or even in a 
BE text If he is not already aware of the existence of caste 
system in Indian society, 
3 
In English diotionariei4 and other literaW: zýe,, 
iheýýterm 
caste 
or caste system is restricted to a CS in Indian contextso and 
refers to hereditary groups of Indians who are united with one 
religiont and exclude the members of other reý-I#, ions,: 
5 
IThese would be termed'Indian borrowings in the'register of the 
caste system. 27he terms rank-bound and rank changed have baen'discussed in 
S hapter 11 T-Lexico-gramatical 7)? ansference). 
Perhaps by now contextually the caste system is well known as 
an Indian social stratification,;; but the poeribility of un- 
4 ntelligibility still apDlies to less known social customs. 
Aocording to HJ the first reference to the caste system was 
made in 1444, when the early Portuguese travellers referred to 
this CS of India. The later English travellers retained this 
lexical item and by the end of the seventeenth century it had 
been well established in the Indian context. In the eight- 
eenth century, with the spread of English in India and the 
e 41.1&2 growth of IE journalism,, and oreative, literature, 'th -J 
bot the 
caste system not only developed but it also became lfiý, Ml, and 
the caste collocations became normal for that CS. Also see 
OED p. 160, "App. at first from Spanish"; but in its Indian 
application from the Portugueseb who had so applied it about 
the middle of the sixteenth century (Garcia, 1563)- , HJ gives first citation in 1444 (see P-171), In the earlier period 
jhe spelling also varied from cast to cast Also see RJ p. ljQ 
bus the caste-hierarchy is the position of a group on the 
vertical scaleo and the religious diff6rences are on the 
horizontal scale between two socially mutually exclusive 
comrmmities, for instance# the Hindus and the Yluslims. 
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15.1.3- The item casto or castp system is used in any of 
ýhe following senses: 
for reference to the hereditary classýs-of-the Hindu. 
society; 
' 
(ii) for reference to -social grouping, in any culture, on the 
analogy of the Indian caste system; 
Ulflrfor reference to the sub-castes in any of the four castes 
mentioned in (i) (cf, footnote 1). 
15,. 2. Oo In this study the formal exponents of the caste 
register are further grouped according to (i) socialýroles and 
(10 speech functions* In U) we have taken the items 
restricted to (a) low caste, (b) upper caste, (a) casto in 
business, (d) inter-caste relations$ (a) caste in hou se-holdo 
In (U) we have taken only one SP of abuses and cursos. (For 
a detailed discussion ofe chapter 14 on Speech Panations)* 
3.5o 
. 
2,1* We have first taken the item caste and attempted 
to find its range of collocability with other items: ý 
Items followimp, 
-"caste" 
-brotherhood (BH 125)., 
-ALnn Ler (Kanth. 89). 
-distinction (Ya 210),, 
-domination (L 19-3.61) 
I temn__pre coding "caste" 
hiah- (Ile Who 94)s 
inter- (MM 190) 0 
_11ow.. 
(MM 168), 
lowest- QLn 35), j 
-17he four main claspes are BrIthmins, Ksatrival 3Laisva, and 
Sudr'A, All Hindus belong to one ji four classes with the 
exception of children, aseetiess widows. (of. A. C., Basham, 
7h, e Wonder that wns India$ London, pp. 137-187. 
Items 'following "caste" Items 32ropeding "caste" 
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.. elders (He Who 17) 
-ý_feva! _Inm 
(Ra 143)v 
. -followins, (k 19-3.61), 
-injunction., 
-loss (Un 143)p 
. Tmark (RH 204)p 
-proud (Re -who 
171). 9 
-ridden, 
.. sanctity (He WhQ 155), 
-well QUn 33)s 
--unton (MM 190) 9- 
-vermin, (tin 68), 
.. waif OTe Who 203)9 
-0-m-t- 
(un 39) 1 
Rrofessional. (MI 142)v 
Mjb. (LD 10) t- 
vnnerý-, (Ra 33) 
4 
15- 3-0- The following formal itoms have been abstracted 
in terms of caste hierarchy from the register of caste. 7hese 
items include hýbrid and non-h7brid forms, which are used as., 
items of reference to objecteg actionsg marks, and the terms of 
address to any of the castes in 1E, We have also Included 
certain forms showing attitude# evaluation, or respect. 
lo Upper Caste (The modes of reference) 
hith-born, 
high-casts (Ile Who 94), 
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1. Upper Caste Ohe modes of reference) 
1 (U twice-born 34), 
mDereaste (It 33). 
2. The other Items inýhe register of the caste system are: 
(restricted to upper caste)t 
brahminhood. (S &R 20), -street (Kenth 21). 
brahminle thread (He Yho 174)p-pection (S &R 50)v 
brehmin corner (Kenth 3.06), forehead-marking (MRS. 206), 
awpýliru (S R 22ý), nine-strandpd thread 
(He 
I WhO 45) 
. house.. (S &R 28), 
holy brahmin (Kafith 179)v 
-priest (RH 106), 
red paste trident (He Who 
ýland (S &R 285)p 
-quarter (Kanth 132). aacred tufte (1001 Vights 192)., 
-restaurant (SIP 161)l 
-brahmin (S &R 11) 
-role (He Who 109) ? 
saffron-robe (DR, 
1139). 
tuft knots (C 160)*: 
3,6 'Low Caste (The modes of reference) 
casteless (yn 229),, 
low caste (In 67), 
lower class (a of B 9), 
untouchable (Un 179). 
lThis item is a loan-shift from Sanskrit dvila. 7he three 
castes'BrIthmint Kshatriyas Vaishya'are 'twice-born' in the 
. sensi 
that once they have their natural birth and again at 
their initiationp they are invested with the sacred threads, 
which is acceptance in the Caste, hence# re-birth. See 
Basham op. cit. P. 138- 
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7he other items are listed below: 
anti -untouch able campaign (12 139)t sudra. lines (Kanth 242). 
chairar woman (He Who 107). -street (Kanth 31)s 
-12sople (He Who 107). 2 women 
Month ý4)', 
Paria children (Kanth 225). -jg_uarter Menth 25). 
-nirl Manth 219),, thathiar bo, . 121),, y 
(BH' 
--ptra n ther 
(Kanth 219),, -brotherhood (L4 78) 
-kids (Kanth)219). 4, ý e-. 
'' '-consclence (BH 304 
rio oking (Kanth 242),, -taM11-M (RH 121) 
-mixer Month 63)o -fraternity 
(BH 121)t 
-polluter (Ranth 127), untouchAble Paria . 
(Kanth 
, 179) 
--ouarter (Kanth 19), 
t : 
kasera brethren (BH 122)0 
(Kanth 219). -street jjamRr girl, (He Wbo 17), 
-women (Kanth 219). 
low thathiar (BH, 139)- 
sudra corner (Kanth 118)'j 
15- 3-1- The formations mentioned in 15.3.0. include 
hybrid or non-hybrid formations which have at least one 
component which is well established in the Indian context (or 
is from an Indian language) hence helps us to contextualize 
the text. In some formations one component may be the item 
caste-which is well-known in Indian context in the English 
language, 7he difficulty arises when items like defile, 
pollutes touch, areused contextually and collocationally in a 
IThe form kumIctin Ynark (Kanth 159) could be treated as neutral 
in the sense that It is not, essentially, a marker or caste or 
class; for a long time it was a marker of the religion of the 
person. 
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different sense. We ma7, v for examplep-take the following 
formations: 
1. touch'ed me, and def iled m e, (Uh 69), the def iled, one (jh 73A 
house Qh 296),, defiled bT contact QLn 106), -': defiled rm 
defiled my religion On 106),. to-feet had become defiled 
distance (MI 154), (Un 120), defiling- 
2. the touched-man (Un 197)p touch-purity Qffn fear, of 
touch untouchable (Un 77). touched the dust of his 
feet (ya 212)v touched me and defiled me (Un 69), touched 
each other while dinin (Un touched our low-canto feet 
(Un 
3- polluting rV_self (Un polluting kitchen (Un *), fear 
of pollution (Un pollution - of prop. eny, 
(K 51) , our 
communill Rolluted (K 72) 9 Mllixte the food Qj 93) s 
nolluting. distance (Un 230)- t 
In the above illustrationso the devihtion is collocational 
and contextual. 
register 
15- 4-0- in this /1, certain items acquire a distinct 
meaning when placed in the CS of the cast6,. pystem, otherwise 
formally there is no deviation from BE, O-.. - 
The 'unintelligibility' 
of such items (for an English Ll speaker) is essentifilly 
contextual* Such items coulds perhaps, be termed nýontextual" 
items" which operate in a contextual sector. A contextual 
item is an item of any g rammatical rank which has "normal'" 
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collocations#' but at the contextual level it has specific 
meaning. For instance, let us take the following sontences: 
(j) "nosh, keep away, ' posbp sweeper coming-i',, rosh, posh (Uh) 
"I, IIII.... ihave to go* ... Os. 9.0*. *, O .... and get w ashed.. 
going to business and now..,, now,. 
,, on account of You'll 
be late.... (Un ), 
In (i) we have a "a'astewarning" that a low oaste person is 
approaching. In (U) a low caste person has Itouchedi, an 
upper caste person and the touch implies that -the upper class 
person =st have a wash. 
clearero 
Anothor illustration makes it 
"You've touched rie" the Lalla said to Bakha, "I will ýIbave to 
bathe now and purify nyself" (Un) 
Againg 
"Do -you, know you have touched me and defiled me,! ' (IMM 
7he relation of -tonch 
between the two castes gives us 
collocations like a touched-man (Un), 
15.4.1. The attitude of a house-holder'or a business-man is 
fl,,, e4. re t/in the language and are contextually determined* 
"Way did 7ou sit down on rrq footstep? .... You have defiled my 
rellkion.... now I will have to-sprinkle hoIZ water all over 
the house! (2n) 
In the shop -ke ape r-olient r'eiation we have caste-situations 
perhaps entirely unintelligible' to an-Urspdaker'. i. e. 
"He caught the jelebis which the confectioner throw at him 
like a cricket ballp placed four nickle coins on the shoo- 
board for the confectionerlp asristant who stood resdy to 
splash some water on them. 
' (En) (our underlining)* 
15.4.2.1he underlined items then, are contextual items 
and unless they are related to the caste system, their meaning 
is not clear, though lexically# or grammatically, there is no 
unintolligibility. 
15,5-0- In chapter l4on Sp"ch-Punctions in Indian 
Eng, lish we have discuseed the socially detemined speech 
functions in detail, which include abuses/curses, blessings, 
greetings,, modes of reforences/addrose, In this section we 
have taken only one example from the speech function of abuses 
and curses to illustrate how the caste system has determined 
the abuses and curses in IE. 
A. C. from-upner caste to lower caste:, 
1. Got up,, oh you bakhyal You son of a pig, (un 
2. Oh Bakh-ya. 1 Ch-Bakhya. 1 ýOhq you scoundrel of a sweeper's 
lIn this case the client is an untouchable and he cannot be 
- touched by hand:, hence Ojelebis' 
(swoets)'drd $thrown' at him, 
and the money he gave also cannot be directly touched when it 
is in his hand. He leaves it on the shoo-board and an 






3. Casteless waif! Boy from the gutters. 1 Dare you set eyes 
on a Brahmin's kitchen? You will pollute the food -with your 
breath* Then -1 shall have to give it to dogs. (He Wbo 202) 
4- Keepto the side of road# 'you low-caste vermin! 39) 
5. Why aren't the latrines'eleant you rogue of a Bakhe! 
6. Why don't you call, -you swine# and announce your approach, 
(Un 39) 
7. This dirty dog bumped right into me! So unmindful do these 
sons of bitches walk in the street. (Un 39) 
Carelaoss irresponsible swine! 7hey don't want to work! 
They ought to be wiped off the surface of the world. (Un) 
9. You annoy me with your silenoep you illegally begotten! 
10. You eater of dung and drinker of urine. (Un 
11. He has made us eat filth. *. the sh*q1tan out of hell Pit... 
he has doomed us for suffering life after life... the evil 
thing in human shape. (He Wh 229) 
12, May their rotten carcasses be food for vultures, " (He Who 
229) 
13 And, our community will not be corrupted by such dirt- 
gobbling curs. (Kanth 64) 
14. You always want to pollute the food of Brahmins with your 
evil tongues... (Kanth 93) 
15. You dirty dragon! Go and sell yourself in a house of 
prostitutiong, you wretch, you devil! You witch, -you donkeyls 
kid, you bloody.... (C of a B) 
e 
15.5.1. The qualifiers used with heads in nominal groups 
operating in the register of casteszd interesting both for the 
collocability of the items and the context. We give a few 
examples here: 
swine of a bania (C of aB 23). woman of a lower caste -(C of 
aB 10)v the confusion of caste (K 51)9 the pollution of 
Rropen-Y (K 51), mixing of castes (K 584 corruption of castes 
(E 137)- 
15.6.0. As a study in preliminary quantitative method for 
classification of deviations in a variety of a language, we 
took one text of an Indian English writer. A number of items 
(i. e. Castel defiles hiph hipbest, low, lowest out; Pollutes 
toughs imper) were abstracted and the following study mde, 
(i) the total range of oollocations (also of. Table II); 
(ji) the frequency of tusuall and 'unusual' lexicaltenviron- 
ment of these items; 
(iii) the degrees of variation. 
1A novel Untouchable by X. Ro"'Anand, London,, 1935, 
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15.6.1. TABLE 1: SHOWING DEGREES OF INDIANNESS OR 
ICASTENESSI OP CERTAIN ITEMS' 
Item total usual collocations unusual oollocations % of 
fre- (i. e. as in BE) (i. e. special IS Indian. 
quency collooations) ness 
frequency % frequency % 
caste 99 99 100 
1100 
defile 20 20 100 100 
hijrýh 9 2 22.22 7 77-78 77-78 
hiphes 2 1 1 50.0 50., 0 
low 12 5 41.66 7 58 '34 58*34 
lowest 3 2 66.66 1 33-34 33-34 
out 42 18 42.85 24 57-15 57-15 
nollute 
ýi 
35 - - 35 100 i0o 
touch '84 15 17,9 69 82ol 82.1 
uDmer 2 1 50-0 1 50,0 50.0 
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15. '6.2, TABLE '11: SHOIdING INDIANNESS OF COLLOCATIONS 












3 item collo- fro 
cations quer. 
cy 
Caste 94 003ts - 
4 -distinction 1 kell-ow out- 1 
Castes -2 "_, ass-outter. 1 hipb--men 2 
'Caste- 
1 hiph. hi; rh-Hindix 3 
Hindu 6 high-people 2 
highest. 1 low-boVe 1 
7 low-vermin 1 
-16138 2 low-man 2 
IDwast. I out. -colony 16 





15-o ToO- IE end Indian' religions: TaO POliticalp mcial and 
religious attitudes of the two major Indian comn=ities - Hindu 
and Muslim - havo also been transferred to IE writings. 
As the item caste has become basic for the caste collocationN 
the term cor=nal has, pract, ically# the same status in Hindu- 
'I Muslim relations* 
15,. 7-19 'The item communallis used with the sutfixes -ism 
'tts 140) which are used in a (. RJ 7.6,59) and Jst- (100, Hie 
re striated, context in IE* 7he range Of 001looability of 
is'. entirely different in IE from what it is in BE, 
The, formations with the item COMMnal form both OSW and LS, a 
few examples are given below: 
com. mnal attitude (ho 9*4.61)9. communai bodies (I-N, §-7.61), 
com-aunal disturbance (t, ý, 26-3.61), oo=, mnal distinctions (1001 
Nights 139), commnal labels (1001 Nights 141). communal partle 
(L, 26.3.61), cor-munal reaction (k. 26-3.61), comminAl press 
. 3.61), commnal trend 
(ES, 1-7.6), communaliv'namad 26 
2 9.4.61). 
15.7.2. The reference 
3 is I yeligious communities 
(V of 0 84) or riots 110pi 
means any disturbance of a 
, to any kind of clashes between the 
nade by the forrution con-tmunal riots 
MP-hts 121), 7he item riot in fact 
communal nature, A communal leader 
lIn OED and other lexicons of EMlish, the extended Ird ian 
mean't-ng is invariably included. 20ther formations commonly used are, communal 119 ader. comnunal 
passion. 
3usuallY Hindus and Muslims. 
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is not one who represents a lco=mnel in the Chinese sense; 
it is one who believes in, what is oalled in India, the two 
nation theory, 
7he above items are perhaps restricted to tim register of 
politics. These political and, religious differences appeared 
in other social roles like eating, marriage$ and speech- 
14 - 14 - 0. functions such as modes of reference/address (cf. 1 Areetings 
14.18-0. (of. In the relationship of two religious groups in 
eating we have forms like inter-dine, 80-Par to-eating, (Kenth 
51), cow-eater (V of G 124), 20H 1,021, 'eater (. P.. _. ýOfP 
157)o 
forbidden reat W 31). and in social relations, inter-marrinFe 
1 
i 
(14M 11) 0 
1 This form is also used for marrIages between two castes, but 
is less frequent for, what we calls International marriages, 
, 
that is, a marriage between an Indian and a foreigner. 
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i, 16. INDIAN ENGLISH IN INDIAN SOCIAL ROLES 
16. ' l. O. ' By the use of IE in Indian social rolee; we mean the 
use of English for social co-operation in a C2. ' 
4 
When an L2 I is spoken and/or written in 'different' 
1 Ung there 
is a kind of "shift", This shift results from the uce of a different 
social and cultural $grid' on the language. 
160' 1.1. We will try to investigate how the social and cultural 
grids' of India have been transferred to IEq* and to what extent 
we can relate the formal exponents with come CSe of India* 
In treating the social roles Deparately in this aection, 
we are not creating a dichotomy between 
(i) the i3peoch-functiona; 
(ii) the restricted-languagos; and 
(iii) the social roles of a language. 
The above (i) and (ii) are equally functional and social an 
This division is attempted only for classificatory convenienco and 
to show - 
(i)., ý that social roles are more general than SFs; 
''that- social roles do not include socially determined repetitive 
2. 
events , 
(iii)'th, at social roles are not finite in the came sense as the 
SPe can be.. 
3 ,, 
16.2*1. In 'demarcating' language according to aocial rolea, 
we have followod the earlier procedure of dividing the context into 
I 
That in CSs other than those which belong to the L10 Cl. speakers/ 
writers of the language. 
2 In this chapter. 3The 
social roles may howeverp be used as a covering term to include 
SFs- (cf, Chapter 
M. 
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CSs, and establishing parallel exponents at one or' more formal levels*. 
The formal exponents may or may not deviate from BE. ' 
11 16.3.0, The Odividing' points for CSs, in the social roles 
are s perhaps, arbitrary, since 
the boundries of one I piece I of activity 
are integrated with the boundrien. of another 'piece' of activity. 
Thin is arbitrary in the same sense as segmentation of one 'bit' of 
language from another 'bit'. 
In social roles our CSs would, thaý be those 'bits' 
(or pieces) of activity which are under our focus of attention. On 
the renewal of connection of the fonnal, levelot with the Us, the 
JE text shown how the English language is used in a different context. 
_16., 
2. We have discussed the following social roles: 
1. Ceremonies and ritualaq 
2. dress and ornamentag 
3- food and food habits, 
4. marriageg 
2 5. politico. 
16.4.0. Cerernonlen n, -nd rituals: Religious or social ceremonies 
(and rituals) are an essential part of Indian social or religious 
lifet and to a large extent the individual or group-behaviour of 
person/s is determined by, them. From one's birth to deathp there 
are ceremonies related to the different stages of the growth of an 
A parallel example of contextually determined deviation cantgain 
be given from Australiat where the Australianneca of the language 
is, -conditioned by the different environments in which the language is used. See S. Js Bakerv A PoDular Dictionary of Australian Slang. o ,. 'If they (Australian writers) are to write about that environment 
they will have to know something of the language of Auntraliaoll, 'P. 3. 
2We have discussed these contexts in the chapter on hybridizationg 
but in that section only 'mixed' formations have been included. In 
the following, pagesp we have included both hybrid and non-hybrid 
formations* 
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individual., Theseq of courset-'differ from such ceremonies in English 
cultureo The formal exponents for such ceremonies may either be 
transferred from Lls or InevI collQcations of English lexical items 
may be created. We have divided these ceremonies into two: 




hair, cutting ce remon: Z (Kn. ntht 56-)' 
invitation-rice-(Knntlý9'173) 
rice-eating ceremony (Krmthp 171) 
schooling-ceremon-y- (FRq 106) 
turmeric cpremony. (MMo 70) 
16.4.2. SociaI3 
nroti-timel (He Who, 207) 
asirvad ceremonZ (MM# 115) 
bath-milk (lit, Whog 130) 
gar-festiva: 
CýQR_p 15.7-59)' 
initiation . ceremonX (S & Ro 48) 
rnela-fentival (Hit, 28.12*59) 
milk-bath (He Who, 124) 
puja-day (S of D, 45) festival 
(ABPp 28-10-59) 
ploup. hing-ceremony (F Of Pq as) 
satyanaravana-procession 
(Knntho 240) 
pha! jan --ceremony 
(BH# 124) 
'This is also spelt an arati. 
hFtir ceiemony (Ranth, 28) 
nnmin! r, ceremony QTSL 160) 
rice-initiation ceremonv 
(OlHo 30) 
seventh month coremony (Knntho 37) 
ceremony (Ile Whot 113) 
bhpijnn-r, onp, (SMIT, 17) 
brother-anointim, corpmonv 
(ITO Wh! 2 g 160) 
even: Lnp, 
_PuirA 
(ITO Wh0q 170) 
invitation-rice (Kanthp 173) 
mela-ground (HSP 11- 6-59) 
.. f 
Procession throne (Yanth, 
offering (He Whot 127) 
lime (He Who. 205') 
rain-bringing ritual (p 
_of 
pl, 88) 






thour-m-nd-and-eisrht flames, ceremony 
(Yantho 142) 
vinavaka-festival (EIg 21) 
Va! Mn ceremony (He Whop 113) 
upanavanam-ceremon-v (S & Ro 323) 
worshiTý-chnmber (W49 140) 
- fire 
16.4.3, Dress and Ornaments:, The following formationa refer 
to. clothing or objects related to dress and Ornaments: 
a- le-bells (, TPp'37) 
anp_rezi-dothes (ap 257) 
cotton-saril(R & Hv 153) 
coolie-hat (SIFt 95) 
-formal achkan (S ofJ, 106) 
MTýru-jrlcket, (Sk Ro 344) 
khaki-u-niform (LD9 24) 
-w-screw 
(N in S. 10 
(11 at Aq' 173) 
border (R & Hi 40) 
(S & R9 12)- 
sqffron-ýsari (S &, Rp 27) 
solar-topee, (V ofG' 10) 
iraist-bnncl (S & R, '163) 
ýhread (He Whog, 190). 
anklot-belln (1000 Nir,, hts- 50) 
choli-piece (S At R. 58) 
--PY-Innas (Ent At 139) 
, c1holi-fold (S & R. 151) 
gInns-choorip, (ITo Whov 23.1) 
I jibba pocket (IfMg 19) 
nose-pendnnt (B A R. 34) 
-pashmina-shawl 
(DD, 207) 
- robe (H-nt A, 176) 
- clad (SMHI 1) 
-dhoti 221) 
silk-tOmft: (Mj 185) 
upper-cloth (FE, 3.15) 
--chain (1011,73) - 
iIII 
FO'Oa rmi eatlnp, The'food one-eatep and the 16.4,4- habitn: 
manner of eating"is often a-clue to one's culture andq perhaps, 
religion. In IE'fictionj`theýdelineation of food and eating habits 
help us to identify the persons involved'in a situationg their 
religioua backgroundt the ýart of India they come fromt and their 
28 1ý' 
social status, 
'16.4,5. In social roles it will be useful if we treat certain 
units as contextual -items (ef - 15* 4#0. ). A contoxtual item, in 
t. hIiIs case, would then be, one or more formal items, the meaning 
other than pure lexical -- of which is entirely determined by the 
context* We harve taken a few excerpts to illustrate this point. 
(a) "she -pulled a dining-leaf out of, the bundle in the kitchen 
rack, mpread It on the floor.. " (WI. I. 84) 
(b) 
_,, "called for coffee... 
brought in brass tumblers... poured 
it back and forth... forth and back in the perpetual 
_- 
concertina motion. " (DDs 
The 
-above 
(a), is contextually parallel to j what in the Englich 
society would be# she took a plate and laid it on the table. In 
this case j then, there is unintelligibility of two types for Ll 
and C1 speakers/writers of English. Firstj the sets that fill the 
otructure of collocations are not usualt and secondp this CS is 
absent in B-E. 9 hencep the contex#ial-uriintelligibility too* The 
11unintelligibility' at these two levels may leave the following 
Imeanings' uncomprehanded: 
(i) that the person is from the south of. India, (because dinin 
leaves are. not usually used in the north of India), 
that it is a middle-class orthodox Hindu speaking about a 
conventional household. 
16.4.6, In (b) coffee... -brass tumblers...; cOffee... Poured 
forth... andbacki are lunco=on, collocationeq used for creating 
what is termed in literary terminologyj 'local colourf. Persond 
1 
The contextual unintelligibility is of the same nature as we have 
discussed in the section on the caste in IE. (of* Chapter 15), 
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knowing South'of India will immediately- relate Pqu-reA forth nnd back 
with. that. part of Indiao 
The other formations used in thia context are: 
CM; -rezi sweets 36) 
akall_u-i)addv (L49 1*1.59) 
betýl-bag (Kantho 31) 
woman (SmH9 158) 
brahmin-reptaurant, (SIP# 161) 
coconut pary-ma (AD$ 8) 
dhal-mixture (N iriSt 195Y 
ter (S & Ra 245) 
dunp,,.!! c, -ike (S72,68) 
- tennot (BTTP 76) 
basangi-]2add_v ( Mt 1-1-59) 
-leaves (MRS9 54) 
burningýhoe (B of A. 66) 
12.6.59) 
double-roti, (n, 171). 
(KFtnth, 43) 
dinJ-n, 7. --Icaf NU, 84) 
leaves ftnnths' 57), 
, f. rho-e-fried (He Wh6 205) 
gram-khir (YLnthp` 43) 
leaf-'bap, -I (2b 149) 
- nliýte (MM 93) 
'(DD 25Y shop 
. 32heni-clinner (SA Rt 277)' 
siýl erbet-dealer (PH, 34). 
tOdcl, ý-T)ot (Knnth, 194)- 
wh elZt-chuppaties (R & H. 19). - 
eatinrr-house, (F of P. 18) 
fuel-enko_ QLnt 13) 
flavoured (Wm. 144) 
Cumm (111.9 
221 (20 66) 
- leýaný-makin'ýr, '(gH, 160). 
- F; tall (RHO 80) 
--P-otato--bonda, (WM, 222) 
sonamukhi-ýrice (SMH,, 77) 
vermicelli pZynam (Knnth, 18) 
16.4.7. Marriqpýe: The' . fomationj3 : hthe context of marriaZe 
can be grouped into the following: 
the 'geographical area; 
(ii) the cocial classen and otatus; 
(iii) eocial attitudea towards widows. 
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The formations 0 basar-room 
(Mi * 73) p basar-chamber 
(MI 9 85) 
98) . flovein-abed, 
(MAp 105) etc. are geographically 
determinedl in the pense that these forms are *Iequent, in the con- 
text of marriage in Bengal and parts of Bihar. They are regionally 
determined 'since 'they will not be used in Maharashtra or Kashmir. 
In marriage the class or status is,. involved in a broader cenee; 
it is a matter of attitudes to the relationship, for exampleg the 
following sentences show how", this attitude. is reflected in -the 
language:. 
(i) They can't-be, all right if they have kept the girl unmarried 
till sixteen (BA) 
... if the stars and other. 
things about tho girl are all 
right. (BA) 
(iii) Old mother. went on, "can the tongue relish rise and fisht 
can the eyelids close in peace while there in a maiden 
daughter in the house"UTM) 
In (i) and (ii) all ri and sixteen are the two cluesq which 
are to be analyzed at the contextual levelq cinc. e these forms are 
iasically linked with Indian culture*. All right has socialq 
economic and moralconnotations. And (iii) involves, co, cial and 
religiousimplications. 
_16,4-8- 
The. other. aspects of marriage have been classified an 
the ceremony, and 
(ii) objects related to marriage* 
16.4.9, The ceremon-vt 












bridFtl-chamber (S' t 278 
flo, ver-becl (MM. 105) 
b "(T R, 63) ox 




'ýrin, '(RH, 130) 
festival (SMI, 17) 
season (DD, 25) 
-ý month (STF9 50) 
- house (FE, 49) 
16.5-0. In Hindu society, g'there is a special attitude towards 
viido, wsio '^This attitude is OunEnglishl 
in the sense that like the 
-caste-system, it is a CS of 
India. 
, arc,, collocationallY 
Indidn# e. g. 
2', 
bangled- widow (K 233 
ill-bodinn, - (C of 
'B' 16) 
The modifiers of the item widow 
dirtv - (C of Bg 16) 
shriven - (Kn. nth, 17) 
16.6.0. In'IE, the problem is not of 'redefining' items in the 
regi'ster of'. poiiiic's'. 
3 * What interents us here iI og the lexical items 
and other formati6no, which have 
Ispe'cif 16' meanings in IE political 
writings. The, IE political formations evolvedg after the political. 
struggle was revived under Gandhi's leadership, and with the in. 
ce'pjjon-Of'j7E joiirnalism and other political vritingo. 
4 
11'Chandran's Parents f3ent'for Gaftapathi Santrigal. 9 who was match. 
maker, inýgeneral to a few. important familicoýin Malgudi. " (B of A. 79) 
2An'ironical expre*ssion. 3 
. The. 
teiis likeAemocis6v. - dibtatorshin need two sets of definitions; 
onpin the Ameri7cansense'and anoth-FT en the Russian sense. See 
Weldon, T. -D, The Vocabularl-Of Politics, Penguing 1953. 
4A very interesting study of'the language of politics in India can 
be'made from the; - speeches - delivered in the Indian National Congress 
sessions and the-Political writings of the Indian leaders. We are 
her merely attempting to touch this anpect'of IE. 
mth (S -Ri Rq-100) 
kmmkum-maik (Knnth, 159) 
Match-maker (B of A, 79) 
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16.6.1. Formntions reln. ted to Gandbi: The three -b-ioic lexical 
itemeg which are used in Gandhian political contexts are: 
n, himsa, satyer, -raha. and khadi or khaddar. These have been 
borrowed, not only in IEO but also in BE. These three give us 
t, he, folloving lexical sets, which incidentally are OSWn also. 
ahims, q camp lender 
soldie-r (WMp 78) sweeper (Ln_, 218) 
ashr'am t1ise-j-ple (MM*I 82) CAMP (WMP 82) 
c1nd (§Lt 6,6059) khadiboaýd (SLs, 8- 6#59) 
competition (TIll 97) coat (Efinth 148) 
cloth Mantht 109) -shop 
(Xn. nth, 135) 
&haddýr clad (1000 NiZhts, 14) Jibba Nmt 44) 
saari (WMP 48) satyaj=aha campaiM 7.6o59) 
movement, (Slfflt 73) 
(and field-satyap-raha (Kantht 240)) 
agr-aha is us Sqtv ually translated into English an non-co-operation. ' 
salt-march (BEL06) L-aait--At 55 
Salt-making (H at At 35) are related 'With Gandhi's c=paiga for 
removing salt-tBM in India. Swadeshi-movement, swadeshi-cloth (Un,,, 208) 
are also linked with the campaign for khaddqr. 
16.6.2. In connection with' (i) the Village-partica/politien, 
trade-unions, and (iii) other cocietiesq the, following hybrid 
and mn-hybrid formations are used: 
, ar Comm e conpresr3 -. -)anchqv 
'itte 
(Kanth 
Grain Cola Committee (OR. 15.7,59) 
kisan-candidate (V of Go 13) 
congress Panch=nir (Knnth, 18 
Deh'ati_Jsmta Partý (gT,, 15,6,59) 
Artmpahnyak Refresher Course, 
(Hit# 28.12-59) 
I Thist incidentaUyq is not the correct "translation't of the item. S-atva is trutht and Wgraha ý. =MRnd, which does not mean what non. 
co-operation meansi 
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'1he preceding sections on what we have terred 17.1-0- 
"Indian English" ar. 9 brief preliminary surveys of different 
aspects of a language-contact situation, In this study we do 
not claim more than an attempt to raise certain theoretical 
problems,, to suggest how they may be approached,, and to draw 
attention to some lun-Englishl contexts in which the'English 
language is functioning in India, 
17.1.1. What '"we ý have -been trying to do JE, to draw from 
Indian, English sources the illustrative material for"I suggesting 
how linguistic theory (and'mothodology) may be extended to the 
study of the non-formal' linguis tie aspects of language. And 
more important, how formal and non-fbrmal statementsimay be 
integrated' if necessary. This was basic to our approach 
because, at the outsett we stressed the interdependence Of form 
and (contextual) function. 
17.1.2, In terms of the source material (i. e., IE text) we 
had two initial problems, -, --, 'The-first was that of choosing a 
startingý--point in the time7dimension of over a century or more 
which IEU cover; the second was of selecting material from the 
various points on the Cline of bi-lingualism, 
17.2.0. - In the: historicaý sense, IEU (in om formýor the 
lThIs does not imply thatýthese two aspects (j, e', the formal 
and "functional" or contextual) cannot be treated as distinct. 
But we should repeat here that a linguistic statement about a 
non-formal, linguistio -aspect should nec. es. -arily be based on"the 
form, 
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other) started with the, beginnings -in bi-lingualism in English 
and developed with the politioal-and cultural imPactiof the 
English in India. With the -political stabilization, of the 
English in Indiag bi-lingualism, in English manifested itself in 
all types of - social,, culturals, Political and literary 
activities. This was ý (as. we, have maintained throughout this 
study) a contact of two diametrically different cultures, in 
addition to its being a contact of languages. This'Was a 
mutual give and take in the sense that Indian languages'and 
culture were influenced by the English language and cultureg 
and in return English language and thought were influenced by 
the languages and thought of India. 
'17.2.1. On the one hand the Minute of 1835 (cf. 6.0. ) 
ushered in an era of Western, influence on Indial and: 
'on the 
other hand the transmission'of Sanskrit and Indian thought to 
the West beginning'with the famous, paper by Sir William Jones 
in 1786# attracted serious Western scholars to India for 
linguistic and philosophical studies. 
17.3.0. In terms of-material we restricted our investi. 
gation to what we term Standard Indian English. This includes 
the English of those Indians w. ho'speak/write English, as L2 and 
who range above the Central, point on the Cline of bi lingualism. 
17- 4-0.7he aim, thong -was to investigate IE as a language 
lSee Firth Papers p. 165. "There is no doubt-tnar, Sir William 
Jones and Sanskrit were the active sources of stL,, Mlus for new 
developments in, general linguistics and phonetics both in 
Europe and America. " 
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operating in a foreign oultureq and linguistic settingt and 
mark how the socio-linguistio factors of India have influenced 
the formal features of Indian English. In other wordsl to 
ascertain whether there are parallel for-nial exponents for Indim 
contextual 'exponents'; and what types of deviations they have 
from BE. This meant treating context as a relevant linguistic 
level. 
17- 4-1- The 'comparison' and $isolation' of contexts raised 
certain theoretical and procedural problems. If, we, treat 
context as a congruent (inter) level of analysiss what body of 
theory of contextual analysin and comparison could be used as 
basic in this study? 7he choice was restricted to the'work of 
Firth and Pike (of. chapter O'sinee only these two linguists 
have seriously thought in this,,. direction, In this study we 
have foliowed and adopted Firth's ideas, in order to',. develop 
the concept of contextualization in linguistics. On the pro- 
cedural side we had to adopt certain specific methods which we 
have discussed in chapters 5 and 8. 
17- 4.29,7he analysis proceeded, firstly, on the view that 
varieties of a language can be recognized in terms of operation 
or contexts, and any contextual statement shoilld be verifiable 
and Justifiable from the, formal exponents, In our view it is 
not possible to give arry specific linguistic statement in terms 
of contexts unless languages are 'restricted' in terms of 
functions. Ohis functional grouping, of course, should be 
Justified on the formal basis. ) A formal statement may be 
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I 
about the (inter) level of phonology, or the levels of grammar 
and lexis. 1 These may be about a language as a whole, or 
about 'demarcated' parts of a language. 7hese demarcated 
parts would be, what we term, RLs, registers, and speech- 
functions. (cf- 5- 5-l-)- Speech-functions are distinct 
from RLs and registers in the sense that they are soolulI7 
determined, repetitive speeoh-events, and may be abstracted 
from register and/or RLs, 
17- 4.3- A formal statement may be based on all the levels I 
(which includes lexis) or, only on one level, The methodology 
of phonology and grammar are# by their nature, capable of lead- 
ing to rigorqus formal statements; the problem arises when we 
come to the lexical level, Linguists have been reluctant to 
consider a lexical qtatement to be of the same power; as a 
phonological or a grammatical statement. The zrain reason is, 
perhaps, that lexis, by nature, is 'opens and this makes it 
less susceptible (at this stage anyway) to the type of state- 
ment which can be made about phonology and gra=ar, which are 
lolosed-systems levels. 
17- 4.4- In IEW we realized that in certain case'si'stýtementis 
I 
about RL, register (or speech-functions) can be made only at 
the lexical level. Having to seek a criterion for such state- 
ments,, we used Firth's category of "collocation" (cfý' 5.9.0. ) 
17he levels, do not, of coursep operate independently'as 
features of A IanFruqFe,, - they are separated In the annlysim of a language for convenience of description. 
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as basic, and proceeded from it towards formalization of lexis 
in terms of lexical sets and ordered series of words. A 
lexical set may be abstracted on contextual criteria in 
relation to contextual sectors, and an ordered series of words 
on formal criteria. In certain cases these two may overlap6 
(cf. 12.2.3. and 12. 
. 
2-4-). 
17.4.5. The 'comparison' of lexis in two varieties of 
English in terms of collocations, lexical sets and ordered 
series of words has shown interesting deviations, namely: 
(i) that lexis, also is prone to the influence of sub-stratumr, 
(ii) that. -the influence of Clp and of the specific contexts, 
is more marked on lexise, 
that extension'of lexioal eats of L2 may be madýe on the 
analogy of those of Ll. 
17.5.0- In the earlier studies on bi-lingualism in English 
in India the influenoe of the sub-stratum and the transfer of 
C1 to L2 has been rather neglected, In this study the context 
of Cl has proved significant since the various uses of IE, 
especially in creative writing, make it essential for IE 
writers to use English for the delineation of Cl contextual 
sectors; this leads to 'special' uses of L2. In our sense, 
those are Indian 'uses' of English, and are to be linguistic- 
ally explained as such. 
17.5.1. A literary text (for that matter any text), whether 
lef. 
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IE or not, is basically a composition of formal items out of a. 
restricted range of, possible exponents at different levels. 
Any leffecti (as used in literary criticism) in a text must 
arise from the use of language.. Hence any statement about 
Indian social, cultural and political aspects of IE t; xts 
should ultimately be justified from the language-features, 
17.6.0,7he formal deviations in IE become 'meaningful' 
I 
when they are studied against the background of contextual t 
differences. 7he question now is., 'is there a method of de- 
limiting, context in order to establish parallel 'areas' in RLs 
or registers? (of. chapters 7 and 6). This raises"certain 
terminological (and to some extent also theoretical) problems. 
Torminglogical in the sense that if phonological or grammatical 
terms are extended to contexts there are obvious objectionst 
i 
some of them quite justified. For instances we may abstract 
phonological or grammatical unitsp which are explicable in 
terms of the level under discussion, and may be established on 
tho'basis of formal contrast, We can noto however, have a 
parallel $unit' in c'ontext of the same rigorous delimitation an 
we have in phonology and grammar. 
17.6.1. An RL is the first stop towards such'contextual 
demarcation of language, We had to ask ourselves whether we 
can abstract any 'bits' of contexts which may be established, 
as it were# as parallel to an RL or a register, This 
demarcation we thought was important in the function al view of 
language as opposed to a purely formal view. We proposed the 
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. term 
'contextual sectors# (of. 8.2.0. ). These may be 
established on the basis of contextual substitution and textual 
substitution (of. 8.1.0. ) (Firth's idea of contextual 
elimination rm. y be found useful in this connection. 
'). The 
determining factors will be certain definable variables which 
we'shall term leontextual'parameters'. (of. 0* 2.0. ). At 
the (inter) level of context the basic #unit' then is a con. 
textual sector and the distinctive features of a sector are 
contextual parameters. 
17,7,0, This aspect of linguistic theory# especially in 
relation to Firthian theory and its further elaboration, covers 
the first part of this study. 
The second part, "On Description and Comparison" is sub- 
divided into throe sections,, ' which may broadly be termed, 
grammatical comparison (cf. chapter 10). lexical studies (of. 
IIi 
chapters 11,12,, 13), and contextual statements'(of.. chapters 
4 
14t 15,16). 
'The grammatical deviations are of a statistical nature., in 
i 
terms of relative frequencies, and couldt perhaps, have, been 
more interesting if we could have analyzed texts at different 
points on the Cline of bi-lingualism, especially at the ambi- 
lingual point (which we have done) and around the central point 
(cf-, Since our corpus comprised what may be named 
Standard Indian English, we restricted the analysis only to the 
upper point. 
of. Popers P-32. 
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The influence of Indian languages on English has drawn the 
attention of writers from as ear17 as 17881, Their main aim 
however was to study the Indian borrowings in IE or BE: that 
is, the borrowing of single Indian lexical items in English. 
The other aspects of borrowing are: 
1. hybridization. 
2. lexico'grammatical transference, 
We have discussed these two aspects in chapters 12 and 13 
respectively, but these studies are fragments of what could be 
detailed independent studies of these two aspects only. Th e 
studies of transference from different Indian languages need to 
be made by scholars belonging to different regions,, since the 
variety of Indian languages'makes it difficult, if not 
Impossibleo for one person to speak with competence about all 
Indian languages. lie have chosen from the corpus only a few 
examples of an aspect which surely deserves an exclusive survey. 
7he last three sections are specially devoted to showing how 
Indian cultural, social and religious contexts have been trans- I 
ferred to IE. 7hese studies are selected and restricted, 
They are celected in the sense that they represent only a few 
of the social roles out of many in which the English language 
lIndian Vocabulary to which is prefixed the Forms of Impeach- 
ment. 12. M. O. Stockdales 1788 (P-136). Reference in 11J 
P. xxvilie It is interesting to. note that up to 1885, when 
G*C* 
' 
Whitworth published his Anelo-Indian Dictional2i about 21 
glossaries had appeared, In 1886, the first edition of 
Hobson-Jobson was published. 
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is used in India. 
17.8.0. In concLitioh, we hope, thib-study indicates that 
It is not on17ý at th6'phonological level that 1E is Itrans- 
parents,, but that the English language has acquired an Indian 
characteristin# which manifests itselfýat'all, the levels,, the 
i 
determining factor of this 'Indianness' being the Indian 
4 
setting. Indian English has ramifications in Indian culture 
(which includes languages) and is used in India towaids main- 
taining appropriate Indian patterns of life,, culture, and 
education. 9his in short is. what we might call the'Indianness 
of Indian English# as opposed to the Englishness of English. 
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APPENDIX I 
(Reference : Introduction, 1.6.7. ) 
Statement showing languages in use in the High Courts/Judicial 
Commissioners' Courts and Subordinate Courts. 
Languages used 
Sr. Name of in High Courts/ Languages used in Subor- 
No. State Judicial Co=ie- dinate Courts 
sioners' Courts 
1234 
Part 'A' Staten 
Andhra English Court language is Telugu. 
Both English and Telugu are 
used in proceedings. Judge- 
mentep Decrees and Orders 
are in English. 
2 Assam English Court language is English for 
all purposes. Assamese is 
used in proceedings in Courts 
in districts of Kamrups 
Nowgong Sibsagar and 
Lakhimpur ; and Bengali in 
the district of Cachar. 
Both Assamese and Bengali 
are used in Goalpara. 
Bihar English Court language is Hindi. 
Bengali has been retained as 
additional Court language in 
Sadr A Sub-division of 
Manbhum and Sadrp Pakur, 
Rajmahal and Jamatra. Sub- 
divisions of Santhal Parganas 
district. Proceedings are in 
regional languages. Judge- 
ments and Orders are in Engl- 
ish. Decrees are both in En- 
glish and Hindi* 
Bombay English Proceedings are in regional 
languageaq viz. Marathi, 
Gujarati and Kannada and, in 
Bombay City, in English. 
Judgements and orders are in 
English. Decrees are in- 
regional languages and, in 











Madhya English Court languages are Hindi and 
Pradesh Marathi. English is generally 
used for Judgementsp Decrees 
and Orders ; also for re- 
cording of charge against 
accusedq charge to jurys de- 
position of medical and other 
expert witnesses. 
Madras English Court languages are the re- 
gional languagest viz. Tamilt 
Malayalamq Kanarese and 
Telugu except in Madras City 
where it is English. Both 
English and regional lan- 
guagea are used in proceedings. 
Judgementog Decrees and Orders 
are in English. 
Orissa English Both English and Oriya are 
used in proceedings. 
Punjab English Court language is Urdu. Both 
English and Urdu are used in 
proceedings. Majority of 
Judgements and Orders are in 
English and Decrees usually 
in Urdu. 
Uttar English Court language is Hindi. 
Pradesh, Hindi is used in proceedings. 
Judgementmand Orders are in 
English. Decrees are in 
Hindi. 
West Bengal English Both English and Bengali (the 
latter more universally) are 
used in proceedings. Judge- 
ments and Orders are in 
Engliehq and Decrees both in 
English and Bengali. 
Part IBI States 
Hyderabad Urdut except for Court languages are the re- 
Judgementsg gional languages, viz., 
Decrees and OrdersTelugut Marathil Kannada and 
which are in Urdu. Proceedings are in 
English. English and regional lan- 
guages. Judgements and Orders 
are in English. 
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12 Jammu and English 
Kashmir 
13 Madhya Hindi, except 
Bharat for Judgementaq 
Decrees and 
Orders which are 
in English. 
Proceedings are recorded in 
Urdu or-English. 
Court language is Hindi. 
Hindi is used in proceedings. 
Judgements, Decrees and 
Orders are in Hindi except 
Judgements of Courts of 
District and Sessions Judges 
in cases relating to offences 
punishable with deathýor im-ý 
prisonment for life or in 
suits the value of which is 
Rs. 20gOOO or more and in 
cases in which an important 
question of law is involved 
and which-is likely to go to 
the Supreme Court, which are 
in English. 
14 Mysore English Court language is English. 
Both English and regional 
languaget Kannadaq are used 
in proceedings. Judgementsp 
Decrees and Orders are in 
English. 
15 PEPSU Hindi and Court languages are Hindi and 
Punjabil except Punjabip the regional lan- 
for Judgements, guaGeso Proceedings are 
Decrees and usually in regional languages. 
Orders which are Judgementaq Orders and Decrees 
in English. are generally in English. 
16 Rajasthan Hindi except Court 
ianguage is Hindi. Pro- 
for Judgements, ceedings are in Hindi. Judge- 
Decrees and ments, Orders and Decrees are 
Orders, which in Hindi except those of 
are in English. District and Sessions Judges 
and Civil and Additional * 
Judges which are in. English. 












Saurashtra English Proceedings are generally in 
Gujarati. Judgementst De- 
crees and Orders are generally 
in Gujarati, except in 
Courts of District and 
Sessions Judges and Assistant 
and Additional Sessions Judges 
which are generally in English, 
Travancore- Malayalam 




are in English. 
Court languages are the 
regional languagesp Malayalam 
and Tamil. The regional 
languages are used in pro- 
ceedings. Judgements and 
Orders are in English. 
Decrees are invariably in 
Malayalam. 
Part ICI States 
Ajmer English Proceedings are in Hindi. 
Judgements$ Decrees and 
Orders are in English. 
Bhopal English Both English and Hindi are 
used in proceedings. Judge- 
ments# Decrees and Orders 
are in English. Hony. 
Magistrates sometimes use 
Urdu. 
Coorg English Both English and Kannada are 
used in proceedings. 
Delhi English Court language is Urdu,. Hindi 
is additional Court language. 
English, Urdu and Hindi are 
used in proceedings. Judge- 
mentsp Decrees and Orders are 
in English. 
Himachal English Court language is English. 
Pradesh Proceedings are in Hindi. 
Judgementst Decrees and Orders 
are generally in English, 
except that come Magistrates 




24 Xutch Gujeratip Proceedings are in Gujerati. 
except for Judgementsq Decrees and 
Judgementsq Orders are in Gujerativ 
Decrees and except that Judgements and 
Orders which Orders of District and 
are in English. Sessions Courts are in 
English. 
25 11anipur English and Manipuri is mostly used in 
Manipuri. proceedings. Judgementsq 




26 Tripura English English is the language of 
District and Courts of 
. Sessions'Judges and of Sub- 
ordinate and Assistant 
Sessions Judges. Bengalit 
the regional language, is 
used in all Civil Courts. 
Both Bengali and English are 
used in writing Judgementso 
Orders and Proceedings as 
also in the transactions of 
other business in the Courts 
of Senior Deputy Magistrates 
and all other Magistrates. 
Only English is used in the 
ts of District Magistrates Cour 
and Additional District ' 
Magistrates. 
27 Vindhya Hindio except Couxt languageI3 Hindi. Pro- 
Pradesh for Judgements# ceedings are in Hindi. 
Orders and Judgements, Decrees and 
Decrees which Orders are in, 11indi., 
are in English. 
Part IDI Territories 
28 Andaman Court language is English, but, 
and Nico- village and tehsil levels, 
bar Is- Urdu is being used for certain lands. purposes, 
NOTE: Judicial Commissioners' Courts exist only in Part ICI States 
of Ajmerg Bhopal# Himachal Pradesht Kutch# Manipurp Tripura and 
Vindhya Pradesh* There is no such court in the Part IDI territories. 
Prepared on the basis of the information furnished by the different 
i Courts and the Courts of the Judicial Commission rs in the country. ýc 
- Report of the Official Language Commission, 19573 
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